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Editorials in the last couple issues focused
on positive sides of the metal scene, but this
time I decided to use darker colors, maybe
because of too many positive-metal releases
around.

Looking back at the 90s, it seems that more
cutting-edge music was being released then
than now. Psychotic Waltz "A Social
Grace," Cynic "Focus," Tiamat
"Wildhoney," Paradise Lost "Draconian
Times," The Gathering "Mandylion" all
either put fresh dimensions to metal or were
just plain new. Currently, almost all releases
fall into the grey area of conformity.

Reasons for the shortage of great albums
may be several. First, it is true that a lot of
metal has already been done, and that the
"has-been-done" amount is constantly
growing. Female vocals, keyboards,
symphonic arrangements were a few
elements used to color plain heavy/thrash/
death metal of the late 80s, and now it is
getting difficult to find another new
element to be included in the "what-is-
metal" bag. Even Tom G. Warrior, one of
the widely considered innovators (with
Celtic Frost’s "Into the Pandemonium"), in
his essay for "Sea of Tranquillity" fanzine
said that he didn’t think that one could
create something new and unprecedented in
music today.

Next, both metal musicians and fans are
getting older. Many bands hit their prime in
the early/mid 90s when they played one or
another form of cutting edge music, but
now they are either (1) tired of playing
cutting edge, (2) tired of their own music at
all and doing something else, (3) tired of
creating music but doing it halfheartedly
due to the family and/or label pressure ("so
when you think you can do the next one?").
The latter two kinds do not give any
promises, and the first kind usually results
in something more mellow but tolerable
(The Gathering "If Then Else") or shallow
(Theatre of Tragedy "Musique"); both
follow a rather predictable and linear
pattern.

The increasing average age of a metal fan
yields a better potential buying power, and
this has been one of the reasons for retro-
metal revival. This buying power is a strong
stimulus for many similar sounding
releases. Naturally, we all do like at least
some of the music that we liked when we
were n-teen, but one can only hope that
metal will not end up having a hard rock
status; I agree that Led Zeppelin and Black
Sabbath are great bands, but I have always
been thinking of metal as a rapidly evolving
and adventurous genre where new bands do
not necessarily repeat the path of the well-
known and respected ones.

The third reason is world globalization. The
internet has dramatically reduced the gap
between listeners and bands, and the bands
know better what their fans want and

implicitly or explicitly address their wills.
Earlier it took longer for musicians to
realize that only a few appreciated their
experiments. This is not say that we need
bad experiments for us to enjoy, but we
need them because for ten bad experiments
we may get one good one. For example, in
the mid 90s, we got such great and
experimental albums as Damn the
Machine’s debut or Anacrusis’ "Screams
and Whispers."

The fourth reason is that our computerized
era makes it very easy to record albums.
Many bands can afford that, and,
consequently, the amount of bad, average,
and "okay" material is larger in an order of
magnitude.

All the four reasons lead to one crucial fact:
many bands do not have ambitions to create
art of any kind. They are stuck in the box
and either cannot or do not want to get out
of it. In principle, there is no big difference
whether you go for The Corrs type of music
or the Children of Bodom type of music.
Okay, emotions both raise are slightly
different, the handling of instruments is at
different levels, but the bottomline is that
both get old quickly and both remind of the
popcorn and coca-cola entertainment
devoid of any higher aims. All high aims
usually end already with band names; for
example, what can you expect from a band
called Oceans of Sadness? Play metal, feel
metal, get on the road, talk with fans, meet
girls, get some money off touring and
merchandise (since royalties are far beyond
reach for the most), have a good time.

Having a good time is fine (particularly at
live shows), but, for example, I like to get
inspired by music, I like when it shows me
life from a side that I haven’t thought of
before. You may say that it’s easier to get
impressed and inspired when you are n-teen
years old, but I still think that I should
expect surprises. And why shouldn’t I think
so; during the last years I got completely
and unquestionably amazed by Anathema
"Judgement," Spiral Architect "A Sceptic’s
Universe," Solefald "Neonism" albums, and
Pain of Salvation’s live performances. Just
perhaps I want a little bigger overall
excitement ratio, because when the time
comes to do a playlist of the year, I am only
sure about the first three or five positions,
and the rest is one grey area with a few
brighter spots.

I have been using the 'cutting edge' phrase,
which is not much more than just a flashier
word for the old boring term originality.
Originality is hard to define and measure,
but you feel that it is lower than 5% for
many releases. Trends are being overdone
to death, and while symphonic black metal
has already dried out, the same agony still
awaits retro heavy/speed metal, female-
fronted atmospheric metal, and in-flames
kind speed/extreme metal with harsh
vocals. Okay, trends were always present,
but what is also happening now is that
different amalgams of styles and subgenres
of metal are nothing close to being
groundbreaking anymore: symphonic speed
metal is often boring and Tristania’s
symphonic gothic metal is not the next great
thing as was Therion’s "Theli" in 1996. It’s
probably too late to expect any truly
original and groundbreaking releases from
known and famous bands like Dream
Theater, Fates Warning, The Gathering, or
Morbid Angel. Only fresh blood can help,
either in enthusiastic performances mixing
the common styles (Spiral Architect,
Neglected Fields) or in efforts to push a
single well-understood style to the next
level (The Haunted, Soilwork).

In spite of the mentioned reasons, a few
new categories emerged during the last
couple of years. At risk of sounding
sacrilegious, I consider nu metal and
industrial dance metal (Mudwayne,
Slipknot, The Kovenant) as new styles of

metal which can be enjoyed in reasonable
amounts. One thing that bothers me is that
The Kovenant look cool now, but painted
black-metal faces also looked cool in the
early nineties and look what kind of
emotions do they excite now. Other recent
categories of metal include atmospheric
metal/rock music with busy guitars and
focused melodies, and avantgarde extreme
metal. The first can be exemplified by later
works of Anathema, Amorphis, and
Katatonia; and the second was accelerated
by Arcturus "La Masquerade Infernale" and
Solefald, and now explored by bands like
Atrox, Madder Mortem, Maudlin of the
Well, Sculptured, and record labels like The
End Records and Dark Symphonies. From
the four styles mentioned, the third, and,
particularly, the fourth seem to have the
most room to progress. Yet another
possibility is an emergence of metalized
versions of Tool and A Perfect Circle; a few
efforts in this kind can already be seen. To
be original is damn difficult, but it’s nice to
see somebody trying to create a unique
concept, message, stylistics, something
more than, for example, "Metal Opera" by
Avantasia.

Now, to address the above-expressed
worries and sorrow, the 16th issue of Edge
of Time welcomed with open hands all
what is adventurous and avantgarde, still
trying to maintain the core of our scope and
eliminate the 2nd-inspiration music as
much as possible (not from reviews
though). About 40% of the interviews
didn’t make it to the final print; either
because of the severe space constraints,
because of being a little old, because the
bands interviewed split up in the meantime,
or because of being published on our web
site for too long. We still aim high to
maintain the overall coverage of metal
focusing on the progressive and
atmospheric side, and we very much
welcome reader feedback on our efforts.

Giedrius Slivinskas

Alban Schmid (AS)
1. Symphony X “V”
2. Spiral Architect “A Sceptic’s Universe”
3. Pain of Salvation “The Perfect Element”
4. Pyramid “The Immaculate Lie”
5. Nevermore “Dead Heart in a Dead World”
6. Empty Tremor “Eros and Thanatos”
7. Mystic Force “Man vs. Machine”
8. Nightwish “Wishmaster”
9. Sonata Arctica “Ecliptica”
10. Twilight Kingdom “Adze”

Audrius Ozalas (AO)
1. Ordo Rosarius Equilibrio “Make Love, and War”
2. Current 93 “Sleep Has His House”
3. Spiritual Beggars “Ad Astra”
4. Raison d’Etre “The Empty Hollow Unfolds”
5. Mayhem “Grand Declaration of War”
6. Death In June “Operation Hummingbird”
7. Von Thronstahl “Imperium Internum”
8. In The Woods “Three Times Seven on...”
9. Monster Magnet “God Says No”
10. The Gathering “If Then Else”

Christian Rademaker (CR)
1. Greyhaven “Greyhaven”
2. Spiral Architect “A Sceptic’s Universe”
3. Ephel Duath “Phormula”
4. Symphony X “V”
5. Novembers Doom “The Knowing”
6. On Thorns I Lay “Future Narcotic”
7. Pain of Salvation “The Perfect Element”
8. Martyr “Warp Zone”
9. Enchant “Juggling 9 or Dropping 10”
10. Symmetry “Watching the Unseen”

Giedrius Slivinskas (GS)
1. Spiral Architect “A Sceptic’s Universe”
2. Neglected Fields “Mephisto Lettonica”
3. Nevermore “Dead Heart in a Dead World”
4. Pain of Salvation “The Perfect Element”
5. Borknagar “Quintessence”
6. The Haunted “Haunted Made Me Do It”
7. Mystic Force “Man vs. Machine”
8. Nightwish “Wishmaster”
9. Devin Townsend “Physicist”
10. Digital Ruin “Dwelling in the Out”

Gregorio Martin (GM)
1. Pain of Salvation “The Perfect Element”
2. Enchant “Juggling 9 or Dropping 10”
3. Symphony X “V”
4. Mark Boals “Ring of Fire”
5. Easy Rider “Evilution”
6. Elegy “Forbidden Fruit”
7. Pyramid “The Immaculate Lie”
8. Digital Ruin “Dwelling in the Out”
9. Nevermore “Dead Heart in a Dead World”
10. Racer X “Technical Difficulties”

James Slone (JS)
1. Therion “Deggial”
2. Fleurety “Department of Apocalyptic Affairs”
3. Aghora “Aghora”
4. Haggard “Awakening the Centuries”
5. The Gathering “If Then Else”
6. Esoteric “Metamorphogenesis”
7. Dark Tranquility “Haven”
8. In the Woods “Three Times Seven on...”
9. Love History “Anasazi”
10. Atrox “Contentum”

Sigitas Velyvis (SV)
1. VAST “Music For People”
2. Spiritual Beggars “Ad Astra”
3. Porcupine Tree “Lightbulb Sun”
4. Civil Defiance “Circus Of Fear”
5. Pain Of Salvation “The Perfect Element”
6. Under The Sun “Under The Sun”
7. Existence “Small People, Short Story, Little...”
8. Spock’s Beard “V”
9. Alchemist “Organasm”
10. Tristania “Beyond the Veil”
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by Giedrius Slivinskas

Devin Townsend has earned
reputation as an innovator. When
Strapping Young Lad's anger amazed
everybody who knew his
singing for (Steve) Vai's
"Sex and Religion," his
next project, rocking and
atmospheric Ocean
Machine, showed that he
was capable of pushing the boundaries even
more and was hailed as a groundbreaking release by many. The follow-up,
"Infinity," adopted another style, taking the emotionalism of Ocean Machine and
mixing it with heavier elements. Last year's release "Physicist" was more of a
blend of Devin's previous material, and also a break before even stranger
musical endeavours to be released in the future. Last year also marked Devin’s
decision to continue as a solo artist: Inside Out's re-release of "Ocean Machine"
is marked as a Devin Townsend album, while the original pressing in 1997 was
titled "Biomech" and Ocean Machine was then the band name. This decision
confuses some fans, and therefore please excuse me for being inconsistent
with quotation marks around Ocean Machine and Devin's other projects.

DEVIN TOWNSEND
next theme: earth
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Are Ocean Machine, Infinity,
Physicist different bands or
projects? If I have these CDs, should
I place them separately or all under
Devin Townsend?
They are not essentially projects, they
are more just titles of the records. They
are all solo records of mine, they are all
Devin Townsend records. I got the
people from Strapping Young Lad to
play on them primarily because we
have been playing together as a live
group for so long, and it works as a
unit in a band context. So it was
obvious to use them.

When Ocean Machine came out, it
looked like Ocean Machine was the
band and "Biomech" was the title of
the album.
Exactly. See, at first, the only two
records that I have ever done was
Strapping and Ocean Machine. And the
reason it was like that at first, because I
came off the Steve Vai tour, and with
that tour - as great opportunity as it
was for my career - I received a lot of
flack for it, I received a lot of criticism.
When it came time to do my own
records, the record company I was on
at the time and myself agreed that it
would probably be in our best interest
to separate my name from the type of
music. But now the records are coming
all the time, Inside Out were releasing
"Infinity" and "Ocean Machine" again,
and they are under my name.

What kind of criticism were you
getting?
Well, it was just that I think everybody
was pretty confused by that one. I got a
lot comments like "oh, you've ruined

Steve Vai's career" and all these sorts
of things. I was only nineteen years
old, and it was actually pretty hard to
deal with.

It came basically from people who
liked Steve Vai's music?
Yeah, exactly.

Returning to your music, is there
any artistic message in your albums,
or do you just view them as rock
n'roll albums?
Well, there's not really a message but
there's more of a theme. I spend a lot of
time with the type of ideas that I want
to put across on a record. For example,
"Physicist" was a very grey, steel,
relentless sounding record, and the
theme behind it was more just
observations of what has been
happening in the past couple of years
of my life. Sort of an acceptance of
humility as well as apology.

On the web site it says that positive
and negative things are disregarded
in favor of the middle ground.
Absolutely. As opposed to releasing a
best of record at the end of the year, I
decided to do a whole new record and
incorporate the aggressiveness of
Strapping Young Lad with the melodic
sensibilities of Ocean Machine, and the
experimental parts of "Infinity." So
what it basically is is just taking the
negative of Strapping and the positive
of "Infinity," and sort of melting it
together. And black and white makes it
grey.

What is in your mind about future
musical projects?

My next project is called Terria. As
"Infinity" was the opposite of "City" by
Strapping Young Lad, Terria is the
opposite of Ocean Machine. Ocean
Machine was music written about the
ocean, Terria is music about the earth.
And it is very similar stylistically... not
stylistically but similar vibewise, it is
peaceful and kind of placid. At the
same time, Terria is different than
anything I've done before because of
the production, because of the guitar
sound, and because of the chord
choices that I've made. It's very very
alien sounding music.

The CD cover will contain some
earth pictures...
Absolutely, the entire booklet will be.

And a small figure of Devin
Townsend...
[laughs] Yeah, little me.

If you would have to stop your
musical career right now, and some
person that you highly respect would
ask you which album would you
pick as the best one, as the one that
would illustrate your achievements,
what would you say?
"Infinity."

Not "Physicist"?
"Physicist" is my favorite at the
moment, but "Infinity" was the one that
was more indicative of my personality,
there I got deeper into myself. But
"Physicist" is my favorite to listen to.

Why not Ocean Machine?
Because it's old. I mean I love it, I love
it equally. That's the thing with my

projects, they are all equal in
my mind. But I like listening to
the ones that are more recent
ones, because I am getting so
used to it. I am not listening to
Strapping anymore, because
we've been playing it so long
and I know it inside out.

You do listen to your own music?
All the time. Constantly.

How much?
Hm, once a day.

Can you tell me what are upsides
and downsides of being a musician
like you?
In Canada?

In Canada, and in general.
Well, the upside is I can do anything I
want. Nobody is going to tell me what
to do and what not to do, because that's
where I structured my career, my
business, and my music. The downside
of it is because I do everything myself,
and because I am such a perfectionist,
it's a very lonely place to be. Because I
don't have many people that I can share
that with. But that is just the price you
can pay, and I'm prepared for that.

How is the business going these days,
you have got your own HevyDevy
Records...
Yeps. Well, our rent is paid. [laughs]
That's the most important thing.

You have some labels in other
regions?
Yes, Inside Out in Europe, Roadrunner
in Australia, Sony in Japan, Oasis in
Canada. And mailorder in the States,
we sell our stuff over the internet.

Your music is going pretty well in
Japan, isn't it?
Yes, it does. It's kind of interesting that
things are working out over there.

Have you been many times in
Japan?
Five or six times.

What do you think about the
country, how is it different from
Europe and United States?
Well, the difference is, if you are from
Canada and compare Canadians and
Germans, for example, it's different,
but it's still kind of the same. Because,
at the root of it, the letters are the same
in the alphabet, the sentence structure
is similar. Canada, Germany, and
Europe are all descendants of the same
line of ancestors. But in Japan, not
only the language, the writing, and
everything is different, but the entire
headspace is completely different. On
the surface, it seems really quite
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Metal Trivia: which band is this
and who is the big guy?
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Devin after adopting the mad-scientist look. Meanwhile, the gap between an innovative artist and a
mad artist is quite big, or isn't it?

westernized, but once you get more
into it, you start learning a bit about the
history and ways how the culture
reacts, you find that it's a very different
place. Very very different.

So it's not the same if you talk to an
Canadian or American person and a
Japanese person?
Absolutely not.

You probably got into some strange
encounters.
Absolutely. Yeah, very. [laughs]

Do you remember any?
Not ones that I want to speak about.
[laughs]

All embarrassments?
Yes.

Let's discuss something else then.
Does playing live influence your
songwriting? Do you notice some
songs that go well and then make
some decisions from that?
Sometimes. I want "live" to sound the
same as the record, I want it to be
perfect. What influences me?
Sometimes I'd be writing music, and
I'd be thinking what would be to play it
live. And then I'd think, "right there it
might be a little bit awkward, so I'll
change that part a little bit." Yes,
playing live influences you, and
[usually] it makes you wanna simplify
your music.

Well, your albums quite layered.
Absolutely.

Will you play
"Physicist" and
"Infinity" live?
It will be the same band
as Strapping Young
Lad. We'll be doing
"Physicist", Strapping,
"Ocean Machine," and
"Infinity" in one show.

Mixing the songs?
About half an hour of
each. Do four or five of
"Physicist," five or six of Strapping,
three or four from Ocean Machine,
three or four from "Infinity."

You were playing with Ocean
Machine and Strapping Young Lad
on one show a few years ago.
Yes, and we also did that in Japan and
Australia.

How did it go?
Wonderfully, it went really well.
Sometimes it's difficult to carry on that
way, because it's a lot of singing to do
for one night. Once you get used to it,
it becomes easier and easier.

Do you have any methods for
keeping your voice in good shape?
I warm up before the show. And we
structure the show so that it starts out
with easier songs to sing, and then
progressively gets harder, so I don't
have to jump into it cold.

Which songs are difficult to sing?
"Hide in Nowhere," "Material." Oh
gosh... [pause] Nothing in Strapping
Young Lad, everything is easy. That's

about it.

Why are they difficult?
Because a lot of the times what I hear
in my head is not from my vocal range.
It doesn't suit my voice. So I have to
change my style to suit what I hear in
my head.

You sang these songs in the studio as
well.
It's easier in the studio because you
have a chance to rerecord it, take it in
pieces, and things like that.

Were those parts quite difficult to
record as well?
Well, no. But the thing is, when you're
playing two hours a night, it's like: the
screaming is easy, you can go
"aaaargh" all night, but as soon as you
have to stop screaming and all of a
sudden go for a high clean note... If
you've been screaming for one hour
and a half, you voice goes "fuck you
man"...

In general, is it difficult for you to
compose music? Are there times
when the songwriting doesn't go
smoothly?
Oh sure, absolutely. In that case, you
just forget about the song, you just
throw it away.

Do you have some songs that you've
worked on a long time ago and
haven't finished yet?
Absolutely. But I know pretty quickly
whether or not the song is going to
work or not. I don't labor if I know it's

not gonna work.

If we take "Physicist,"
which song took the
longest time to write?
Let me look here... [pause]
Probably "Kingdom."
Because I got stuck in the
middle section of that one,
but I finally got something
that was cool.

Do you have any plans
for the next Strapping

Young Lad album?
Until I do a record that is better than
"City," until I am inspired to do a
Strapping Young Lad record that's
heavier and better than "City," I am
not gonna do one, because I don't
think it would be fair to the fans, and I
don't think it would be fair to my
career.

So it must be heavy?
Yeah, if I'm gonna do one, it will be
heavier than the last one. But I'm not
going to put out one just for the sake
of it.

Going back a little to the Ocean
Machine record, was it difficult to
release? It was quite a change
compared to Strapping, and
Century Media didn't want to deal
with it.
Yeah, exactly. It was difficult, but it's
all right. Everything is difficult. The
"Terria" record is similar to that, it is
similar to Ocean Machine, but we'll
see what happens.

Which record of the last three,

"Physicist," "Infinity," and
"Ocean Machine," got the best
response?
They all get about equal. Some
people like one more than the
other, some people like
Strapping more than "Infinity,"
some people like "Infinity" more
than Strapping, "Physicist" more
than Ocean Machine, some like
Ocean Machine more than
"Physicist." We get a pretty
broad range of reactions.

Saleswise it's also not so clear?
It's all about equal.

What do you think about riff
based rock n'roll or metal
music?
That's fine. I mean, it's not really
for me, it's not really high on my
list of things that I wanna do,
but, as far as that goes, I am sure
there is some validity to it and
people like it. It's okay.

There is a rock n'roll-like song
"Bad Devil" on "Infinity,"
how did that come about?
I was sitting in a hotel room in
Australia, and I just had the beat in my
head, that "tek dek tedek dek teng
tedeleleneng." It was just that funny,
rag time beat, and I just thought, "man,
let's write a song about the devil." It
sort of came up. And we were in the
studio, I thought it would be great to
put trombone on it, and it ended up
kind of cool.

It's quite different from the rest.
Absolutely.

If you look at the metal scene now,
do you view your music as different
from what others do?
Sure, yeah. I think I'm just doing my
own thing and that separates me from
what's going on in some of the metal
scene at least. What I intend to do in
the future is much different from what
I've done in the past. Especially now
that I've changed a lot during the last
couple of years. I think you'll notice
that my music will be even more
different than most things that are
going on in the next couple of years.

photo by Omer Shaked

How will it change?
Well, it will become a lot less heavy, a
lot more melodic, and a lot more
strange. This is sort of a direction that I
am heading now.

Your music is not as dark as most of
other metal.
I'm not a very dark person. So I prefer
just to write music that's a little bit
more positive.

Related Discography:
Strapping Young Lad "Heavy As a Really Heavy
   Thing" (Century Media, 1995)
Strapping Young Lad "City"
   (Century Media, 1997)
Devin Townsend/Ocean Machine "Biomech"
   (HevyDevy Records, 1997)
Strapping Young Lad "No Sleep Till Bedtime"
   (Century Media, 1998)
Devin Townsend "Infinity"
   (HevyDevy Records, 1998)
Devin Townsend "Christeen Single"
   (HevyDevy Records/USG, 1998)
Devin Townsend "Christeen (+ 4 demos)"
   (HevyDevy Records/Sony, 1999)
Punky Brüster "Cooked on Phonics"
   (HevyDevy Records, 1999)
Devin Townsend "Physicist"
   (HevyDevy Records, 2000)

http://www.hevydevy.com/
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by Giedrius Slivinskas

After "Mandylion," The Gathering has
become a big and respected name in the
metal scene. And they still are, thanks to their
live shows and the still-ongoing impact of
"Mandylion" which resulted in many younger
female-fronted atmospheric metal bands
listing The Gathering as an influence. The
three subsequent albums didn't hurt either,
introducing the band to a broader range of
audience.

The new and current face of The Gathering is
slightly different from "Mandylion": latest two
albums represent mellow heavy rock,
blending atmospheric metal with rock music
of Pink Floyd and Radiohead, which unlikely
could make a big effect to the metal
community, but which secured pleasant
moments to now a more eclectic and bigger
fan base. The laid back nature of band's
current style caused some criticism and
frustration from metal circles, but the criticism
was also rather laid back, and, to band's
credit, The Gathering's music cannot be as
easily accusable of too openly displayed
influences as some works of their once-
brothers-in-arms Paradise Lost, Tiamat, and
Theatre of Tragedy (the influences being
either Duran Duran, Pink Floyd, or Depeche
Mode).

The Gathering's fifth album "How to Measure
a Planet?" was a lengthy and hardly-
graspable effort which worked at its finest
when the listener settled on diving into calm
moods and gave up on getting bombastic and
heavy guitar riffs of "Mandylion" and
"Nighttime Birds." [We shouldn't hide though
that "How to Measure" ended as number one
in Edge of Time's 1998 writers' poll, I am
investigating the causes of this miracle up to
this day.] The latest The Gathering album
"if_then_else" represents slight changes
towards a more rockier approach, well
illustrated by the two first tracks. Some of the
album best moments come with the initial
entrance of singer Anneke in "Rollercoaster."
Overall, "if_then_else" displays a world of
spiritual thoughts and emotions opposed to
currently dominating materialistic views
induced by world globalization and
information highways. It's not a good album
to listen to when checking up the latest stock
prices and world news, but it suits well when
one wants to slow down and think of where
he or she is heading in this life. Anneke
answers Edge of Time questions.

think life

Do you feel that you achieve
bigger recognition with each
your new album? Your latest
two albums are not that
much metal, and people say
that Century Media have a
fixed metal market...
Yes, the old albums were more
metal, but this is also coming
from the metal scene. I don’t
know, there is a lot of metal
people who still like it.

You were playing live a lot.
Were you noticing different
types of people coming?
In the last few years, the audi-
ence really became different.
More mixed. There is like
students, boys, girls, young
people, old people, metal
people, also people from very
different scenes, like alternative
people or just pop loving
people. I like it, I like it a lot.

The new album is a bit
heavier than the previous
one, don’t you think so?
I think so, yeah. You can say
it’s more in your face. The
previous one was really long
and layered. Many people
thought it was quite difficult to
get into it. This one is more in
your face, is a short album, has
short songs. It’s like a reaction
to the last album. We felt we
wanted something different.

What do you think will
happen next?
For the next album, we are
already writing again. I don’t
know, it’s hard to tell now. It’s
in a very early stage, but I think
it’s going to be more of the
same. It’s gonna be more pop
and rock oriented I guess.

The common comment from metal
people is that your current albums
are not as heavy, but do you get any
comments saying that your music is
not pop enough?
Yeah, I think we are kind of in between
all these groups. For us, that’s nice,
because we have different kinds of
audiences. And we can play every-
where. We can play in metal venues,
metal festivals, but also mainstream
festivals. But, of course, we are not a
lot in Top 40. We used to be in Top 40
in Holland, but we never went number
one. It’s not necessary also, we are
kind of happy with this [state].

Were those Top40 entries for the
albums or for songs?
For singles. Albums always reached
Top 100 in Holland.

Which single was the most popular?
There was one song called "Strange
Machines." We got up to number 20 or
something.

Why did you decide to call the new
album "if_then_else"? Is there any
relation to computer programming?
Yeah, it’s a computer language. Actu-
ally, there was a song called
"if_then_else," but it didn’t make to the
album. But we actually liked this title
so much, because it’s computer lan-
guage and you can fill in the gaps
between if, then, and else. The general
topic of the album is that people are
very fast-oriented in this day and age,
everything goes fast. Food, computers,
cars... And you need to keep with it. I
think sometimes you have to lay back,
sit down, sit on a couch and think
about what you are doing. If you like

it, or if you don’t like it,
if you want to change
anything. Just think
how your life should be,
as opposed to listening
to others saying how

your life should be. I think our music is
an opportunity to break free from this
daily stuff, and relax for awhile in
order to go on.

The front cover of the album is also
related to that?
Yes, definitely. All these moving
people...

Is it from a train station in
Holland?
Yeah, it’s a train station in
the town where most of the
band members live. And we
are on the back side, if you’ll
have the real cover, you’ll
see that the whole back side
is a picture of us. The same
picture is on the front and on
the back. And you see this whole rush
thing. The rest, the whole world is
moving, and we are taking a break.

Let’s talk a little bit about the songs
of the new album. Just before the
interview, some of my friends said
that they hear some Bjork lines in
the first song, "Rollercoaster." Do
you agree?
I know Bjork, of course. She is very,
very good. She is not my main inspira-
tion though, but it’s kind of funny how
people hear different stuff in it. I think
it’s kind of a compliment anyway.

There is another song called "Satur-
nine," and when I read its lyrics, it
looked like a song that could be
written by Alanis Morisette...
Right, right. That’s funny you men-
tioned it. It’s kind of straightforward.
My lyrics are usually very vague,
listeners can make up their own
fantasies about them. I like it
like that, but "Saturnine" was
such a straightforward song, I
liked, for some reason, to write
straightforward lyrics to it. You
know, about boy leaving girl,
girl is angry. That’s it, that’s the
whole thing. There is nothing
fancy about it. But it’s kind of
poppy indeed, it’s kind of very
catchy.

There is an MP3 of this song
on the internet, why did you
choose this song?
I don’t know, it’s kind of The Gather-
ing old style, but with a very new
jacket. If you put song like "Morphia’s
Waltz," that would be a very difficult
song to put because it’s not represent-
ing the whole album. And we thought
"Saturnine" represents the whole
album.

What "Colorado Incident" is about,
the lyrics are not very precise?
Right. Well, the lyrics are written
because we like touring a lot, we like
to put 500 smiles each night on 500
faces. It means a lot to us. And we just
made a song about that. And it kind of
has a stoner feeling, it was written in
LA also. The title "Colorado Incident"

is about something what happened in
Colorado when we were there. We
were supposed to do a gig in Colorado.
We started the tour on the west coast of
USA. The booker said, when we
arrived from the airport, that, in the
middle of the tour, you have a gig in
the middle of the country, and we
should go from west to east. It was
actually impossible to make it, but we
tried anyway, and we didn’t make it.
We were there, and then we got treated
like shit. We came there 12 o’clock in
the evening and nobody was there to

help us or anything and half
of the band was sick. And we
decided to move on, to go
away because if we had
played the evening, we could
not have made the next gig
which was in Chicago -
another day of driving. We
couldn’t have slept or any-
thing, so we decided to move
on and get some rest. And
then this whole riot started on

the internet; people thought "yeah, you
stupid crazy bitch you don’t play" or
"you are not nice to your fans," when
the fault actually lies with the booker
who made a terrible mistake by book-
ing us like that. And we kind of tried to
make it, but we couldn’t. We tried to
explain, but it was kind of a negative
thing of the tour. And then Nom, our
drummer, said why don’t we name this
song after the Colorado incident. And
it’s a cool title. You make something
positive out of the very negative. You
turn it around.

What are your general impressions
about touring United States. Did you
get money, or did you lose money?
We lost money, but it was very good,
because it was lovely people who were
there to see us. Some people even
drove 5 hours to see us. It’s very
lovely, the country is beautiful. We
were all happy to be there. We all

would like to go back on different
financial circumstances.

You released a live album "Super-
heat," why do the most songs come
from the "How to Measure a
Planet?"
We actually grabbed a bite out of the
whole Gathering period. At that time,
we were promoting "How to Measure a
Planet?" CD. We did gigs for that CD,
we just recorded two of them and we
put that out for a live album. It was not
a "best of" of what you do. But we
didn’t want to make a "Best Of Gather-
ing" album. It’s just a nice live docu-
ment.
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You had some disagreements with
Century Media about the live album,
can you elaborate on that?
That was all money stuff. We were
having a discussion about royalties and
stuff like that, which you every year
have. A meeting where you go through
all those things. The media always
blows it a bit up. We were just waiting
until our conditions were really good,
and then we just released the record.

Do you have any plans for doing
videos for your songs?
Not yet. We have some cool ideas, but,
of course, it’s very expensive and we
don’t have the money to make a good
video clip. Maybe for the next single, if
we have a very brilliant idea, we might
do a good but cheap one. We don’t
have 70,000 Guildens to make a good
video. So it’s not our main goal.

Do you need 70,000?
If you make a professional video clip,
it starts with 30,000 Guildens. But
that’s kind of cheap for a good video.
But I think there are ways to make a
very good one with a few thousand
Guildens. But you have to have a very
good idea and be very creative.

After "Mandylion" album, there
were quite a few bands coming out
with female vocals and atmospheric
metal music saying that The Gather-
ing was their influence. How do you
feel about it?
I think that’s very flattering. It’s very
nice if somebody forms a band and
have The Gathering as the main influ-
ence. I love this. In the end, they all

have their own style of music and
that’s great. But we feel very flattered
that people think of us as inspiration.

I have a few questions about the old
days, when you were not in the
band. I was always wondering why
did The Gathering have death metal
vocals on "Always"? Do you know if
they didn’t have any other choice, or
they simply wanted that way.
They actually started as a couple of
friends, and they played very heavy
music then. Bart, that vocalist, was a
very good grunter. I think The Gather-
ing wanted to make that at that time.

I like "Almost a Dance" album, but
it probably didn’t fit well at that
time it was released. I also know that
some band members don’t like this
album, but maybe it’s not because of
the music, but because of the inner
tension within the band?
It was a strange album indeed. A lot of
people really didn’t like the vocals. I
like the vocals, but maybe they are not
fit well together. There are some really
good pieces in it as well. And even
outside of Holland, people reacted way
better on this album. In Holland it was
kind of a flop.

Do you still play any of the songs off
these albums?
Not really. We used to play some songs
from "Always" with me then (I made
some vocals line on them). But nowa-
days we do something else; we swap
songs around. We don’t play them right
now.

After "Mandylion," you became a
central person in the band. Your
pictures are in the magazines and so
on. How do you feel about it, and
how do others feel?
Well, it’s okay cause I am the singer
and usually vocalists get more atten-
tion anyway. Then I’m the only girl in
the band, and then I am also one of the
few females in this rock scene. So,
that’s kind of logical, but we really
want to be seen as a band. The guys are
okay with it. Of course, you can use it
as middle to get some attention, but in
the end we are a band making music.

I heard some members like Kyuss
and Masters of Reality. Is it you or
somebody else?
It’s actually the guys, they really love
that stuff. I like it a lot also, we all
wish to do it.

Is there any chance that The Gather-
ing will get some of those influences?
Oh yeah, definitely. Just a tad. There is

not a lot stoner rock to be found in our
music, but just a tad, you know. Maybe
even the desert feel in it.

What are your favorite bands at the
moment?
We love Radiohead and all that kind of
stuff. We listen to that a lot.

I think this is pretty much my list of
questions...
Fine, I have a question. Am I calling to
Denmark?

Yes, I am from Lithuania originally,
but now I am in Denmark.
That’s great, cause we don’t have a lot
of interviews in this area.

You don’t?
No, not really.

What is the most popular area,
Germany?
That’s Germany and old Europe actu-
ally. We’ve been in Scandinavia, it’s

great, we loved it. But we don’t
have a lot of... they come to see our
shows, it’s great, we don’t come
there often, so it’s kind of a weird
area for us.

Not a lot of bands come here to
play in general.
Maybe it’s a tough area. If you go
to Norway, or we’ve been to Fin-
land a few times. Of course, it’s
only lakes and trees, but there are
some nice clubs around. But it’s
kind of difficult to get there and
stuff. I think it’s worthwhile any-
way.
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by Gregorio Martin
[some questions by Giedrius Slivinskas]

"Return to Heaven Denied" by
Labyrinth was one of the best
speed/power metal albums,
which convinced both fans and
critics. However, if "to get
famous" is not an issue
anymore for this Italian band,
they  face other challenges
such as retaining their status
and fans in this day and age of

tough competition within melodic
metal. Or such as explaining why
they chose to abandon seemingly
impeccable Neil Kernon’s
(Queensryche, Nevermore, Spiral
Architect) original mix of their latest
album "Sons of Thunder." As one
can easily see, the questions for
Labyrinth’s Olaf Thorsen flew like a
river.

Fabio Leone, now in Rhapsody and
Athena, sang on your feirst full-
length album "No Limits" and EP
"Piece of Time." Was he a perma-
nent member then and why did he
leave? I heard about disagreements
between him and the drummer...
Yes, you are right. Unfortunately, in
those times we had no experience at
all, so we split. But I think that after all
we can be happy: Fabio
found his way with
Rhapsody, Labyrinth have
a new great singer, and me
and Fabio are finally
together in Vision Divine!

What do you think of
Fabio’s vocals in
Rhapsody and Athena
albums, compared to
what he did in

Labyrinth?
Well, to be honest, I think that when
Fabio has more freedom, like with
Athena or Labyrinth, he does his best
things. With Rhapsody he’s very great,
but I know him since a long time ago,
and I can hear he’s not singing his
melodies. For example, if you listen to
Vision Divine, I consider this is the
album in which Fabio gave his best.

Rob Tyrant is an incredible singer,
especially on stage. Besides your
most recent release, he sang on your
second full-length album, "Return to
Heaven Denied." Was there a mo-
ment when he left and was replaced
by Morby (Domine)? If it’s fine with
you, would you like to shed some
light on why did Rob leave and why
did you call him back?
Well, in those times no one was
expecting so much from "Return to
Heaven Denied," so some of us kept
doing other jobs. When we had the call
for the European tour with
Hammerfall, it was too late for Rob to
leave all his businesses, so we had to
replace him with Morby, another very
great singer. When we started working
on the new mini CD "Timeless Crime,"
we had some problems, because Morby
was too different from Rob, so we
friendly decided to split, and Rob
asked us to join us back.

Can you tell how Morby was
different from Rob? Was it that their
personalities were different, or
singing styles, or their wishes on how
they wanted to sing on Labyrinth
songs? No, as persons they are both
very kind and professional. I meant
their voices, of course, sound really
different and, if you substitute one with
the other in a band, the music also has
to change a little bit. I like both of
them, but you cannot use them in the
same way!

Currently, Morby is Domine’s front-
man. What do you think about
Domine music?
Sorry, I didn’t listen to that album very
much, but I think that is his right band.
In Domine, he can express himself,

while in Labyrinth he was forced to
immitate Rob.

In your biography, I read that Metal
Blade got interested in you after they
got your demo in Popkomm. Which
songs were on that demo?
Yes, we simply sent a promo to the
Popkomm. We included "Thunder,"
"Moonlight," "Falling Rain," "New

Horizons."

Did you notice any change in Metal
Blade’s opinion about your band
between the very beginning, when
you just were signed, and now?
Of course, when we started we were
just one of the many, now we are a
priority! We are very proud of what we
reached in so little time!

Your first label was Underground
Symphony, which got quite a good
name for introducing Italian power/
progressive metal to the world. What
were you experiences with this
label?
My god, that was a long time ago!
Anyway, we are very grateful to
Underground Symphony because
Maurizio gave us the chance to have
our first experiences in the business.
Of course, we wanted something more,
and he has been very honest, leaving us
free to sign for a bigger label.

How would you explain the fact that
many power/progressive metal
bands started to emerge from Italy,
beginning from the early 90s? Were
Dream Theater really popular in
your country?
Dream Theater is a very popular act
here, but I think that the boom of this
scene is due to the success that bands
like Labyrinth and Rhapsody had in
these last years. Finally, also stranger
magazines and media understood there
are very good italian bands as well!

Strong keyboard arrangements are
very present on many Italian metal
albums. Although you are a guitar
player, would you agree with this?
Do you think Rhapsody might have
opened a path to other Italian bands
of that orientation (like Skylark)?
No, we always used keyboards here in
Italy, and Skylark, for example, were
doing that much before Rhapsody... It’s
in our inner way of being melodic, that
we use keyboards.

You’re absolutely right about Skyl-
ark, it was a big mistake from me.
Talking about keyboards, I would

say that they are present quite in the
background on the new Labyrinth
album. I mean, it’s not easy to
distinguish the sound of keyboards
sometimes.
Yes, you are right... Part of the reason,
of course, is due to the problems we
had with the producers, but mainly it’s
because with this album we wanted to
give a strong meaning to the choices
we did, and we knew that now that the
mainstream is to put overwhelming
keys everywhere, an album like this
would have made people talk about
this. Andrew is a great keyboard
player, and choosing to make an album
like this demonstrates also that he cares
more of the band than of his own
instrument, as every other of us.

What is your opinion about Luca

Turilli as instrumentalist as well as
composer?
He he, I promised myself that I
wouldn’t ever talk about Rhapsody:
too many people could misunderstand
my words.

Okay. Anyway, let me say that it’s a
pity we’re unable to know an opi-
nion as valuable as yours can be, just
regarding an artistic matter.
Yes, I know that, but too many people
used my words in the past to say I
don’t like Rhapsody or Luca. This isn’t
true at all! I just think we are very
different, as composers and as guitar
players. We have different aims to
reach when we write music, this is all I
can tell about it.

What is the status of metal now in
Italy, how many people do come to
shows?
When I play with Labyrinth or Vision
Divine, we generally have from 600 to
1,000 people, but, of course, I can
consider to be lucky. Generally
speaking, anyway, here the situation is
growing up very well, and I think in
the future it’s gonna be even better.

Are there chances for melodic metal
bands to get on radio or TV in Italy?
It’s not that easy. We are going to
participate in a very popular music
program here but, in general, heavy
metal has no room on TV. The reason
why they call us it’s just because we
went on the charts and they got curious

about a metal band.

How many copies do you have to sell
to get on Italian charts?
Well, with 5,000 (sold in one week)
you are already in the top 50. Of
course, if you look for the higher
positions, things change a little bit.
We’ve been ranked 26th in terms of
sales, and it has been the best result
ever achieved by a metal band, apart
from Dream Theater (but here they
aren’t considered to be just heavy
metal, and therefore it’s different)

Do you feel there exists a
competition between Italian metal
bands someway, at any level?
Yes, of course there’s competition!
And thanks to the competition, we can
have so many good bands, he he.

I see. But, honestly Olaf, if you had
to make a quick list of "good (metal)
bands" coming from your country,
which bands would come
immediately to your mind now?
He he, it depends on your question: if
you ask me "which are the best Italian
bands?", then I would say Labyrinth,
Rhapsody, Vision Divine, Eldritch. If
you ask me something about the Italian
scene and some very good bands, then,
of course, I would tell you, apart from
the well-known ones, Shadows of
Steel, Skylark, Projecto, White Skull...
It changes depending on how you
formulate the question.

Do you know of any new Italian
bands that power/progressive metal
fans would want to check out?
Yes, as I would like to name Cydonia.
They have an album on Metal Blade,
and pay attention to this band, because
they have a new singer that I consider
one of the best we ever had here in
Italy, and he’s totally different from the
three ones we have been talking about
(Morby, Fabio, Rob). So it’s something
new for your ears.

How about Italian fans, do you think
they support international and
Italian bands equally, or do they
support local bands more?
I would say the opposite: here, Italians
support international bands more than
Italian bands. Unlike you in Spain. For
example, try to think: here in Italy, a
band can sell much more than other
popular band, such as Edguy (just to
say a name). Well, in case of a festival,
surely the management would put
Edguy headlining it anyway, just
because they are a foreign band! It was
just an example, but it happened many
times.

Now that you mentioned Spain, how
was the experience at the first edi-
tion of Rock Machina Festival in the
summer of 2000?
Great show! We really enjoyed so
much to play there. The only terrible
moment has been when I got a call at
night from the rest of Labyrinth guys,
telling me the van was broken in
Barcelona, when we had to play the
day after. Luckily, everything went fine
at the end.

"Return to Heaven Denied" received
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good reviews and good sales as well.
What about the new album, so far?
"Sons of Thunder" is going much
better! We went on the charts in Italy
and Japan, and generally the sales are
better than the last album’s ones. Of
course, this is happening also thanks to
"Return to Heaven Denied." And this
doesn’t mean "Sons of Thunder" is
better than it.

What are your favorite songs from
"Return to Heaven Denied"?
"Thunder," "Moonlight," "Lady Lost in
Time," "Falling Rain."

And from "Sons of Thunder"?
"Chapter One," "Kathryn," "Touch the
Rainbow," "Sons of Thunder."

Do your favorite Labyrinth songs
correspond to fans’ favorites? Are
there any songs that fans like in
particular, but you don’t think they
are the very best of Labyrinth?
He he, it’s a strange question, but, of
course, it’s impossible to pretend that
people just like songs that I like most!
The only funny thing is that a lot of
people like "The Right Sign" from "No
Limits," and I consider it the worst
song we ever wrote... Ha ha!

People reactions are that "Sons of
Thunder" is similar to "Return to
Heaven Denied." What do you
think?
Oh no! My god... He he. Yes, of
course, there are similarities, but I
think it’s normal. We are the same
band! This last one anyway is less
straight than "Return": there are many
different songs, like "Touch the
Rainbow." I consider "Sons of
Thunder" as the perfect mix between
"No Limits" and "Return to Heaven
Denied."

How did you like working with Neil
Kernon? Can you tell what
specifically you didn’t like about his
mix?
Simply: he sent his mix, we sent it to
Metal Blade, JVC Japan, Arise Spain,
NTS France, and everyone told us "It’s
a shit." So we decided to remix it. Now
he says we decided to fire him, but the
truth is that his mix wasn’t good.

I read on Perpetual Motion
webboard a message in which you
explained that you actually did not
have much to do with the subsequent
remixes. Would you like to add
something to this whole subject Olaf,
as conclusion? (We understand you
should be a bit tired of explaining
these things, so thank you for you
effort.)
Yes, I’m very tired... This is part of
Neil’s defence, telling to everyone a lot
of bullshit, like I was the only one to
hate him, that I wanted to remix, etc.,
etc. Well, the truth is that I mixed
"Return to Heaven Denied," I mixed
"Timeless Crime," I mixed "Vision
Divine," but I refused to remix "Sons
of Thunder," because Neil’s
impositations were too different from
mine, so I couldn’t do a great job. If I
would have done that, I would have to
record new tracks, and there was no
time.

Could you explain us some of the
technical aspects that the Italian
sound technician, who took
command of the mixing tasks,
thought needed to be enhanced or
modified? Would you like to express
your personal opinion as well?
Hm, it hasn’t been a very easy work.
Alfredo, the guy who accomplished it,
has been great. The problem with the
original one was that it was too low eq.
And everything in the stereo was
losing the power: I mean, when the
album starts it seems to be powerful,
but after two songs your ear was tired,
and the listener was losing his interest.
In the new mix, we asked Alfredo to
put more dynamic in the album,
especially when changing from heavy
to acoustical guitars... He did it. Of
course, it couldn’t be 100% perfect as
if we did it since the first day, but it’s
definitely much better, much closer to
our way of feeling our music!

Most musicians tend to favor their
latest releases. Do you think that
"Sons of Thunder" is stronger than
"Return to Heaven Denied"?
I think it’s a logical continuation. I
never consider my last album as the
best. We can always do better, or at
least I hope so!

At compositional level, you have
developed a style of your own, which
is easily recognizable. Several
brilliant melodic metal themes have
been created under your projects:
Labyrinth and Vision Divine. Would
you make a distinction between
Labyrinth and Vision Divine in what
respects both project’s potential
audiences?
Well, first of all, I always release the
two albums in different moments,
because I don’t want people to be
confused or to think that I’m having
kind of a competition with myself!
Therefore, I think that the audience
could be the same, because as I said,
Vision Divine and Labyrinth are just
two different sides of myself, of me
being musician, but they’re not 100%
distant from each other.

That’s right. Is there any tangible
difference in your state of mind (or
artistic mood) when you write music
for each band?
Of course! Labyrinth exist now since
almost 10 years ago, so I perfectly
know what I have to write: it’s as if the
band was inspiring me about the songs.
With Vision Divine, I can express
myself being musician, taking no care
at all of what a label is expecting from
me or whatever... So the state of mind I
have is totally different. It’s not so easy
to explain.

Does it mean that you have absolute
freedom to experiment with Vision
Divine? Would you like to tell us
about any of those experiments in
particular?
Oh, nothing really special, I just mean
I never care if I want to play a hard
rock song, or a thrash metal song! In
Vision Divine, we indeed have a total
freedom to express ourselves.
Logically, with Labyrinth we are free,
too, but we have to care also about our

identity.

Could you tell about your
songwriting process? Does it differ
when you write for Labyrinth and
for Vision Divine?
As I told you, I start from different
goals I have to reach, so what does
change isn’t the process of the
songwriting, but the approach I have
with it.

Yes, I understand. In any case Olaf,
if it’s okay, could you elaborate a bit
on what are those goals and
approaches?
Wow, it’s very difficult for me to
explain what happens inside my head.
Okay, I’ll try: for example, with Vision
Divine’s new album, I already
completed nine songs, just one is left. I
do not care of what I should write, and
no one tells me about it. So, I simply
do what I feel, and generally it’s okay.
Then I have just to practice with it
until I like everything. This approach is
a little bit like the fan’s point of view,
perhaps. With Labyrinth, if a new song
is left, of course, a lot of people is
expecting something, and even if I do
not care, I have to pay a little attention.
So if, for example I’ve already written
4 mid-tempos, probably I’d decide to
look for a speedy one, because
Labyrinth has released five albums
until now, so I have to try not to be
repetitive or boring. This approach is a
little bit more professional. It’s not true
that one is better than the other, it’s just
different. Hope you understood now.

Yes Olaf, I think you explained it
very well, thanks. I wonder if on any
occasion Fabio or Rob have come to
you and asked something like: "Why
couldn’t you compose that song for
our band?"
He he, good question. It happened,
once. Then, I had to find a song for
"Return to Heaven Denied," so I was
looking for a very fast one. I had a
song ready for Vision Divine, that I
thought it would have been perfect for
Labyrinth. It was "Thunder." Of
course, this has been the only time in
which I did it. Now I always compose
for the two bands in different periods
of the year, like now: "Sons of
Thunder" is released, so I’m working
on the new Vision Divine album.

Now that you named it, tell us about
the music of the forthcoming Vision
Divine album...
He he, it’s a secret, but I’m sure people
will like this one even more than the
first one!

You started playing guitar at a
considerable age. Would you like to
tell our readers about it? Which
guitarists/musicians have influenced
you as guitar player? And as compo-
ser?
I have been listening to this music
since I was 13 (now I’m 29), so my
collection is full of very great and,
unfortunately, sometimes forgotten
bands (like Stryper)... When I started
playing guitar I was already almost 20,
but I have to say that since then, I
never practiced less than 4 hours every
day!

I see. It’s curious to hear about
Stryper. They’re quite forgotten
nowadays (with the exception of
Michael Sweet’s solo AOR albums, I
guess, and some other projects). I
used to listen to those albums too,
when I was growing up and they
helped me in developing my musical
taste somehow. Was then that guitar
player (Oz Fox) an influence on you
in any way? Which Stryper themes
outstand in your opinion? Well, I like
the whole American scene from those
years (Warrant, Whitesnake, Blue
Murder), and of course, although you
don’t hear it from my style maybe, it
gave me a lot of inspirations. Oz Fox is
one of the best guitar players I know.
His feel is incredible! One of my
Stryper’s favorite is "The Way," and be
sure sooner or later I’ll cover that song
(I already tried, but Fabio and Rob told
me "Fuck You!!"... He he, can you
imagine why?)

He he... Would you be so kind of
telling our readers a few of those
other forgotten bands you meant
earlier Olaf? I think it could be
interesting to rescue a little bit some
of those underrated names.
Well, I told you some of the best ones.
We could add White Lion, Ratt, Toxik,
Watchtower (very very techinical, if
people think Dream Theater are
incredible, they should listen to this
band), Xyz... Is it enough?

You did a cover of Sanctuary’s "Die
For My Sins," are they one of your
favorite bands? Do you like
Nevermore or follow them?
Yes, I like both of them, and Sanctuary
has been very important in my
childhood. I like Nevermore very very
much, although their music is distant
from what I play.

Why do Labyrinth members use
American nicknames (and Nordic, in
your case)?
Ha ha, it was a joke of many years ago,
and now we really love those
nicknames.

I see... It sounds funny. Let me tell
you a personal anecdote: my fiancee
can speak some Swedish, and after
hearing how your name should be
pronounced, I have to tell you it’s
DAMN difficult for me to vocalize it
properly "a la nordic"...
Ha ha, definitely! I know what you
mean... Anyway don’t worry, I think
we are just 5 or 6 who pronounce it in
the right way! Ha ha ha ha!!

That’s good to hear, maybe I just
"latinized" it too much...! Thanks
very much from Edge of Time
magazine for your answers. See you!
Thank you!
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Neglected Fields

Oh, Sweden. In the best Devin Townsend style.

by Giedrius Slivinskas

You may need more than a few words to describe "Mephisto Lettonica," the
second album of Latvia’s Neglected Fields. What once was Atheist/Cynic
death metal with Carcass vocals ("Sansara" demo and "Synthinity" debut
album on Neat Metal) evolved into something melodic, vulcanizing, and
graceful: "Mephisto Lettonica" (Scarlet Records) is one of the best records
shaping technical intensity into catchy songs. The band incorporated elements
of Gothenburg black/death metal into an otherwise often cold technical death
metal style, and the result is pretty well electrifying.

Singer/guitarist Sergey answered my questions by email, and he had to do it
twice because of his computer crash. Consequently, I wrote an introduction,
proofread the interview, and then - following that bad example - overwrote the
final version with Sergey’s initial answers, implying that I had to start the intro-
duction and the proofreading all over. These events indicate that "Mephisto
Lettonica" may be a bit more than an innocent word play.

Can you run through what
happened after "Synthinity"?
Let me think... I guess, nothing really
serious. We played some scores of
gigs, got a new member on keyboards,
and changed our opinion about many
things in life. Honestly speaking, we
have not got any material (I don't mean
money) changes after this release -
everything is the same, maybe we've
got some experience...

What is your opinion about
"Synthinity"? Are you happy with
how it turned out to be musicwise?
Was the promotion satisfactory?
Three years have passed since we've
recorded this album, and, of course,
after I played thousand times at
rehearsals, gigs and studio, it's hard for
me to say something about it. I prefer
not to listen to it nowadays. But
"Synthinity" was good... in its own
style. When remembering this album,
the most astonishing thing for me is the
quantity of melodic lines in every song.
Now it seems for me that it's possible
to take melodies from three or four
"Synthinity" songs and base a whole
album of a standard death-metal band
on them! We were very wasteful, what
else can I say...
To speak about promotion... It
absolutely sucked. As I know, 250
promo copies were printed, and I don't
think this quantity can cover the most
important metal mags now existing.
Distribution was also strange... And
finally, no inties followed the release,
although we had got good votes in
different metal press worldwide.
During the whole period of
"Synthinity" promo-campaign, we've
got ONLY 1 intie through the label, all

the others were done by ourselves
without their help! How do you like
that? I will stop here, 'cause I always
feel angry when discussing this
question. To take in general,
"Synthinity" was buried due to lack of
promotion, I hope we'll re-release this
album once in the future.

"Synthinity" was more Atheist/
Cynic influenced, but "Mephisto
Lettonica" has other elements, why?
Did the Therion show in Vilnius a
few years ago influenced you to
incorporate atmospheric elements
(and add a keyboard player)?
Therion show in Vilnius was unable to
influence us, though it was one of the
best shows in my life! It was for the
first time a band from Latvia played
with big European band, so we were
lucky bastards! But Therion... I liked
their album ("Theli") and was looking
forward too much to coming to
Vilnius. And what happened?
Christopher arrived with session
musicians, the sound sucked, and
everything was like a big mess of
noise. That's why I've got a kind of
shock watching their show in Riga in
Spring 2000. They appeared a very
good live band! But in 1996... Ah,
nothing to add. Oh, you asked about
using keyboards? Hmm... Keyboards in
music - it's like sugar in tea, in my
opinion. If you use them - you add
sugar, and your tea becomes tasty. The
only problem is, if you have diabetes,
ha ha ha!

No female vocals this time though?
No females, and no their vocals! It was
a good experiment, when we tried to
find our own style and added
everything we could obtain. Now we
have some ideas about in which
direction to go. And... to be honest, it's
hard to work with women, actually it's
absolutely not serious and can become
a big problem. Of course, it's only my
opinion, maybe there are some
exceptions, especially when a woman
is a leader (Gathering, Theatre of

Tragedy, etc.). The main thing to end
this is the fact that we used female
voice to add more atmosphere, now we
have a synth, which does it better.

What did you try to achieve with
"Mephisto Lettonica"?
Oops... It's easier to ask than to answer.
I don't wanna talk about any emotional
sites, let's take material objects... We're
musicians, and the only thing we can
do seriously is music and everything
connected with this matter. What did
we try to achieve? I don't know. The
biggest expectation is a possibility to
play music and not to be involved in
any kind of job, etc.

Do you still like Atheist and Cynic?
Are you aware of newer bands, e.g.,
Theory in Practice and Martyr,
which also play in similar style?
Yeah, I still like Atheist and Cynic, as
well as the other bands I listened to in
the beginning, but I'm absolutely not
into this music nowadays. I've heard
many newcomers in this style, the only
thing I can say is that I can't accept
them. Maybe I've become old, but now
I have no patience to spend my time
trying to find some good moments
among 40 minutes of noise, and I've
never heard a new band of pure
technical death, who are as good
composers as Cynic and Atheist were.
Sometimes their technical abilities are
good, and that's all. A strange point of
view for a man playing technical stuff,
right? But my playing abilities have
always been just a tool to compose
emotional music, we've never played
anything just because it'd been
complex. Music must be tasty!

What other music do you listen to?
Everything except very commercial
pops and "adidas-rock" (Limp Bizkit,
Korn, etc.). I see no possibility to
poison my brain by listening to this
"jumping" stupidity, as well as to
commercial shit. All the other things
are acceptable - I'm a very eclectic
person as a listener - classical music,
jazz, good quality pops... From the
latest metal releases, I liked new
Nevermore (but not as much as their
"Dreaming Neon Black," it's my fave!),
My Dying Bride... Too many bands to
be mentioned. The album that
disappointed me a lot was the new
Morbid Angel. They released a very
well recorded, but empty stuff. Nothing
new, no good melodic lines, they can't
reach "Domination." The same goes to
new Cradle Of Filth album. I prefer
"The Dusk And Her Embrace."
"Midian" has no catch, no unexpected
things. Oh yeah, it's time to speak
about Venom "Resurrection." I've
never expected so much from them! It's
absolute killer!

How did your deal with Neat Metal
work out? Did you earn any money?
Ha ha ha, I think we still owe them
something! I don't think with the
promotion they did they could even
cover studio costs. The thing I will
never understand is what is the reason
to put some thousands bucks into a
recording that you don't want to
promote. I can't tell you anything bad
about Neat, they're not rip-offs and
stuff like that, but they're really strange

guys! The contract with them was only
for one album; as soon as we were free,
we signed a new deal with Scarlet.

Why did you choose Scarlet? Was
the 3-song promo ("Solar"/Bass
Solo/"Human Abstract") used for
sending it out to labels? Did you get
offers from other record companies?
Yes, we've done this promo for sending
it to recording companies, and, of
course, there were some more offers to
release this album, but the best
conditions arrived from Scarlet. We
also heard many good words about
them and their work, so we decided to
sign. So far we're not disappointed. As
for the promo again... We recorded it
also because we needed a small record
session before going to Abyss, to see
what was going on with our sound, and
to listen to our new material without
playing it live. It was a good
experience, and if only we have such a
possibility, we'll pre-record 2-3 songs
before every new album, though we
need no new deal, we've signed for
three albums.

In their promotional sheet, Scarlet
calls you the most important band
from the Baltic area, do you agree?
As I do understand, they mean we're
the most important band here in our
own style, and I guess it's true. I was
always against any comparisons
between groups playing different
music, Type O'Negative are great in
their area, but you can't say they're
better than, for example, Death! So,
yes, we're the best here playing dark
technical death/black, it sound funny,
but it's the best name for what we're
doing now, you can't make it shorter.

Do you think it is more difficult to
get a record deal for a band coming
from the Baltic area than for a band
from Western Europe and why? If
yes, what would you recommend to
other underground metal bands
from the Baltic area?
I think it's really more difficult to get a
deal, if you're from Baltic states. The
times, when everything was connected
with USSR, have passed, and now
bands from ex-USSR territory have no
priority anymore as exotic ones. And to
speak about our level... There are lots
of good musicians here, but it's always
hard to get a good sound, as we don't
have good equipment. So, a band from
here will always sound worse than a
band from Germany, for example.
Next, our local market is small, labels
can't sell anything here, but a band
usually is most popular in their native
country. It's hard to get us on tour, as
we must cross the whole Europe just to
come to a festival. And finally, there
are many local bands - German,
Swedish, Italian - playing on a good
level. A band from Baltic states must
be really original and professional to
be noticed. What can I recommend?
What do you ask, Giedrius, I even
don't know how it has happened that
we obtained the deal... Maybe you
must leave all the thoughts about it,
and just play as well as you can, and,
what is more important, you must be a
band, no things like "and now I'll play
a solo here, 'cause I'm a good guitar
player." No way!
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Technical dark metal... ...turns the crowd wild

It is common to say that most record
deals these days are more to the
record-labels favor than to the
bands. Since you already have two
albums out and you have probably
seen a number of record-deal
proposals, what is your opinion?
Maybe, I can agree with you. It's
business, though a musical one, so, of
course, labels want to get as much as
possible. But the final words are yours!
If you have several offers, then you can
try to get as much as possible.

What is the underground situation
in Latvia now? How is it compared
to what you had two years ago?
It becomes worse, and worse, and
worse. Some years ago there was a big
underground here, everything was clear
- pop music - metal. But now some
kinds of metal music mixed with pop
are very popular, promoted on TV and
radio. So, we almost get no new
people, teens are happy with listening
to Marilyn fucking Manson and Korn,
they think it is metal! And the guys of
my age... Some of them have family,
good job, and they're busy and not into
all this anymore. I remember our
presentation party in 1997, where there
were more than 800 people! And in
May 2000, Cannibal Corpse concert
gathered only 500 souls! I know, it's
good enough for Europe, but for us it's
a catastrophe, with a population of 2,5
millions we get 500 people!
Metalheads are becoming lazy,
everyone is waiting for his favorite
band to come. Soon here everything
will be like in Europe, except one thing
- Europe. We don't have any metal
magazine, only one radio show... I
don't like it, but I can't do anything. I'm
sick of organizing concerts that come
with minus balance.

Do you try to convey some emotional
message with your music, or do you
just want to play metal?
In my opinion, metal is music that has
the strongest emotional message. As
I've told before, we were always
oriented on emotions in music, not on
technical abilities. Metal music has so
many different kinds of it, you can find
your own one to get enough emotions.

The lyrics of "Synthinity" seem to
be inspired (maybe a too strong
word?) by Atheist "Elements." Since
promos don't come together with
lyrics, what can you tell about the

lyrics of the new album?
It's quite different, although it still has
a touch of philosophy. I can tell that it
is based on philosophy and instincts,
and becomes more... powerful, maybe.
I also used William Blake's "The
Human Abstract" verse for one song,
so you can easily understand, what
kind of lyrics we tried to get on
"Mephisto," if you check out this item.

Is your new keyboard player George
American? Why do you need a
keyboard player?
American? Oh, no. He's Russian, his
real name is Georgij. But it's better to
call him George, it's easier to
remember and pronounce. Why do we
need him? As I've told before,
keyboards for us are like sugar in tea to
make it sweet. To be serious, it's just
another instrument we used in our
aspiration for something new. After the
release of "Synthinity," we discovered
that there was one thing we missed -
atmosphere. Why some primitive
symphonic black metal bands are
popular at all? Because of the
atmosphere. It was not a desire to
follow a trend (I hope you can also
confirm we did not apply synth in a
usual way, did we?). We used all the
means to reach the aim - to create the
music we like.

Your band has had the same line-up
since 1996. How do you all get along,
what is the working atmosphere?
How does the new guy fit in?
George fits in perfectly, we have a
feeling he's playing with us since the
very beginning. What else can I say?
We were always a band that was able
to compose music together, and the
playing abilities of each member are
not as important for us as his
possibility of being a part of the band.
Usually we work like this: we bring the
material we have (all personal themes)
to a rehearsal, and arrange them all
together in Neglected Fields style. The
last thing is vocals, as it has always
been a problem for me to write the
lyrics - sometimes it takes more time
than the composing. The working
atmosphere has always been friendly,
we don't have any "dictators" in the
band, everyone is welcome to tell his
opinion. But the final decision usually
belongs to the instrument player: if we
have different points of view
concerning drums, for example, and we
can't decide this, the last words belong

to Karlis. It's good we are 5-piece now,
as when we were 4-piece, it was a
problem, when two were "against"
something, and two - "for," ha ha ha!

Who is Andrey Tihomirov and what
good or bad can you say about him?
Andrey is a man who helped us (and is
still helping) on our way as a band. I
can even say he helped us to become a
band. For a long time, he was our
manager and supported us with money.
Now he's too busy, but still takes part
in our activities. What can I say about
him? He's a good man and our great
friend.

Are you happy with band's logo and
do you plan to change it someday?
Very up-to-date question. When the
artwork for "Mephisto" was finished,
we discussed it for a long time, but
decided not to change, although I'm
still thinking we need to do it. It's not
so easy to change a part of band's
moniker, we have been living with this
logo for five years, but even now I
prefer not to use it in live posters or
inties. This goes to you, too, Giedrius.

You have made a cover of Iron
Maiden's "Only the Good Die
Young" (great but slightly
overlooked.) Where is it available?
It's available only on Japanese license
CD (as a bonus track) and on Latvian
single tape, together with Prodigy
"Breath" cover. Here lies also the
answer to your question. When we
finished "Synthinity," the guys from
Neat Metal asked us to record two
bonus tracks, one for European and
second only for Japanese CD version.
There were not so much time left, thus
we chose two covers - one experimen-
tal, and the second - true metal. The
budget was only $250, the whole
recording was held in a cheap studio,
so the experimental version sounds
well ("Breath"), but Iron Maiden... OK,

it was bonus for Japan, forget it!

What do you do except playing?
What can you say about Latvia's
current economical situation and
prospects for the future?
None of us is student, and only me and
George, our keyboard player, have
jobs. I'm actually working in a music
store, so in music business I've seen
everything from the very beginning - I
created music, recorded it, released (we
have a small label to license and sell
our own stuff here), organized
concerts, and now I'm selling music,
ha! George works as a music teacher
and accompanist, having master's
degree in piano playing. Currently, he
is working on his doctoral dissertation
in musicology. As I've mentioned
above, Herman (guitar), Karlis
(drums), and Sergey (bass) are neither
students, nor working. Herman teaches
guitar privately (I do it, too, I've
forgotten to say), Karlis time after time
is busy in one local company renting
PA system on shows, and Sergey
teaches as well. About the economical
situation... Well, we don't have much
time to think about our economical
situation, let economists think about it.
But, briefly, Latvia now seems to be a
sort of 3rd world's "banana republic,"
whose industry is ruined, and whose
economy is based mainly on selling
multiple times to each other what has
been produced and built during the
soviet period. When it runs out of these
resources, it will probably be used by
big transnational companies for
expansion of their capital on the
ground of cheap and efficient labor
force here.

Thanks for the interview!
Thank you very much, Giedrius, sorry,
if some answers were shorter than
questions themselves. Thanx again and
a good luck!

www.neglectedfields.com
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vergrinding

by Giedrius Slivinskas

The popularity of Seattle's Nevermore has been growing in steadfast
pace since their debut album (released in 1995), but now the growth may
start resemble the exponent more, due to the excellent new album "Dead
Heart in a Dead World" and band's will to promote it. The album proves
the qualities of Nevermore as one of the best contemporary power/thrash
metal bands. What I personally find rather mind-disturbing, is that for
many bands one can mention their rise, peak and fading moments, but
not for Nevermore. I can't generalize because I don't even know which
album is my personal favorite, and were they going uphill all the time, or
are they at the same level but in different dimensions. The grain of truth
is probably in the latter statement, and this is exactly what may bring the
band longevity and respect (I don't say money and glory because they
are rather unpredictable these days).

Hardly-categorizable fresh metal of the self-titled debut album of
Nevermore and the subsequent EP "In Memory" came as shocks to
everybody who expected fists-in-the-air power metal in the veins of
Sanctuary, the first band of singer Warrel Dane, guitarist Jeff Loomis, and
bass player Jim Shephard. The second album "Politics of Ecstasy" was a
heavy statement of melodic power/thrash metal with technical tenden-
cies, posing highly ambitious challenges and meeting them, which was
really appreciated yet not fully absorbed by all due to complex nature of
many songs. The third album "Dreaming Neon Black" had similar, rather
cold and obscure sound and atmosphere, but was more direct.

For the new album, the band chose to use the production skills of Andy
Sneap (all the other albums were produced by Neil Kernon), and the
sound, while featuring guitars more, is a little warmer than the rigorous
coldness of the previous two albums. Combined with the fact that the new
album contains quite a few (well, four) melodic, beautiful 'nearly' ballads,
"Dead Heart in a Dead World" might become their most successful effort
to date. After "Dreaming Neon Back," the band toured their hearts off in
USA, and the busy internet discussion forum on the band's official
webpage indicates their growing status. The extensive touring though
was one of the reasons leading to the departure of Tim Calvert (ex-
Forbidden, guitarist on "Dreaming Neon Black"), and that's where I
started my interview with Warrel.

Engines of Hate
E motional

Did Tim contribute to the songs of
"Dead Heart"?
No, nothing. Absolutely not one note.

But he was in the band until the
actual recording?
Yeah. He did contribute to "Dreaming
Neon Black," but he got married and
he changed his priorities. Nevermore
was definitely not at the top of his list
of priorities. I guess this is a good
thing for him, I just hope he is happy
right now. We knew for a long time
that he was thinking about quitting. He
kept telling us "I might quit, I might
quit." So it was no surprise when it
happened, but we weren't really happy
with his decision. But we wish him
nothing but best of luck in the future.

Maybe the extensive touring
promoting "Dreaming Neon Black"
had something to do with it?
Yeah, exactly. It was rough on all of us,
but I think it was worse with Tim
because he had just been married.

You went to play three times for one
month...
Yeah, it was the most extensive touring
Nevermore has ever done. He was
always wanting to bring his wife on
every tour with us, but we told him that
that just wouldn't work.

Why?
Why?!! Have you ever played in a
band?

No.
Have you seen the movie "Spinal
Tap"?

No. [What an embarrassment. -GS]
[laughs] What?! You've never seen
"Spinal Tap"?

That's true. I know people talk a lot
about it, but I haven't managed to
see it yet.
Anyway, these are more personal
matters that I shouldn't really talk
about actually.

Okay.
We just wish him nothing but the best.

Have you noticed any results of your
US touring, do more people know
you now?
I think with each record we are doing,
we are gaining more notoriety in the
scene and all the extensive touring
definitely paid off for "Dreaming Neon
Black" because that record did twice
the amount of the previous one. We
have nothing but high hopes for the
next record, it's already selling really
good in Germany. It's doing great and I
am excited again, I feel like a little kid.

[laughs]

In older interviews, you were talking
about building a monumentum with
Nevermore and that you wanted to
reach the same level as Sanctuary
were at before they split up. After
"Dreaming Neon Black," you said
that you have reached that.
This is true. Hopefully, we can take
this to the next level and see what
would have happened if Sanctuary
stayed together, we would have had so
much potential. And, with "Dreaming
Neon Black," I think we gained that
status that Sanctuary had after the last
record. But Sanctuary was never able
to see the potential of what would
happen, because we broke up, of
course. And Nevermore is in no danger
of breaking up at this point.

No other wifes?
[laughs] No.

How are your sales, are you reaching
the level of Sanctuary?

In the Unites States, we are not doing
the same numbers as Sanctuary did, but
in all of Europe it's more now.

Coming back to "Dead Heart," you
do have songwriting credits this
time. It's you and Jeff, right?
Yeah, for the most part.

Because last time I don't think you
had any credits...
Well, we decided this time, because
we've always been asked in the
interviews about who is writing the
music. The reason that we've always
credited the songs as written by
Nevermore was so that everyone in the
band was concerned equal as far as
splitting all money that is generated
from the songwriting. And it's still
staying this way, but since people were
asking all the time, we wanted people
know who is writing what.

It seems that there is not that much
focus on guitar on the new album
compared to "Politics of Ecstasy,"

for example. Would you agree with
that?
No. [laughs] The reason we chose
Andy Sneap to produce the record is
because we wanted this record to focus
on the guitars. We wanted the heaviest
guitar sound possible and the most 'in-
your-face' guitar sound possible, that's
why we picked him to do it.

Okay.
I understand that from the point of
complexity on the guitar part, at that
level. But the sound is exactly what we
wanted to achieve.

You also have quite a few mellow
songs that cannot be found in your
previous two albums.
I think we went back a bit to the roots
of the first Nevermore record.

Were you in a lyrical mood, why did
it happen?
I am not really sure. We never
approached songwriting with any
predisposed idea of what our intention
is to sound musically. We just write the
songs, this is how they come out. This
time, there were a number of songs that
were very melodic, with soft passages.
I think that we balanced that with some

of the heavier songs because, I mean,
some of the songs on this record are
the heaviest songs I think we've ever
done. At the same time, there are songs
that are the most commercially viable
that we've ever done as well. I think it's
a diverse record.

Which you think are the heaviest
ones you did?
That's not obvious? [laughs] I think
"The Sound of Silence" is the heaviest
song we've ever done. And it's not
even our song.

What about the most commercially
viable songs?
Well, let's see. "The River Dragon Has
Come," "Believe in Nothing," and
"The Heart Collector" I think. Those
songs could be played on the radio in
America if the market was there. The
market isn't there in America, but the
underground is there. That's our only
saving ground.

You might have some luck in Japan

12 nevermore
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Pictures from HM Incident 2000: (left) Billy Millano (SOD) in police car after punching
Warrel in the face; (right) Warrel waving goodbye to Billy. While Billy managed to write a
sloppy explanation, to our knowledge, Warrel & Nevermore haven’t release any public
statement. Pictures taken from lunch.com.

from Edge of Time special folder "harisson ford sucks, we have our own celebrities":

this time?
Ha ha, no. We don't sound enough like
Hammerween to be popular in Japan.

But with those new songs....
[laughs]

Okay.
I hope so, because Japan was a very
big market for Sanctuary, and we've
had nothing but bad luck with
distributors in Japan for every
Nevermore record. We actually got a
phone call from a distributor in Japan
for the first Nevermore record that said
"We can't do anything with this record
because you don't sound enough like
Helloween." Which was, you know,
my middle finger was pointing in the
air when I heard that. [laughs] That is
the most ridiculous statement I think
anybody from a record company could
ever say to a band. Come on. Yeah, we
should be a clone band, so then he'll try
to push the record. Fuck you. [laughs]

But your albums are getting released
in Japan?
Yes, of course, they are. They just don't
sell anything because the distributor
does absolutely nothing to promote it.

Coming back to the production of
the new album, were there any other
reasons for choosing Andy Sneap
besides the heavier guitar sound?
Well, the main reason was that we
wanted a fuckin' vicious wall of guitars
on this record. We wanted a huge
guitar sound. Andy is a guitar player
himself, so we figured he would be the
best guy for the job. We'd heard things
he's done like the Cathedral record, the
Blaze Bailey record, and Stuck Mojo.
And we really thought that he would
really bring great guitar sound to us.

How would you compare characters
of Andy and Neil Kernon?
You know, they are really similar. They
both have a very strong work ethic,
they are both very professional, and
they both have an ability to perhaps
pull performances out of musicians
that maybe the musicians didn't know
they had inside. In that respect, they
are pretty much the same. The only
thing that I can say that's different
about both of them is when they are
recording - this is something that's
pretty unsignificant I think - Andy
Sneap has a method doing the drums
first, and then the rhythm guitar, and
then the bass. With Neil Kernon, it was
always the drums, and then the bass
and the rhythm guitar, and building off
of that format. But Andy was the
opposite with that. I think that brought
the focus more to the guitars, and that's
what we wanted for the record, so

we've done perfectly.

What does Andy Sneap think of Neil
Kernon?
I think that they are both mutual fans
of one another. Actually, I just spoke to
Neil Kernon, I just sent him the record
and he said "oh, I think it turned out
great and I really think that Andy did a
great job and I think that you guys
made the right decision changing
producers." That was good to hear.

Van is happier with the drum sound
now?
[laughs] Of course, because his drums
are louder than the guitars! How can he
not be happy...

Do you know a band
called Spiral
Architect?
Of course.

What do you think
about them?
I think they are a fuckin'
great band.

It's Neil who produced their debut
album.
Yeah, I know that.

So you don't find it difficult to get
into their songs?
Well, you know, a lot of people
complained about our record "Politics
of Ecstasy" because the music was so
complicated. I think it's the same thing
with Spiral Architect. As a musician,
of course, I admire their music, I think
it's brilliant. But I realize that a lot of
general public isn't going to understand
a record like "Sceptic's Universe" or a
record like "Politics of Ecstasy," but I
think they are both great records
myself.

I agree. Although I understood that
only after I listened twenty times to
"Politics of Ecstasy."
[laughs]

Jim Matheos admitted that it was
difficult for him to write lyrics for
"Disconnected," so he asked Ray
Alder to help. How about you, do
you find it difficult to write lyrics?
For me, lyrics come very naturally,
because I have been doing this for so
long. I guess it's kind of like second
nature for me.

There is no danger of getting into
writers' block?
Well, just like anybody, sometimes I
have rough periods, but luckily, I
usually get over these periods pretty
quickly.

Does the new album have a message?
No. Nothing. It's just a balls out fuckin'
heavy metal record. We did a concept
record last time, and we decided that
one concept record is enough.

"Politics" had sort a similar feel in
lyrics...
Yeah, but "Politics" wasn't so much
conceptional, it was more that some of
the lyrics had a common thread wired
into them. "Dreaming Neon Black"
was definitely a story. It was much
different than just some songs with
common thread.

On the new one, it's difficult to find
one common thread.
Right.

You also included
"Next In Line" and
"What Tomorrow
Knows" videos...
I think it's difficult,
especially now in
Europe, for bands to
have an outlet for their

videos. I know that a lot of Nevermore
fans haven't seen either one of these
videos, so we wanted to put them on
the CD as an extra thing, just so people
could see them if they wanted to.

I was wondering, who did think of
putting those masks on people's
faces on "Next in Line" video...
Ha ha, that was me.

Great idea. How much did it cost to
make these videos?
You know what, I think the first one
("What Tomorrow Knows") cost
something like 13,000 US dollars, and
the second one was only 10,000. And
that's nothing for a video. But we are
on independent label, and we don't
have a big budget.

Century Media webpage had a flash
intro for "Dead Heart."
Yes, I've seen that, that's cool.

Do you think a lot about evolution of
technology and how it could help
Nevermore?
Well, you can use technology or you
can allow technology to use you. I
think there's a double-edged sort there.
Nevermore is always very conscious
about not overusing technology. A
blessing can also be a curse, so we are
gonna be very careful about that.

What do you mean by overusing
technology?
When you are recording in a studio,
there is so much technology now that
you can give a bad performance, and
computers can fix your bad perfor-
mance and make it sound perfect. And
that's the overusing of technology,
that's allowing the technology to use
you. And that's something we've never
done and never will do, but there is a
danger in there.

In general, are you happy with the
development of information
technologies and the internet?
Well, I think the greatest thing about
the internet is that within the last five
years, the underground metal scene has
been kept alive on the internet. It's

really responsible for this kind of
music staying alive in the underground.
And hopefully, it will continue in that
fashion and nobody knows what's
gonna happen in the future, but really
heavy metal underground music has
been kept alive. And the internet is
responsible, in a small way, or maybe
it's a bigger way - I can't really say for
sure. Myself, I know how many hours
a day I spend on the internet, I'm a net
junkie. [laughs]

So, how many hours?
Oh, at least two, three, four per day.

That's not too many.
But depending on how much alcohol
I'm consuming [laughs] the number
can grow.

Okay, a few more questions. What
do you feel when you fly on plane to
record your new album?
I hate flying. I fuckin' hate it! I think
that if we were meant to fly, we would
have fuckin' wings, and we don't. I
have to go a doctor and get tranquiliz-
ers everytime I fly. Every single time.

Is that true?
Yeah, it's true. I'm not gonna lie you
about that. [laughs] I flew to Italy two
days ago to do press there, and I nearly
had a nervous breakdown, because I
am so afraid of flying. I hate it. I
fuckin' hate it. I've chosen a career for
myself where it's necessary for me to
do this thing that I hate [laughs]. There
is an irony there. There is no escape.

For this album, did you fly from
Seattle to Texas?
Yeah, we did, of course.

So you were not thinking of the new
album while on plane?
No, I was thinking about when the
plane crashes, how much it would hurt.
[laughs]

Well, and after an album is
recorded, do you think about what
could have been done differently?
I can tell you, with this record, there is
nothing that I would change. But I can
tell you, with the first Nevermore and
with "Politics of Ecstasy," there are
things I would change if I could go
back and do that.

Do you mean little technical things,
or the general sound?
No, just little things that I don't think
anybody else would notice. I am a
perfectionist, and I always want
everything to be perfect. I am grounded
in reality enough to know that
everything can never be perfect. But if
I could go back in time, there are
things that I would change on the first
two albums.

How about the other guys in the
band, are they also perfectionists?
You'd have to ask them, I don't know. I
know that Jeff is a perfectionist. Van is
a perfectionist as well. Jim is basically
just a very easy-going man who just
goes with the flow. I think he is okay
with all of it.
                         http://nevermore.the.nl
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ACCOMPLICE
Accomplice
Adrenaline Records
The ten songs on this debut album were
originally released on Accomplice Records
back in 1997. The album did not really raise
many eyebrows in the prog rock community
at the time of its initial release and if it's
judged by current standards then I'm afraid it
falls even shorter. The music is basically
competently played hard rock with some
neo-prog overtones. Although heavier songs
like "Centurion" bring back memories of
vintage 80s US metal, metal fans will want to
avoid this because the emphasis is on
balladesque parts with ear-soothing
choruses, back up vocals, and subtle piano
work. It has been done before and much
better in my opinion. The newer song
"Crusader Soul" does not promise much for
the future either. Compared to the line-up
that recorded the debut, keyboard player
Mathew Galasso has left and it is now
obvious that he was responsible for the
more progressive touches. Now that the
driving force has left, all that remains is a
more straightforward songwriting approach
with a typical LA hair metal groove and
commercial overtones. I personally don't see
the use of re-releasing such a mediocre
product, and I would have expected the
band to be more interested in releasing new
material, which is more representative of the
current style. (CR)
3 1/2

AMERICA GOMORRAH
Exchanging Truth for a Lie
Righteous Sinner Records
America Gomorrah are a three piece that
combine their religious gospels with a
melodic hard rock sound with slight
progressive edges. Working as a
homogeneous unit, the music on their debut
CD "Exchanging truth for a lie" sounds very
mature. Centre stage is taken by Gene
Crout: his guitar playing combines heavy
midtempo riffing, delicate finger picking of
the electric guitar and blues-influenced solos
whilst his voice is classic and soulful.
Exemplary is the song "Better Man" which
combines these elements with a relatively
straight forward mid tempo rhythm and a
typical American laid back atmosphere.
Their style reminds me a bit of Trytan with
more haunting keyboards. Although the
overall level of the songs is above average,
it is a bit too "innocent" at times and I
personally miss a more metallic edge.
America Gomorrah sound at their most
interesting when they venture into more
adventurous territory as in the instrumental
"Seven Trumpets" and in the 13 minute epic
"Through a glass darkly" (which reminds me
a lot of Ayreon's "Actual Fantasy" with it's
driving synths). A recommendable album for
those interested in the lighter side of
progressive rock. (CR)
[http://www.americagomorrah.com]
3 3/4

ANDREA, PEDRO
Tierra
Alia Discos
Stepping away from his activities as studio
musician and hired guitarist supporting
major pop acts in Spain (side note: did I
recently read at a local newspaper that "a
guy called Greg Howe" was touring with
Enrique Iglesias?), Pedro Andrea starts his
solo career with a colorful, ambitious and
broadly musical instrumental album. Strictly,
"Tierra" doesn't have much to do with most

ANDROMEDA
Extension of the Wish
War Music
The debut album of this new Swedish band generated a lot of buzz on the Internet even
before its release. Andromeda is led by the guitar wizard Johan Reinholdz, a precocious
talent illustrating that youth and maturity can come along. "Extension of the Wish" contains
some blazing melody-driven prog metal compositions. The songs are memorable without
being catchy, and Johan achieves a combination of an outstanding sense of melody with
progressiveness. Even more surprising, some tracks are groovy, adding tremendous warmth
to a genre that tends to be cold; even solos are melodic, albeit with fast and furious fretwork,
a feature seldom encountered from virtuosos. Keyboards are also an important element of
Andromeda, and the CD contains numerous excellent solo trades between the two lead
instruments. The only relative weakness is the singer, whose voice is monotonous, lacking
range capability and the grand epic emotion that other more skilled singers possess. This is
however completely understandable, considering the fact that Lawrence Mackrory is only a
session musician and the vocal parts were recorded within a single day! Finally, the albums
could have been a little longer, as the total running time only clocks 44:16. Andromeda is an
extremely promising band; watch out for their future releases! (AS)
4 1/2

metal works that fall in the instrumental
category. Its aim is to bring a bible of lesser
influences into the main ones, namely
flamenco ("Clear Water"), blues scales that
resemble a bit of Santana ("Transiberian"),
Arabian sounds ("Caravan to Damasco"),
jazz ("Harlem is in Chicago, a Sevilla's
district"). Anyone interested in multifaceted
restless guitar pieces, should give the 14
varied tracks a try, tracks that compound
Pedro Andrea's own concept of Earth. (GM)
[aliadiscos@interbook.net]
4

ARENA
Immortal?
InsideOut Music
Clive Nolan and his Arena set themselves up
as one of the best prog rock bands recently.
"Immortal?" is pretty dark and, to my
surprise, a pretty heavy album for this genre.
The first track, "Chosen", rocks in the best
Savatage (!) manner. The following
compositions return to the original topic, but
treat this inclination with unexpected musical
surprises. "The Butterfly Man," the Pink
Floyd-ish "Ghost in the Firewall," the
overlong "Moviedrome", and "Friday's
Dream" contain the best elements of Arena's
talent and make this record one of the best
prog rock releases in 2000. Only the cheesy
"Climbing the Net" is out of place here; I've
heard hundreds of such banal songs from
other bands. Anyway, we will wink at that
point this time... (SV)
4 1/4   [CR 3 1/2]

ARISE FROM THORNS
Before an Audience of Stars
Dark Symphonies
"Before an Audience of Stars" was originally
recorded in 1999, financed and released by
Arise From Thorns without label support.
They've recently changed their name to
Brave and are working on material for their
third album. Dark Symphonies was kind
enough to the world to redistribute the
album, re-mastered and repackaged. I am
pleasantly surprised with the band's brand of
progressive rock to say the least. Acoustic
guitars dominate the sound, with bass and
percussion busily engaged in the rhythmic
pulse of the music, rollicking and pulsating
throughout. The music ranges from laid
back, airy rock music to more complex
fusion influenced material. The guitar work is
quite pleasant, with playful chord
progressions and jazzy solo bursts, riding
over the dropping bass lines. The element
that really pushes their sound into the higher
realms of quality rock music is clearly the
contribution by vocalist Michelle Loose. Her
singing is primarily in the mid range, but is
appropriately soaring in the brilliantly
developed choruses that are the backbone
of the overall songs. Her warm, emotive tone
seems influenced by seventies folk rock,
reminding me of the work of Annie Haslam
(Renaissance). The lyrics are reflective,
introspective, and often philosophical - in a
thankfully unpretentious manner. The songs
here are extremely catchy, with springy
upbeat riffing spilling over into the ethereal
choruses that immediately invite empathy
from the listener. This album contains more
genuine quality than I've heard from rock
music in ages, full of feeling and life, devoid
of the cloying faux angst that plagues so
much popular music nowadays.
Recommended to anyone with taste or
distinction! (JS)
4 1/2   [CR 4 1/4]

ARK
Burn the Sun
InsideOut Music
Their first record surprised me with a very
strange combination of fusion/jazz rhythms
and traditional hard rock singing a la
Whitesnake or melodic AOR. Even if this
mixture sounded very original, I think, some
songs on the debut were a bit chaotic,
because the voice of Jorn Lande (ex-
Company Of Snakes) has not always
matched with this complex structures. "Burn
the Sun" is more harmonic album, but it also
can't get rid of this "fight" between voice and
music. Like the self titled debut, it offers us
very nicely arranged prog/fusion with David
Coverdale/Ronnie James Dio like expressive
vocals which try to communicate through the
whole album and reach their agreement on
great tracks like "Heal the Waters," "Just A
Little," or "Missing You." The musicianship is
top notch, no wonder, Ark consists of

guitarist Tore Ostby (Conception), drummer
John Macaluso (TNT), bassist Randy Coven
(Steve Vai, Steve Morse), and Mats
Olausson (Yngwie Malmsteen)... and we will
not have over whether Jorn Lande can sing
or not. Everyone, who has heard him with
Company Of Snakes, will acknowledge his
talent. "Burn the Sun" is a very interesting
release, but can't settle the above mentioned
conflict completely. Four strong points. (SV)
4

AT VANCE
Heart Of Steel
InsideOut Music/SPV
I don't much like the idea of directly
associating overused words like "melodic
speed metal" or "euro metal" with the style of
this mature and perseverant German band
(ranked 3rd in 1999 as best newcomers by
Burrn magazine), as one might get a wrong
perspective. At a compositional level,
classical music is one of At Vance's clearest
influences, with an edge that gives depth to
songs like "The Brave and The Strong" or
"Princess of the Night", both of which are
very solid pieces of melodic metal and
constitute, in my opinion, the most evident
signs of quality in a band. However, there is
also room on this album for more
conventional and not so tasteful material,
reminiscent of Malmsteen stuff (like the title
track), or Stratovarius ("King of Your
Dreams"), and also an interesting heavy
metal version of ABBA's hit, "S.O.S."
(certainly worth listening to). "Heart of Steel"
is a disc where fast guitars are the driving
force, but one should also highlight vocalist
Oliver Hartmannas, a versatile and
classically trained metal frontman that
compliments At Vance with a touch of class.
(GM)
4 [CR 3 3/4]

AT VANCE
Dragonchaser
Shark Records
Surely, a band whose status in the European
power metal scene has been consistently
growing in the recent past, can allow a false step
like this. Hopefully it's just a false alarm but, to
tell the truth, most of "Dragonchaser" material
lacks creativity and neccesary freshness. The
few exceptions are the catchy effective title track
and their new ABBA cover, "The Winner Takes it
All," which is pretty well adapted. I surely skip
other decent song (no more stuff like "Beethoven
5th Sinfonie" in this mediocre context, please...),
but in general, it definitely smells as if they had
been saving some ideas for the next album (this
was their last album on Shark Records). Too
weak and monotonous release from a band of
such calibre. (GM)
3 1/4

AVALON
Eurasia
Omega Records
This album raises the issue about what being
"progressive" really means. This is certainly
hard to pinpoint, and each reviewer has
probably his own definition of the term. I will
not enter the debate within this review,
though there is one thing I am sure of:
Avalon is not what I deem "progressive." Let
me try to be more accurate: "Eurasia" is a
concept album allegedly focused on the
largest continent on earth, "Eurasia." Hence,
I am entitled to legitimately expect some
exciting mingling of genres; what Avalon
delivers with this release is much closer to a
plain heavy metal album with some intros
and interludes inspired by Indian music. A
real blend on the level of harmonies, chords,
scales - as demonstrated by Aghora - is
unfortunately not achieved. Sure, the album
contains instrumentation borrowed from

Indian traditional music and contains some
nice compositions (chanting interspersing
some exotic musical and iconographic
themes and Indian-styled images on the
cover and Sanskrit-like script on the disc
complete the bundle) but this is a rather
superficial substitute for a genuinely trans-
cultural musical approach. Disappointing.
(AS)
3 1/2   [CR 4]

AVANTASIA
The Metal Opera
AFM Records
Avantasia is the brainchild of Edguy main
man Tobias Sammet. As the title implies,
this is a melodic/speed metal opera
revolving around Gabriel. The list of
participants in this extravaganza reads like
the who's who of the aforementioned metal:
Michael Kiske, David Defeis, Andre Matos,
Kai Hansen, Timo Tolkki, and more. If the
comparison were made to a similar type of
"project" like Ayreon then this album would
not be allowed to even stand in its shadow:
musically, it is much less diverse and
challenging, the lyrical conversion of the
concept is much less original and
intellectual. Judged on its own, it is a very
well made and produced German melodic
speed metal. The emphasis is on, and the
production certainly lends itself for it,
superficial and artificial bombast to support
the exquisite vocal performances (especially
during the choruses). The problem with it is
that it is all very safe and conservative. The
lyrical concept would provide the perfect
opportunity to compose something
innovative for the genre. However, the song
structuring and arrangements are typical.
For lovers of the genre, this is a dream come
true. For others, this is just a collection of
decent songs. The fact that there is an
underlying lyrical concept gives it perhaps
that little extra. Part II is to be released later
this year, I personally can wait. (CR)
3 3/4  [GS 3 3/4]

AZTEC JADE
Paradise Lost
Adrenaline Records
Aztec Jade had quite a little buzz in the
underground a couple of years ago with their
releases "Modern Prophet" (1996) and
"Frame of Mind" (1998). The Italian label
Adrenaline Records has now released those
two recordings in Europe and added an
unreleased bonus track "Regatta Fugue Part
1". "Frame of Mind" was already reviewed in
Edge of Time #13 and was described as
"modern figurative melodic rock" with a
progressive touch in the song structures.
Rich in musical hues and containing a whole
spectrum of memorable catchy refrains,
"Frame of Mind" is, overall, a very listenable
and really pleasant work. Sporadically, some
parts might sound a bit forced, particularly
the rhythm section, and could remind of
bands such as Altura. But what predomi-
nates is an intelligent use of instrumental
transitions, this way, making vocal melodies
to play a main role along the album. Songs
such as "Atlantis," "Requiem," "The Calling,"
or "Desperate Land" shine by themselves,
are well structured, and show how,
sometimes, (talking about track lengths),
what is concise and good at the same time
can turn out to be twice as good. Summing
up, you'll find in this record a nice bunch of
attractive, accessible, and straightforward
progressive rock compositions: there's
nothing new in what they present, but
everything's showcased with a good taste
and careful proportions. (CR)
4

Rating system:  Exceptional (5), Excellent (4 1/2), Good (4), Decent (3 1/2), Mediocre (3). The ratings below 3 are self-explanatory.
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CAIN'S ALIBI
Sanctified
Nightmare Records
Another rather straightforward melodic
heavy rock record with 4-minute songs,
verses, and refrains. Luckily, they do not
cheaply follow the 80s sound (the somehow
intelligent music is not as stripped down as
AC/DC), and the melody lines are pleasant
to the ear. The riffing reminds me a little of
The Almighty, but Cain's Alibi are lighter.
While "Sanctified" is not a jaw dropping
experience, it's one of those releases that
one would be glad to find in a used CD rack.
This stuff should go over pretty well live too
(judging from the songs, not from the 16 live
photos placed in the booklet). If AOR is too
light for you but you want a focus on songs
and good melodies with some riffage,
"Sanctified" may serve you well. (GS)
3 3/4

BABA YAGA
Live at Musikfest 2000
self-released
"The Hut of Baba Yaga" is a piece of
classical music by the Russian composer
Modest Mussorgsky. Perhaps better known
to metal fans by the version of the
progressive metal enigma Mekong Delta.
The trio The Baba Yaga is an instrumental
band from a perhaps less exotic background
with an equal focus on the progressive,
progressive rock/fusion to be more specific.
The Baba Yaga were formed in 1998 and
currently consist of Adam Ahuja (guitar and
piano), Adam Smith (bass), and Dan Meyers
(keyboards and drum machines). "Live at
Musikfest" is a live bootleg CD featuring four
originals and three covers "Klaghorn"
(originally done by Niacin), "Cataloupe
Island" (Herbie Hancock), and "The Sinister
Minister" (The Flecktones). The sound is
excellent and the mixing lets all instruments
be heard equally well. The inclusion of
covers during the live performance is a
smart move because it gives the
unsuspecting audience something tangible
to hold onto when subjected to the original
material. Musically the original material is not
too far removed from the aforementioned
covers: well written progressive fusion songs
that work well in a live setting due to a good
balance between the instruments and the
memorable hooks. With a shift to heavier
material this could be a perfect musical
bridge between the progressive metal and
fusion genres. (CR)
[http://www.thebabayaga.com]
4

BOALS, MARK
Ring of Fire
Frontiers Records
Escorted by an excellent team of musicians,
Mark Boals surprises us by abandoning the
more hard-rock/AOR oriented direction of
his previous solo works, and delivering an
amazingly solid release of neoclassical and
melodic heavy music. If Tony MacAlpine's
instrumental activities as guitarist are
perhaps lacking clarity and result in some
slightly insipid material, on "Ring of Fire" au
contraire, he introduces us to his best side
as a composer ("Dreamer," "Death Row").
Most of the material, co-written with Mark
Boals (first class vocals!), fits in the category
of melodic heavy music, with a progressive
touch, at times featuring top-notch
instrumental apparitions. The best and most
complete track of the album, "Atlantis," is
practically signed by Vitalij Kuprij, whose
talent as keyboardist perfectly intertwines
with Mark's undeniable talent as singer, and
Tony's solid performance, constantly adding
depth to song. For me, this has become one
of the most recommendable albums in the
melodic heavy metal/neoclassic hard rock
field. (GM)
4 1/2

BOALS, MARK
Ring of Fire
Frontiers Records
If you remember, Mark Boals appeared as the
lead singer on Yngwie Malmsteen's Rising
Force's "Trilogy" and "Alchemy." There were
some breaks in his musical career in the past,
and now he returns to the scene with his solo
work. Some musicians came to the aid of this
singer, e.g. both Planet X members Tony
MacAlpine/Virgil Donati and ex-Artension
keyboarder Vitalij Kuprij. The outcome of this
collaboration is the typical symphonic speed/
heavy metal with some nice moments.
Unfortunately, there are no songs of "You Don't
Remember, I'll never Forget" caliber here, but
nobody expected that in any case. "Ring of Fire"
has no weak moments, but it also contains no
memorable songs. Fans of Yngwie Malmsteen or
Symphony X could check out this one. (SV)
3 1/2

CAGE
Astrology
Omega Records
80s sounding power metal is one of the current
trends on the European mainland (Germany
especially) and the American band Cage is one
of the bands striving to ride the wave of
popularity with their sophomore release.
However, after listening to this lengthy release
(13 songs, 69 minutes), I am not convinced that
Cage have the originality musically and lyrically
to expect any longevity. Musically, Cage perform
a typical Judas Priest based power metal: high
and powerful vocals, galloping riffs, lots of
monotonous double bass drumming, sing-a-long
cliché choruses that go down well in a live
situation and a healthy yet obligatory mix of up

tempo, mid tempo, and balladesque parts. It is
power metal with a distinct West-coast flavor,
done professionally but it has been done before
in the 80s and done better in the 90s by their
counterparts New Eden and Destiny's End. An
example of deceiving advertising is also present
in the promotional campaign. It mentions that the
album has a pseudo-concept based on the 12
star signs. My knowledge of astrology is limited
but, at first glance, the lyrics seem very straight
forward, using many phrases that I have seen
before. (CR)
3 1/2

CATLEY, BOB
Middle Earth
Frontiers Records
Ex-Magnum singer Bob Catley's third work
offers nothing new musically, but is a very
solid melodic rock album. With the help of
his good friend Gary Hughes & Ten he has
created an interesting musical journey based
on J. R. R. Tolkiens book, "Lord of the
Rings." Although I'm not a big fan of this kind
of music, I must admit that Bob did a very
good job regarding the professional
recording and arrangements of his songs.
Not without reason, he left Hard Rain to
concentrate more on his solo career. Good
work. (SV)
3 3/4

CHAMBER METAL
Neo-Classical Metal Guitar
Dwell Records
The title says it all: this is an instrumental
compilation of 7 Czech and Slovak guitarists,
each one playing two songs. Of course which
such a record, the quality of compositions, the
playing variety, and the overall result suffers from
a lack of focus and homogeneity, but globally
speaking, this is a very decent album. The
production is only average, but indeed is indeed
a good surprise, considered the fact that the
album has been recorded on a small budget. The
title notwithstanding, this CD does not contain
exclusively neo-classical stuff; some bluesy-rock
also appears on some songs. Of course, the
different tracks on this demo don't really herald
any new ideas and real progressive features are
lacking, even though the playing and melodies
are quite pleasant. Some of the heavy riffing
reminds a lot of eighties bands; it appears that
the Czech shredders have been very influenced
by the golden era of virtuosos. The most gifted
and promising guitarist of the compilation is, in
my opinion, Jura Topor ("Broken Helm"). Maybe
a record company will offer him an opportunity
for a full-length album? (AS)
3 1/2

CIRCLES END
In Dialogue with the Moon
self-released
It's always nice to see the growth process of
a young band towards their own particular
style. Circles End is a young independent,
progressive rock band from Norway. The
band was formed in 1994, but it wasn't until
1996 when they started to compose their
own material and do gigs. In August 1998,
they released their self-titled debut EP. On
this EP, Circles End sounded like a cross
between 70s art rock (especially the
keyboards) and 90s Fates Warning. Since
that release, a proper vocalist and new bass
player have stabilized the line-up. In my
review of the EP, I mentioned a lack of power
and daring in their song writing approach.
Well after listening to this release, I certainly
get the "daring" aspect. The first song "The
fine Line" is conventional mid-tempo prog
rock reminding me of Enchant on a 70s retro
course. The second song "Startled Eye"
shows more jazz influences, progressive with
slight psychedelic sounds and a very
soothing peaceful atmosphere which lets the
vocal talents of Karl Riis Jacobsen shine
through. The 8-minute epic "Long gone"
sees some violin flowing through nicely and
has hints of Fates Warning. "Sleepless" is a
two-parter of which the first is a superfluous
free jazz and the second a vibrant jazz rock.
"This Day" is musically comparable to "Long
gone." "El Mar/La Mar" is a joyful
instrumental combining up tempo prog rock
parts, with 70s Hammond organ playing.
Closer "The Dead is me" is a short acoustic
with a fitting end. Although generally the
songs are not that long, there are a lot of
different instrumental parts that flow very well
and keep the songs interesting. Unfortu-
nately, this does not leave much room for the
soulful vocals. The packaging is very
professional, which makes this independent
CD up to par with all professional record
company releases. (CR)
[$11, Circles End c/o Trond Lunden, Hyllebakken
6, Kristiansand, Norway] [home.c2i.net/circlesend]
4

CYDONIA
Cydonia
Metal Blade Records
This album brings good memories of how subtle touches can be incorporated into often top-
level but stale heavy/speed metal (Anastasia, Hammerfall). Cydonia are creative with vocal
arrangements, and the Kiske/Matos sounding singer is one of the highlights of the album,
which reminds me overall of Angra's speed metallish "Fireworks," the Keepers-era
Helloween, and perhaps the elegance of Labyrinth's "Return to Heaven Denied." The
melodies are bright and optimistic, but rarely hit the 'cheesy' mark. Since this style of gentle
metal is not as overdone as Rhapsody's variety of symphonic speed metal, this release has
more life than the latest works of Rhapsody, Hammerfall, Labyrinth, and Avantasia.
"Cydonia" does not break out of the box, but presents some attempts at creativity with the
melody lines. (GS)
4 1/4

COMMA
Elusive Dreams
Hammer Muzik
When you hear about a band from Turkey
playing progressive metal, you probably
expect something exotic. Comma do not
deliver exactly that and do not incorporate
Turkish or Oriental music elements, but their
music sounds open and sincere, even if it
strongly resembles Dream Theater's
"Images and Words," Vanden Plas, and
Empty Tremor's debut album. Instrumentally,
there is still a long way ahead for them
towards Dream Theater, but the effort put
into coherent but intricate song structures is
visible, and the band has the necessary
determination to achieve what Vanden Plas
or Ivory Tower have now. And they have all
the freedom to deviate from the conventional
progressive metal path if they want to. (GS)
[Hammer Muzik, Muhurdar Cad. Akmar Pas.
No: 70/12, Kadikoy 81300 Istanbul, Turkey]
[http://www.hammermuzik.com]
3 3/4

CONCERTO MOON
Rain Forest
LMP/SPV
When thinking of Japanese metal acts,
Loudness is always the first to come to my
mind. Even from an admittedly inexpert point
of view, am I wrong to say that several of
them sound like they're a bit stuck in the
past? (Oops... yes, bands like Vigilante also
exist, who really strive to do more
adventurous and progressive ventures. A big
apology to them). Concerto Moon proves
that they're very influenced by the classic
melodic metal that reigned in the 80s.
Globally, they sound like a
veteran and experienced
metal band that know and
feel as if they're doing as
something on their own.
Song structures are clever,
with clear hooklines, haunting
and memorable refrains, and
a big weight placed on
guitars. The Production and
overall sound are perhaps a
little bit archaic and raw. All in

all, that's a minor detail compared to the
positive aspects in the Rainbowesque
melodic heavy metal / hard rock that
Concerto Moon deliver. Tracks like "Victim of
Desire" are very reminiscent of Impelliteri,
while "Rain Forest," "Time to Die" and others
will strongly remind the listener of
Malmsteen's Mike Vescera era. Now that
those two names were mentioned, one
should also mention that the guitarist
Norifumi Shima is a brilliant instrumentalist.
His solos give vitality and consistency to the
album, and together with the precise backing
keyboard work, sustains it. The vocals also
fit well with the spirit of the music. I can't
possibly focus on criticizing the strong
pronunciation of singer Tako Ozaki (that
being just a slight warning for those who
couldn't stand Fabio Lione's accent at
times). For me that's a secondary matter
compared to what comes next. Concerto
Moon's "Rain Forest" is a fine melodic metal
album. (GM)
4  [SV 3 3/4]

CONDITION RED
Condition Red
Lion Music
Lion Music label artists Alex Masi and Lars
Eric Mattson present us with the first CD of
their project, Condition Red. The debut
pursues the course of both musicians,
namely the neoclassical trend, but also
contains a lot of jazz/fusion elements, which
is really surprising for me. Ella Grussner's
violin and vocals are an interesting part of
this project, especially the singing, which is
very "jazzy" on some tracks. To make this
project more attractive for the audience,
Masi and Mattson invited Derek Sherinian,
who plays keyboard solos on two tracks. On
the whole, "Condition Red" is a more or less
successful debut, even though it's a bit
strange for me hearing these guys playing
typical fusion riffs here and there. (SV)
4

DARK AVENGER
Dark Avenger
Scarlet Records
This five-piece comes from Brazil and once
again proves that this land has something
more to offer besides Sepultura and Angra.
Dark Avenger play power metal which we
heard in 1985/86, and the influences of
Metal Church, Helloween (especially evident
in the singing manner of vocalist Mario
Linhares), the first two albums of Fates
Warning, and undoubtedly Iron Maiden play
a big role here. A solid company, and Dark
Avenger, it seems, don't even pretend to
hide that this album is like their tribute to the
grands. The album starts with straight power
metal attack "Armageddon" which is a little
bit disappointing - a well done, but outplayed
version of Gamma Ray. Tracks like fast and
melodic "Die Mermaid!," ballad "Half Dead
Eyes," dramatic "Rebellion" or enriched with
good guitar solos "Dark Avenger" leave a
much better impression. It is, as said above,
traditional album of the genre, but played
technically and with a class. Originality isn't
the strongest point of this band, some will
also miss diversity, but it shouldn't disappoint
the fans of the genre - these guys learned
the lesson well. (AO)
3 3/4
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DOWNBRINGER
Catharsis Instinct
Icarus Records
Dawnbringer play up-tempo heavy metal with
Gothenburg melodies a very streamlined
approach. The structures of these songs are
rather simple, and surely won't appeal to fans of
complex, progressive music. But the biggest
shortage of this band are the vocals, which aren't
developed enough; the monotone singing makes
all the tracks sound very similar. Stylistically we
get something between heavy metal, speed
metal, and a slight dose of power metal. For now,
still an average release. (AO)
2 3/4

DEAD MEN WALKING
Additional Parts Inside
Maple Leaf Records
Two ex-Dreamscape members formed Dead
Men Walking because they wanted to play
melodic heavy rock instead of progressive
metal. If the first track "Stories" is a good rock
tune with a modern rock feel, the subsequent
"Moments in Time" shows the true face of the
band, which is melodic and slightly (but not
overly) sentimental hard rock with catchy
arrangements and refrains with a quality
similar to Fair Warning. The number of sing-
along hits could have been bigger, but it's still
a decent album for calm, adult or mature
people who admire smooth and pleasant hard
rock without glam spangles. (GS)
[http://www.deadmenwalking.de]
3 3/4

DESTINY'S END
Transition
Metal Blade Records
The album bursts out with a speed metal
attack in the title-track, which moves forward
in the best traditions of Helloween's "Walls
of Jericho." The second track "The Watcher"
reminds of Sanctuary's "Refuge Denied" (or
Judas Priest, if you dig further back), and the
rest flows on, forming a harder describable
amalgam of Helstar and whatever else is
pure and is (American) metal. "Transition" is
rather similar to band's debut "Breathe Deep
the Dark," and, for the most part, contains
speedy material which, on one hand, is not
much more than what was being done in
speed/melodic thrash in the late 80s (just
with an added full-blast production value),
but on the other, is not that common today.
This CD will receive some criticism for being
quite uniform, thus you have to be in a pure
metal mood when listening to it, and you
have to play it loud in order to pick up
different elements. (GS)
4

DEVERAUX
Paint' Box
Maple Leaf Records
This music will surely please some heavy
rock fans, especially those who are openly
or secretly feeling sentimental about melody-
oriented hard or glam rock of the late 80s.
"Pain't Box" is a lot subtler and less glammy,
in the style of fun and rock n' roll, but does
not deviate from common paradigms of
melodic hard rock. Progressive rock/metal
elements can also be detected. Even if the
overall style sounds very familiar and the
album's ending is significantly weaker than
its beginning, the record is far from sounding
tired or uninspired and has a reasonable
number of hooks. (GS)
[Deveraux, Aktiv Promotin, Kreuzenstr. 98,
74076 Heilbronn, Germany]
3 3/4

DREARYLANDS
Some Dreary Songs ...and Other Tunes from
the Shadows
Mandrahgora Productions
When it comes to categorizing this promising
classic rooted metal line-up from Brazil, I would
say they aim to blend some of the good elements
of legendary names like Black Sabbath or Iron
Maiden ("Sailors of the Argo"), with decent and
personal shades that lie more in doomy
ambiance. Driving energy is found in well-
elaborated songs like the good mid-tempo
"Boring Life" (fine combination of acoustic guitars
and violin) or "The Worst Enemy" (which on the
fastest parts reminds me of a rough version of
Sanctuary and also reminds me of Jag Panzer
chorus lines). The production of this album is a
bit raw, and in general terms, there is still some
way to go until the band finds their distinct sound.
(GM)
[http://www.e-net.com.br/drearylands]
[drearylands@e-net.com.br]
3 1/2   [GS 3 1/2]

DYSRHYTHMIA
Contradiction
self-released
This aptly titled instrumental trio has
concocted a very unusual sound that
requires much more than the casual
attention of a listener. Dysrthyhmia was
formed in March 1999 by ex Grey Division
Blue members Kevin Hufnagel (guitars) and
D. Clayton Ingerson (bass). Drummer Jeff
Eber completes the line-up. "Contradiction"
is their debut CD featuring 8 songs with a
running time just under an hour. Comparison
to other instrumental bands is difficult
because, as is often the case, a whole range
of influences is moulded to create their
individual sound. The range is shown
between the last two songs: the 2 minute
short "Yes, it's kind of an Oxymoron" has
that Dick Dale surf sound while the 9 minute
"Earthquake" is appropriately titled, starting
with a chugging hypnotising rhythm with
abrasive guitars then progressing into tech
metal territory, building up to a climactic
frenzy and then slowly fading out to
personify the aftermath. The music has the
haunting and melancholic mood of Ozone
Quartet but the songs are more aggressive
in the tone. This is partly caused by the live
feel of the recording (each song was live in
one full take, although several songs have
dual guitar layers) which results a less-
polished sound. Dysrhythmia is more diverse
in the song structures than Actual Time for
example, with songs in the range of 2-13
minutes. These extremely talented
musicians have combined innovative song
writing with an abundance of memorable
parts hooks to create an aural Armageddon.
Daring listeners will be taken to all corners of
human musical pleasure, from a massage of
the intellectual brain to a soft caressing of
the ear lobes. (CR)
4 1/2  [GS 4]

DYSRHYTHMIA
No Interference
self-released
Less than a year after the release of their
debut CD "Contradiction," the Philadelphian
instrumental trio return to the crème de la
crème of instrumental excitement with "No
Interference." After listening to the eleven
songs, it is soon clear that the trio has grown
to be more coherent. The improved
production reveals that most of the songs
are more compact and streamlined than on
"Contradiction." With a more transparentand
confronting production, the use of multiple
guitar tracks results in a modern and rich
sound. Once again the compositions cover a
vast range of musical styles. The vibrant

opener "Body Destroyed, Brain Intact"
immediately alerts all the known senses
sounding like a cross between VoiVod,
WatchTower, and whatever progressive
music has emerged over the years. Although
a recognizable style has been developed,
versatility is a key factor in the music.
"Craving for Transformation" reminds me of
Motorpsycho, while "Let you fall" and
"Psychic Desolation" are more ambient
perhaps even new age indulgences, on the
other hand "Nutritional Facelift" and
"Slumlord" are more metallic. "No
Interference" comes in a deluxe digi-pack
with one flaw: the song titles are not listed
anywhere else than on the CD itself. A
positive aspect of the music is that, although
it's complex and challenging, it's neither self-
indulgent nor pretentious but retains a
certain degree of heaviness that will appeal
to progressive metal fans as well.
Dysrhythmia is certainly becoming my
favorite instrumental band of the moment
and "No Interference" is a release that is not
to be missed. (CR)
4 1/2

FALCONER
Falconer
Metal Blade Records
Falconer is a Swedish band formed by ex-
Mithotyn member Stefan Weinerhall, and it's
also the name of their debut album. From
what we can hear on this album, we can
conclude that Falconer is probably one of
the biggest newcomers in the Swedish
heavy/power metal field. The style can be
called Nordic heavy metal, meaning a mix of
heavy metal traditions with Swedish folk
melodies. The folk music influences are
what mark this band out in the scene; rarely
does a heavy metal band manage to
incorporate folk music into their style so well;
you can listen to "Mindtraveller" or "A Quest
of Time" to hear how this mix of folk and
metal works. Many pagan/viking metal
bands could only dream of such songs. The
strong voice of Mathias Blad must also be
mentioned; his singing ability is particularly
well demonstrated on the folky tracks. We
also hear more traditional heavy/power
metal songs on the album, like "Royal
Galley," "Upon the Grave of Guilt," and the
heavy metal hymn, "The Past Still Lives on",
all of which show that this band one day may
become a very big name in the scene. (AO)
4 1/4  [GS 4 1/4]

EIDOLON
Nightmare World
Metal Blade Records
Eidolon's last two releases received very
good reviews in many metal magazines. I'm
sure their third work will also gain great
reactions from the press and fans of
qualitative heavy/power metal in the vein of
Nevermore, Iced Earth, and Mercyful Fate.
Well produced and packed, it makes a very
professional impression on the listener. Only
a few remarks: the songs contain good ideas
that to my mind are not complete in the end.
We have a lot of dramatically structured
tracks here and a nice dark atmosphere, but
the material lacks the final dot. Maybe more
effective and dynamic refrains would help
the band to create a real masterpiece.
Eidolon have the potential to do that. All in
all, "Nightmare World" is one of better
releases in this sector recently. (SV)
4   [AO 3 3/4, GS 4]

ELEGY
Forbidden Fruit
Noise Records
Elegy's new output is one of those albums
that forces one to give it a good number of
deep listens, before starting to seize what it's

trying to express. But there is a good
motivation to do that because the apparently
dense compositions (mostly signed by
former guitarist Henk van der Lars) give
entrance to a very enjoyable form of melodic
power/progressive metal (just keep in mind,
a minimum of 5-6 complete spins, okay?). In
my opinion, it's only when you've listened to
it a few times that the solid work of this band
can be glimpsed at in its right magnitude,
and reaches the listener (Ian Parry's
torrential vocals deserve a mention of honor
- check out the bonus acoustic tracks).
French guitar virtuoso Patrick Rondat
creates a high-impact wall of sound, with
precision and an unstransferable feeling in
the solos, and endows a dimension of
grandeur to cuts like "Til Eternity" or "Elegant
Solution," just to mention a few. For me, this
is Elegy's best release to date by far. (GM)
4 1/4

EMPTY TREMOR
Eros and Thanatos
Elevate Records
Originality is a matter of opinion. Some

people, considering
Dream Theater's "Images
and Words" as the
standard defining prog
metal, embrace any
"clone" with delight.
Others shun bands too
close to Dream Theater,
discarding them for "lack
of originality." Empty
Tremor are one of these
bands. The second
album of the young
Italians is an excellent
prog metal release,

featuring all the elements a fan of Dream
Theater would expect: good songwriting,
mid-level technicality and complexity, a
superb clean-vocals singer, forefront keys
and outstanding drumming. Overall, a very
enjoyable, mature and talented prog metal
album delivered by a very promising new
band. The only drawbacks are maybe too
great an emphasis on ballads (3 on the
whole CD) and not enough technical
passages a la "Metropolis Part I" or "The
Dance of Eternity." (AS)
4 1/4  [CR 4, GS 3 3/4]

EMPYRIA
The Legacy
Nightmare Records
This Canadian outfit will have a difficult time in
the competitive progressive metal scene,
because their third album "The Legacy" doesn't
offer what you don't already have. And not
because most of its material comes from the
band's two previous records (one of which,
"Behind Closed Doors" was released by Noise
Records), but because the music itself isn't
spectacular. "The Legacy" is a rather loosely
structured lightweight progressive metal with
tinny, high, and very monotonous vocals. Four
songs out of seven form a 25-minute epic "The
Lighter Side of Darkness," and it leads to the
only applause for trying its guns at non-
commercial music. (GS)
3 1/4

ENCHANT
Juggling 9 or Dropping 10
InsideOut Music
In the automobile world, cars manufactured
by Jaguar are sort of a synonym of
elegance. Perhaps you'll agree with me that
they often draw easy attention for this
matter. Okay, now try to wipe the elitist
component behind such a brand, because it
doesn't have much to do with this subject.
Let's get to the point: the way I see it,
Enchant's intelligent form of gentle prog rock
has a similar inherent point of supreme and
genuine elegance. Some time ago, "Break"
already set a high mark of quality, though in
my opinion it was too underrated an album.
For me, this was a long awaited new
release, and I see that Enchant keeps
bringing on a flow of wisely crafted themes,
sublimely structured in a way that makes
them accessible, easy listening, and
emotional enough as well: melodic
composure, countenance at times, creative
balance... Everything is combined with an
apt instrumental intensity and moving vocals.
This music is damn well proportioned:
guitars are not abrasive and exalt vocal
tonalities, while keyboard and acoustic-like
arrangements are succinct, yet colorful and
expressive when they have something
relevant to add to the song ("Colors Fade" is

EASY RIDER
Evilution
Locomotive Music
Madrid-based Easy
Rider is, in my opinion,
the band with a biggest
international profile you
can find in the Spanish
metal scene. One
aspect that has been
improved from their
fantastic last album is
the top-notch production
delivered by one of their
guitarists, Daniel Castellanos, a production
that borders on perfection and one that has
given Easy Rider's music the final push it
needed since their previous solid effort, "The
Lord of the Storm". Being absolutely honest
with you, I haven't heard a Spanish metal
band with this much potential and
instrumental quality my whole life. Easy
Rider have the right elements and the right
tools by which they can triumph
internationally: talent as composers, bright
melodies, technical abilities and freshness of
ideas in abundance, a stunning torrent of
sound from the guitars, and a powerful
vocalist with singing knowledge and the
necessary versatility to cover a pretty wide
range of notes. Easy Rider's dynamic style
flows along modern heavy metal with a
marked progressive touch. Names like
Conception, Sanvoisen, Dream Theater or
Queensryche are blended in "Evilution" with
true intelligence. Chapeau and hats off for
the final result! The way I see it, this is a very
firm step in their career: a superb, song-
oriented, sample of modern metal. (GM)
Addendum: I could not resist adding that
"Evilution" bears a notable Iron Maiden influence,
somewhere along the lines of "Powerslave"
heaviness and Bruce Dickinson's "Chemical
Wedding" albums. It's a very strong guitar based
album that contains more memorable songs
than, for example, recent Eidolon and Brainstorm
works. (GS)
4 3/4  [AS 3 3/4, CR 4, GS 4 1/4]
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GREYHAVEN
Greyhaven
Angular Records
Usually I associate progressive rock/metal
with bands like Enchant, which are often
complex but mellow and do not have a
metallic edge. Greyhaven, however, makes
a solid step towards the latter. Started as a
purely space prog rock/metal instrumental
act, the band recruited a singer who adds
much color to the music with his varying
mid-ranged vocals. The beginning electronic
intro, "Ride the Horizon" and the first song,
"The Setting Sun" form what is probably the
most powerful beginning of a progressive
metal album I've heard in the last couple of
years. The following songs do not have that
a big of an impact, but continue in a fine
tradition of intricate and ever evolving rock/
metal music with a lot of dramatics and
atmosphere, and very little prog-rock sterility
(which is quite unexpected, bearing in mind
that Greyhaven's music is quite synthesizer-
heavy). They are not afraid to incorporate
some aggressiveness in terms of guitar and
vocals ("Shards of Sky") and, all in all,
succeeded in creating a multidimensional
and simultaneously pure and honest album.
(GS)
4 1/4

Greyhaven has been a regular feature in
Edge of Time starting with a very favorable
review for their two-song instrumental debut
demo "Greyhaven." At that time it was
already evident that Greyhaven had been
able to create their own unique style of
music: a hybrid of 90s progressive metal and
Tangerine Dream style 80s synthesizer
music. Unique in the sense that it was the
first time that layers of ambient keyboards
were intertwined for heavy riffing to create a
mood-filled soundscape. At the time of our
first interview with Greyhaven in #13, they
were preparing to record their debut album.
Since then, the debut album "Greyhaven"
has been released on the German label
Angular Records. "Greyhaven" features nine
songs with a running time of over an hour.
The demo and a CDR with rough versions of
new songs had raised my expectations but
to my amazement I was still overawed by the
experience of hearing the new versions for
the first time. With this release, Greyhaven
have reached a level of maturity in song
writing, in terms of challenging song
structures, innovative playing as well as
emotional depth that has not been
surpassed this year. Class is written all over,
from the up tempo instrumental opener
"Ride the Horizon" to the epic "Shards of Sky
" to the more balladesque "Cold Nigh by the
Fortress." I was sceptical over the addition of
a vocalist but Brian Francis but his voice
adds that additional dimension, a realistic
tone to the dreamy nature of the songs.
Album of the year... (CR)
4 3/4

a fine example). Facts like these manage to
give uniformity and an almost intimate feel to
many of the 12 tracks. Listening with
attention to this splendid record, I've been
reminded of that somewhat hypnotizing,
vocally persuasive, female pop artist from
the 80s called Sade. Stylistically, that
attractive pop feel leads us to Sting
sometimes, and also makes solid references
to the progressive rock scene, bands such
as Rush or Marillion. Followers of mature
and modern progressive rock, with rich
influences from various fields, here you have
one of those albums that one can truly be
charmed by (I've stolen this last phrase from
you Giedrius). (GM)
4 1/2  [AO 3 3/4, CR 4 1/4, GS 3 1/2, SV 3 1/2]

ENEVOLSEN, TORBEN
Heavy Persuasion
Lion Music
Torben Enevolsen, a somewhat late starter
in the usual world of youngster guitar
virtuosos, has released his second
commercially distributed CD. It's a mid-level
album technically speaking - yet not at all
unpleasant to listen to. The song style varies
from blues-rock inspired tracks to neo-
classical, with a strong emphasis on the first
variety. His phrasing is typically metal-
oriented, with a slight overindulgence of
worn-out licks. Melodies and solos are
versatile, whereas the riffing tends to be
somewhat monotonous and straightforward
(e.g. the boring main riff on "Cloud Nine");
this is unfortunately a much too frequent
feature of instrumental virtuosos' albums.
Probably better are the fusion compositions,
which are definitely the Dane's best stuff. If
you like pentatonic songs and entertaining
ballads without too much shredding, grab
this one. (AS)
3 3/4  [GS 3 1/2]

ETERNA
Papyrus
Scarlet Records
This Brazilian band offers a rather long album of
neo-classical power/progressive metal, bearing
strong influences of Symphony X and
Stratovarius (which evolved from Yngwie
Malmsteen's Rising Force). The style is so well-
known and predictable that even if the actual
songs are decent ("Longevity"), it's rather difficult
to drown in them and enjoy. The tempo is not
always fast, and the album contains a midtempo
hard rocker ("Da Pacem Domine"), a ballad
("The War is Over!"), and an epic 8-minute track
("Papyrus Pt. I and II"), but they all also follow the
rules we all know. (GS)
3 1/2  [SV 3 3/4]

EVIDENCE
Truth From a Lie
Recital Records
This is one of the better releases I've heard
recently from Portugal. Evidence play more
or less traditional hard rock/heavy metal, but
they know how to construct interesting and
colorful songs. I must praise them for the
very good sound on the CD; it makes the
album more listen-able than any other
ordinary self financed release. Strong
musicianship, nice arrangements, and the
pleasant voice of Sergio Sabino end up in
songs like "Time Machine," "Ignorance,"
"Shankar Song," "Dancing With the Devil,"
or "Questions." I can't even find any
comparisons to other bands here. Evidence
focus mainly on the melody of the songs,
which is probably the biggest merit of their
material. This is a very interesting release
for melodic heavy metal fans. Four fat
points. (SV)
[Recital Records, Apartado 88, Freitas - 4780,
Rebordoes, Santo Tirso, Portugal]
[evidence@hotmail.com]
4  [GM 3 3/4]

F5
Dawn of a New Age
Vortex Records
The F5 sound lies somewhere between
ambient new age, thrash, and pure pop music.
When the music soars, it's incredible. With
sweeping keyboard ambiance, intensely fast
riffs, trancy guitar lines, effective (though
programmed) percussion, and the mid-range
singing of Leann Seraro hazily floating amid it
all, the music is really quite powerful. The
central problem of the album becomes
apparent in the slower parts; the keyboard
lines are often too bright and synthetic
sounding, and the pop influences are far too
saccharine for my tastes. The music's strength
rests in the subtle ambiance and floating
quality of the vocals in the speedier sections of

the music. Leann's voice is quite effective, with
poppy silkiness and a soulful lower range, and
is best used in the music's more trance-
inducing parts. Her vocals are less convincing
in the music's more contrived pop sections,
but this is probably more because of the
production (which often over-emphasizes her
voice) than her actual performance. The
compositional style of Chris Rifkin (the
project's one and only composer) is quite
original. His better songs have a dense,
aquatic quality, incredibly heavy and flowing.
With better song-writing and an improved use
of keyboards, F5 could really take off. (JS)
[http://www.mindspring.com/~ninja/f5.html]
[ninja@mindspring.com]
3 1/4

FATES WARNING
Disconnected
Massacre Records
"Disconnected" continues in the vein of "A
Pleasant Shade of Grey," complemented by
an industrial feel, aggressive guitar sound,
and direct songwriting. The sluggishness of
the previous album is prevalent, and it
becomes nearly intolerable in "So", which -
being the second song after the intro and
lasting for a long 8 minutes - puts a rather
unwieldy stamp on the whole album (this is
actually the track I personally have the most
troubles with).
The songs on Disconnected, particularly the
four-minute, groovy, streamlined, and
aggressive "One" and "Pieces of Me," are
close to the modern heavy rock standards
set by US commercial radio stations. Now,
"streamlined" in Fates Warning's book
doesn't come too close to A Perfect Circle or
Godsmack, and even the two mentioned
songs sound as subtle and elegant as
everything else guitarist Jim Matheos
touches. However, even with some of the
most aggressive material in Fates Warning
history, the album doesn't sound as
energetic as their earlier material. There is
enough progressiveness in it, taking in mind
the 10-minute "Something from Nothing" and
the 16-minute "Still Remains," but there is a
lack of what Fates Warning perhaps
inevitably lost after "Parallels." Jim Matheos
may not feel fond of "Awaken the Guardian"
and "No Exit" anymore, but with these
albums (as well as with "Perfect Symmetry"
and "Parallels") Fates Warning tried to prove
that they were the best band in the world.
"Disconnected" does not have the same
amount of enthusiasm and belief. It has only
class. (GS)
4  [AO 3 3/4, AS 3 1/2, CR 3 3/4, SV 3 3/4]

The FLOWER KINGS
Space Revolver
InsideOut Music
The Flower Kings are definitely one the best
modern prog rock bands nowadays, together
with Spock's Beard, Arena, IQ and some
other groups. The mastermind of the band,
Roine Stolt, apart from some interesting solo
work, has already participated in various
great projects like Transatlantic. The Flower
Kings' previous releases, especially "Stardust
We Are," were big successes among the
prog rock fans. The new output, "Space
Revolver", offers us the continuation of their
musical direction, but it also shows the band
at their most experimental. Just take the
opener, "I Am the Sun - Part 1." What a
song... It contains the weirdest jazzy
experiments I've ever heard from The Flower
Kings, even though the song is more or less
normal prog rock track. "Monster Within" is a
nice dark and calm composition, while the
"Rumble Fish Twist" is one of the strongest
band instrumentals so far. Unfortunately, the
following songs in the middle of the CD tend
towards the soft pop rock and lose my
fascination. Luckily, towards the end The
Flower Kings become a bit heavier, but in
even these conclusion tracks don't rise to the
quality at the beginning of this CD. What a
pity, the start was so promising... (SV)
4

FORGOTTEN SUNS
Fiction Edge 1 (Ascent)
Galileo Records
The Forgotten Suns demo mini-CD received
pretty positive reviews in one of our back
issues. The Swiss label Galileo Records has
realized the potential hidden in this
Portuguese band, and so here comes the
debut. If I'm not mistaken, all the songs from
the mini-CD were used again for this full-
length record, the only difference being the
better sound quality of the tracks. "Fiction
Edge 1 (Ascent)" continues Forgotten Suns'
journey into calm, atmospheric prog rock
spaces, creating an almost meditative,
relaxing influence over the listener. Songs like
"Wartime," "Routine," or the instrumental "A
Journey" have turned out well; the rest is not
bad either. Although Forgotten Suns aren't at
the level of the prog rock giants, with this
album they establish themselves as one of the
best Portuguese bands of the genre. Fans of
Genesis, early Enchant or Spock's Beard
should check it out. (SV)
[http://www.forgottensuns.com]
3 3/4

FOUCHER, JAYE
Contagious Grooves
Fuism Records
Among women you also can find some guitar
heroes. Jaye Foucher is one of them. She
picked up the guitar at the age of 17 for the
first time, finished at the famous Guitar
Institute of Technology (GIT), then played with
progressive metal band Lord Bane and taught

privately. She appeared in over 130 magazines
all over the word, and in 1997 she released
her first solo record. "Contagious Grooves" is
her second instrumental work to date. It
contains attractive rhythm parts, nice solos
and some other guitar experiments.
Nowadays, it's hard to be an original guitar
player, and Jaye is not an exception, as I
detect parallels to Steve Vai, Joe Satriani, or
John Petrucci here and there. All in all, very
pleasant instrumental work for long winter
evenings. (SV)
[Fuism Records, PO Box 79116, Waverley, MA
02479-0116, USA] [www.jayefoucher.com]
[jfoucher@aol.com]
3 3/4   [GM 4]

FULL MOON
State of the Artist
Monster Records
The wonderful people at Monster Records,
where guitars reign supreme, have once again
managed to uncover another extremely
obscure vinyl release and reissued it on CD.
Full Moon is the brainchild of the brothers
Fischer. Originally recorded in 1980, this
reissue consists of the self-titled debut album
and five songs from a recording session in
1981 making it almost an hour's worth of
material. This is classic hard rock in the
tradition of Thin Lizzy and UFO with an
emphasis scintillating twin guitar licks,
harmonic guitar leads, and galloping rhythms.
As always with this vintage hard rock,
releasing records was something special at
the time and the song writing is therefore well
developed. The clear/midrange vocals and
conventional/uninspiring lyrics are secondary
to the guitar work. But when you hold your
breath for over two minutes when listening to
the virtuous harmony guitar leads and stunning
solos in "Sergeant at Arms," then you
recognize the timelessness of this material.
The fact that "State of the Artist" does not
reach the level of Winterhawk is that my
preference lies in the type of songs that leave
room for this guitar work and there are, alas,
several tracks like the title track that do not
possess this. As could be expected, the sound
and production is somewhat dated by today's
standards but is adds to the nostalgia. The
packaging is nicely done with the booklet
giving the history of the band, lyrics, and
several classic photos. (CR)
3 3/4

GARSED & HELMERICH
Under the Lash of Gravity
self-released
For delectation of open minded metal
listeners, here we have a bright sample of
inspirational and artistically committed fusion
work. The core of the album agglutinates in a
very personal way various elements of
atmospheric, progressive rock with
experimental/psychedelic rock and electronic
music trends.
Musically, "Under the Lash of Gravity" is
tightly executed, and after a few listens,
begins leaving an impeccably good
aftertaste. Garsed & Helmerich strive to add
some spark, unconventional variety, and
spontaneity to their songwriting: if this disc
had to belong to a certain shelf, it would be
grouped together with those colorful eclectic
releases that transmit a whole collection of
different emotions - like a couple of albums of
Jane's Addiction - but are not easy to
assimilate at first. As a culinary parallelism,
try to compound an image of thick, odd-
looking lasagna: you might dig into one of its
layers or you might absolutely hate it. On
"Under the Lash..."'s levels, there's a place
for all kinds of ingredients, all with the aim of
adding diversity. This way, shocking
arrangements appear (high presence of
turntable effects, plus a few scratching
segments), watering the album at times, and
on the other hand, they get blended with
bright guitar instrumental stuff such as
"Vicoden," "Bad Luck go Away," or a cut like
"Galactic Waterhole"- whose guitar lines
could have been signed with the name
Hendrix. Compositions like the opener, "State
of the Art" or "Ever Be" possess an original
profile, and (again) will not leave anyone
indifferent. These mainly reminded me of Tori
Amos (important reference). "Wake in Fright"
sounds a bit like some obscure meeting
between NIN and The Cure. A track like
"Kind of Neglect," with s base of loops and
chugging guitars, could fit in with Marilyn
Manson's output, while "Two" sounds pretty
much like Led Zep. The vocal repertoire
delivered by T.J. Helmerich is quite
outstanding and can stylistically connect with
names like Ian Atsbury, Bono, or even Robert
Plant. Definitely worthy of a listen. (GM)
[www.brettgarsed.com][brettg1@earthlink.net]
4 1/4
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by Christian Rademaker and Giedrius Slivinskas

Most readers may not be familiar with Mattias Noren. However, over the past
few years, he has managed to build a name for himself in the progressive rock/
metal community with his artwork. Examples that should prove familiar are the
album covers of artists such as Mind’s Eye ("Waiting for the Tide"), Wolverine
("Fervent Dream") and DVS Records releases Into Eternity "Into Eternity" and
Sonic Debris "Velvet Thorns." The following is an interview that we did with
Mattias concerning his work as designer of album covers and logos.

Let’s start off with an appropriate
saying that is often used: "A picture
says more than a thousand words."
Your comment?
With a little imagination, I guess you
could sit for hours and talk about an
image, even if it's only a white paper
with a black dot on it, so it's true. But
it's your own mind that's talking. A
thousand words can in some cases tell
facts in a better and more precise way
than an image.

Please give us some insight into your
personal background in terms of
age, education, and so on?
I am 28 years. I live in Sweden in a
small city called Alingsås not far from
Gothenburg. I was born in Eskilstuna,
the same city that one of my favorite
bands, Pain of Salvation, comes from. I
have always been interested in
drawing, so it was natural that I chose
a graphic design education in college. I
studied "Technical illustration" for two
years, and I learned to draw cars, cut
outs, etc., etc., in a very realistic way.
Most of the jobs were done with brush,
airbrush or line art, but we were also
introduced to computer illustration.
After this, I continued to study
computer art for one year.

If you would have to summarize in a
few sentences, what are the most
important design and computer
graphics principles you learned
during your studies?
Self criticism. That's the most
important thing I learned. You should
never present the final work to the
client until you are 100% satisfied.
That is, of course, if the client pays
enough to get a perfect image. In some
cases, you only get a certain amount of
hours to work on a project, and then
the quality will be lower.

What was the first prog metal/rock
album cover that grabbed your
attention and (perhaps) inspired you
to pursue graphic design studies?
I can't say that it was any album art
that made me choose this path in life,
but I must admit that I belong to the
category of people that can buy, or at

Mattias Noren
Low Budget Alternative from the North?

least discover an album just because of
its cover. I especially remember when I
found the album "The World" by
Pendragon in a small dark record store,
and I felt at once that this must be
something good. I listened to it for like
30 seconds in the store before I bought
it. The cover was telling the truth this
time. It really was my kind of music.

How did you become a graphical
designer?
What we did in college was to paint
items as realistic as possible. But, of
course, if you like art you want to
create images that appear in your mind
and not images that only show the
reality. During my years in college, it
was a big dream to at least once in my
life get the chance to create an album
cover. I painted many images, mostly
with airbrush, with the intention that
they would someday be used for album
covers. But it's not easy when you
don't know anyone in the music
business. That's when I got the idea to
create The Progressive Art Page: a web
page where designers with the same
dream as me could present their work.
And I'm happy to know that I'm not the
only one of the artists that were a part
of that project that have got their
dream fulfilled. Unfortunately, I had to
close the page cause it took me too
much time to update it.

In how far are you part of the music
business now?
I have lots of contacts to labels and
bands now. And, of course, I have my
products on the market now. That's the
best advertisement you can get.

How has your style evolved over the
years?
I worked more on paper with air brush
and paint brush before, but there were
already artists in this progressive/metal
scene who did that better than me, like
Rainer Kalwitz, Rodney Matthews, and
Roger Dean. So I started to concentrate
on some kind of mixed art form where
I used all possible techniques to create
the images I saw in my head. Most
artists concentrate on one single
technique, but I find it pretty exciting

to mix hand painted parts with
photographs, computer painted parts (I
have a digital drawing board with
pressure sensitive pens and even a
digital airbrush which is a great tool to
work with, by the way), and also
computer rendered 3D images.

Does that mean you have now finally
created your own style or do you
have other goals as an artist?
I'm trying not to get stuck with a
certain style. For example, the
Wolverine, Sonic Debris, and Michael
Harris covers are pretty much the same
stylewise, while the Into Eternity and
Ricocher covers are something
completely different. I will continue to
experiment with different styles.

Is cover art design your main
occupation? What else do you do?
I work as an art director on a company
that builds systems for Internet
shopping. Until recently, the cover
artworks were just a hobby of mine,
but now it's more like a second job.
And it’s a job that I like very much. It's
very much the opposite of designing
for the web. Here, I can work with files
that are many hundreds of megabytes.
No limits, except for what the
computer can handle. When I work
with the web, we are talking about
images that are a few kilobytes. I guess
it's just like my years in college.
During daytime, I work with reality,
when I get home I enter my fantasy
world. But I'm not sure if I want to stay
in that fantasy world forever. At the
moment, I have no plans to quit my job
and start concentrating on the cover
business alone. But who knows what I
feel like doing a few years from now?

Are you a business type person, e.g.,
do you like to make a lot of phone
calls, push hard your services, or (in
an ideal situation) would you prefer
to have a representative who would
take care of all business and
communication matters?
I'm not a business type person. Luckily,
I have a friend that kept kicking my
butt so that I finally contacted some
labels. Maybe that's why I still work on

a bigger company where other people
are serving me with projects. Maybe
I’m lazy [laughs]. Salesman is pro-
bably the last job I would ever choose.

What is more fun to do, a logo or a
CD cover?
Without a doubt, a cover is more fun.
It's more pressure on you when you do
a logo. It's something that will follow
the bands for ages. It must be good.

If a band is interested in you doing a
cover, what should they do? What
are your rates compared to other
graphic designers? Can unsigned
bands afford your work?
Well, first of all, they need to contact
me, of course. If I'm interested in doing
the job, we need to agree on a price
and a time schedule. Then the work
begins. Either they throw some ideas
for the artwork on me, or I present my
ideas for them. Of course, it's easier
when I get to hear parts of the music
and read the lyrics first. Especially, if I
like the music, it's very good for the
creative process. I think my rates are
pretty affordable, especially compared
to the more established artists that do
this for a living. I actually don't know
what other artists charge. If an
unsigned band can afford my work or
not is up to them to decide. I charge
what I think is reasonable for the
amount of work I put into a project.

Do you approach bands yourself, or
do they contact you?
Usually the bands approach me. Last
year I got so much work that way, so I
haven't had the time to contact many
bands myself. But, of course, if I
would run out of work, I would do it.

You once called yourself the low
budget alternative from the north, in
reference to the cover of the Arena
fan club CD when they couldn't
afford Hugh Syme. Can you still put
in all your enthusiasm when you are
second choice?
Oh, they could surely afford Hugh
Syme, but they wouldn't do it for a just
a fan club release. The deals for the fan
club CDs are actually between me and
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the fan club alone. The band has
nothing to do with it. So, of course,
the enthusiasm is on top for those
covers. First of all, I love the music of
Arena, and that alone is the best
source for inspiration you can get. And
naturally, it's great to work for the
same band as one of the best cover
artist around.

Can you tell how many hours you
spend to make a cover? You can use
specific cases as examples.
That is really an impossible question
to answer. For some projects, you need
to think for several weeks before you
get a great idea to start with. Should
all those hours count? For some
covers, like the Sonic Debris, you hit
the spot right away. I think I didn't
spend more than two evenings to get
most parts in place for that one. Then,
of course, you can work with details
every day until you have to send the
artwork to your client. But basically
it’s like this: the best covers are the
ones that take the smallest amount of
time to create.

Which CD cover was the most
'painful' due to revisions?
It was actually the first cover I ever
did. The cover for a live album by the
Dutch band Darius. I'm not satisfied
with that one at all. But it was my very
first cover. It was a dream that came
true. I guess my lack of experience and
fright to loose the job made me do
exactly what they told me to.

Are you upset when bands don't use
your covers (Mind's Eye,
Greyhaven)? What did you think
about the new Greyhaven cover?
I think the Mind's Eye image you are
thinking about is only an alternative
version of the image that was finally
chosen by the band. I often do a few
different versions, with minor changes
in layout and colors for the band to
choose from, so I was not upset at all.
I wasn't upset about Greyhaven's
decision either. It was a fun image to
do, and I still enjoy watching it. I got
more upset when I saw the final cover
for their album, haha. It's really not my
cup of tea. I know that cover has
scared some people away from buying
the album. They assumed that it was
some kind of death metal band, and I
can understand them. It's really a
shame since I think it's one of the best
releases of 2000.

What kind of software do you use?
Most of my artworks are made in
Adobe Photoshop and Adobe
Illustrator. Photoshop is, of course, my
main tool.

Are you happy with the information
technology evolution? Do you think
it threatens social-life aspects?
For some people, it might threaten the
social-life, but for most people I think
it’s the other way around. It’s now
very easy to meet and communicate
with other people around the world
and I think it’s great. For example, we
would not have this conversation if it
wasn’t for the IT evolution. I would
most likely still have that dream about
one day get the chance to do a real
album cover. How could I possibly not

be happy with this evolution?

When you see a cover done by some
other computer-graphic artist, what
are your evaluation criteria?
The cover has to have something
special that grabs my attention: either a
great concept or something extremely
beautiful or provocative. Images where
I can tell right a way what software or
which filters in Photoshop the artist
has used makes me feel ill. Most
computer-rendered 3D images also
loose emotion and feeling in my
opinion. I think we have seen too many
bad Bryce renderings on covers lately.

What do you mean by that exactly?
Bryce is a software that is fairly easy to
use compared to many other 3D
programs. That means that almost
anybody, no matter if they have "the
graphic eye" or not, can create
something that looks pretty cool. But
that lacks feeling and emotion.
Unfortunately, too many bands think
these images are cool enough to be on
their albums.

Is the world of cover art designers
competitive in the sense that
multiple designers are competing for
the same artist?
It happens. For example, for the latest
release by one of my favorite bands
Porcupine Tree. On their web page,
they invited everyone to submit
artwork for their new album
"Lightbulb Sun." I did it myself, and
afterwards I got to know that also a
well-known artist like Mark Wilkinson
(Marillion, Fish, Iron Maiden)
participated. I think Wilkinsons cover
was far superior to the cover they
finally picked, by the way.

Are there any known bands that
you'd be thrilled if they asked you
for a CD cover?
Oh gosh, I guess there are hundreds of
them, basically every band that I enjoy
listening to. But, of course, Fates
Warning, Dream Theater, Queensrÿche
or Genesis would be very inspiring.

A lot of the design is very individual,
do you see yourselves collaborating
with other people?
Yes and no. I can see two artists work
together, but then it should be in
completely different areas of the
project. For example, I have worked
together with Rainer Kalwitz on a
project where he did the cover painting
and I did the logo. I don't think it's
right to let two artists work on the
same artwork. I was asked once to do
the background image for an album
where another artist was going to do
the main character of the cover. It just
didn't feel right to me since our styles
were so different.

A lot of labels like InsideOut Music
seem to have a designer that is
constantly working with them. How
difficult is it to get such a relation-
ship with a label?
It's not difficult at all. If a label is
satisfied with the work you have done
for them, they naturally get back to you
again and again. I have a similar
relationship to DVS Records that
Thomas Ewerhard has to Inside Out.

DVS Records is a new label with so far
not so many releases, but I'm sure you
will see more DVS releases with my
involvement in the future.

Are you limited to a certain musical
genre in terms of album covers?
Not at all, but naturally it’s more fun to
work with bands your ears enjoy. But if
I would make this a full time job, I’m
sure I would need to enter new
territories. I think the AOR scene
would be my next step. I listened a lot
to that kind of music a few years ago,
and I still play some albums by
Journey, Strangeways, Toto, and
Honeymoon Suite every now and then.

I see that you don't listen to black/
death metal, why?
I also don’t listen to jazz or techno. We
all have different tastes in music. But I
am actually closer to death metal than I
was a year ago. Bands like Opeth,
Wolverine, and After Forever have
made me appreciate some death vocals.
As long as it’s mixed up with clear
vocals, I can enjoy it.

What things do you like and don't
like in prog rock/metal CD covers?
I don’t think there is something that is
specific for just prog rock/metal
covers. Maybe covers in this genre are
a little more artistic than, for example,
most artists that are in pop charts. I
mean, could you imagine a Roger Dean
landscape on a Britney Spears album?
In popular music, it’s more the artist
that is selling, and in prog music it’s
more the music that is selling. Nobody
cares if the members of Rush would sit
in wheelchair when they release an
album, as long as the music is good.
But if Britney Spears was 55 years old
and ugly, would she sell half as many
CDs as she does today? I don’t think
so. In prog covers, you don’t have to
expose the artist. And that is, of course,
good. You can concentrate on the title
of the album or the concept instead.

What are your hobbies? Any weird
hobbies that you don't tell
everybody about?
I'm a motor sport freak. I love

everything that has to do with engines.
I never miss a Formula One race on
TV. But my wife won't let me drive one
of those cars, ha ha, so I stand besides
instead. I'm competing myself with
radio controlled cars, and I have done
that constantly since I was nine years
old. Two years ago, I even qualified for
the Swedish national team, so I was
down in Portugal and competed in the
World Championship. A great
experience. There's nothing like a good
race, no matter if it's a final in the
Swedish championships, a go-cart
competition with the guys at work, or
an exiting race on TV.

Here's the fun part of the interview.
Five favorite album covers:
Rush "Roll the Bones" (by Hugh
Syme), Pink Floyd "A Momentary
Lapse of Reason" (by Storm
Thorgerson), Threshold "Clone" (by
Thomas Ewerhard), Evergrey "Solitude
Dominance Tragedy" (by Kristian
Wåhlin), Magnum "Mirador" (by
Rodney Matthews).

Five album covers which totally
misrepresent the musical content:
Greyhaven "Greyhaven," Chroma Key
"You Go Now," Yes "Big Generator/
90125," Spock’s Beard "The Kindness
of Strangers," Saga "Wildest Dreams."

Five favorite album covers of music
that you don't particularly like:
Destroyed by Anger "Offsetting the
Balance" (by Travis Smith),
Supertramp "Breakfast in America" (by
Mike Doud and Mick Haggerty), Beck
"Odelay" (by Beck Hansen and Robert
Fisher), 16 favorites from Kristina
from Duvemåla (by Forsman &
Bodenfors Design), Gamma
"Gamma2" (by Mick Haggerty).

I would like to thank you for the
interview. Do you have any final
comments you would like to make?
Thanks! I see much similarity between
a CD and a human relation. It's the
inside that is important in the long run,
but it's often the outside that makes
you interested.

    http://www.progart.com
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GRACEPOINT
Science of Discontent
Candlewax Records/Nightmare Records
Somehow my impression was that, roughly
generalizing, most American records of
Edge of Time interest are Fates Warning
type progressive metal bands, Steel
Prophet/Jag Panzer heavy power metal, or
rough thrash/hardcore. Or a mixture of those
with some Tool thrown in. Quite an
exception, Gracepoint deliver a warm mix of
power/thrash metal, adding subtle melodic
touches and influences like early Metallica
and Sacred Reich. This is strict and
masculine metal, but without frequent
unpleasant roughness for the sake of
roughness. Several songs expand the
band's arsenal towards technicality oriented
metal, and perhaps we will see more of this
direction in the future (otherwise, why do the
band members visit the Exact Science web
board?). (GS)
4

HAMMERFALL
Renegade
Nuclear Blast Records
If Hammerfall can play and sing their true metal
with cold faces, I can write the following review
without feeling guilty for the epithets and tone.
Dragon-chaser warriors from Gothenburg stick to
their guns. Their third effort of steel, titled
"Renegade", keeps the burning torch of true
heavy metal, rekindled by the band's highly
acclaimed and much discussed debut "Glory to
the Brave." The new album is full of steel-meets-
steel riffs and glorious melodies, which are
sometimes actually good and memorable (tracks
"Keep the Flame Burning" and "Living in
Victory"). The Burning-flame keepers have
managed to overpass a somewhat pale second
album, "Legacy of Kings" (not considering the
wonderful "Dreamland"), but they can only dream
and sing about the heavy metal throne, because
they simply to do not have power and will to
actually earn it. The recent Helloween, Kamelot,
and Rhapsody albums are all above "Renegade,"
but Edguy's "Savage Poetry" is below, so the
champion warriors from Sweden are still rather
competent in dragon fighting metal and have not
devolved into a third-rate band (from a second-
rate one). Mood-uplifting speed metal is what
they do best, and the slower mid-tempo tracks
can be catchy but are often boring and not very
passionate (however, the first single "Renegade"
has reached the first position in Sweden's
Voxpop video charts). "I Want Out" by Helloween
was of course a thrilling choice and a thrilling
experience to hear [grin]. Overall, "Renegade" is
all retro, but it can be fun in reasonable amounts.
(GS)
3 1/4  [AO 3 1/2, AS 3, CR 3 1/2, GM 3 1/2]

HAVAYOTH
His Creation Reversed
Hammerheart Records
Comprised of scene notables from various
bands (Naglfar and Vintersorg for example)
and stemming from the formidable
compositional talent of guitarist/keyboardist
M. Norman, Havayoth draws our attention to
a dying breed of music: the metal influenced
melodic hard rock concept album. "His
Creation Reversed" varies in quality, from
bland mediocrity to wholesome metal
goodness, to the occasional splashes of the
extraordinary. The mediocre surfaces in the
more upbeat, hard rocking parts, complete
with simplistic looped snare beats, primitive
rhythm playing, slick harmonics, and
enthusiastic vocal braying courtesy of A.
Hedlund, better known by his moniker
Vintersorg. I find that his vocals work much
better in the context of his own solo project,
and really quite well in the Otyg environment.
Unfortunately, his rough sub-Swano drawl
doesn't quite gel with primordial, balls to the
wall rock outs, or ultra clean guitar lines
present on this album. That aside, the music
often escapes the AOR trappings, and offers
some genuinely epic, emotional material.
The best song on the album, "Teloah," is an
excellent example of what the band is really
capable of. The music begins with light,
textured clean guitar tones and an unusually
warm and subdued Vintersorg. The song
gradually evolves to include some rather
grandiose Therionesque electric guitar work,
complete with subtle neo-classical
keyboards and an epic, spacey atmosphere.
In general, the better tracks are the more
emotive laid back numbers, driven by crisp
clarity and thoughtful lyrics. When the
tempos start increasing, my attention span
starts to waver, and the album is definitely
bogged down with its share of meandering
bounciness; there is definitely something to
be said about man's second greatest

musical invention, the "Skip" button. The
production is impeccable, the playing is
meticulous (a tad primitive at times), the
atmosphere is otherworldly when it wants to
be, and the overall presentation is quality
through and through. Now, about those "kick
ass" hard rock tracks... (JS)
3 3/4  [CR 4]

HELLOWEEN
The Dark Ride
Nuclear Blast Records
This album was very difficult to tackle. It
sounded fine at first. Then my draft review
proclaimed it as one of the best speed metal
albums in 2000. During the proofreading
phase, I realized that the review was all
wrong, disqualified it, and let the album rest
for a few weeks. When I got all fresh again, I
tried to compile all my thoughts and
concluded that my unbalanced feeling about
"The Dark Ride" is caused by the rather
diverse quality of the songs and by different
human reactions to known things at different
times.
The second half of the album is very strong
with its speedy "Damn the Night" and
surprisingly good 8-minute epic, "The Dark
Raid." However, the first half is rather sloppy
and without much enthusiasm expect for the
single "If I Could Fly", which beats all
Hammerfall singles by a large margin.
Repeated old formulas ("Mr. Torture"), or
even turns into raspy slower Rage-
reminiscent style ("Escalation 666" and
"Mirror Mirror") the result in nothing better
but pink bubbles. The biggest problem to
give a one-word verdict to this album was
the speed metal tracks "Over the Nations,"
"Salvation," and a couple of others. One day
they sounded happy, nice, and enjoyable;
and the other day they were pretty but
tiresome, cliché and ineffective. On the plus
side, singer Deris shows some diversity and
emotion (e.g., in the dramatic (huh?)
"Immortal"). All in all, a few nice songs give
value to this album, but its overall impact
varies between "hey, let's call my metal
buddies and get a few beers" to "it's like
watching Baywatch." (GS)
4  [AO 3 1/2, AS 3 1/2, CR 3 3/4, GM 4]

HUGHES, GLENN
Return of Crystal Kharma
SPV
If you extract the initials out of the album
title, you will get the word R.O.C.K. Quite a
hint. That's just what this legendary
performer has been striving to do with his
new solo album: imbuing it with a new level
of driving rock style, still melodic, modern,

JAG PANZER
Thane to the Throne
Century Media Records
Jag Panzer is probably one of the bands
composing the least predictable music in the
generally quite predictable heavy/power
metal genre. While stylistically undeniably
epic, power, heavy, and (not speed!) metal,
Jag Panzer work hard on composing distinct
songs without any signs of triteness or
clichés. Compared to the older Jag Panzer
releases, "Thane to the Throne" is obviously
an improvement. It has more hooks and
catchy melodies which - while still more
reminiscent of US power metal more akin to
melodic Iced Earth material than to Gamma
Ray or Hammerfall - should satisfy a good
number of people who liked Hammerfall but
didn't like the previous Jag Panzer albums.
Overall, "Thane to the Throne" offers songs
richer in texture than any of the mentioned
bands, and possesses a good amount of
non-instant hooks in addition to first-listen
hits like "Hell to Pay." So, prepare your
excuse if you don't want to get this album
but you like melodic heavy/power metal.
(GS)
4 1/4  [AS 3 1/2, CR 3 3/4, GM 4 1/4]

but with a less commercial AOR edge. High
class vocals are somewhat expected when
Glenn Hughes is involved. But on this new
venture, I have been positively surprised by
seeing how the group of musicians selected
prove to be an excellent backup to his vocal
display, and for how the consistent guitars
also do the talking in most parts of this
material. Listeners fond of melodic hard rock
with soul rock influences and superb vocals
(with a few decades of training and
knowledge behind them) can stop here and
enjoy for this for a while. (GM)
4 1/4

ICE AGE
Liberation
Magna Carta Records
For those who want quality progressive rock,
which is pretty much without cliches, but still
impregnated with some of the stylistic
grandeur of classic acts like Rush, this
American four-piece outfit represents a must
have. As it can be already heard on their
previous album, Ice Age's music is built on
frequent time changes, a solid rythmic
section, and interestingly arranged
keyboards passages. Vocals sound solemn
while emotional and have a theatrical touch
(reminiscent of Meat Loaf) which fits
perfectly with the spirit of Ice Age's
imaginative proposal. All that combined
partially evokes sort of symphonic mix
between Shadow Gallery, Aztec Jade,
Dream Theater, and Kansas. In terms of
intensity, you will find no elevator prog-rock
here: structurewise the whole set of songs
shine, are polished and do grow with each
listening. Good equilibrium of pleasant,
technical but equally appealing progressive
work via Magna Carta. (GM)
4 1/4

IN SOLITUDE
Opus: Universe
Recital Records
I can't remember having to review a Portugese
band before and now suddenly two are here to
pass judgement on: Tarantula and In Solitude.
Tanrantula faired reasonably, but In Solitude
dissapoints in all departments. With a band
name like In Solitude and the sci-fi cover art and
lyrical concept I expected a sort of progressive
doom metal. The shock and horror was great
when I was subjected to 13 songs of very
average melodic metal. In fact, "Pus: Universe"
has all the trademarks of melodic metal that
makes me dislike this particular genre of metal
nowadays: lack of originality, simple song
structures, predictable melodies, awful
background vocals, monotonous drumming, a
vocalist with an accent and limited range, and
ever so innocent keyboards. I read in a catalogue
references to Kamelot, Nevermore, Iced Earth,
but this comes nowhere near power metal. All of
this was done much better previously by
countless American bands. I am sure it is all
done with the best of intentions but for some
reason Europeans miss that certain magic that
American bands had in the 80s. I feel a strong
need to listen to some dark and evil music...
(CR)
[Recital Records, Apartado 88, Freitas - 4780
Rebordoes, Santo Tirso, Portugal]
[www.utopiaprod.com/insolitude]
3 1/4   [SV 3]

IRON FIRE
Thunderstorm
Noise Records
Just a few years ago, Hammerfall's eruption
opened a portion of the market with a gust of
"fresh" air, tracing a path to follow in the more
traditional power metal scene. Straight from
Denmark arrive Iron Fire, whose debut album
shamelessly navigates in the same stylistic
waters, escorted by the expert production of
Tommy Hansen (Helloween, etc). For followers of
some of the most straight, in your face and
accessible power metal produced in Europe
nowadays, Iron Fire might be a wise choice. For
the rest, they can easily skip this band. Incessant
guitar riffs and epic choruses are repeated over
and over in a hymn-like manner during tracks like
"Rise of the Rainbow," "Warriors of Steel," "The
Final Crusade" or "When the Heroes Fall".
Nocturnal Rites' first release back in 1995 kept
loyal to that traditional style too, but hid away
more ideas, and intensity in the music. I can only
recommend this release to fans that already feel
a certain degree of nostalgia for some of the
mainstream German power metal performed in
the late-90s. (GM)
3 1/2

IRON FIRE
On the Edge
Noise Records
The second album of this Danish band
captures the spirit of Helloween "Keeper of

the Seven Keys Part II" quite well, offering a
number of good melodic happy metal songs.
In contrast to Helloween, Iron Fire do not
have the epic side which is actually for good,
considering the amount of epic symphonic
metal releases these days. The 80s spirit is
predominant ("Lost n'Alone" ballad, anyone),
but the songs are well developed, so your
appreciation to this album depends on
whether you tend use phrase "good old" or
"boring old" in your daily life. (GS)
3 3/4

IRON MAIDEN
Brave New World
EMI
The "Wicker Man" (track #1) video wasn't
shown on MTV and thanks to the lord for
that. The song is easily among Iron Maiden's
bottom 25%, and the video is - leaving the
poetry out - a stupid heavy metal clip. The
album is not that bad, but it certainly is not
the same kind of comeback as "Painkiller"
was for Judas Priest. With the return of
Bruce Dickinson, Iron Maiden regained
some of their capabilities to create powerful
and catchy songs, "Ghost of the Navigator"
(#2) and "Dream of Mirrors" (#6) being prime
examples. "Out of the Silent Planet" (#9) is
also remarkable for its fresh edge that I
would have rather imagined going along with
Bruce's solo albums.
Unfortunately, most of the first half of the
album is rather boring, reminding one of
uninspired and tired Blaze-era Maiden with
Bruce on vocals. The title track (#3) is a
rather pale attempt at recreating a song of
the magnitude of "Hallowed be thy Name,"
and "Blood Brothers" (#4) - while done well -
is quite annoying due to its slow tempo and
repetitiveness. "The Mercenary" (#5)
represents the middle ground, reminiscent of
decent material from "Fear of the Dark," but
it is not very mood lifting after the 14-minute
apathy of the two previous tracks.
Things get better in the second half with the
"Somewhere in Time" caliber "Dream of
Mirrors" and "Fallen Angel" (#7) which could
have well been used instead of the lame first
single, "Wicker Man." "Nomad" (#8) is a
rather tolerable experimental track with
oriental touches, in the same vein as some
of the "Virtual XI" experiments. "Out of the
Silent Planet" has already received its praise
in the lines above, and the ending "Between
Love and Hate" (#10) is an unusually calm
(again in the "Somewhere in Time" style)
Maiden song, which sounds very mild at first,
but catches your ears with subsequent
listens.
Summarizing, "Brave New World" is a
decent album, but it suffers from the 90s
Maiden's tired riffs and repetitive lines
(songwriting credits mercilessly point to Mr.
Harris), with only occasionally shining,
energetic moments. In that aspect, this
album is reminiscent of "Fear of the Dark,"
but one has to take into account that,
between these two albums, 777 other metal
albums by other bands using a similar
formula were released.
To show you where I stand, my personal
ranking of Iron Maiden albums: "Seventh
Son of a Seventh Son" and "Piece of Mind"
(5 points each), "Powerslave" and "Killers" (4
1/2), "The Number of the Beast" and
"Somewhere in Time" (4 1/4), "Fear of the
Dark" and "Iron Maiden" (4), "No Prayer for
the Dying" (3 3/4), "X Factor" and "Virtual XI"
(3 1/2). "Brave New World" is 3.87, which
rounds up to 3 3/4. (GS)
3 3/4  [AO 4, AS 3 1/4, CR 3 3/4, SV 3 3/4]

IQ
The Seventh House
InsideOut Music
IQ return with their seventh album. "The
Seventh House" proves the fact that the
band has remained true to their unique blend
of progressive rock and refined the typical
elements with some new ideas. For me, this
CD is more attractive than their last slightly
overrated output "Subterranea". The opener,
"The Wrong Side of Weird", shines with nice
vocal parts and rich arrangements. Another
highlight is "Guiding Light," a good
realization of IQ's musical side. Generally
speaking, the whole album leaves a very
good impression, even if it offers us nothing
new in this sector. Fans of the band and
other admirers of prog rock will be not
disappointed by this CD. Open minded
heavy metal fans could also try this one.
(SV)
4 1/4
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by Emo Suripatty

‘What makes music interesting for me?’ ‘Why do I
love to listen to certain compositions?’ ‘Why do I ask
myself these questions?’ Well, being a guitar player
and songwriter in Silent Edge, I had to know, espe-
cially when you are writing your own music. A lot of
people say: ‘It is simple: you are a guitarist, so when
a shred-like guitar is playing, you will like it.’ I guess
that was not the answer to my questions.

Answers to my questions were found the first time I
heard Symphony X. A lot of progressive bands have
incredible musicians, who know how to play, but this
was different. A balance between the ‘impressive jaw
dropping musical wizardry’ and ‘catchy melodic song
writing.’ For me that was it: the perfect balance be-
tween technique, melody, and feel. Between ‘knowl-
edge of music theory’ and ‘using it the right way.’ Sym-
phony X guitar player Michael Romeo agrees: ‘That’s
the thing, applying the theory in your music.’

For example, being a guitarist in Silent Edge, it was
not that hard to learn all the theory, scales, and stuff
like that. The information you need is out there: tons
of books, instructional videos, the Internet. They can
teach you how to ‘hold a pick,’ play killer sweeps,
shred terror death licks. In other words, learning all
the ‘musical tools’ is one, applying them is a whole
different story.

For example, learn how to play a phrygian scale or
chord progression, then try to use it in your own com-
positions. The first time I realized this was when I
found Symphony X guitar tablature on the Internet,
which showed fingerings of several guitar parts of
Michael Romeo. The fingerings showed an A-minor
lick. Then, before kicking into the verse, it changed to
E-minor scale with a minor second: F. This scale is
called the E-phrygian scale. It is the same scale as
the A-minor (the A-minor scale is spelled: A-B-C-D-
E-F-G-A), but now played for E to E: E-F-G-A-B-C-D-
E. It is not really the notes that make the scale sound
‘the way it scale sounds,’ but the ‘distance’ between
the notes (the intervals). If you play both scales, you
find the phrygian sounds darker, more aggressive,
much more evil, than the minor version. And both
scales contain the same notes! I used this minor/
phyrgian idea in one of our own compositions, to cre-
ate a dark kind of feel. Guess what, it worked great.
Our singer came up with some lyrics which reflected
that dark mood I was trying to create. By the way, the
phrygian scale is a very common scale or chord pro-
gression in heavy metal. It is a progression Symphony
X uses a lot. It is really all over the place: "A Fool’s
Paradise," The Divine Wings of Tragedy," "The Edge
of Forever," and so on. By experimenting with differ-
ent kinds of scales, you can see how each of them
creates a certain feel or mood. For example, Japa-
nese sounding scales in "Lady of the Snow" (from
"Twilight in Olympus"), or Egyptian sounding scales
in the song "Egypt" (from the current album).

There are many more musical examples to mention
that Symphony X use; this is just one of many. I
learned a lot about how to fit lyrics on the music, which
notes to choose to a make a guitar solo stand out,
how to create certain feels, and how to use classical
influences. The new Symphony X album "V, the New
Mythology" is another masterpiece. Like with all their
other albums, it is fun trying to discover all ‘the hid-
den treasures’ in the songs, how a apply theory you
learned, and what kind of effect it creates on the lis-
tener. From strange rhythm patterns ("The Death of
Balance/Lacrymosa") to progressive vocal lines
("Communion and the Oracle") to head banging metal
("The Bird-Serpent War/Cataclysm") to spherical or-
chestrations; it is all in there for us to find and to use
in your own music.

The following is an interview that I did with Michael
Romeo. Special thanks to Christian Rademaker for
giving me the opportunity to do the interview.

I read in an interview after "Twilight
in Olympus" that you ran out of in-
spiration for writing songs.
No, we ran out of time. We had a lot of
inspiration, but we ran out of time.

Where did you get the inspiration for
the latest album?
I guess a lot of different things. Musi-
cally, when we decided to do a concept
album, we wanted to do something like
a movie score or an opera. And for the
concept, we liked to do something with
Atlantis. We did a lot of research, we read
a lot of books and it was pretty interest-
ing stuff. You know, we were pretty in-
trigued; we were definitely inspired for
the lyrical and the music stuff. We had a
lot of direction I think, how we wanted
to do it and it went pretty good.

I read the story behind "V" on a
French Symphony X webpage. My
French isn’t that good, so can you ex-
plain to me what it is all about?
Well, I’ll try to make it brief. We all de-
cided to do a concept and one night we

Symphony XSymphony X
The New Mythology Suite

still were figuring out what to do for the concept. We
watched a TV-show with a documentary dealing with
Atlantis and ancient mysteries, so we did a lot of re-
search, read a lot of books. We learned a lot about
Atlantis and how it related to astrology and ancient
Egypt and all these different things, and we used it as
a background. For the story we just developed some
characters, you know, a good character, an evil char-
acter. So it’s really like a conflict, it is a good and evil
conflict and there is another character that tries to make
a balance between good and evil. It doesn’t work out
that way, you know, it is a good and dark conflict, the
dark and the light, using the Atlantis background and
some of the mythology.

On your previous work "Twilight in Olympus,"
you didn’t have time to finish the whole album (the
title song did not make it to the final list of songs).
Right.

How about this one, is it completely to your satis-
faction?
Yes, we had a good amount of time and we worked
pretty quickly. I mean, it was a lot of work what we
wanted to do. We needed to come up with the story
first, then we needed to come up with most of the lyr-
ics and then we had to arrange all the music around
the lyrics to make it fit. Each time a certain character
in the lyrics had to come back, but in a different way.
We wanted to have the story in one big piece of mu-
sic. It took a little while, but we worked efficiently
and we did have the amount of time we wanted. So
we finished it the way we wanted, the mixing, the pro-
duction. Everybody in the band is pretty happy.

I can imagine, it sounds great. Where is the unfin-
ished song "Twilight in Olympus"?
We had the song, it was maybe halfway done, we never
finished it. We had all the parts of it on tape at our
studio. And we started to work on this album. We de-
cided to do the concept thing first, so the title and the
way that the song was structured did not really fit any-
where. What we had to do was to take it apart and
restructure it in a way that it would fit the lyrics. It
became the last song on this new album, the song "Re-
discovery part II." About half of that is the song "Twi-
light in Olympus," maybe a little more even, and it
was just rearranged a little bit to fit the lyrics, the vibe,
the feeling that had to be there for the
lyrics. That’s it.

Jason Rullo is back and you have a
new bass player, Mike Lepond. Where
did you find him?
When we got back from the tour, we had
a replacement guy because our original
bass player, Thomas Miller was always

sick every time we had to play. Maybe
he had stage fright, I don’t know, maybe
he wasn’t really happy doing music.
When we got back from the tour, we
asked him ‘Do you still want to be in the
band? What do you want to do?’ He
didn’t really know. A couple of months
later, he just said: ‘Look, I don’t want to
do music anymore, I don’t want to do
this touring and playing, recording. I
don’t want to do this anymore.’ So we
just started auditioning guys. The studio
where we mixed at, Trax East, every once
in a while a band comes to record there.
They play some Symphony X music for
a band if they think they might like it.
Mike Lepond, the bass player we have
now, was in a band which was recording
at Trax East. The guys in the Trax East
were playing some Symphony X stuff for
him, he liked it. This was a while back.
So, when we were looking for a bass
player, the guys in Trax East suggested
we got in touch with Mike Lepond. We
did, he came down and played some
songs and everything went really good.
A real nice guy and really dedicated.

I’m very interested in the way you compose. Do
you want to share any secrets?
For this album, it was a little different, we had to do
all the lyrics first. Everyone contributed to the lyrics a
little bit. Mostly me, Jason, and Russ. Then I planned
out the whole thing, and then with the music, Mike
Pinella and myself, we sat down and looked at the
whole thing and tried to sketch out musically what
had to be where. We got the basic structure for the
song we put in on tape. Tried a couple of different
arrangements. And then the band came down; we all
listened and tried to work out some parts. Maybe added
a few things and this is pretty much how it worked.

You work things out before you let anyone listen?
Yes.

When you compose, do you keep ‘the live perfor-
mance of the songs’ in mind?
Hmm, that’s tough. [long pause] I mean, sometimes
for certain things: yes. We think about it. Like with
this album, there is a lot of orchestral things. The ob-
vious question with the band was: what are we going
to do live? We kind of figured out what we could do,
a little bit arrangement changes. Maybe I would play
the violin part and Mike on the keyboards could do
the horns. Just change a little bit, so a live band could
do it. And it would still sound close to the album.
And maybe it sounds a little cooler live; you have the
spontaneity, the live situation, you actually play the
stuff for the audience. So that’s what we are doing at
rehearsal, just working it out. It’s all good, you know.
It’s a little different, but all the stuff is in there.

Okay, tell me something about rehearsals. I guess
you rehearse a lot.
Yeah, but we aren’t too crazy, not yet. But like a month
before we come and play, we try to rehearse every
day six hours, as much as we can. The hard things are
the background vocals and things like that. We do that
until we are pretty much satisfied at rehearsals.

Well, you’re in the music business for quite a while
now, is it still fun to do?
Oh yeah.

I mean, pressure from record deals and stuff, the
music becomes much more like a busi-
ness. Is it still fun to do?
Yeah, we try not to worry too much about
the other stuff, especially when we are
writing. We try to turn everything else
off. We sit down in the studio. Some
people get mad because we don’t return
phone calls. [laughs] With this album, we
were pretty inspired by the idea, trying
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something new. We never did a concept album be-
fore, we never really had the orchestra on its own,
like it is on this album. It’s always like little pieces
in a song or something. But this was throughout,
just throughout the whole thing. It was just cool. It
was different experience, it was challenging and a
lot of fun. Yeah, we still have fun. I would never get
into the business thing.

I understand. Okay, back to the old days. I’m a
musician myself, so I wondered, did you ever had
to make a choice, or was it obvious ‘I want to be
a musician’? You never worried about making
money or to have a job which is more secure from
a financial point of view?
I always knew I wanted to do it. I always put that be-
fore anything, when I was young. If I had band prac-
tice and maybe a job that night, I wouldn’t go to work
and I would get fired. [laughs] I mean, the music was
always first, and I eventually did something with it. I
know a lot of guys who are really good, but they quit a
little too early, they got discouraged, because it is dis-
couraging sometimes. If anyone sticks with it I think it
will eventually happen for everyone. I know I can al-
ways teach from the side, if I have trouble with money.
There is always something with music you can do.

There is really great music on your latest album.
What else can we expect from Symphony X? I know
you and Michael Pinella want to do something with
an orchestra. Is that something for the future?
Yeah, maybe. I mean the band is always the priority.
But when anything came up like that, that would be
really cool. Especially the band, especially now with
rehearsals. That is really all we want to do right now.
Maybe in the future, we both have some things that we
have been writing. Orchestral things, progressive metal
things, so there is always something in there what can
be used. We have not dedicated a lot of time in it, be-
cause the band is always the priority.

I think you are a very busy guy playing in Sym-
phony X. You did some stuff on "The Last Viking"
of the Johanssons. I heard the story that Yngwie
was going to play on that record. Was that true?
I think he supposed to do a song or something, I don’t
now what happened.

Maybe he got scared. [laughs]
No way, he is very good, you know, maybe he was too
busy or something.

You also played with Russ (Allen, Sym X singer) on
the new Ayreon album. I was very impressed, espe-
cially by Russel. What is the story here?
We have a mutual friend who knows Ayreon; he had
contacted him. He said to me that Ayreon was going to
do a new album. He asked Russ and I to do a song with
him. That would be great. I know Ayreon material and

I think he is a really talented guy. Very good songs, I
mean, that would be great to do a song with him. I
definitely have respect for him. He just sent a tape to
me and Russ. We did what we thought was right, we
put down some stuff, having fun doing it. He sent us
the finished product, the whole album is really good.

What is Russel’s musical background? Did he al-
ready do progressive stuff before Symphony X?
Not really, I mean, most of the bands Russel was in
were just like rockers and metal bands. Some of
Russel’s influences I know are Robert Plant, Dio, Bruce
Dickinson. He likes a lot of different things, a lot of
soul, rhythm and blues stuff, a lot of country. A lot of
vocal stuff, Crosby, Stills and Nash. But most of the
bands he was into in high school were Van Halen-like
metal bands or rock and roll bands. Yes, it might be a
little different, but he can express a lot of different styles.

If you don’t make music (hard to imagine) what else
do you do in your spare time?
Well, I have a family, so when I not make any music, I
am a family man.

Something about your guitar playing. I am a gui-
tarist myself. You released an instructional video
"The Guitar Chapter" in Japan. Any chance it will
be released in the rest of the world?
I don’t know, I am not sure. I have even been thinking
about doing another one. That would be something
more that I want to do. I kind of have a different idea
what I wanted to do with the video. I mean there are so
many great players, technically, but a lot of times you
don’t get the theory of things like that. I think that is
important. And I kind of want to cut out some of those
things. The video had more Symphony X songs, some
of the more harder solos, the impressive things, which
is good, but I think explaining some of the theory, just
some things like that, is just as important. And there
wasn’t really much of that. So I like to do something,
maybe in the future, maybe even a book or something.
Just theory, how you can apply different things.

Well, I am very interested, I am looking forward to
it. As a musician, I do understand a lot of the theory,

but the hard part is to apply such things in mu-
sic.
Yeah, I mean, there are so many good pickers. Basi-
cally it’s like, play it slow, and then speed it up. But
what about theory, what scales go over what chords,
that’s a whole other thing, you know.

Did you ever hurt your arm during playing? I
mean, I heard Bruce Boulliet (Racer X guitar
player) can’t play anymore, because he practiced
too much.
No, never. I do some warm ups, but I never push
myself too much.

Did you go to a Berklee or another music school?
No way!!!! Anything what somebody would like to
learn is available out there. You just have to look for it,
I guess. If you want to learn some scales, you have
books for it. Or listen to other guitar players and listen
to their ideas. You can do a lot on your own. I like to
get the information myself, and this way, I know I un-
derstand it. I know I can move on, once I understand
the theory. I never wanted to go to school for music,
because music is an art thing.

You never worried about learning things wrong?
Well, for taking guitar lessons, you have to learn the
basics. But going to school to learn the basics is a waste
of time, I think. For technique, I took some lessons,
learning chords and stuff. Then I took some classical
lessons a little bit, privately. It was good, it was fun to
do, but I was more into the metal kind of thing.

I am always curious about guitar sounds. What sort
equipment do you have?
I use ESP guitars. For the pickups, which is essential
for a good guitar sound, I use diMarzio’s, the X2N in
the bridge and Tone Zone in the neck position. For
amps, I use Mesa Boogie TriAxis. One thing that I like
in guitar sounds, is when not much of the mid range is
taken out. A lot of guys take the mid range out of the
guitar sound, what is left is a lot of bass and treble. It
sounds good on by itself, but sometimes with band it
does not sound that good.

I have seen a couple of Symphony X web sites on
the internet. Is the Edge of Forever the official one?
Yes, I guess pretty much. Those guys have been doing
it for a long time, and I think they do a pretty good job.
The band is not really interested in doing a web site,
and we don’t have much time for those kind of things.

I have seen the guestbook of that site. There are fans
all over the world.
I am familiar what is going on a little. It is a good thing,
because it makes the band happy. But for the States,
this album is the first one released there. We see what
happens with it, we don’t really know.

picture by Mariana Chiarella, buttina@br2001.com.br

IVORY TOWER
Beyond the Stars
Limb Music Products
A few years ago Ivory Tower, Empty Tremor,
Dreamscape, Mayadome, Zen, and a number
of other bands sprang out with Dream
Theater "Images and Words" inspired debut
albums. Now some of them struggle with
trying to turn their style at least a few more
degrees away from the inspiration source, but
Ivory Tower seem to be content with
continuing in the same style. "Beyond the
Stars" will not surprise your friends or
household, but it is a well-developed quality
effort of up-tempo, textured, busy progressive
metal with elegant and memorable melodies
(a la Dream Theater "Under a Glass Moon").
Ivory Tower do not slip up anywhere, and the
whole album (63 minutes) flows smoothly.
Who knows, Vanden Plas' dedication and
persistency helped them get successful, and
"Beyond..." shows that Ivory Tower are more
than ready to boost their image. (GS)
4  [AO 4, AS 4, GM 4, SV 3 3/4]

JIMMY PAGE & THE BLACK CROWES
Live At The Greek
SPV
Obviously, the main interest of this double CD
takes root in the fine demonstration of lucidity
delivered by one of the most influential

guitarists of all times: Jimmy Page should be
well into his fifties already but the elapsed
time has not affected his mastery of the
strings much. The Black Crowes complete
the frame, and do a fine job as a cover band
(Led Zep stuff reigns over the repertoire,
yes), serving as a perfect accompaniment to
Mr. Page. Seeing the output, I personally
think both are good names to put together for
artistic reasons. But I can't help thinking of
marketing reasons too; some time ago,
purported similarities between Led Zeppelin
and The Black Crowes focused on both
bands' respective vocalists. Well, now we
have the interesting chance of listening to a
"shameless and unconditioned" transforma-
tion of Chris Robinson into Robert Plant on
stage, for s limited time. Comparisons end
whenever you want to set the limits. Overall,
this is an option to take into consideration if
you're fond of Led Zeppelin, because the
album has an excellent live sound. (GM)
4

KING CRIMSON
The ConstruKction of Light
Virgin
One of the seminal progressive rock bands,
Robert Fripp's brainchild King Crimson has
enjoyed an inventive and diverse career

spanning three decades. "The ConstruKction
of Light" finds the band with a streamlined
lineup and a very slick overall sound. The
days of the King Crimson double trio are
over and in its place stands a tightly
developed quartet. The result is quite nice
indeed. The music is vintage King Crimson:
dissonant chord progressions, convoluted
phrasing, quasi-metallic heaviness,
concisely aggressive arrangements, and a
staggering degree of rhythmic complexity.
Busy percussion and fusiony bass lines
blister about beneath Fripp's manic,
snakelike guitar lines and Adrian Belew's
convulsed vocal braying. The album moves
freely between subtle jazz infected parts and
highly technical (and highly distorted)
rhythmic crunch. The music is very
harmonically complex, with a surprising
degree of polyphony and guitar interplay.
Belew is an effective vocalist, with an
immense variety of singing voices for the
music's every occasion; sometimes
aggressive, sometimes subtle, always
appropriate. The standout songs are "The
ConstruKction of Light" (really nice harmony
and phrasing here), "The World's My Oyster
Soup" (aggressive and satirical all at once),
and "Lark's Tongue in Aspic Part IV" (the
best version of the song yet in my opinion).

"The ConstruKction of Light" is a very
effective stab at cutting edge progressive
rock, and a work no King Crimson fan can
do without. Highly recommended. (JS)
4 1/2  [AO 4 1/4]

KING'S X
Please Come Home... Mr. Bulbous
Metal Blade Records
King's X's first four albums were milestones of
innovative hard rock. The following "Dogman"
and "Ear Candy" contained slightly weaker
stuff, before they went to their last output,
"Tapehead", which disappointed me
completely. The new album is a bit stronger,
but it doesn't come up to the level of the
grandiose, "Gretchen Goes To Nebraska" or
their self-titled release in 1992. As in previous
releases, King's X work with simple structures
and slightly banal refrains here and there. The
rich arrangements, one of the strongest points
of early King's X, are absent here. OK, "Fish
Bowl Man," "Julia," or "Bitter Sweet" are very
good tracks with all the band's typical
trademarks, but the remaining tracks are
nothing special. I'm sure their live shows are
very impressive (on account of the old tracks),
but their latest records are too empty. What a
shame, I've been a great King's X fan for
years... (SV)
3 3/4
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KOPYTO, TOM
YTK
Mace Music
This is the debut album of the young guitar
virtuoso Tom Kopyto. Released on Michael
Angelo's "Mace Music" label, YTK is performed
solely by Tom, including the drum programming;
the drumming unfortunately sounds very artificial
and annoying. It's a typical "shredder" album,
with heaps of lightning fast soloing layered on
very heavy, crunchy riffs, sometimes reminiscent
of thrash bands. Don't expect melodies, you will
barely find any. Notable feature: a lot of atonality
and chromatic scales, sometimes spawning a
certain atmosphere of cacophony. On a solo
instrumental album, good melodies are critical;
that's where "YTK" falls short. (AS)
3

KURGAN'S BANE
The Future Lies Broken
Fugitive Music
Female-fronted rock bands remain an
enigma. In the past, uncountable talented
musicians in a band have been used by
record companies as a vehicle for the
vocalist with the objective to reach a level of
commercial success. Once achieved, the
musicians that are the main cause of the
success are often discarded and considered
to be replaceable by others. Although the
American band Kurgan's Bane have made
the switch to a female vocalist after the
release of their debut release "Search from
Sea to Sea" (1998), I do see this as a
believable and understandable step. The
mature vocals of Lisa Francis, which remind
me of a cross between Ann Wilson (Heart)
and Melissa Blair (Leger de Main), add
another dimension to the music and does set
them apart from musical counterparts in the
musical genre. Musically, Kurgan's Bane is a
band with its roots firmly in classic American
hard rock and combines these roots with
some progressive touches (older Rush and
later Fates Warning). It may sound
contradictory, but the somewhat dated sound
and atmosphere of the music brings with it a
nostalgic yet refreshing feel. The songs are
well structured but they do not all have the
same quality. As is often the case, Kurgan's
Bane is at its most interesting when they
venture from the conventional paths such as
in the progressive epic three parter "Vermin".
Disturbing is that boring hard rock riffs follow
progressive instrumental parts and Alex
Lifeson type of guitar playing such as in
"Warm Winter Night". This creates a slight
imbalance between the songs in a sense that
Kurgan's Bane doesn't completely go for the
progressive approach but also sticks to a
conventional hard rock sound. The CD is
properly packaged featuring 10 songs with a
running time of just under 50 minutes. It must
however be noted that the Swedish label
Record Haven has since re-released the CD
with an additional track and more elaborate
packaging. (CR)
[Kurgan's Bane, PO Box 6050, Baltimore MD
21231, USA] [www.kurgansbane.com]
4

LABYRINTH
Sons of Thunder
Metal Blade Records
Labyrinth's second album, "Return to
Heaven Denied" showed that melodic speed
metal can have the elegance and wisdom of
Fates Warning, and was one of the better
new-era speed metal albums. This time one
of Italy's leading bands faces big
expectations, the side effect of money and
fame. Their slightly weak EP, "Timeless
Crime", (with an admittedly nice Sanctuary
cover "Die For My Sins") indicated that the
album might not do very well, and "Sons of
Thunder" turns out to be a good but not-at-
all spectacular release. The willingness of
proving quality has been replaced by a
willingness to satisfy fans, resulting into two
nice songs ("Chapter I" and "Touch the
Rainbow") and eight standard songs. Even if
not as fresh and energetic as Nightwish,
Labyrinth is still above many others in the
genre. But this album is mainly for those who
are not afraid of returning to the heaven
denied sound a second time. Meanwhile,
their previous album is highly recommended
to all melodic metal fans. (GS)
3 3/4  [AO 3 3/4, AS 3 3/4, CR 3 3/4]

LANA LANE
Secrets of Astrology
LMP/SPV
For quite some time the American
symphonic rock queen has been struggling
to define a style of her own. I think the time
has come to assert that Lana Lane's last
productions carried some uniqueness on
them. There is always a chance to trace
parallels with other successful US acts like
Heart, where female vocals played a
predominant role. Lana Lane has distilled
another very pleasant and complete melodic
rock album. Chapeau goes to Erik
Norlander's arrangements, which are once
again superb and greatly contribute to
making Lana's voice stand out from the very
first line. Listening to effective tracks like
"Raining," one has to wonder why some of
this music could not have easily made it
through the mainstream AOR channels of
distribution and possibly sell hundreds of
thousands of copies. Is there something we
are missing here? Maybe it has to do with
marketing techniques? Heck, enough
chattering: Anyone who has access to this
music, and is into the more melodic, calm,
unhurried and detailed profile of symphonic
rock, should enjoy it. (GM)
4  [SV 4]

LIZZY BORDEN
Deal with the Devil
Metal Blade Records
Good old Lizzy Borden kicks the scene
again, and "Deal with the Devil" shows him
returning to good form. The new album
contains eleven tracks that surprise with
diversity and a modern approach. So, if
you've thought that you can bury Lizzy
Borden forever in the genre of hard rock,

don't be misguided. The sound on songs like
"Zanzibar" is modern, and "Lovin' You is
Murder," even contains that Lizzy Borden
trademark melodic approach, rocking with
really heavy riffs. But perhaps the biggest
surprise is "We Only Come out at Night,"
where heavy metal is mixed with an industrial
rhythm; I'm not sure if anything like this was
ever used throughout the career of Lizzy
Borden. But fans of good, melodic and
straightforward hard rock will also get their
dose: "There Will be Blood Tonight," "Deal
with the Devil," and "Generation Landslide"
present pure hard rock with well revealed
melodies, the familiar singing manner of Lizzy
Borden, and time proven standards. To tell
the truth, I'm not the biggest fan of Lizzy
Borden, but this album has left a great
impression on me. (AO)
3 3/4

LOONATIKK
Devildance the Killerrokk
MDD Records
It's late in the evening, the eye lids are
getting heavy and the alcohol starts numbing
the brain. Your friends have convinced you to
join them for a visit to some bars in town.
Your list of excuses has run out and you've
prepared yourself all week for an evening of
boring guitar rock. You feel a strong urge to
leave and go home but the ominous cold
outside isn't too appetizing. Then suddenly
your right foot starts tapping, your body
sways from left to right, and you see a couple
of guys with sideburns and slick hair jumping
on an improvizational stage. A smile appears
on your face. For just over two minutes,
everyone in the bar stops talking, plays air
guitar and the beer flies through the air. An
imaginary scene that crops up whilst listening
to the fifth album of the German trio
Loonatikk. Using the most of basic of
instruments (bass, guitar, drums), this
German trio unleash a 14 song assault of
energetic rock 'n' roll with infectious choruses
and an undeniable smirk onto the listener.
The spirit of Elvis and the Stray Cats can be
felt in combination with the rawness of old
Motorhead. Nothing progressive or complex
in sight but certainly a very high entertain-
ment value. Not to be missed if they play in a
town near you... (CR)
3 3/4

MACARUS, JORDAN
Balancing Act
Monster Records
Jordan Macarus should be familiar to Edge
of Time readers for his work with the

legendary Winterhawk. Since his
Winterhawk days, Jordan has been involved
in numerous musical endeavours and
"Balancing Act" sees Jordan surrounded by
a range of different musicians. In fact, apart
from Jordan's unique style of guitar playing,
"Balancing Act" does not have that much in
common with vintage hard rock of
Winterhawk. The nine songs are more in the
folksy and bluesy rock vein with a dominant
role for the acoustic guitar and guest starring
roles for the violin and harmonica (giving
some of the songs that characteristic honky
tonk sound). Although the songs might not
be everyone's taste, the talented songwriting
and exquisite playing demand respect. The
mood is mostly laid back and tranquil with an
emphasis on bringing across emotions. It is
only in a few songs that the wolf drops his
sheep clothing and Jordan really pulls out all
the stops. Examples are the title track with
some of the best twin guitar soloing heard
this year and the 9 minute epic "Wall of Fire"
which starts peacefully before building up to
a frenzy of intense guitar playing. Spine
chilling, and the fact some of the songs were
partly recorded live makes it even more jaw
awe inspiring. It certainly tranquillises the
agony of the wait for long-planned
Winterhawk live album. (CR)
4 1/4

MÄGO DE OZ
Finisterra
Locomotive Music
Still bit of an unknown internationally, Mägo
de Oz have become in their own right one of
the hottest bands in the Spanish Rock
scene. Their fan base in this country is
strong in numbers: having sold more than
50,000 copies of both of their last two
albums is quite an asset, and not a piece of
cake when the market is deeply conditioned
by "you-pay-we-play" commercial radio
formulas and dominated by the resulting
mainstream pop acts.
That said, allow me to briefly introduce you
to this good band's universe: 1) they use the
Spanish language in their songs; 2) sense of
humor and digression are indelible elements
of their musical "potion"; 3) the nature of
their compositions treads on an intelligent
cross between classic hard rock a la
Rainbow, melodic heavy metal (with Iron
Maiden cited as main influence) and Celtic
music rhythms headed by Mohamed's violins
(which usually play a starring role); 4)
catchiness and variety is the key to their
music's appeal to different types of
audiences, and can be easily assimilated
from all perspectives. Jumping from song to
song, that aforementioned variety is what in
my opinion, constitutes the authentic
"pepper" of Mägo's latest effort. "Finisterra"
is a carefully prepared production, whose 20
cuts will globally drive the listener to pretty
diverse but non antagonistic moods: you can
find a Rock cover of Simon and Garfunkel's
"Bridge Over Troubled Water", together with
a track like "Santa Campaña", which at
times strongly resembles Savatage.
In terms of musicianship, it's evident that
Mägo de Oz are not out of this earth: about
80% of their material is really straightfor-
ward, but rather than regarding it a setback, I
think it as something that emphasizes their
vision of rock music as entertainment.
Keeping that in mind, I think Mägo's musical
proposal can bring several enjoyable
moments to a wide range of people keen on
hard rock and the melodic metal genres.
(GM)
4

MAJESTIC
Trinity Overture
Massacre Records
About a year ago, the first thing I heard
about Majestic was that, supposedly, Yngwie
J. Malmsteen had personally called these
guys in order to congratulate them after
listening to their debut disc, "Abstract
Symphony". What I (briefly) could listen to
then was a collection of tracks that exuded a
deep influence from the aforementioned and
well-known Swedish guitar maestro. In this
follow up, his Nordic comrades maintain the
same standard direction (does YJM get any
royalties indirectly for tunes like "Curtain of
Fire"?), though they have improved in an
important respect: the production is certainly
more polished now, and the compositional
quality of the several new songs has been
enhanced as well. Vocal melodies flow clean
and become tactile and very accessible to

MAGNITUDE 9
Reality in Focus
InsideOut Music America
It looks like Magnitude 9, the band of American super-shredder Rob Johnson, has reached
maturity. Their second opus is more focused and consistent, while offering some nice light
progressive metal. As could be expected, the release features melody-driven songs and a
heap of lightning fast soloing (guitars and keyboards as well, the latter being performed by
Joseph Glean). Corey Brown's vocals are as enjoyable as on the first record, even though
somewhat monotonous. Rob's inspiration for melodies is mainly neo-classical, but is far from
overbearing. My main disappointment is the lack of an edge: Magnitude 9 is does not have a
strong profile, but can be easily categorized as mainstream/commercial prog metal in the vein
of Dali's Dilemma, as exemplified by the required cover song characteristic of this trend (in
this case, Iron Maiden's "Flight of Icarus" which really doesn't add anything to "Reality in
Focus"). Furthermore, this relative dullness is also apparent on the compositional level, since
most songs tend to sound like clones. I would have expected a fresher statement from this
band, considering their promising debut album. (AS)
4  [GS 4, SV 4 1/4]

Rob Johnson is back with the second album with his band. Magnitude 9's debut "Chaos to
Control" was a good piece of prog/heavy/power metal in the vein of Fates Warning,
Symphony X and Yngwie Malmsteen, but it lacked originality and memorable songs. With
"Reality in Focus" he tries to correct that mistake and almost manages to do it. I must admit, it
was a big surprise for me to hear this new material, because somehow it reminds me of
Dream Theater's legendary debut, "When Dream and Day Unite." Of course, it doesn't rise to
the level of that masterpiece, but songs like "What My Eyes Have Seen" or "Afterlife" have a
very similar atmosphere and hooklines. It's strange, but even the sound and mix of the record
is close to John Petrucci and Co.'s debut. One of the strongest points of "Reality in Focus" is
the incredible voice of Corey Brown (the Psycho Drama frontman); I would dare say that he
deserves better musical accompaniment than Magnitude 9 can offer him at the moment. In
my view, the slightly stumbling structures of the songs don't offer much space for his brilliant
singing; otherwise one could call this one of the best prog/heavy releases of this year.
Enough said. "Reality in Focus" is a strong record, much better than the debut, and I
recommend it for every fan of the genre. Ah yes, check out the great Iron Maiden cover
"Flight of Icarus"! (SV)

MANILLA ROAD
Mystification
Sentinel Steel Records
This is the re-release of an old Manilla Road
record from back in 1987. The remixed
version of "Mystification" sounds pretty good,
even if I think that the vocals were pushed
too far into the background. The content of
the CD is the classical speed/thrash stuff of
the 80s, with whipping hellish rhythms and
the rough melodic voice of Mark Shelton.
What I like is the dark atmosphere of the
album that lends the necessary charm to
songs like "Haunted Palace," "Spirits of the
Dead," or "Masque of the Red Death." I must
admit, I haven't listened to every album of
Manilla Road, but it seems that this record is
one of the fastest and most aggressive
they've ever done. Generally speaking, it's a
gift for every fan of old school speed/thrash.
(SV)
4
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the listener. Instrumentally, the highest
moments of inspiration are in "Trinity
Overture", arising thanks to the lucidity that
the keyboardist Richard Anderson (band's
lead composer, lyricist and co-producer)
displays during his really remarkable
performance (yes, this is quite a keyboard-
based act). Fans of Jens Johansson will
enjoy his spectacular style without a doubt.
Overall, Majestic does lack originality, but
what they present is a well-done and finished
product. Their music can find its own niche
among fans of neoclassical progressive hard
rock in the vein of Narnia or early Royal
Hunt. (GM)
3 3/4  [CR 3 3/4, GS 3 3/4]

MEMORY GARDEN
Mirage
Metal Blade Records
Well-executed doom metal in the
Candlemass style; these Swedes
convincingly paint mirages of gray shade
and I believe that such depressive music
and lyrics, when done in metal, might give
strength to isolated minds. Memory Garden's
merits are the voice of Stefan Berglund,
solid riffs, and their heavy sound, played in
the best Swedish power metal style (Lefay,
Hexenhaus, etc.). A solid but perhaps
unvaried doom metal release. (GS)
3 3/4

MILLENIUM
Hourglass
Frontiers Records
Millenium's last output "Angelfire" was a
really nice piece of melodic hard rock in the
vein of Harem Scarem or Pretty Maids. After
having changed their singer, they remind me
now more of Whitesnake with some AOR
elements. No wonder, the new frontman is
the ex-Company Of Snakes singer, Jorn
Lande, a very talented guy who has already
performed a lot of Whitesnake covers. I
think his singing is the biggest merit of this
album. Songs like "Hourglass," the ballad
"No More Miracles," "I Will Follow," or
"Chasing Time" are among the strongest
compositions on the record. "I Still Believe"
even has something reminiscent of Kiss in
the refrain. It's hard to tell whether this CD is
better than "Angelfire"; in any case, it's a
solid work among other releases of the
genre. (SV)
4

MINDCAGE
Encapsulation
Perpetual Motion Media
I received a 2-song promo for this CD in
1997, so this appears to be one of the longer
prepared records. However, the years spent
are reflected in the music. This 39-minute, 6-
song album displays a rather eclectic style of
heavy/progressive metal, ranging
somewhere between Heir Apparent and
mellower Fates Warning. One might even
sense hard rock stylistics of the late 80s, but
luckily this does not shine through too much.
"GoodBye" has a cool chorus reminiscent of
Helloween and Gamma Ray; overall, the
album has a lot to offer in the melodic-
chorus aspect. Currently, my favorite is the
sort-of ballad, "A Turn of Events." (GS)
[http://www.mindcage.com]
4

MINDGALLERY
Portraits
self-released
This Austrian band has not had much luck in
choosing a proper band name. Formed in 1991
they initially went with the name Brainstorm and
released a demo "Studiodays" in 1988, before
they changed their name to Mindgallery, which
was better, suited to their new musical direction.
"Portraits" was released early 2000 under the
name Mindgallery but they've had to change their
name again because a prog rock band had the
rights to the name. "Portraits" is an above
average release but Mindgallery is still searching
for their own style to distinguish them from a lot
of similar bands. The music is melodic hard rock
at times bordering on progressive rock ("Portrait
of a Lover" ) while sometimes bordering on
power metal ("Weak" and "Middle Row"). As a
whole the musical delivery is competent and the
variation between and within the songs is done
well but there's nothing that actually sparkles and
I miss a certain heaviness. The weak aspects
are the vocals and the lyrics. The voice of Max
Kainz tends to become monotonous with little
variation in vocal melodies and a limited range.
The lyrics are too straightforward for me and
miss a originality thematically. Peculiar is the fact
that some of the songs such "Momentary

Collapse" and "Don't Explain" have an up-beat
rhythm while the lyrics have a certain depressive
and solemn tone. The closing track "Portrait of a
Lover" is more progressive and promises more
for the future. (CR)
[Michael Ghezzo, Donaufelderstr. 44, 1210
Vienna, Austria] [www.mindgallery.cjb.net]
3 1/2

MIND'S EYE
Waiting for the Tide
Round Records
On their promotional sheet, it is written:
"Mind's Eye is a progressive band with a
strong sense of melody". That definition truly
fits with this work (the second full-length
album in their career). Seven years ago,
Damn the Machine released a
groundbreaking progressive metal album.
Somehow, this Sweden-based quartet's
music walks along similar paths: accessible
and restful at times, more cryptic and slightly
intricate at other times, yet always a vital and
pleasant artistic proposal for any person
interested in modern progressive rock with a
symphonic touch. Think of recent acts such
as Vendetta, Without Warning, or Sylvan,
and include some Queensryche ("Promised
Land" era) and Rush influences to get the
approximate idea. Brilliant tracks like
"Frozen Tears," "Calling" or "In My Mind"
bring a good number of captivating
passages, and are charged with a sense of
melody and good rhythm changes. The final
product (design, lyrics) stands as something
really professional, and one categorize
"...Waiting for the Tide" as a good choice for
musical minds with an eye placed on savoir-
faire and clever arrangements. A tasteful
album to listen to with attention. (GM)
4  [CR 4 ]

MOONDAZE
Seek After Venus EP
Dazed Music
Moondaze from Switzerland appeared in
Progressive DisDURPance Vol. 2 compilation
back in 1999. Their first demo-CD "Life Will Live
On" (1997) gained some positive reactions then.
Now they come back with a new EP entitled
"Seek After Venus." Their music is a blend of
progressive and art rock with theatrical elements.
Although some parts on this mini-CD sound
interesting, the whole album leaves a pale
impression. I think these concept songs lack
expressiveness, especially in vocals sector.
Musically it also offers nothing new, but ordinary
melodic prog rock. OK, Moondaze are really
trying to experiment with song structures and
dynamics, but at this moment they don't succeed
in creating impressive epic compositions. (SV)
[Dazed Music, Maja Tinner, Kilchbergsteig 2,
8038 Zuerich, Switzerland]
[dazedmusic@mail.com]
3 1/4

MOORE, VINNIE
Live
Shrapnel Records
Directly following the release of "The Maze,"
Vinnie Moore performed a supporting tour, which
resulted in this live album. The sound is
surprisingly crisp and clear for a live recording
and the playing of all musicians is flawless, as
could be expected from such a high level act.
This is impressive, but by the same token
unfortunate: what distinguishes this live album
from a "best of" compilation of his previous
releases? Furthermore, Vinnie draws exclusively
from his more recent repertoire (nineties),
whereas the up-tempo, riff-based heavy metal
songs from his early career (eighties) are totally
ignored. Hence, the sound of this album is clearly
more fusion orientated than metal and the style
more bluesy-jazzy than neo-classical. (AS)
3 1/2

MöRGLBL TRIO
Bienvenue à Mörglbl Land
self-released
This weird French trio (guitar, bass, drums)
plays a blend of progressive metal and
fusion rock, with many elements reminiscent
of Steve Morse or Mike Stern (i.e., mainly
blues-rock oriented stuff). The music is
instrumental, in the mid-heavy range,
alternating some typical jazz playing and
improvisation with more song-oriented
passages. The crazy Frenchmen added
some noises and spoken parts (in French of
course - very funny for those among you
understanding it!). The playing is incredibly
good and the music rhythmically and
harmonically complex and challenging, as
you could probably guess. Some nice jazzy
ballads round up the package. Highly
recommended for fans of technical metal
interested in some more groovy stuff. (AS)
4 1/4

MYSTIC FORCE
Man vs. Machine
Siegen Records
Seemingly content with their role as an obscure
underground progressive metal outfit during all 90s,
Mystic Force strike hard this time and "Man vs.
Machine" is a strong stand-alone entity which can
compete with the best of what was delivered in
progressive metal in 2000. The third Mystic Force
full-length album crosses progressive metal of
Queensryche's "Operation Mindcrime" and "Empire"
with melodic progressive speed/power/thrash of
Mekong Delta's "Kaleidoscope," incorporating a
small and non-harmful dose of US raw metal
elements here and there. With keyboards prevailing
in many prog-metal releases, and solely guitar-based prog metal usually not being heavier
than Fates Warning's "Perfect Symmetry," Mystic Force come across as representers of the
heavier side. The heavier side is not boring though: the album has many faces and different
nice twists which make you come back and listen once again. Singer William Wren (ex-
Oracle) gives a dedicated performance, reminding of the better-days Geoff Tate, and the
overall execution is vigorous, together combining a give-it-all attitude which is absolutely
neccessary for an artist, but not always present in other albums. "Man vs. Machine" carries a
futuristic approach strengthened by suitable lyrics and Geoff Tate similarities; and a healthy,
original, and multiform songwriting style firmly states that "Man vs. Machine" is not a tribute
to the past, but a path for the future. (GS)
4 1/4   [AO 3 3/4, AS 4 1/4, CR 4 1/4]

MORSE, STEVE
Major Impacts
Magna Carta Records
In Steve Morse's own words, this project has
been one of the most captivating things he
has ever attempted. Evidently, if we keep in
mind his brilliant trajectory as musician
(currently conducting Deep Purple's heavy-
weight guitar department), I think that
statement's something to take into
consideration. Analyzing the nature of this
instrumental project, you'll see there's
something pretty original and unique about
it. We do not get mere "cover songs" of
classic themes, but something richer from
the point of view of a music listener: his
personal interpretation of a portion of rock
music history (through 11 varying sounding
stages) as properly reasoned from Steve's
point of view as a (admittedly influenced)
performer. By reading the CD booklet, we
are given a detailed, precise, but easy to
comprehend explanation about Steve's
vision of some legendary artists/bands' feel
and unique style of guitar. "Major Impacts"
comprises the following names: Eric
Clapton, The Byrds, Yes, Kansas, Jimi
Hendrix, Jeff Beck, Eric Johnson, Alex
Lifeson, Rolling Stones, Jimmy Page,
George Harrison, Mountain and Allman
Brothers). I'd say this is a great and
enjoyable idea, which I hope is given
continuity in the form of successive follow-
ups. (GM)
4 1/4

MRS. HIPPIE
Lotus
Metal Blade Records
A very strange album indeed. When you look at
the name of the band and the album, take a look
at the cover, there is no doubt that you'll find
another portion of psychedelic stoner rock. The
beginning of the first track, "Someone Else
There", seems to prove your expectations. But
hey, what's with the vocals? High-pitched,
singing more associated with prog or power
metal, doesn't seem to fit the groovy bass-lines
and Sabbathesque guitar riffs. Well, you need

some more songs get used to it. I will be honest:
after some listens, I couldn't get into this disc;
even if it's a hybrid, it sounds too eclectic. I agree
that everything is played fine, and psychedelic
metal fan will surely enjoy "Voices In My Mind,"
"Mother Nature Bleeds," or the cover version of
Kiss' classic, "I Want You." But something is
missing, perhaps the feeling within the songs?
Anyways, the band has some facts on their side
that I should have started with: the singer of
Mrs.Hippie is Joacim Cans, known for his
participation in the famous Hammerfall. That's
why the strange flashback of 'where have I heard
this voice?? haunts you during the whole album.
And Mrs.Hippie is actually his old group that
existed back in 1996. So, you can easily add this
record to the "Hammerfall" file now. (AO)
3 1/2  [GS 3 1/2]

MYSTIC PROPHECY
Vengeance
B. Mind Records
It could actually be one of the first lessons in a
beginner's guide to metal: take two separate
words that are well known in the world of heavy
metal with each containing that element of
mystery and combine them to form a band
name. Lesson Two would be: if you want to
become successful then don't try to be original
but stick to the predefined rules of the game
and be one of the first to be associated with a
growing trend. Well this probably wasn't really
the masterplan behind the formation of Mystic
Prophecy, but I wonder what actually is the
reason that experienced musicians (former and
current bands include Valley's Eve, Stormwitch,
Raise Hell) start a project/band like this.
"Vengeance" is 50 minutes of global power
metal in the sense that it takes elements from
the North-American, Euro, and Scandinavian
styles of power metal.The emphasis is on the
guitar work of rookie Albrecht who fares well in
all departments (heavy midtempo, neo-classical
riffing, galloping riffs) and still manages to leave
enough room in each song for extensive
soloing. The rest of the band acts in support of
Albrecht: the rhythm section is adequate but
vocalist Liapakis is limited in his vocal
melodies. It is done quite well but lacks any
really magic to set it apart from the 500 other
bands in the genre. (CR)
3 3/4

NEVERMORE
Dead Heart In a Dead World
Century Media Records
"Dead Heart, In a Dead World" is a highly effective album by a band clearly in their musical
prime. As usual, Nevermore pack the songs densely with pulverizing rhythms, extremely
dissonant chords, convoluted phrasing, and more wicked solos per song than any other
active metal band in North America. The songs here are less murky than the nightmarish
soundscapes on "Dreaming Neon Black" and have clearer identities - largely due to the lack
of a conceptual thread unifying the album under a singular theme. Lyrically, the album follows
a predictable path first pioneered in the Sanctuary days: a combination of political choler
("Inside Four Walls") and existential crises ("Insignificant"). The lyrics are somewhat angsty
and can be rather melodramatic at times, but Warrel Dane's performance is simply
astounding and lends serious conviction to even the most seemingly inconsequential lyrics.
His higher ranger surfaces here and there and adds some variety to his oft-hostile lower
range; it adds a nice heavy metal dimension to music that would otherwise be thrash
bordering on death metal. The guitar soloing is top notch; the band has nearly mastered the
art of harmonic interplay between the guitars. As usual, drummer Van Williams is a band in
himself, with a nuclear arsenal of power and controlled insanity. There's even a noteworthy
cover of Paul Simon's "The Sound of Silence" that sounds ridiculous in print, but does a
damn fine job at bringing out the song's latent anger in execution. The album is not as good
as its predecessor. "Dreaming Neon Black" had a singular, almost otherworldly theme of
horror and alienation, an urgency and directness that "Dead Heart, In a Dead World" simply
lacks. Understandable, given the more song orientated approach of the new album. Subtlety
and grace are always appreciated, but power and directness are sacrificed in the exchange.
Still, the band remains one of the elite of the North American metal scene and will clearly
maintain their status in the years to come. (JS)
4 1/4  [AO 4 1/2, AS 4 1/2, CR 4, GM 4 1/4, GS 4 1/2, SV 4]
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Musicians are flaky. Never trust

by Christian Rademaker

Most musicians take themselves and
their music seriously. Justifiably so, but
it is always refreshing to come across a
band that combines an intellectual and
serious approach to music and then
gives it a total mind-bending twist.
Hailing from New York, Brompton’s
Cocktail is one of those bands.
Brompton’s Coctail was formed in
1995 and currently consists of singer/
songwriter Adam Alexander on lead
vocals and electric guitar, John
Celentano on percussion, Charlie
Coniglio on keyboards and accordion,
and Deacon Blue on bass. The debut
demo CD, released back in 1998,
shows a range of musical styles from
the likes of Frank Zappa, Talking
Heads, Marillion, and Mr. Bungle.

On the eve of their full-length debut
album, I did an interview with John
(JC), Charlie (CC), Adam (AA), and
Deacon (DB). The contents of this
interview should give you an idea of
the brains and brawn behind
Brompton’s Cocktail.

Let’s start off with the first relevant
question: does humor belong to
music?
CC: Well, yes and no.
JC: Music is an exceptional art form. It
can communicate everything from the
deepest emotion to the most abstract
idea.
CC: Yeah, the best way to put it is that
it certainly "has a place" in music. To
say it "belongs" almost suggests that
you’re saying it has to be there. But,
certainly, music is very accommodat-
ing to humor, just as it is to almost
every variety of expressions. How can
you call something an art if it has only
a limited range?
AA: I have to agree, because we have a
lot of songs that aren’t very funny.
Except, of course, for the funny ones,
which are very, very funny. Very funny.
If "funny" was a football game, our
funny songs would be the funny ref-
eree. I just like saying "funny."
DB: I also must agree. We have a lot of
songs that aren’t very funny.
JC: I think Brompton’s Cocktail does a
good job of juxtaposing these elements
- with style - to create ironic music, a
blend of comedy and tragedy.

A trivial yet necessary question: is
Brompton’s Cocktail an actual drink
and what does it taste like?
JC: Yes, tastes like chicken.
CC: Well, I’ve heard it tastes like tuna
fish, but that’s supposed to be only a
myth.
AA: Brompton’s Cocktail is actually
the name of a narcotic mixture that was
used to relieve pain in terminally ill
patients. It’s cocaine, gin, diamorphine,
sugar syrup, and chlorpromazine syrup.
DB: But we’ve heard reports of people
ordering Brompton’s Cocktails at our
shows.
AA: The metaphorical extension is
that, if one were to consider everyone
as terminally ill, we are the addictive,
self-medicating, euphoric, and tasty
drink that keeps you happy and socia-
ble until you die.
DB: I think we should consider writing
a "Brompton’s Mocktail" recipe for the

few clubs we play which don’t have
both diamorphine and chlorpromazine
syrup behind the bar.

So a Brompton’s Cocktail is actually
a narcotic or a drug. Have you ever
tried it yourselves?
JC: No, but I hope I go out with a bang
when my time comes.
CC: Me neither. As you can see from
the ingredients, it sounds like just a
mind-rending experience, and I’m
already having enough of a chore
keeping my mind in one piece, what
with shag carpets and teenage porn
stars.
AA: Wow, is Judy Cum already in her
teens? Kids grow up so fast. Anyway,
I’ve never tried a Brompton’s Cocktail
myself. I think I would if I had the
opportunity, but the ingredients are a
little hard to come by.
DB: I need to agree again…shag
teenage carpets. That is, Charlie wrote
"Paper Towels" which appears on our
debut album. Charlie should ‘Just Say
No.’

You are from the metropolis New
York, a melting pot of different
cultures and musical styles. Is that
partly the cause that you have such a
diverse musical style?
CC: I think that perhaps one of the
main reasons for our variety of styles is
our variety of musical tastes. We each
come from very different musical
backgrounds.
JC: Geography doesn’t play much of a
role in influencing us in terms of our
exposure to music as much as just
living and working in New York City.
AA: I think that we have a definite
New York City "Fuck everyone"
attitude.
JC: It’s a love-hate relationship; we
love it and would like to DESTROY it
equally.

AA: Other than that, I think we certainly are each individually very
diverse and open-minded music listeners, and our various unique

strengths blend together well.
CC: And there’s also our familiarity in playing together. It’s quite monu-
mental, and it’s a big part of why we explore so many arenas. We have a

personal, professional, and creative connection
that’s as unparalleled as it is time-tested. For

instance, all four of us went to high school
together even though John went to a different

high school, so it’s quite extraordinary.
AA: And then, of course, there’s the drugs.

DB: These rumors about drugs in New York are entirely without merit.

What are your views on the use of drugs as opposed to abuse of drugs? If
drugs for medicinal purposes are legally available, what about allowing the
use of drugs for expanding the musical mind?
AA: Two words: legalize it. Drugs are like wearing a different hat, and I know
that I hear things differently when I’m wearing a sombrero or a fez.
JC: This might sound cliché, but music is my intoxication. Drugs are just a social
enjoyment.
CC: Personally, I haven’t been very experimental in the drug arena. But it’s still a
tricky question. One could say that people should be allowed to enjoy most
substances on their own responsibly, just as it is with alcohol. But then again,
people should also not have to have instructions on a box of toothpicks, so there
we are – given that a good deal of people are a bunch of mouth-breathing idiots,
law has to take on the role of mommy now and again, otherwise we’d have a
nation of laps full of scalding coffee and such. But as for drugs, ancient Greece
put it best: everything in moderation. Although, you have to figure that no soci-
ety develops a mantra of life like that unless their normal behaviour completely
contradicts it.
AA: I’ve also been told that Brompton’s Cocktail is great to listen to no matter
what mind-altering substance you imbibe. We’re a trip.
DB: Ok, for the record, I had no idea these guys had experimented with sombre-
ros or moderation.

In which kind of neighbourhood did you grow up musically?
AA: Music was not at all emphasized in my household.
CC: Mine neither.
AA: My parents hadn’t bought albums in years, and we had no instruments in the
house. Everything I learned about music I took it upon myself to learn
CC: Yeah, I taught myself accordion at 16 mostly because I was pissed about my
early years’ lack of music.
DB: I started taking bass lessons "on the sly" sometime in junior high ‘cause my
folks didn’t want me distracted by an instrument. As for musical neighbourhoods,
a little pocket of early 70s London was surrounded by a late 80s Philadelphia
suburb.
JC: Musically speaking, I grew up in the neighbourhood of London, Memphis,
Belfast, and Bonn.

I would like to go a little bit further on this topic. I find it intriguing to hear
that your parents weren’t focused on music while it has become very impor-
tant in your own personal lives. Is musical creativity more a gene thing than
a social upbringing thing?
JC: The nature-nurture argument is a trap. I think it’s both: musical creativity
comes with the human package and musical technique and expression are
learned. Playing an instrument and interacting with others feeds the genes.
CC: Well, I think the operative word there is "creativity." Perhaps our greatest
common thread was how ridiculously imaginative we were. And we still are,
musically and otherwise. Where does that come from? I don’t know, TV, maybe?
AA: Whereas certain skills that contribute to the "craft" of music-making may be
genetic, like dexterity, mathematics or excellent hearing, I’ve seen no evidence
that creativity is in the genes. It’s all about how you deal with the environment
you were raised in.
DB: I think we play ‘American Music.’ The suburbs are like Canada, we offer no
product in the American culture factory but we’re surrounded by the machines
and sometimes deafened by their noise. But personally I love the noise, and the
noise is intelligible even with a Pakistani, Cuban, or Irish accent… it’s the cock-
tail. Dammit! Baaaad metaphor, go and sit in the corner.
AA: For me, isolation bred creativity. When you spend your childhood alone in
your room, you develop a great imagination and a short attention span. The short
attention span hinders masturbation, so instead I put these talents to use in music.

Is your bass player Deacon Blue an actual person? Either he’s not in the
group photos or he is camouflaged by a huge banana…
CC: Bananas taste delicious.
JC: The question regarding Deacon Blue is: how can an actual person play bass
like that?
AA: The world will be seeing a lot more of the Deacon. He’s posing totally
peeled for Playbanana next month.
DB: Deacon’s only been an actual person for the past six months. Me. Before
that, he was a state with 54 electoral votes and before that he was from New
Jersey, go figure. I’m just the latest in a long line of bass players, but the benefits
are good and there are stock options so I’m sticking for now.
CC: The banana-with-gun photo on the web site actually came about as a filler

them with your girlfriend or wallet.
Well, maybe your wallet.
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shot when we were between bassists,
and the Deacon has just loved it so
much, he wants to keep it for a while.

The term "bananas" is sometimes
used for Chinese people who’ve gone
abroad for a foreign education or
PhD for example. They’re termed
"bananas" because they’re yellow
on the outside (like the regular
Chinese) but on the inside they’ve
lost the Chinese way of thinking and
traditional or values, making them
white. Which brings me to the next
question: is Deacon Blue Chinese?
JC: What would be the equivalent food
metaphor for an American who has
European sensibilities?
AA: I had a Korean friend who was
often called a "Twinkie" by other, less
"Americanized" Koreans.
JC: A hamburger made of real beef?
AA: We both agreed they should go
fuck themselves.
CC: If the Deacon is Chinese, then I’m
a remarkably unobservant person.
JC: Whatever it is, that might apply to
Deacon Blue.
CC: I think he’s as much a cracker as
the rest of us.
AA: He’s much too tall to be Chinese.
CC: Though I’ve always thought he
embodied a rather Eastern mode of
living.
DB: I’m Chinese on the inside.

A wheelchair and a filled cocktail
glass are prominently featured on
the front and back cover design of
your CD. In both cases, they are
featured near the final edge either at
a river or near the railway lines. It’s
almost a suicidal image. Is suicide an
alternative?
JC: Unfortunately, yes.
CC: Suicide’s an alternative, sure - it’s
just a bad one.
JC: Though, the existence of Kenny G
and his admirers makes it a more
attractive one with every new release...
CC: Quite honestly, any inference to
suicide in the photo is purely coinci-
dental - just another example of our
lack of understanding of the geometry
of photography causing our picture to
infer something we hadn’t intended.
AA: Well, is smoking suicide? Fast
driving? Eating red meat? Hint: I see
the chair as either empty or filled with
everyone.
DB: A friend of mine killed himself
two years ago and I’m still pissed off.

Some of your songs breathe a live
feel and lean themselves to improvi-
sation during a live show. How much
of your live show is spontaneous?
CC: Well, musically, we’re only start-
ing to delve into live improvisation and
experimentation. It’s funny, the music
gives a good, but many times false,
impression about how it translates live.
Much of what we do is so complex that
attempting to improvise would create
apocalyptic disasters. In other areas of
our stuff, though, there’s a hell of a lot
of room for it to breathe, and we’re
still getting our feet wet in that arena.
With success, I should point out. As far
as our performances themselves are
concerned, there’s a definite structure
to the courses of our evenings. We
incorporate some theme to our live act,
like radio, which had us bouncing

between our own music, a totally
bizarre radio drama based on "Commo-
dore Impossible," and live-enacted
radio tuning - or most recently, a
medical/hospital show, which had all
of us dressed as doctors when, in a
song break, Adam cracked out a baby
doll and performed rather gruesomely
realistic surgery. Make no mistake, we
put quite a bit of thought, time, and
effort into preparing these sorts of
performances - they’re even scripted,
actually - and the audiences have gone
nuts for them.

The song "Snail" is totally different
in mood than "The Organgrinder." I
would actually not have guessed that
is was the same band. Is it important
to have such different songs on an
album?
CC: It’s important for musicians like
us. In the end, that is, and not necessar-
ily as a point of attack.
JC: Yeah, it isn’t our goal to be eclec-
tic. In fact, intentional eclecticism is
often a substitute for good songwriting
these days.
DB: I think the intentionally eclectic
should be shot as an example to others.
Whether it’s ‘non-traditionalists’
looking to put love-rap over Sting or
the Worldbeat movement, it sounds
like so much bland universalist kitsch.
Collage is just our background. We
probably change styles more inadvert-
ently than anything else, certainly not
for crossover appeal or some free hook.
AA: I think we write whatever we feel
like writing, in whatever style that
comes most naturally at the moment.
Retrospectively, we look back and say,
"Wow, this is all over the place."
JC: I believe that what people view
now as vast differences in style in the
same song or album, after a couple of
decades will be seen in hindsight as
natural syntheses, as, for instance, in
the case of the Beatles’ journey from
their R&B roots to "Abbey Road." The
‘middle period’ of any artist’s or
band’s development throws such
unlikely marriages into relief.
CC: And, in all honesty, the disc
you’ve heard is old enough to be out-
dated. One of the goals of our newer
recordings has been to find the com-
mon voice in songs as diverse as the
two you’ve mentioned. To be frank,
however, I find myself turned off by
the fact that most bands find one sound
and that’s it, that’s all they do, song
after song after song.
AA: And each of Brompton’s Cock-
tail’s songs is a universe unto itself.
Personally, I can’t even remember how
half the songs were written. One day
they’re just there.
JC: Without comparing us to the
Beatles, I’d say we’re currently in our
early-middle period.
CC: Putting the original disc probably
somewhere in the middle of PMS.

Which is going to be musically more
important to you, the youthful en-
thusiasm or the wisdom of age?
JC: I really don’t know.
AA: The midlife obsessive/compulsive
phase. It’s like sex. When you’re
young, you don’t know what you’re
doing. When you’re old, you don’t do
it anymore. And music is better than
sex, so this theory must apply somehow.

DB: I tend to like bands’ first albums.
JC: I hope that, being the kind of band we are, the wisdom of age will translate into
something musically relevant as we develop. Stagnation is not an option.

There are some upbeat and frantic songs on the CD and more solemn and
moody songs. Which are more difficult to write?
AA: I don’t think either mood is more or less difficult to write. The composition
comes pretty naturally for both. However, simplicity is bliss, and the stomping,
wailing and pounding of the upbeat ones is sometimes a little easier to pull off than
the delicacy that the moody ones require.

Could you give us some insight into the musical aspects of the songs on your new
album?
CC: Well, all I’ll say is, if you thought the demo was diverse, y’ain’t heard nothin’
yet.
DB: Best thing since David Lee Roth was almost going to be in Van Halen and then
wasn’t.
AA: Off the top, speed metal piano, country funk, prog metal with eastern themes,
Latin grooves, accordion funk and a toaster.
JC: I think there’s something in it for most everyone. All in all, highly enjoyable.

Let’s move onto the downright interesting and challenging lyrics. Your lyrics
have a socio-political undertone, how of that actually puts some thought into the
listener’s heads?
CC: Hopefully, somewhere in there we’re putting into their heads the thought of,
"Man, I really want to buy this CD."
JC: I’ll pass on this question.
AA: As the primary lyricist for the band, I have to say there was no intention to put
anything socio-political in the lyrics at all. I don’t really care about society or poli-
tics. If anything, the lyrics try to move the listener towards introspection and self-
examination. Destroy and rebuild yourself is the theme. Question absolutely every-
thing. I want a world where nobody takes any beliefs on face value.
DB: I won’t pass. I like Adam’s lyrics. A stroll through the album features a lot of
character driven songs like Juggler, Snail, and Poolside. And I think the music
occasionally sounds a little like musical theatre so it’s kind of appropriate. But yeah,
definitely the man side of man vs. society.

The song "The Adventures of Commodore Impossible" actually reminded me a
lot of the TV series "The Greatest American Hero" starring William Katt.
What is it really about?
JC: In two words: kicking arse.
CC: It’s very odd you mention this, because I managed to crack my skull open at the
age of six by leaping off a small structure onto concrete due to my fanatical devotion
to "The Greatest American Hero." I never thought of a connection before.
DB: I was fanatically devoted to "The Greatest American Hero" as well. He was from
the suburbs. See, it all fits together.
AA: It might be about a boy ascribing a little too much reality to his toys.

I am going way off the mark here but is the song "Ethan in Space" about what
happens to the character Vincent (portrayed by actor Ethan Hawke) when he
goes out into space, as an epilogue of the movie "Gattaca"?
CC: When people offer an interpretation that is correct, I will respond, "Yes, that is
the correct interpretation." When they offer a very poor and incorrect one, I will
respond: "No, that is in fact the incorrect interpretation." When they offer one that’s
incorrect but a hell of a lot better than what we had in mind, I will respond: "Yes, that
is the correct interpretation." So… yes, that is the correct interpretation.
JC: I think we should answer in the affirmative. That is so cool.
AA: Now wait, I don’t think that’s the right answer.
CC: Oh, well. It was fun while it lasted.
AA: Honestly, Ethan is just a friend of ours, and the song’s a weird fantasy we’ve
made up about him. In essence, he is launched into space in a cardboard refrigerator
box by the French. In an effort to retain his sanity, he collects outdated electronic
stuff from orbit and attempts to build the necessary equipment to broadcast a televi-
sion show from the box. Nonetheless, we were all impressed with your question.

This visually reminds me of the sort of movie Terry Gilliam or the French art
directors Jeunet &Caro ("The City of Lost Children," "Delicatessen") could
make. Are you familiar with their work?
AA: Gilliam, yes, very much so. Jeunet and Caro, no.
CC: Okay, I’m freaking out a bit here, because you’ve just struck a major chord for
me. Major. I’m a Gilliam maniac - absolute fanatic. I would venture to say that he’s
the greatest filmmaker of our time, as well as the most under appreciated. While I’m
not quite sure if there’s a connection between the imagery of Ethan in Space and any
of his work, a host of conclusions can be drawn from the fact that we’re all very
aware of Gilliam and his films, and then produce the sort of stuff that we do.
DB: "Brazil," "Delicatessen," these are some really great films.
JC: The thing I love about Gilliam is his unfettered expression of things that seem
unrelated on the surface that he links together somehow by virtue of being Gilliam.
It’s truly magical.
CC: Personally, I’m just glad to have had the opportunity to rant about my Gilliam
obsession in a manner that isn’t a totally unrelated interjection.

What are your views on the current importance of culture in today’s society?
JC: Culture? Do you know where I can get some? Actually, I’d like to know if this
question is as urgent in Europe as it is here in the States. I mean, we have a whole lot
of diversity here in NYC. Sort of. In the realm of international cuisine, it is a melting
pot, but otherwise, it is basically a bunch of ethnic neighbourhoods trying to preserve
the culture of their native lands for several generations, and millions of other Ameri-
cans who have blended into capitalistic nonentities. There is no definitive American
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culture. But you’ve heard this all be-
fore...
CC: Now, I’ve got to disagree with that.
While American culture is certainly
sparse, it isn’t non-existent, particularly
in the realm we’re talking about - music.
I mean, this is the country that invented
jazz and rock ‘n’ roll. Sure, they’re
derivative of other ethnic and cultural
backgrounds, but that’s the nature of
every culture. Just look at language and
how and where one borrows from an-
other. That’s what culture does. You
could almost say that one culture
couldn’t exist without another, and yet
they’re each wholly unique. It’s like the
old motto of the Knights of The Round
Table: "Adopt, adapt, and improve."
AA: Yeah, it’s easy to be pessimistic.
But in my experience of the world, it
would seem that people today value
culture about as much as they value
camel shit. They covet brainless enter-
tainment, unexamined beliefs and the
status quo. Few people want to think
anymore, or be challenged or do any-
thing beautiful with their lives. It’s
depressing. I rapturously enjoy meet-
ing individuals who seek out culture.
Culture is important if we don’t want a
stagnant society filled with human
cattle. Unfortunately, most people are
content with being herded.
DB: I think this century destroyed the
connection between value and culture.
It was probably the right thing to do,
but you get the feeling that we’re
sifting through the rubble sometimes.

Do you have closing comments of a
global importance that you would
like to share with us?
AA: Question everything. Everything.
You don’t know anything until you’ve
doubted everything.
DB: Eat more roughage. Buy
Brompton’s Cocktail. Question rough-
age. Doubt knowledge.
CC: Remember that we’re all animals,
and thereafter the things you watch
people do will start making sense
again.
JC: Honestly, I don’t feel qualified to
comment on global issues. I prefer to
comment locally and perform globally.
CC: And if you’ve never dragged your
bare ass across a dew-soaked lawn like
a dog, you’re depriving yourself of a
sensory pleasure that rivals sex and
chocolate.

Just before the deadline of this issue, I
received a rough mix of the Brompton’s
Cocktail debut CD. It’s a 12 song
musical extravaganza once again
showing the diversity of their music.
All the demo songs (of which "Sponta-
neous Human Combustion" is actually
the gem that I overlooked on the demo)
made it to the album. Of the new songs,
the mysterious and haunting "Pool-
side" and the musical circus "Juggler"
made the biggest impact during initial
listening sessions. As usual, the lyrics
are beyond the scope of normal com-
prehension and require some effort to
get into. A definite album to look out
for those interested in something
progressive yet musically entertaining.

Brompton’s Cocktail, 2900 Kennedy
Boulevard, Union City, NJ 07087,
USA, www.bromptonscocktail.com
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NIGHTMARES END
Blackend Mystery
Smashing Attitude Records/Siegen Records
This is melodic progressive metal/hard rock with
poignant vocals, but the song patterns are
similar, and the singing comes across as rather
monotonous, which quickly becomes a problem
because the songs are rather vocal oriented (and
because of the "tolerate/hate" vocal tonality). In a
very bizarre way, perhaps due to the dominating
mid-tempo rhythm and the vocal approach, this
record reminds me of Swedish melodic power/
doom metal a la Memory Garden, but the latter
shows better control of what they are doing,
better vocals, and have a powerful production
which is crucial if the songs themselves don't
stand out very much. The pseudo vampiric
image of Nightmare's End corresponds to that of
a rock band from tomorrow's B-grade horror
movie on your local TV channel, and this is
hardly a plus either. (GS)
3 1/4  [CR 3 1/2]

NIGHTWISH
Wishmaster
Spinefarm Records
"Wishmaster" gives you what you can expect
after "Oceanborn" (the second album of this
popular Finnish band) - in more mature form
but with a smaller degree of surprise. The
style is what older people call speed metal
and the younger call power metal. Romantic,
epic, bombastic, and everything-Braveheart-
is-about songs are lead by the opera-style
vocals of Tarja; the role of keyboards is
prominent (keyboard player Tuomas is the
main songwriter) but they don't overshadow
the guitars. There is no guitar-play
showcasing like with Nightwish's
countrymates Children of Bodom, and the
main focus is placed on the intensity and
melody of the songs; in this respect,
Nightwish are one of the leaders of the
speed metal (okay, power metal)
department. (GS)
4 1/4  [AO 4, AS 4 1/4, CR 3 3/4, JS 4 1/4, SV 3 3/4]

NOCTURNAL RITES
Afterlife
Century Media Records
Nocturnal Rites were one of the first bands
that aimed at bringing back heavy/speed
metal, and their debut album "In Time of
Blood and Fire" was released before the
debuts of Hammerfall or Rhapsody. With all
due respect, the band's fourth album
"Afterlife"- similar to its rather pale
predecessor "Sacred Talisman"- gives
exactly what one would expect from a
traditional European metal release and
nothing more. The production, performance,
and the new singer are all good, the songs
comply with all standards and the element of
surprise is non-existent. "Afterlife" is still a bit
higher than many of the new wagon
jumpers, but my first recommendation
regarding this band would be to get their
second album, "Tales of Mystery and
Imagination." (GS)
3 3/4  [SV 4]

OCQUITYN
Alibi in June
self-released
"Alibi in June" sees the re-emergence of two
ex-Hydrotoxin members to the prog metal
scene. Hydrotoxin was a five-piece from the
Northern part of Germany that released the
above average Dream Theater-style

OVERSOUL
Seven Days in November...
Brainticket Records
It's always a nostalgic and joyful moment
when a talented musician returns from a
hiatus. Behind the thought-provoking (and
Timothy Leary inspired) moniker go Dennis
Cornelius (vocals, guitar, and bass) and
Patric Barret (drums). Dennis Cornelius was
once part of the doom metal band
Revelation. Revelation released three
albums in existence and were highly
regarded in the doom metal community but
largely overlooked by the general public.
Dennis replaced main song writer John
Brenner for, as it turned out, Revelation's
swan song "...Yet so far." Dennis Cornelius
moved from Baltimore to Oklahoma and was
later joined by long time Revelation fan and
friend Patric Barret. Together they formed
the band COR, released two demos and
finally found sanctury with John Perez'
Brainticket Records. The band name was
changed to OverSoul and "Seven Days in
November..." was released in the summer of
2000. Musically the album is very close to
Revelation: crisp and vibrant doom metal
with progressive song structures, somewhat
like a modern sounding mixture of 80s
Trouble and 70s Rush. There are several
reasons why "Seven Days in November..."
will certainly appeal to a broader audience
than the regular doom metal community. The
compositions go beyond the boundaries of
funeral/sludge doom metal, there is a lot of
variation in rhythm and the clean
melancholic vocals are in the mid range.
Standout tracks are "Inner Dilemma" and the
18-minute epic "Sphere of Unhappiness."
One of the best doom metal albums of the
year 2000. (CR)
4 1/2

PAIN OF SALVATION
The Perfect Element
InsideOut Music
Pain of Salvation is in a class of its own. Their style is truly inimitable. Is it prog metal or prog
rock? Well, they are certainly at the border between the two genres. The guitar heaviness
level, for example, is comparable to that of Enchant, yet the rhythmic approach is very
powerful. The only thing that is absolutely certain is that Pain of Salvation is incredibly
progressive. However, this progressiveness does not stem from complex rhythm patterns a
la Spiral Architect. It's much more a matter of harmony and song structure.
"The Perfect Element, Part I", Pain of Salvation's third release, is again a concept album, this
time revolving around childhood and the difficult transition to adulthood. Actually, the package
contains two CDs, the first clocking 72:42, and the second containing old bonus tracks from
the Japanese versions of the previous albums as well as heterogeneous material ("Ashes"
video, interview, etc.).
Most songs are slow-tempo, with strong contrasts between soft instrumentation and powerful
vocals. The atmosphere is unique, frequently gloomy, creating ambiances alternating from
"torture" to "redemption." Indeed, Daniel Gildenlöw's vocals are probably the most stringent
trademark and the differentiation factor of Pain of Salvation. The singer encompasses the
most diverse styles, ranging from mildly spoken passages to harsh roaring/yelling. The music
is strongly based on multi-layered vocals and keyboards/piano, building dissonant,
sometimes almost oppressive ambiance. Several songs are actually dominated by acoustic
instruments exclusively, even more so than on previous albums.
"The Perfect Element" is certainly a masterpiece. My only regret is that it's not "metal"
enough. Sure, musicianship and compositional skills are at their top, but I would have
welcomed some more raw riffing energy on certain tracks to back-up Daniel's powerful
vocals. (AS)
4 3/4  [CR 4 1/2, GM 5, GS 4 3/4, SV 4 1/4]

symphonic metal album "Oceans" back in
1996. After the break-up of Hydrotoxin,
bass-player Ralph Rixen and Greek vocalist
Jioti Parcharidis kept on working together
musically in the early months of 1999 and
were later joined by guitar player Dankfried
Zickler and drummer Guido
Schultenfrankenfeld to form Ocquityn.
Although "Alibi in June" was already
recorded in autumn 1999, it seems to have
been overlooked by the press outside of
Germany. The most obvious first step would
be to compare the seven songs on "Alibi in
June" with the Hydrotoxin material, and it
immediately shows that Ocquityn opt for a
different musical approach. The keyboard-
based symphonics have been replaced by
more jazz funk groove and prog rock
influences, musically floating somewhere
between Flower Kings and a milder Sieges
Even. Jioti has also begun to find his own
particular style using his high vocal registers
a lot less and reminds me a lot of
Jamiroquai. Stand-out track is the up tempo
track "Demon Machine" possessing a great
groove and some subdued virtuous playing.
There's some great technical playing but
there are also a lot of average and
uninteresting parts especially in the over-
long "Question." As a whole, I therefore find
"Alibi in June" slightly immature in the sense
that Ocquityn is capable of much more than
is currently shown in my opinion. (CR)
[Ralph Rixen, Albaxer Str. 10, 37671 Hoxter,
Germany] [www.ocquityn.com]
4

PERSEPHONE'S DREAM
Moonspell
Pup in a Cup Productions
There are an increasing number of bands
that (perhaps unintentionally) try and
succeed in creating an album that makes it
extremely difficult to describe. Persephone's
Dream is a four-piece from Pittsburgh whose
music transgresses conventional boundaries
of modern progressive rock and flirts with
new wave, industrial, and ethnic music.
Although I don't support every venture into
the experimental unknown, I do respect it
when it is done in combination with talented
musicianship and focused song writing.
Originally released in 1999 and recorded
over the period of a year, "Moonspell" gives
a good indication of the diversity and growth
process. Opener "Millenium Moon" is the
more straight forward opener showing hints
of Rush and Marillion, setting the stage for
the exceptional vocals of Karin Nicely. The
musical direction is turned around almost
completely in the brilliant "Evident Dreams."
Its soothing 5-string bass and unusual
percussion propel the song whilst the angelic
vocals are interwoven until the song reaches
a crescendo with a chilling guitar solo.
"Euphoria," "Learning Curve," "Alternate
Curve," "Alternate Reality" return to the
original prog rock path until the listener is
wrong footed with the song "Earth Dreams."
Clocking in at over 12 minutes, it is basically
an instrumental with multiple percussion
instruments and some chants. It reminds me
of the music that accompanies the
Indonesian ethnic dances that are performed
for tourists. The concept and idea are
noteworthy but the execution is slightly
pretentious and certainly too long drawn.

The next song "Electronic Exotic" reminds of
an industrial version of Madonna combined
with some Sabbath style riffing and that
typical mesmerizing monotonic drone. The
remainder of the songs shows Persephone's
Dreams regular style, primarily reminding
me of Rush and Leger de Main.
Accompanied by a very well done
packaging, "Moonspell" is a recommended
album. The next album "Opposition" is
scheduled for a release later this year. Now
if they can combine the type of chorus and
guitar playing that is heard in "Doorways"
with the atmosphere and rhythms of "Evident
Dreams" then "Opposition" will be
breathtaking... (CR)
[Persephone's Dream, P.O. Box 23611, Pittsburgh, PA
15222, USA] [www.mindspring.com/~persephone1]
4

PRETTY MAIDS
Carpe Diem
Massacre Records
This is probably the most surprising album
that has come into my hands lately. And
totally unexpectedly, I admit. I would like to
remark that, by buying this album, you are
getting two (or even more?) VERY different
discs for the price of one (keep on reading
and you'll understand why). Four or five text
lines will not be enough to describe the
whole package, so I'm afraid there's no other
remedy but to analyze "Carpe Diem" almost
track by track [My fiancee helps me a bit with
a second and well received opinion, this
time]. Let's start by saying that the first 3
tracks can lay on that "in your face 80s metal
category ("Until it Dies" will fully satisfy fans
of Savatage circa Jon Oliva - I know what
I'm talking about - and it also comes with
some chorus lines surprisingly a bit
reminiscent of Virgin Steele [very 80s!]; the
catchy title track starts with a subtle Black
Sabbath feel, sounding cleaner though [if
this is not catchy, what is, then?]). But
suddenly... the AOR side of the album is
unveiled with "Clay." [I feel nostalgic
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PORCUPINE TREE
Lightbulb Sun
Snapper
Although I heard a lot about this band
before, I've never had a chance to listen to
any of their albums. Shame, 'cause
"Lightbulb Sun" is definitely one of the best
rock releases in 2000. It connects the
spherical sounds of Pink Floyd, the Beatles/
Beach Boys/King's X vocal harmonies, solid
and thought-out progressive parts, as well as
the gloomy feeling of a band like Radiohead.
This CD is swarming with outstanding
tracks, like the dramatic structured and
continuous "Hatesong" and "Russia On Ice,"
the delightful "Lightbulb Sun," the
commercial but no less genial "How Is Your
LifeToday?" or the grandly arranged "Last
Chance To Evacuate the Planet Earth
Before It Is Recycled." Luckily, Porcupine
Tree don't lose themselves in soft, dreamy
tunes, but also use heavy guitars in places
where the listener needs them badly. That's
why "Lightbulb Sun" is a very strong record
that is able to inspire very broad sections of
the audience. Best enjoyed early in the
morning... And don't forget to check out their
previous albums; it seems that they are no
less brilliant than this one. (SV)
4 1/2

because this reminds me of Rick
Springfield!] A completely new story. [This
song would win in Eurovision song
contest, with its typical Swedish chorus: a
winner]. Here, Pretty Maids sound like
another band, in fact (although one's
aware of the extraordinary potential and
very solid status the veteran Danish band
has as melodic music composers) [...I
was still waiting for the Eurovision-
modulation...]. Track #5 goes on with that
calm melodic tendency: Bryan Adams...
[A bit country-rock; America's acoustic
guitars and background vocals]. Half the
album elapsed and time again for "Carpe
Diem"'s more powerful music variant: can
you glimpse the distinct sides of this
album already? [#6: This has like Glenn
Hughes' power!]. Subsequently, more
progressive material is even given some
coverage with "Unwritten Pages" [They're
waking up the bad spirits with this song.]
Actually, it reminds me of Doctor Butcher
for its heaviness, mixed with some of the
melodic approach found at Rage's recent
works. Towards the end of the album, it
again alternates intense metal tracks with
AOR influenced compositions ["Time Awaits
for no One" has some tricks in the melodic
lines, and you can really sense this people
possess knowledge as composers], in quite
splendid and fresh manner.
We both agree it's incredible how the Pretty
Maids' singer is able to find the right feelings
for such colorful, but stylistically independent
material [the riff and verse in "Time Awaits
for no One" could have been included in
Rainbow's albums after "Difficult to Cure,"
while "They are all a Like" sounds quite
Steve Lukatherish].
As the album title already expresses, Carpe
Diem seems to be perfect music for
enjoyment: a great combination of melody
and positive power. [Excellent.] Very good.
(GM)
4 1/4

PRIME TIME
Free the Dream
Frontiers Records
Prime Time's third album seems to be their
catchiest and most melodic work to date.
Their last output "The Miracle" was good, but
not an especially impressive release. It
contained too many songs that I would
describe as ordinary melodic hard rock.
Prime Time anno 2001 pay more attention to
interesting melodies, and this is good for the
CD. Even if some of the songs move

towards pop-rock, they sound better than the
band's earlier creations. The singer Eduard
Hovinga does an especially nice job lending
the refrains various fresh accents. Good.
(SV)
3 3/4

PURGE
Purge
self-released
I'm not sure, but it seems that we have here a
Christian rock/metal band, or at least, the info on
cover sheet indicates this direction. The sound of
the CD is not very good, but musically the band
isn't bad. The songs move somewhere between
psychedelic doom metal a la Las Cruces or The
Obsessed and 70s hard rock. Some songs like
"What You Need," "Every Day," or "My
Recourse" (with Jethro Tull-ish inserts) sound
pretty interesting. If Ronnie Griffin improves his
singing a little bit, I'm sure their next record will
be much more attractive. (SV)
[$8, Ronnie Griffin, P.O. Box 640672, Kenner, LA
70064, USA]
3 1/2

QUARK
Once upon a Crime
self-released
More and more French bands are finding their
way out of their home country and venturing into
the world. Thus far not many of "Les Blues" have
been able to really tread new ground and
distinguish themselves. Sadly, Quark is no
exception. An objective view is required when
reviewing the dedicated work of a band striving
to get their efforts heard and appreciated by the
masses. This sounds logical in theory, the
practical situation can often be more difficult. It is
promoted as progressive but I can not really
distinguish any trademarks of the genre. The
songs have a regular build-up mainly comprising
of bland hard rock riffs and instrumentation,
vocals lacking power and individuality. After
multiple listens, I can still not get enthused about
the 14 songs that comprise this album. There are
some memorable parts like instrumental mid-
section in "Will to Live" and the Lynott/Moore
"Out in the Fields" melodies in "Rage Part One"
but they are few and the standard hard rock,
cheesy lyrics and Savatage-style balladesque
parts prevail. (CR)
[http://quark.rock.free.fr]
3 1/4   [AS 3 1/4, GM 3 3/4, GS 3 1/2]

RACER X
Technical Difficulties
Mascot Records
During the 80s, Racer X stood as a bright
and active US metal act that left a legacy of
splendorous tracks dominated by very
compact, heavy-edged, musicianship and by
the speedy guitar riffs launched by a young,
astonishing axeman, called Paul Gilbert.
Well, they've suddenly got together again as
a band and released a new album, nice
surprise. "Technical Difficulties" is, overall,
an updated version of what they did about a
decade and a half ago: a product, that
sounds seasoned and contemporary at the
same time (check out the closing cover of
"Children of the Grave"), where heavy metal
compositions possess a characteristic
energetic and dynamic feel and also own an
outstanding degree of integration in regards
to both the guitar and vocal performances.
Mainly because of this last aspect, names
like Van Halen (in their glory years) and
Impelliteri (Rob Rock era) immediately come
to mind, when trying to trace parallels. As a
more picturesque comparison, some parts of
the album strongly reminded me of the most
recent Pink Cream 69's effort, mixed with
NWOBHM classic Saxon. Conclusion: the

PYRAMID
The Immaculate Lie
Locomotive Music
It looks like this album released in 2000
almost passed unnoticed among the prog
metal aficionados. The fact that "The
Immaculate Lie" is not distributed widely
(probably only in Spain) explains this
ignorance. So what is it? Pyramid is a
Spanish prog metal band. Their music
reminds me somewhat of "Liquid Tension
Experiment" or the weird, dissonant parts of
"Metropolis part I"/"The Dance of Eternity"
from Dream Theater, except that it's busy
like the aforementioned examples most of
the time - and thus amazingly dense -
featuring all the characteristics of highly
progressive metal, notably a lot of free
tonality passages with "use and abuse" of
half tones. The compositions are brilliant
and the guitarist is an incredible shredder,
with a fresh, quite unique soloing style
reminiscent of Josh Christian from Toxik,
hence a similitude with techno-thrash can be
drawn.
The album also contains some flamenco
influences and a surprisingly mature track
"The Prodigal Son" (imitating classic
instrumentation), which in the beginning
makes me think of a motion picture
soundtrack for a suspense movie, and then
shifts to a calm passage that could be
inspired by Ravel's "Bolero." Fascinating.
Although the Dream Theater influences are
perceptible, Pyramid is far from being a
clone, e.g. Empty Tremor. They are much
heavier and original and demonstrate some
very solid songwriting in their own repertoire.
Besides, the singer is sometimes very high-
pitched, and it requires some adaptation to
get used to his vocal style- rather atypical in
this musical genre.
These Spaniards are really talented, and I
am surprised that they haven't received
more attention in the community until now; I
hope this is going to change soon, as
Pyramid really deserves it! (AS)
[www.pyrprogressive.com]
[terhi_locomotive@yahoo.com]
4 1/2   [CR 4, GM 4 1/4, GS 4]

songwriting is really solid, the album has
quality, and undeniably deserves a good
amount of other positive epithets, making it a
more than recommended choice for fans of
direct, yet guitar oriented, heavy melodic
music in general. (GM)
4 1/4 [CR 3 3/4]

RAIN FELL WITHIN
Believe
Dark Symphonies
The blues-ish cover depicting an angel bathing
in the light from an open window certainly
agrees with the musical content of "Believe".
Rain Fell Within play a variant of the Euro-
style gothic metal akin to the earlier works of
the likes of My Dying Bride and Theatre of
Tragedy. Although the high musical level of
their counterparts is not reached, there is
enough quality on display here with all the
necessary ingredients: female soprano, toned
down guitars, a melancholic atmosphere,
chilling and melodic, guitar solos, emphasis on
combining and doomy and midtempo within
long and epic song structures. My main
criticism focuses on the latter ingredient: each
song has memorable and original parts but the
songs are unnecessarily long in length. Four
songs are in the 8-minute range but this is
deceptive because repeating long musical
parts and lyrics artificially creates the length.
This makes the songs boring in the long run
whereas they would've been of a much higher
quality had they been reduced to 4-5 minutes.
The problem then is that "Believe" would've
have turned out even shorter than it already is
at just under 38 minutes. There is also room
for improvement in the vocal and lyrical
department. Vocalists Dawn has the emotional
element in her tone but her vocal melodies do
not show enough variation or range.
Furthermore the lyrics don't show the poetical
or philosophical depth of their counterparts. A
slightly over-ambitious release with potential
for the future. (CR)
3 3/4

RAWHEAD REXX
Rawhead Rexx
AFM Records
For all you movie buffs out there, Rawhead
Rex is the name of a (very poor) '86 horror
movie scripted by Clive Barker. By adding an
X to the name any possible legal actions are
avoided and you have a name that spells
ferociousness and rawness. If you would try

and relate the cover artwork of a monster
tearing out his heart to a certain style of
music, then gore metal a la Necrophagia is
to be expected. Well you'd be off by a long
shot. What we have here is ex-members of
Glenmore, Letter X, and Erotic Jesus joining
forces for almost an hour of keyboard-less
unadulterated metal like a more
straightforward latter day Metal Church or
Judas Priest. This is evident in the highlights
"Mr Hyde" which could've been on the "The
Dark" or the tension-filled speed metal track
"The Scream" which could've come straight
off "Painkiller." Just like the biography states,
the music is not out to embellish their music
too much with distractions. This does make
it somewhat predictable but also comforting,
you know that the balladesque first part of
"Blood on my Hands" will lead up to a
heavier climax and that the choirs will set in.
There are some parts you've heard before
like "Sons of Mayhem" which remind me a
lot of Leatherwolf's "The Calling." At times,
originality is nowhere to be found but when
it's done with such conviction and
commitment then there's no room for
possible complaints. (CR)
4   [GS 3 3/4]

RICK RAY
You People/Cast into Our Dimension
Neurosis Records
Two very do-it-yourself releases. Rick Ray is
probably one of the most productive underground
guitarists because, during a three weeks interval,
I received five different CDs from him. I kept two
for myself and gave others to Christian and
Alban. Regarding the material, most of Ray's
music fits into rock and hard rock category, but
some of it goes as far as the Beatles. Some of
the tracks have Ray on vocals, but instrumentals
dominate, and the whole approach is pretty
experimental, sometimes intricate guitar-wise,
sometimes just rocking. However, this stuff would
go reasonably well at small outside festivals or
bars, but not on CD; for the latter, a more
compact effort would be desired. (GS)
[$7 each, Neurosis Records, 2557 Madison Ave.,
Painesville, OH 44077, USA]
3

RICK RAY
Clone Man
Neurosis Records
Probably one of the weariest and most boring
albums I have had to review for a long time.
"Clone man" is a plain, blues/hard-rock
influenced guitar album with poor, dull vocals.
The melodies are uninspired and the songwriting
average at best. The release displays a
heterogeneous package of sung tracks and
acoustic guitar instrumentals, which by the way
are actually the more interesting tracks of the
album. Solos tend to have a slight amateurish
"jam-like" bent. Only one song, with dissonant,
free-jazz oriented harmonies, really stands out.
(AS)
2 1/2

REINDEL
The Dominant Theme
self-released
Lyrically, science fiction is the dominant theme
on this release. Although the topics and prose
do not really transgress the Hollywood-style
science fiction as portrayed in films such as
"Deep Impact," and "Terminator," it still is a
thing to be applauded because it is not an
overused lyrical concept. Reindel is the
appropriately named project of the brothers
Tim Reindel (drums percussion) and Jim
Reindel (all other instruments). To my ears, the
"The Dominant Theme" can be divided into
two parts. The first eight songs show an
accessible form (songs in the 2-3 minute
range and catchy groove) of progressive rock
with mild symphonic overtones and a high
level of playing as shown in the two
instrumental "Panic in Sector Seven" and
"Plight of the Red Planet". The last seven
songs are not as outright appealing and come
across as a collection of leftovers from other
musical projects with unsuccessful excursions
into electronics ("Even Though"), rap
("Pressure" and "Feed the Fire") and more
fulfilling excursions into vintage Satriani ("Back
in the Day" ) and film score ("Samplescore").
This does leave a tantalising feeling on my
behalf, because with the musical and lyrical
potential of the first part of the CD, Reindel is
capable of writing an epic science fiction
symphonic rock extravaganza. Interesting to
note is that the copy of the CD that I have is
the mp3 version with lyrics to the songs in
electronic format when played on a PC.
Disturbing is the fact that the lengths of the
songs as given on the back cover differ
significantly from the actual length. (CR)
[www.mp3.com/reindel]
3 3/4
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RAGE
Welcome to the Other Side
Gun Records
Rage, with their new line-up, truly has more
power than before, and with the new album
they will bury the talk that the band's best
years are in the past. After more than 15
years in existence, Rage had to let fresh
blood in, and did it very successfully. Of
course, the mastermind Peavy Wagner is
still at the wheel, but now the band has a
new drummer and, most importantly, the
talented guitar player Victor Smolski, who
released an interesting solo album "The
Heretic" last year. V. Smolski took his part in
Rage very enthusiastically and even
composed half of the songs for the album.
His cooperation has changed Rage's music,
as the songs composed by him are
noticeably darker; he has also added a more
technical approach to the band. The album
contains 17 new tracks, which are very
diverse, and instrumental intros give the
album a multi-structural view. The first song
on the album, "Paint the Devil on the Wall",
is in my opinion, one of the best tracks off
the CD. It contains a very characteristic
melodic side of Rage, but also takes a
certain modern approach. The next track,
"The Mirror in Your Eyes" is a more classic
Rage song composed by P. Wagner, more
commercial and with grand choruses. Later,
we face the composing abilities of V.
Smolski - "One More Time" and "I'm
Crucified" are more progressive, with
complex structures; but they always maintain
a clear melodic touch. Maybe the most
standard Rage track is speedy and melodic
"No Lies," which is followed by groovy riff-
orientated "Point of No Return." Between the
songs, we have intros showing that Rage
are perhaps at their technical peak now. The
album also has some straight heavy metal
chart-breakers such as "Straight to Hell",
which has modern riffing and more heavy
sound. Summarizing, with this album we can
see that Rage has stepped further from their
traditional style and made an album that will
be gladly appreciated by their older fans and
will attract the attention of fans of bands like
Nevermore. A highly recommended album.
(AO)
4 3/4

READING ZERO
Satellite Sessions
Y.O.R Records
This is progressive atmospheric metal,
stylistically standing close to Digital Ruin
(who atmospherized Dream Theater) and
Vauxdvihl (who atmospherized
Queensryche). The closest match here
would be to an atmospheric version of Fates
Warning "Perfect Symmetry." The foggy
sound well suites the dark laden moods
created by vocal effects and Fates/Maiden/
Queensryche guitars. "Satellite Sessions" is
similar to the band's debut "The Actual," but
the band has gone in a blurrier and more
obscure prog metal direction, as opposed to
the crystal clear and technicality-oriented
"Perfect Symmetry" sound. The new album
might not represent a significant
improvement, but that's because the debut
was already very good. Four tracks out of
eleven are inter/outer ludes, which helps to
merge all tracks into one whole piece in a
similar fashion that Digital Ruin used in
"Listen." "Turning Down the Sun" is the most
effective track, with its catchy riffing and
dynamic stops and runs. Overall, "Satellite
Sessions" is one of the best self-released
progressive metal albums in 2000. (GS)
[www.readingzero.com] [Y.O.R Records, 2806
Monument Ave #3, Richmond, VA 23221, USA]
4   [AS 3 1/2]

"Psychedelic metal" is the first term that
comes to mind when trying to define
Reading Zero's style. Their second album
entitled "Satellite Sessions" is atypical in
various senses. First, it's slow to mid-tempo,
devoid of any fast songs. Second, emphasis
is clearly put on ambience, not crunch.
Nearly half of the tracks are so calm than
they can almost be considered ballads.
What about the typical progressive features?
They are more present in terms of intricate
song structures, whereas in the harmonic
and rhythmic department, Reading Zero is
rather straightforward. I find the singer quite
dull and missing any prominent characteris-
tics. The guitar sound is also shallow and
lacking edge, resulting in fuzziness. But, in
my opinion, the most important drawback of
this release is that most songs are very
similar-sounding, hence giving the
impression to the listener that they are all
one and the same. I have got to admit that I
am disappointed; maybe I was simply
expecting too much. (AS)

RE-VISION
Whore Venus
B. Mind Records
The second album of this German band is a
well-prepared effort in the gothic-flavored
metal field. In the beginning, the band was -
sort of - influenced by progressive metal, but
the current album is more like a mix of the
Bruce Dickinson "Chemical Wedding" type
of metal with gothic. Note that you can't say
"gothic rock," since all songs are rather
heavy. The two last songs, "Drowning" and
"The Bleeding", even enter the territory of
Theatre of Tragedy and the like, but, overall,
re-Vision cannot really be pigeonholed in
one strict sub-genre. Their style should
appeal to fans of heavy, dark, melodic, mid-
tempo music with vocals mixing the
traditional gothic style with Bruce Dickinson-
like singing. In addition to almost an hour of
music, you also get about 110 Mbytes of CD-
Rom materials, including pictures and old
MP3 files, so consider "Whore Venus" a
possible purchase. (GS)
4  [AO 4, CR 4]

RHAPSODY
Dawn of Victory
Limb Music
Consistency, that's what best qualifies
Rhapsody. Building on their two previous
albums, the Italian Symphonic speed metal
band has written with this last effort, the third
chapter of its planed "tetralogy." The recipe
has hardly changed: triumphant, anthem-like
battle hymns, auto-glorification, polished
compositions, Hollywood-inspired pomp, and

heavy baroque orchestration (choirs, a
complete string ensemble). The only
noticeable changes are a more straightfor-
ward "in-your-face" sound, and crunchier,
heavier guitars. The very Manichean heroic-
fantasy story, the "Chronicles of Algalord", is
not over yet, and incredibly the meek and
feeble-voiced narrator has not been
replaced.
Is it a crime to pursue in the same direction
without modifying one's course? Certainly
not. Yet some people might get tired along
the way. Sure, the compositions are well
done, the melodies and the harmonies
gracefully balanced. The production is also
top-notch. So what's the problem? I think I'm
getting bored by the concept. Besides, the
band would have the potential to grow
tremendously in terms of progressiveness
and complexity, but doesn't seem interested
to widen their repertoire. Are we facing
indigestion with part 4? Beware in case you
are allergic: the cheese factor is 100%. (AS)
4   [AO 4, CR 3 3/4, GS 3 3/4, SV 4]

ROB ROCK
Rage of Creation
Massacre Records
The first solo album of Rob Rock, singer of
Impellitteri and Axel Rudi Pell, is firmly
rooted in good ol' fashioned metal.
Borrowing heavily from Iron Maiden (the
characteristic galloping bass and melody-
driven songs), Rob Rock has released a CD
in direct continuity of what he has always
done: a typical hard-rock album. Original?
Not really. Actually, I have rarely seen so
many worn-out/cliché licks. The Song
structure, singer's voice, riffing, lyrics,
everything is reminiscent of eighties metal.
Intercalated between these hackneyed parts,
hides some interesting solo ideas from Roy
Z, and allegedly from Jack E. Lee, though
the exact contribution of the latter is unclear.
Enough to buy the CD? Barely, unless you’re
nostalgic of this era. (AS)
3 1/4  [GM 3 3/4, GS 3 1/4]

SAVATAGE
Poets and Madmen
SPV
Skipping the recent turmoil around the
band's line-up as much as possible and
concentrating on the music, I would like to
point out that nearly 90% of the preeliminar
burst of comments that reached me from
various sources regarding this truly
anticipated release sounded not too
encouraging at first. Let's try to reason why.
From my point of view, I think it's normal to
demand "the max" from a band of this
magnitude, particularly, considering the
expectations created around the new output
and all. As of today, I can't say "Poets and
Madmen" is a mediocre album, but it seems
to me it's been crafted using in excess an
imaginary manual of "creativity knowhow."
Musicwise, the orientation of "Poets" is
obviously different from their recent albums':
less pronounced "progressive" edge, more
symphonic/hard rockish arrangements, a
good load of contundent compositions,
influenced by Caffery's style as lead guitarist
(Dr. Butcher stuff like "Don't Talk to Me" or
"The Chair" comes to mind when listening to
cuts such as "Drive" or "Awaken"). In
general, I got the feeling most of "Poets"
material is perhaps too much academic,
easier to categorize than usual and,
paraphrasing the lyrical story-line, even
artistically reclusive occasionally: I have the
impression that it does not take enough risks
creatively.
Important to point out, seeing Jon Oliva back
at the vocals, is an attractive component of
"Poets" beforehand. His peformance is, I'd
say, apt and decent along the whole disc, but
anyway, I have to question if a considerable
part of these compositions sound "adapted
to circumstances" in excess or not. I tend to
believe they do.
Strictly talking from a fan perspective, I
applaud his effort, and have particularly
enjoyed the soulful and emotional tonalities
placed at the mellower piano/mid tempo
parts, where his voice definitely feels more
comfortable and sheltered (check out
passages of "Man In The Mirror," "Stay With
Me Awhile," or "The Rumor (Jesus)," whose
inital notes ressemble pretty much of
Supertramp's famous hit "Dreamer," by the
way...). Being realistic though, due to present
shortage of faculties, I have to sadly admit
vocals do not globally shine, especially along
the most powerful passages of the album,

when backup overdubs become more
audible.
Songs like "There in the Silence," "Drive,"
and "I Seek Power" bring in some melodies
with a gloomier style, a la "Power of the
Night" era, but refrains and melodies are not
intense nor convincing enough: definitely not
the best compositions they have written in
their career. On the other hand, the most
lucid moments of "Poets" come with the
hand of "Back to a Reason" (bright and
impacting chorus lines) and "Morphine Child"
(a superb track with multipoint vocal lines
reminiscent of "The Hourglass" cut off "The
Wake of Magelan" album, mixed with some
of the straightforwardness found in "I am," in
reference to "Dead Winter Dead").
"Commissar" is an interesting heavy track as
well, which stylistically transport us for a
moment to "Handful of Rain" disc, while its
leading keyboard lines seem to connect with
the well-known "Jesus Saves" theme. Just
as an anecdote, I have noted that slightly
symphonic touch present at a good number
of instrumental stages of "Poets" - like in
"Surrender" - bear really strong similarities
with Rick Wakeman's solo material (taking
"Return to the Center of the Earth," for
instance).
Lyrically, as it's publicized, this is not a
conceptual album, but the album is
(surprise) tied by a story. If, on other
occasions, Paul O'Neill's creations have
been exalted on their own right, I should say
this one just lacks originality and is pretty
much impregnated with topic and well-
known issues. It all gives shape to a tale a
bit in the tradition of "The Hollisters"/Ennyd
Blyton's books for teenagers, in what
regards the depiction of characters, their
dialogues and reactions (stuff to tell around
a bonfire, at a camp for children perhaps).
Yes, this is one the first times I do miss
something and am not plenty satisfied with a
new Savatage release. (GM)
4

SCYTHE
Divorced Land
Galileo Records
I've noticed this band already on compilation
"Progressive DisDURPance" where they were
one of the most interesting bands. Now we
have the debut album of this German band,
which can prove once again that the first
impression was right - Scythe present
interesting and technically played symphonic
prog rock. They balance on the edge where
prog metal and prog rock meet, and have
influences both from Dream Theater and King
Crimson or Marillion, and such songs as "The
Weight of the Wind" have a clear influence of
Genesis. Not all the songs are of the same
high quality, but I would mention out very
technically played closing "Denied" with good
keyboards parts, twisted and rhythmically
strange "Run," and emotional "Discussed."
Instrumental part of the band is outstanding,
and if not this album, the next will surely be
noticed by fans of technical prog rock.
Anyway, I think that Scythe's singer Thomas
Thielen should work a lot, as his singing still
doesn't reach the standards of the greats.
(AO)
3 3/4

SEVEN SINS
Victim of Sin
Victim of Sin
Seven Sins from Germany consist of
musicians that have gathered experience in
various bands before. That's why their
traditional heavy metal doesn't sound lousy,
but carries conviction. Because of the female
voice, their songs sometimes remind me of
another German veterans Warlock, but it's
maybe not the suitable comparison to this
band. Seven Sins have enough of their own
strengths to create original songs, even if the
direction chosen by them have never tended to
any experiments. "Victim of Sin" contains nine
songs of mostly mid-tempo heavy metal, well
produced and arranged. Even if the CD begins
to bore you a bit towards the end, because of
unique old-school spirit it will appeal to all 80s
metal fans. The best track on the album for
me: "Letter to Nowhere." Check it out! (SV)
[Georg Palm, Mauerfeldchen 98, 52146
Wuerselen, Germany] [ASevensins@aol.de]
3 3/4

SEVENTH OMEN
Polarized
Septagram Records
I'm surprised how some bands succeed in
sounding this way. Listening to this record I
feel like a teenager in the 80s playing all
these old school heavy/speed/thrash LPs. I

would like to avoid any comparisons
reviewing "Polarized," but the parallels to
early Flotsam And Jetsam and Metal Church
are evident. Certainly not all of the songs on
this CD are masterpieces, but some brilliant
"examples" of glorious 80s are available: "A
Gentle Breeze," "Vultures at the Window,"
"Robotica" or "Hate Breeds." Although
towards the end, the album begins to bore a
bit, we must praise Seventh Omen for this
courageous work, particularly as the
musicianship and singing are not bad at all.
(SV)
[Septagram Records, PO Box 8062, Woodridge, IL
60517, USA] [www.seventhomen.com]
3 3/4

SEX MUSEUM
Sonic
Locomotive Music
This Spanish band exists since 1986 and
until now has published eight albums and 12
singles, participated in many festivals, but
somehow was an important band only within
the Spanish market. Hopefully the situation
will change with the new album "Sonic," as it
contains music which should be evaluated
by a much wider audience. It's hard to
describe the style we get on "Sonic," but
mostly it should attract attention of stoner
metal maniacs, because even if Sex
Museum is about crossing boundaries of the
genres, it has many elements from this style.
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Maybe not directly influenced by Black
Sabbath, it owns more from modern
generation. And, a not so useful thing in the
case of stoner metal, Sex Museum use
electronic instruments bravely and in places
where keyboards are used more
expressivelly, it even reaches the standards
of industrialized metal. The band also uses
hammond, much more traditional instrument
in the style, but they don't push it as Monster
Magnet or Spiritual Beggars, in the case of
Sex Museum it is left more in the
background. Eleven songs on "Sonic"
present catchy and often streamlined metal
which combined with electronics sounds
fresh and innovative. But while playing rocky
and groovy songs they don't forget melodies.
After listening to "Sonic," I can say that it is
really one of these interesting imports from
Spain, and it is really worth of checking out.
(AO)
4   [GM 3 3/4]

SHADOW KEEP
Corruption Within
InsideOut Music/LMP
The British Shadow Keep on their debut
album present us a lively mixture of prog,
power, and heavy metal, not particularly
original, but very professionally arranged and
recorded. The opener "Dark Tower" is the
best song on the CD, very strong track with
great refrain. The following compositions
offer good stuff in veins of Lethal, Crimson
Glory, Hades, and early Queensryche. The
singer Rogue M. reminds me one minute of
Alan Tecchio, the next of Peavey or Midnight
from Crimson Glory. This CD got raving
reviews in many metal magazines, but I
think, Shadow Keep still don't come up to
the bands whose elements I detect in their
music. Good work, but not a sensation. (SV)
3 3/4

The SIGN
Signs of Life
Frontiers Records
The Sign is a band featuring some melodic hard
rock/AOR veterans like Mark Mangold, who has
worked with Michael Bolton and Cher, Terry
Brock (Kansas, Strangeways), or Bob Rondinelli
(Rainbow, Black Sabbath, Blue Oyster Cult).
"Signs of Life" is a bit specific release with
influences from Journey or Kansas. It's true that
we have to do here with very professional album
from all aspects, but to my mind the songs lack
something, probably the necessary dynamics
and outstanding refrains. This a bit outdated hard
rock is in one ear and out the other. To tell you
the truth, I always expect more from such
experienced people. (SV)
3

SINERGY
To Hell And Back
Nuclear Blast
The project headed by Dimmu Borgir's
member Kimberly Goss got a good name
after their pretty succesful debut album
"Beware the Heavens." Strongly fullfilled with
straightforwardness, heaviness and
consistent, melodic female vocals (slightly
reminiscent of Doro circa Warlock, but in an
enhanced version), Sinergy's music mainly
combined influences from traditional heavy/
trash metal genres with some slight
references to darker metal currents.
On this follow-up, they have clearly
surpassed themselves in terms of
songwriting ("Lead us to War," "The Bitch is
Back" can be good examples). Besides, the
addition of Roope Latvala has given even
more presence to the already stunning guitar
section, formerly solely sustained by Finnish
guitar virtuoso Alexi Laiho (Children of
Bodom's mastermind). Apart from being
their motif as band, "sinergy" is also a term
we can easily make use of in order to define
the high instrumental compenetration of this
quintet, as its components show a pretty a
diverse musical background (black metal,
hard rock...). Fans of direct, fast, energetic,
driving, heavy music devoid of complex
arrangements, with an unusual and
attractive vocal approach, have here
something worth of attention. (GM)
4  [CR 3 1/2]

SMOLSKI, VICTOR
The Heretic
Drakkar
From a strictly lyrical point of view, the first solo
album of Rage's lead guitarist owns a deserved
margin of originality. Escorted by The
Whiterussian Symphonic Orchestra, he
presents a well documented work with a bunch
of narrated parts in Russian, German, and

English, carried out by himself together with
two of his band mates, Peavy Wagner and
Mike Terrana. An unusual multilingual
orientation, that's right, but also difficult to seize
and comprehend.
Conceptually, "The Heretic" tries to cover some
of the violent and dark episodes of Catholic
Inquisiton era (13th century). Orchestral
arrangements, on par with that gloomy
atmosphere, tend to stay sober, while wrap up
the dramatic passages in an apt way.
All in all, if the intellectual effort put on this
careful production can be remarkable, I am
afraid "The Heretic" will result a bit dull
musically to a majority of the people fond of
instrumental projects. On several parts of the
album, tedium comes to the front, mainly
because Smolski's guitar lines lack of
continuity, and it's quite difficult to know what
he is trying to accomplish. Or is it just too
artistic and personal? (GM)
3 1/2  [AO 4 1/4]

SPOCK'S BEARD
V
InsideOut Music
One consistent album after another and a
bright response on stage is the simple
formula by which this popular prog rock outfit
from the States keeps growing and growing.
On their fifth release, Spock's Beard
hallmark (symphonic prog rock, restful and
"suitable for all audiences," with weight
placed on the melodies and memorable
multipoint chorus lines) shines again and will
not let down fans of melodic music in
general. However, "V" goes one step further
in terms of experimentation, compared to
their previous studio release "Day for Night,"
which some rated as too commercial.
"V" in my opinion conforms a phenomenal
and very complete release for various
reasons: if musicianship plus an incredible
rythmic section and fussion of styles
(ressembling a true jam session sometimes,
in the veins of SMTP project) are the flags
along tracks like "At the End of the Day" or
"The Great Nothing"; at others, ("All on a
Sunday," "Goodbye to Yesterday") we find a
more straight, 4 minute-long-song, but
equally effective melodic approach. You will
hear stuff that takes you sometimes to
ambients found in old Pink Floyd, Kansas, or
Genesis albums, sometimes leads you to
The Eagles for the care and perfection put at
the vocals department, and sometimes
simply makes one wonder if one is

SINPHONIA
When the Tide Breaks
Lucretia Records
When I listened to Sinphonia's five-song EP
in 2000, I marked it in my mind as a good
album in The Gathering plus progressive
metal vein and placed it in my record
shelves, never finding time to return to it.
After getting the full-length debut album -
which contains the same five songs, one
new song and two new instrumentals - I
realized how good it was to hear the same
melodies again (and particularly how the
word "magician" was sung in "Moonstruck,"
he he). "When the Tide Breaks" is The
Gathering's "Mandylion" crossed with
progressive metal and has a strong focus on
good arrangements for the band's female
singer as well as on intensive drumming; the
latter is one of their differences when
compared to other artists of similar style.
"Mandylion" comparisons come because of
Sinphonia's similar weight category and
atmospheric keyboards layers (particularly in
"Path of Life"), but Sinphonia are more
rhythmic, more directly metal, and more
'progressive-metal' in song structures (for
example, in a rather free-style new song
"Now and Forever"). The high level of
dynamics on "When the Tide Breaks" makes
this album a rather ear-demanding and not
as relaxing as the style tag may suggest.
(GS)
4 1/4

SONIC DEBRIS
Velvet Thorns
DVS Records
Sonic Debris was one of the highlights of the
Progpower festival last winter. Although their
music did not really fit the metal-oriented
line-up, the stage presence was
overwhelming with especially vocalist Rune
Soerheim captivating the audience with his
attitude and charisma. After having
previously released three demos, their music
has now found a home at DVS Records. The
previous demo demo received a favourable
review and all the songs of this demo are
part of "Velvet Thorns" as well. Sonic Debris'
music is hard to describe, I hear elements of
Saigon Kick, Faith No More, and English
guitar rock. The songs are extremely well-
played though with deceivingly progressive
parts interwoven between the general
accessible melody lines. The music covers
the whole emotion spectrum from sorrow to
anger. The vocal melodies and keyboards
are two elements that need to be touched on
further. Rune Soerheims vocals are very
different than is usually the case for prog
rock music. His vocal lines are memorable
and fresh though and tend to keep buzzing
in your head afterwards. On the other hand,
the Hammond organ melodies give the
songs that awful 70s Deep Purple retro
sound that gets on my nerves. The
atmospheric keyboards that were used for
the new songs during their live show at
Progpower do give me hope for the future
though. A good album but the next album
will be much better. (CR)
4

witnessing a brilliant progressive version of
The Beatles. All in all, take these elements
more as a reference than as a description,
as in the end everything gets filtered a la
Spock´s Beard (thanks mainly to those
characteristic organ harmonies and bass
lines), in a masterful and quite unique
manner. (GM)
4 1/4  [CR 3 1/2, GS 3 1/2, SV 4 1/4]

SPOCK'S BEARD
Don't Try This At Home
InsideOut Music
The second official Spock's Beard live album
offers us a kind of best of "Kindness of
Strangers" and "Day For Night" CDs in live
format. These live versions sound really not
bad here, but, in my opinion, NealMorse & Co.
could have postponed this idea for 2-3 years
and then release a killer live Do-CD with a
solid collection from 4-5 studio records. Apart
from this wish of mine, I can't find any fault
with "Don't Try This At Home." Spock's Beard
rock, the audience rejoices. I wonder why they
don't release an official live video. Everyone
who saw Spock's Beard live was excited about
their shows. (SV)

STASIS
27 Miles Wasted
self-released
The album titles that same bands come up
with keeps on amazing me. After multiple
listens and closer analysis, I am still at a blank
what the specific significance is. Stasis is a
young band from the state of Wisconsin that
has been together since early 1998. In this
relatively short space of time, they have
managed to position themselves in their own
particular niche as shown in the 8 songs off
their debut CD "27 Miles Wasted." With the
most basic of rock line-ups (vocals, guitar,
bass, drum) a groove laden powerful and no
frills sound is created. The ingredients of the
rhythm and mood of early 90s grunge, funk-
inspired bass work, some unusual blues
chords and Pantera-ish guitar riffing and a
vocalist reminding me of Glenn Danzig without
the theatrics combine well together. There are
some progressive elements particularly in the
ethereal or spacey guitar work although I
personally would not term the music as a
whole, as progressive. None of the songs
really stand out, but a constant
level of song-writing is
maintained and the shortness of
the CD (running time of
approximately 30 minutes) does
keep it fresh even after multiple
listens. The lyrics mainly relate
to emotional themes that are
predominantly related to anger
and bitterness. For an
independent release, the album
has a clear, dry, almost sterile
sounding sound, and the guitar
has got that particular clean
undistorted tone which gives the
music that extra dimension.
Worthy of investigation if you're
into something different. (CR)
[Stasis, 236 E. Pier St., Port Washington, WI 53074,
USA] [www.geocities.com/stasisweb/]
3 3/4

STEBERL, CHRIS
Reasons for Decade
Alcazar Music
Chris Steberl offers us a good opportunity to
revisit beautiful classical themes: Vivaldi's
"The Four Seasons," Mozart's 25th Symphony
in Gm, Moussorgsky's "Night on the Bare
Mountain," among others, of course adapted
to a modern day metallic sound. Besides, he
added some genuine compositions, mainly
revolving around the neo-classical framework.
Chris performs all guitars and keyboards on
this album, leaving the remaining drums to
John Homan. The remakes are pleasant,
though somewhat surprising for those who are
used to these tunes with a full orchestra. The
few songs stemming from Steberl are nice, but
not really convincing. (AS)
[artists.mp3s.com/artists/57/
project_alcazarchris_steb.html]
3 3/4

STORMWIND
Resurrection
Massacre Records
I don't believe anymore in high emotional
values of Yngwie Malmsteen type of hard rock
mixed with neoclassical speed metal, so I tend
to evaluate it according to the amount of sing-
along material. Stormwind's album is
compentently-done technically, and has some
sing-along hits like "Ship of Salvation" or
"Passion," but it is so anti-innovative that it's
not even funny. If you don't mind the 80s feel
though, you can give it a try. (GS)
3 1/2  [SV 3 1/2]

STREET LEGAL
Thunderdome
Frontiers Records
Street Legal from Norway consist of
experienced musicians in the hard rock
sector. Even if the bands (they played in) are
not very famous, some of Street Legal
members have over 1000 gigs experience.
That's why I'm not astonished at the
professionalism that is gushing from the CD.
Stylistically, the band moves somewhere
between Thin Lizzy, UFO and early Van
Halen. The production/sound of the record
also reminds me a bit of the 70s and 80s.
Interesting structured songs and high skills
of musicianship will definitely appeal to all
fans of above mentioned bands. Listen to
"Chasing the Rainbow" or "Calling For You."
Definitely one of the best bands on the
Frontiers label. (SV)
4 1/4

SUPERSHINE
Supershine
Metal Blade
Supershine can be considered as real super-
group. I think already the fact that nobody
else than Doug Pinnick from King's X takes
the responsibility of vocals and bass
deserves attention. Then, we have Trouble's
smokeheads Bruce Franklin and Jeff Olsen,
King's X drummer Jerry Gaskill, and Galactic
Cowboys' Wally Farkas. All these guys have
recorded an album which will become the
classic of stoner rock one day. But it isn't
ordinary groovy stoner rock, as it seems like
the music is based on two styles which
collide into one. First of them is based on
exceptional guitar riffs by B. Franklin, pretty
much in the veins of his own Trouble, and,
looking deeper, in these groovy traditions of
Black Sabbath. And the other side is D.
Pinnick with his bass and so characteristic
singing manner. The final result is like a
more psychedelic and down-tuned King's X.
So, if such groovy songs as "Kingdom
Come" at the beginning leave doubts if
Supershine have really stepped out of the
shadows of King's X, such tracks as "I Can't
Help You" or "Shinin' On" prove that Doug
remains true to himself. That's not bad at all,
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SPIRITUAL BEGGARS
Ad Astra
Music For Nations
My absolute favorites of modern psychedelic rock are back
with a new mega-album. Their last output "Mantra III" was a
milestone of the genre, and "Ad Astra" undoubtedly is the
second one. Spiritual Beggars are probably the most
dynamic, intensive, and the most intelligent (what is very
important) retro band nowadays, because their songs on the
one side are incredibly heavy, makes you go wild, on the
other are very spiritual. One of the biggest assets of Spiritual
Beggars have always been the phantastic Mike Amott's
songwriting ideas for his guitar which goes very well with a bit
aggressive, but melodic Spice voice, the Deep Purple'ish
keyboards, and the hell'ish rhythm section. The result of this
"collaboration" is the record full of musical highlights:
"Wonderful World," "Per Aspera Ad Astra," "Until the Morning
Comes," "Angel of Betrayal," or "Mantra," to name a few. My
favorite is "Sedated" with its killer guitar parts, the song that
simply drives you mad! I think, there's no need to give you
more samples, you must listen to this album yourself. The
digi-pack version contains one bonus track, which on account
of the overloaded guitars pretends to be the heaviest Spiritual
Beggars song I've ever heard. Monster groove! (SV)
4 3/4  [CR 3 3/4, GS 4 1/4, AO 4 1/2]

as such tracks like rocky "Won't Drag Me
Down" are real highlights and even Monster
Magnet could take a lesson. I would also
mention out bluesy "Shadows/Light" or more
doomy "Going Down" from the list, but the
whole album can be swallowed very easily.
The only bad thing about Supershine is that
this line-up will hardly record a follow-up
release. (AO)
4 1/4

SYMBOLS
Call To The End
Mega Hard Records
Still completely unaware of their existence, I
recently was played this Brazilian band's
debut disc. And I have to admit it instantly
blew me away. The format of songs like
"Power Machine" or "Eyes in Flames" is not
anything new, or extraordinarily original as
anyone can attest. But without a doubt, there
are some tangible quality elements and
clarity of ideas in Symbols that make them
stand out among what it comes out lately in
the melodic heavy metal field.
First of all, the band sounds incredibly
compact and tight, as a whole. Also, in
general, the compositions included in this
album are highly polished (even if 4 out of
the 10 tracks included in the disc are
catalogued as "demo versions” still).
Essentially, Symbols' music moves along
melodic metal subgenres: sometimes that
crunch in the guitars brings a gust of air
("Introspection") that evokes prog metal acts
such as Ivanhoe or early Psyco Drama. On
other occassions, it connects to Angra for its
instant sense of melody and Falaschi
brothers’ impacting vocals ("The Traveller,"
"Stop the Wars"). On the other hand, it
moves a bit out of sintony while it explores
more esterile hard rock domains
("Everything I Want," with the aid of a
trumpet section, could have been easily
signed by Thunder, Guns and Roses or
Demis Roussos - just kidding). Hey, this is a
very easy listening, catchy and recom-
mended melodic metal work. (GM)
4 1/4

SYMPHONY X
V
Metal Blade Records
So they eventually did it; what was already
perceptible as a trend in the two previous
Symphony X albums with songs like "The
Divine Wings of Tragedy" finally matured:
the grand concept album. In "The New
Mythology Suite" (the subtitle of "V"), the
band from New Jersey reveals its immense
compositional talent with this superb piece of
work, dominated by powerful orchestrated
arrangements. However, as opposed to
Rhapsody's Hollywood-like pomp, for
example, this blend of classical instrumenta-
tion (albeit produced by samples, not a real
orchestra) and heavy metal is much more
cohesive and balanced, generating a truly
progressive metal experience. Precisely the
atmosphere is the feature where the
emphasis is the strongest, and certainly also
the domain in which Symphony X evolved
the most since "Twilight in Olympus." Long
passages remind of a motion picture
soundtrack, acting as ambiance builders to
layer the concept story.
The song structure is loose – even more
than before; each theme flowing seamlessly
one in another, so don't expect any "songs"
in the common sense of it. The most
constant elements remaining are probably
the mighty, crunchy, riffs of Romeo and
Allen's outstanding vocal performance. The
complete album, as could be expected, is
quite long, and I estimate that almost half of
it is instrumental.
To create an achieved concept album not
only requires all-encompassing skills, it also
represents a major challenge, demanding to
walk the path where so many failed. In this
perspective, "V" is not only a complete
success, it's also a musical masterpiece.
(AS)
5  [AO 3 3/4, CR 4 1/2, GM 4 1/2, GS 4, SV 4]

TAD MOROSE
Undead
Century Media Records
As of today, for many of us followers of the
melodic powerful heavy metal currents,
Crimson Glory's "Trascendence" album
stands as an indelible masterpiece of the
genre. That album showcased too many
memorable melody-lines and ideas to name
them all. The style: high pitched solid and

emotional vocals, wrapped up by an effective
rythmic section, bright tempo changes, and a
predominant layer of guitar sound, platform
for a collection of straightforward, yet colorful
and potent hooklines.
Some rain has fallen since 1988, older we
got, but similar impressions come to the
surface after listening to an album like
"Undead." The last output of this ("criminally
underrated," I read in the promotional text)
Swedish metal act, reminds one indeed pretty
much of the aforementioned, justifiedly
famous, disc.
Frankly, I think it is complicated to find
albums nowadays which aptly
integrate simplicity behind the
arrangements, as well as
structurewise ("sleep mode" for
keyboards here on this one), with an
energetic, intense, and vital profile.
Most attempts fall in excess into the
topic and end up being somehow
mediocre releases. Along "Undead,"
songwriting is mature, balanced, and
really consistent. Particularly, the first
subset of the tracklist ("Servant of the
Bones," "Another Time Around,"
"Where the Sun never Shines") is all
excellent, easy to get into and
haunting material. Tad Morose's new
musical proposal should easily appeal
to fans of acts like Jag Panzer,
Nocturnal Rites, early Fates Warning,
Sanctuary... And traditional-rooted,
quality heavy metal. (GM)
4 1/4  [AS 3 1/2, GS 3 3/4]

TAL DORGAR
Initiation
self-released
The trio with one of the more unusual
names around, Tal Dorgar, re-emerge
with their new release "Initiation". The
growth process from having already
released several demo tapes and a
debut CD entitled "Zero to Nowhere" in
1999 can certainly be seen on this new
7 song release. Tal Dorgar's musical
style has evolved into an original
variant of progressive thrash metal:
abrasive thrash riffs, multiple abrupt
transitions in rhythm from midtempo to
uptempo, and a lot of repetitive bridge
and chorus parts follow each other in
an erratic pace. This in combination
with the lack of real melodic hooks
tends to leave a numbing effect after
multiple listens if the concentration on the
music is not completely there. The stand-out
tracks are therefore "Justice be thy Name" and
"Infinity" in which a better balance is found
between progressive time changes and slower
and melodic parts. Vocally, Chris Hoovler has
a mid range a slightly nasal voice which suits
the music very well. The fact that he's using
multiple vocal layers and harmonies adds that
distinctive dimension to the music. The
production leaves room for improvement
though, the sound is only average with a very
shrieky and distorted guitar sound. An
interesting release. (CR)
[$10, Tal Dorgar, 10633 Bent Tree Drive,
Fredericksburg, VA 22407, USA] [www.taldorgar.com]
4

TARANTULA
Dream Maker
AFM Records
There are so many CDs being released
nowadays that it is impossible to keep track of
everything. However it is not often that a band
with 6 albums to their credit has previously
eluded me. Tarantula is a Portugese four-piece
that already released their self-titled debut album
in 1987. It wasn't until they released their
previous album "Light Beyond The Dark" on the
German label AFM Records in 1999, that things
really picked up for them outside of the warm-
blooded corner of Europe. Have I missed
anything? Well not really, although this is
surprisingly good. "Dream Maker" is a very well
crafted album along the lines of Stratovarius
ingested with a healthy dose of typical Teutonic
power/speed metal as well as vintage 80s metal.
This implies accessible song structures, vocals
melodies and lyrics. Although the back ground
vocals that are used during the choruses add an
unwanted cheesiness, there is a surprising
amount of powerful riffing and good soloing.
"Dream Maker" is a release that will certainly
please followers of the genre but I don't see it
converting anyone else. (CR)
3 1/2   [GS 3 1/2]

THOUGHTSPHERE
Vague Horizons
B. Mind Records
This band has made a name for themselves
with demos and two self-released CDs, and
this album represents them at their best so

far. Older demos were not always even in
quality, ranging from catchy choruses to
sometimes average moments that were
going nowhere. On this CD, one can sense a
concentrated effort to balance all songs well.
Thoughtsphere play their own fusion of
sublime heavy/power metal of darker kind
with mid-range, rather hollow vocals; non-
cliche in structure, with changing rhythms
and themes, and with really good choruses.
References are hard to tell, maybe Skyclad
minus folk influence, or Savatage (but I feel
it's way off). (GS)
4  [CR 3 3/4]

THRESHOLD
Hypothetical
InsideOut Music
Stepping forward. For the reputed British
prog metal outfit, this is their second album
that features Mac on vocals, and the result
has been a more consistent, polished and
smoother work at songwriting level when
compared to "Clone." Due to the
musicianship and sense of creative freedom
displayed here, "Hypothetical" reminds one
of a brilliant soundtrack at times, triggering
the listener in many different directions. The
mosaic of varying emotions and musical
passages is wrapped up, as usual, by a very
effective and absolutely bright instrumenta-
tion (you are probably familiar with that
excellent and lively Threshold-trademark
guitar sound, right?): from the beginning to
the end of it, the transitions in "Hypothetical"
are very well elaborated and measured, with
no superflous add-ons. Frankly, considering
epic cuts as "The Ravages of Time" or
"Narcissus" (nice vocal arrangements
ressembling Queen), both surpassing 10
minutes, one soon notices the album is a
mature symphonic/progessive metal release
of the highest quality. The combination of
restful, easier to assimilate tracks like "Keep
My Head" (a simple but beautiful ballad),
"Sheltering Sky," or "Keep in My head"
(which transmits a transient feel quite a la
Pink Floyd's "Us and Them"), gets blended
with material like "Long Way Home" or "Turn
On Tune In," where they successfully show
how it is perfectly viable to write fresh,
haunting progressive music with not too
complex structures, that grows in terms of
intensity, going in crescendo, accelerates,
slows down, and so forth... keeping it all
melodic and not boring as a result. For me, it
is a pleasure to listen to such albums. (GM)
4 1/2

THY MAJESTIE
The Lasting Power
Scarlet Records
The tag of melodic epic speed/power/symphonic
metal isn't as eye-grabbing as several years ago,
and this, of course, doesn't work to the merit of

Thy Majestie, a new Italian band which is clearly
influenced by Rhapsody. The band quite smartly
incorporates choirs, female vocals, folk and
symphonic influences into an otherwise very
familiar sounding metal, but the songs are not
very tight and dense. In fact, the quality of this
album is similar to the quality of the first
Rhapsody demo, but the difference is that, in
1995, the music reflecting song titles alike
"Mystery of Forest" didn't sound as overplayed
as today and therefore the Rhapsody demo was
considered the next great thing. "The Lasting
Power" could be a good soundtrack to
civilization/ancient-wars type computer games,
almost a thumbs-up demo, but it is only an 'okay'

(or even 'the same old story') album.
With the musicians becoming more
mature and with more stylistic
innovations, we might get a decent
follow-up though. (GS)
3 1/4

TIERRA SANTA
Tierras de Leyenda
Locomotive Music
Tierra Santa is a young, classic-
rooted melodic heavy metal band,
which comes right from La Rioja,
one of the most reputed wine-
growing regions in Spain. In relation
to "Legendario," their previous and
well received effort, we find a more
polished production and the same
stylistic ingredients: fast songs with
gentle and catchy chorus lines, a
consistent as well as predictable
songwriting and an undeniable
sprightliness when executing their
material. As a result of that
continuity, Tierra Santa are
harvesting again a really positive
response along Europe, particularly
in Germany. As those reactions from
abroad prove, Spanish sung vocals
do not seem to be big handicap,
since they fit perfectly with the spirit
of Tierra Santa's music. In fact, I
personally have assimilated the
strong prrrrrrrrrronunciation and
monochord entonation of the
vocalist as part of Tierra Santa's
personal sound.
Their compositions are far from
sparking with technical tricks or
breaking any new ground: if there
would be any secrets for their
succesful 3rd vintage at studio, they
should probably lie on a high dose of

listenability, accesibility and on the honesty
of their straight compositions and message. I
say this because, without being mere
imitators, Tierra Santa are a band which
admittedly drop anchors on the classic of all
classic European metal acts: Iron Maiden.
Structurewise, most of their songs are cut by
the same pattern, with effective double guitar
lines and hardly surpassing 4 minutes in
length. I give them the merit of being able to
turn a visible reference into something not
ordinary and that is going very well. (GM)
4

TIMESCAPE
Strange
Adrenaline Records
After the first two times that I listened to
Timescape's second album "Strange," I was
about to dismiss it as standard Swedish prog
lite. However this is the type of album that
needs to be listened to more often because it
doesn't immediately captivate you nor does it
cause irritation. Timescape has managed to
find their own niche within the prog metal
community. The basic premise of this niche is
the fact that they simultaneously integrate
different styles such as dance, funk, and pop
into their complex song structures. As in a
multi-cultural society, this integration is not
without its flaws. For example "Castles of
Sand" is a complex song with a great
danceable fusion-like groove and a very
irritating repetitive verse. On the other hand,
"Moontower" has some great ethereal bridges
and verses before moving into a totally
inappropriate DJ scratching sounds and a
sing-along rock chorus. This inconsistency is
made up for by the songs near the end with
the more up-beat "Stranger in the Mirror" (with
a great Spanish-style jazz rock part), the
dissonant "I'm your Nothing," and epic
"aDayiN@LiFe." The musicianship is certainly
above par with especially drummer Anders
Berlin displaying a lot of creativity with some
exotic rhythms. In a sense, Timescape remind
me of early Pain of Salvation, more focus is
needed musically, but if they can get a lyrical
conept together then the potential for much
bigger things is definitely there. For the time
being, this is an adventurous release. (CR)
4
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by Sigitas Velyvis

If there would be any nominations for the best rock/
metal CD booklet, I think, Existence's "Small People,
Short Story, Little Crime" would be the hottest
candidate for this award. But not only this small size
"magazine" charms the listener, the musical/lyrical
contents also rank among the most intelligent modern
rock releases. Although Existence aren't newcomers
in the rock scene, they are still not very famous, even
in their homeland Canada, but as I said in my CD
review, it's probably only a matter of time when they
will gain the deserved success. The main figure of the
band Alan Charles agreed to answer some of my
questions.

Another Fine Day of...

EXISTENCE

Your first band was called The
Fuehrer's Project. Tell me about the
origin of this name.
The project was really named The
Führer's War And Peace Project but
was shortened afterward. It was not my
first band but the first one with which I
developped a concept. The concept
was about wars in general and I wanted
to have a striking name that would
immediately print an image in the
audience's sub-conciousness...
And striking is probably not a
strong enough word! It
backlashed real bad. We had
to answer some questions
about our anti-semitism while
in fact the project was
denouncing the whole thing!
And the first critic came from
our Jewish printer we had
chosen for the posters. He
wasn't to pleased and pointed
out that Führer was the french
spelling... Fuehrer was the
English one! But we stuck
with it!

There were many changes in
your line-up during those
years. Could you tell me the
reasons for that?
The first idea behind Existence was to
have a band that wouldn't have a name.
Just a bunch of musicians working
under a project title. For each CD, just
a title. No name. A bit like a movie.
But that idea proved to be tough to sell
and we stucked with the first project
title, Existence. Even if it was
considered a band at first, Existence is
now like a company where people
come and go leaving behind their
input, one more brick to the buliding...
So, it's just a big family. François
(violin) has been there since 1986, on
every studio project, even before
Existence, though we played live
together last year for the first time
since 1988. Éric Pilon was there for the
EP (in 1998) though he "left" in 1996.

The music of Existence is hard to
categorize. What are your main
influences and favorite artists?
I don't think my influences reflect what
I listen too... I am influenced by
everything! I own every single record
of The Beatles, Pink Floyd, Black
Sabbath, Led Zeppelin, Harmonium,
Beau Dommage, Genesis and
Portishead but I could point a few
songs that really shaped the way I write
music. In the early days, I couldn't get
tired of things like April (Deep
Purple), Epitaph (King Krimson),
Echoes (Pink Floyd) or Équinoxes
(Cellule 3). These days, Portishead,
Poe and the old french crooners
(Aznavour, Ferré, Lama, etc.) is what I
listen to. I discovered Inquire also.
Very good band from Germany. But, I
could name so many! I own more than
400 records. I'm a fan! Also, with the
different people contributing to this
band, we do have an assortment of
infuences. Take Gaston: he started
playing pro in 1972! So, he has a totaly
different approach than me who started
in the mid-eighties. And he's a true
bluesman! I know François loves blues
too, jazz, and hard rock in general
though he has a degree in classical
music!

Tell me a bit about the concept of
your first album...
The first album is actually part 1 of a
story I started writing in 1988, while
with another band. This is the original
Existence concept. It's the story of a
musician/humanitarian/activist who
sees his daughter go through painful
situations. Suicide of a friend in
"Autumn Brain," rape in "Last Dance
With Happiness." In the second part
(not out yet...) she loses a friend to war
("The Pawn"). You add to this a father
who is afraid of dying ("Prisoner Of
Time" and "The Last Battle") and
screaming the stupidity of society
("Welcome To This World") and you
get a wonderful pot-pourri of
everything nice life has to offer...
Hahahaha! I started writing this when I
was just a teenager and had my share
of experiences, not as bad though. I
drawn from a lot of actual things. I
wanted to criticize our society a bit so I
threw everything in the pan! The
second part should be realeased some
time soon... Maybe our next album.
You can find "The Last Battle" (from
the second part) on our site, recorded
live october 1999.

"Small People, Short Story, Little
Crime" consists of simple stories, I
would even dare to say that some of
them are pretty banal. It seems it
was your intention right from the
start, or is there any deep message
behind all?
No message there... Just simple stories.
I wanted to be simpler than the last
project, also because I have another
project in a grand scale coming, and I
needed a pause... But when I looked at
the stuff I'd written, I thought it looked
as if it was all drawn from a magazine.
Right out from Vanity Fair! When I
mentioned this to my girlfriend she
suggested the little magazine/booklet
where everything would look like real
articles. For the music, it's simple. I
keep almost everything I write, so one
day or another, if I feel it's good

enough, it pops out of the hat and...
Voila! It's on a CD... Darkness and
Delirium are from 1983... First thing I
ever done on piano! Beauty Teen and
Business As Usual were written in
1994, around the time of the first
album. We played them live a few
times. Business had different lyrics
then. It was called Triumvirat and
talked about a team of three pilot in the
second world war. I still have these
lyrics. You never know... Overtime was

a jam we use to do based on a
bass riff from Alain Quesnel in
1995. I added lyrics and re-
arranged it to be a proper song
afterward. Whispers was a
bridge in that song but we
decided to cut it out before we
recorded it in March 1999 and
use the part as a bridge
between songs instead!

Are these stories true? Which
one is your favorite and why?
Are they true? hehehe! This is
not a question we get a lot... Do
they look true? I hope so! That
was the idea. But I won't say if
they're true or not. It's our little
mystery! My favorite story
would be In The Kingdom Of

Madness. I think the story is well
constructed and just bizarre enough...
But I like the story of Business As
Usual also and the lyrics of Overtime.
Very crazy this last one! I like that a
lot. As for the music, Another Fine
Day Of... is probably the one I treasure
the most on that album.

Have you spent a lot of money and
time to put together this phantastic
CD-booklet? Whose idea was it?
YES! A lot of money and time... Lots
of long hours of work! We worked
furiously to be able to finish it on time.
The stories took forever to write since I
wanted every single lyric to appear in
the texts... I'm a perfectionist freak! I
hate CD jackets that doesn't match the
CD content. Just look at Pink Floyd
The Wall's original record cover, you'll
see what I mean! Some texts/songs
work better than others but all in all I
think we did a great job. The basic idea
of the magazine is from my girlfriend.
And then, when we knew what we
wanted and had the texts, photos, ads
ready, I worked with Gérard to put
everything together.

Musically you've become a bit more
aggressive and prog oriented than
before, even if the calm moments
from the debut are still present...
It depends on the moods... I don't look
at it as a certain style. I don't want to
restrain myself to one thing. If I feel
like doing something, I do it. I don't
care if I fit or not. We never considered
Existence as a prog band. People say
we play prog. But when you listen to
Beauty Teen or Overtime or Business
As Usual, can you say we're prog? And
if I compare our stuff to the real prog
bands (Spock's Beard, Yes, Gentle
Giant, etc.) we don't even get close...
But the important thing is: Are we
proud of our work and do we like it? If
the answer is yes, than it's on a CD and
we hope people will like it too. I like
stories (musically and lyrically). So, I
write to tell stories and to move people.

Not to get in a certain circle of
friends... I listen to musicallity not
technicallity. I don't like bands that
show off too much. You know the
ones... The musicians have to serve the
music, not the other way around.

Your music and some lyrics have
very strong melancholic touch. Are
you often depressed when you are
writing your songs?
Hehehehe! I like that! Like anybody
else I have my lows and my highs... It's
just that my highs are probably higher
than anyone else and my lows, well...
very low! I like to move and to be
moved. If a story is good I have no
shame, I'll cry, laugh, scream, etc. It's
the same thing with my writing. I read
a lot so I can draw my ideas from many
things. I love history and I can't say,
when I look back on humanity's
achievement, that there's anything to
be rejoiceful about! But then again, lets
not get carried away too much and
concentrate on our little everyday
joys...

Canada is like a mixture of English
and French cultures. Do you think
that your music represents both of
them? I think, the French element is
a bit more dominating as far as the
mood goes...
More than French, I think I'm drawned
to European music, specially from UK.
I think the Americans are specialists in
pop song. They can create pop stars in
an instant. Apart from the Allman
Brothers, Kansas, Spock's Beard, Iron
Butterfly, and a few others I'm not too
much into their sound. My family is
half English and Half French so I was
raised with both cultures.

What status do you have in Canada?
Have you played outside your
homeland?
We never played outside Canada yet.
We do sell CDs here but no serious
paper has talked about us! The
situation is disastrous for underground
culture. For instance, we don't have
one single magazine apart from the
Teen stuff with the Spice Girls on top.
People read the US magazines and are
therefore influenced by that culture a
lot. Even in pop, we don't hear about
the monster hit from Europe if it's not a
hit in the US... Very bad situation. So,
we rely on colleges but the information
takes years to reach the audience. No
radios, no publications and practically
no clubs will give a chance to original
bands. It's hard to reach an audience
and we therefore rely on the web.

How could you explain the success of
another Canadian band The Tea
Party your homeland? What can
you say about Canadian audience in
general?
I can only say that The Tea Party plays
good rock. If you put aside well
planned marketing strategies designed
to sell anything to anyone, how can we
explain success? Very tough. It all has
to do with timing, having the good
sound at the right time I guess. It's a
cliché but still stands. In today's
market, talent is not everything,
unfortunately. But with the power of
Internet, things might change. The
majors might lose control over what
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people will or won't hear, thus letting
new sound emerge. As for Canadian
audiences, they're no different. They
know what the radio or TV play. A
minority will search for something
different. You have to find those few
and try to win them to your sound.
Also, Canada (for the most part) is just
another US state, cultural wise. The
only difference for Quebec is that the
singing is in french...

What do you think about
the Internet?
It's probably the most
important tool for under-
ground music business!
Because of it, we opened new
territories for our music and
made contacts with many
organizations and fans around
the world. It would have been
impossible a few years back to
do the same without spending
thousands of dollars. The only
thing that concerns me is that
the average person doesn't
know he hurts his loved artists
by exchanging MP3s via
Napster for example. This is a
very bad situation and I'm
happy that mp3.com lost
against Universal in court. We have to
protect the rights of those that work to
bring you this wonderful music. Back
when I was a kid, you had to go in dark
basements to buy your pirate Led Zep
so, few people bothered. But today, it's
done in the anonimity of your home
and it's very easy to become a criminal
without feeling the guilt. I preach for
an universal license that you would pay
monthly to your provider and that
money redistributed to the composers.
Just like the radio rights. With that in
place, you'd have a perfect Internet!

You finance your records by
yourself. Have you got any offers
from other labels?
I never got any offer. In Canada, to be
able to compete against the US, the
majors get subsidies from the
government to have local artists' CDs
published. And they only print pop...
It's a very twisted situation. Dozens of
companies like ours don't get anything
but we pay taxes. It's even worst in
Quebec, the largest population of
French in America, where the
government only finance French
product. And, I can't ask the federal
government for money either. They
will tell me to see my provincial
government since culture is a
provincial jurisdiction... I'm fucked
both ways! OOPS! Sorry!

There is a "very good" review of
Existence's tape in the CD booklet-
magazine of "Small People, Short
Story, Little Crime"...
Hehehehe! You liked it? Many people
think it's a review of the present album
but it's not. It's an actual review we got
from a Montreal cultural paper for our
first demo tape recorded in 1988 when
I was still with The Führer's Project. It
served as the basis for Existence. I
always thought he bashed myself
alright! I laughed so much that I
promised myself I would use it one
day!

Tell me about the Black Pearl
productions. How many people are
involved into this?
I own Black Pearl but I work with
many people. François Beaugard is
greatly involved in and I have another
partner who looks at the disastrous (!)
financial situation of the company. But
I also work in partnership with many
small organizations: Kinoceros (videos
and films), Hardel (Canadian

distributor), Ipso Facto (exporter). The
purpose of Black Pearl is to have the
work done in a proper manner, free of
any constraint. It allows a freedom of
expression otherwise unattainable. I
want to create in many different areas
(music, movies, writing, etc) and Black
Pearl is my vehicle for that. I also want
to sign and work with other artists one
day, but I have to concentrate on
Existence for now.

I read you were making a film.
Would you use it for your gigs as a
stage design? What else can you tell
me about this film?
We do use films (or videos) live. It's
basically the CD stories put on
celluloid. But I am also working on a
movie project of the first Existence
project. It's a very complex experience
nobody ever attempted to do before
and I cannot tell you much more about
it for now. I just can say that the script
is ready and very good!!! hehehehehe
We still need about $1 Million to do
it... If you know anybody, give them
my number! hehehehe

When are you going to release the
new Existence album?
Unfortunately, it's a question of
money! Since we don't have access to
subsidies from the government, we
have to finance everything. The
priority at this point is to get back on
the road and sell more of this album!
We'd love to join another major band
and tour Europe where our market is
right now.

Your favorite Existence tracks.
Hmmm... It's probably "The Last
Battle." But "Welcome To This World,"
"Autumn Brain," and "Another Fine
Day Of..." come close. These are songs
I can listen to as if they were from
another artist. Sometimes it's like I
haven't had anything to do with them...
Or did I???

TOWNSEND, DEVIN
Physicist
InsideOut Music
What defines musical genius? Many would
say Frank Zappa. Within the metal genre, in
my humble opinion, it is the ability to
transgress the prohibitive boundaries of
metal and be able to create something
unique in several subgenres. Only a few
musicians have been able to do that thus far
and Devin Townsend is one of them. His
curriculum vitae is too long to mention here
but his exploits with Strapping Young Lad
and Ocean Machine should be familiar to
most readers. His recent musical endeavour

is entitled "Physicist" and is, in
typical Devin Townsend fashion,
soul bearing, vibrating with emotion
and tension. The two opening songs
"Namaste" and "Victim" set the tone
with the album with its ferocious
double bass drumming, vocal agony,
razor sharp riffing, and swerving
keyboards. Subsequent songs are
more variable and can be positioned
somewhere between Strapping
Young Lad and the "Infinity" CD.
There is the over the top, all out
industrial thrash in "Death," the
upbeat, pulsating "Jupiter," to the
orchestral and anthemic epic
"Planet Rain." "Physicist" once
again shows Devin Townsend's
versatility and is a challenging
journey to the corners of his psyche.
Some are dark, some show a
glimmer of light there is always a
unsettling undertone. Now it is time
for that one monumental album that
combines rage with tears,
aggression with calmth. (CR)

4 1/4  [AO 4 1/2, AS 3 3/4, GS 4 1/4, SV 3 3/4]

TRANSATLANTIC
Live in America DoCD
InsideOut Music
Last year we had Transatlantic's debut, and here
comes the live album, right in the double format!
I'm not sure whether this album has been so
necessary at the moment. Recently the prog
scene (especially prog rock) has a strong
tendency towards numerous studio and live
projects with various known names, and I think
only about 20 percent of them are pretty good,
the rest is average or even crap. OK,
Transatlantic's debut was really a solid piece of
prog rock, and I'm looking forward to hear their
new studio opus, but I don't know if it is very
attractive to listen here to almost the same
versions of the debut album plus some Beatles
and Genesis covers. The same feeling I had
listening to "Don't Try This at Home" by Spock's
Beard. Both albums are professionally made, but
a bit boring live records. Maybe it's just my
opinion... (SV)

TRISTITIA
The Last Grief
Holy Records
Tristitia made a step forwards: if earlier on
their records you could notice tooo many
obvious influences, now they've released an
album that will help them to establish their own
individuality. We won't escape some
comparisons this time either, and such names
as Saint Vitus, Candlemass, or Manowar come
to my mind. Tristitia has slowed down their
tempo on this album, and we get heavy, slow,
melodic and, in some places, pompous doom
metal in pure traditons of this style. If
compared to many of this genre's artists,
Tristitia give much attention to the instrumental
part of their music (and instrumental
"Instrumental Hollowcoast" proves technical
abilities of the band), some female singing and
accoustic instruments are used to create that
"medieval" atmosphere, and Tristitia suceed in
this. "The Last Grief" is a good album for doom
metal fans who like it to sound in a pure,
heavy way. (AO)
4

TWILIGHT
The Edge
Academy Records
A representative example of Swedish hard
rock/power metal, which should be appreciated
by fans of Tad Morose and similar bands. "The
Edge" is actually the first Twilight demo
(released in 1992, prior to their debut album
"An Eye for an Eye"), and it displays pleasant-
to-the-ear melodic metal vocals, and keyboard-
fronted heavy and moody mid-paced songs
with a slight progressive touch. The only
difference is reflected by bonus track "The
Black Manifest" which is a prog-metal oriented
dramatic 'almost instrumental', indicating what
we may expect from keyboard player Finn
Zierler's new band Beyond Twilight. (GS)
3 3/4 [CR 3 3/4]

TWILIGHT KINGDOM
Adze
Siegen Records
Twilight Kingdom tend to compose long songs
with instrumental parts that are more
characteristics to Dream Theater than
Queensryche or Lethal, but their melodic
approach resembles the two latter bands. The
music of "Adze" is not as uniform though, and
keyboards play a dominant role, making the
overall sound not very heavy but adding a nice
dramatic touch to usually midtempo material.
The main emphasis is on good vocal melody
lines, as exemplified by "Shadow Troops" or
the title track. Pseudo-operatic vocal parts of
"Savior" are tedious, and sometimes extensive
songs (average song length is almost 9
minutes) cause a disjointed feel, but the
overall quality of the album is pretty equal. The
vocals are in well-known progressive metal
type, and the style is also caged within the
genre, thus not having too many chances to be
appreciated outside of progressive metal
community. However, "Adze" stands well as
good mid-league progressive metal. (GS)
3 3/4   [AS 4 1/4]

UNDER THE SUN
Under the Sun
Magna Carta Records
There have always been two major strands
of progressive rock, the harsh dissonant
variety with cynical lyrics and wonderfully
reckless experimentation (King Crimson,
Devil Doll, etc.) and the bright, cheery,
spiritual variety with transcendent choruses
and technically formidable, if showy,
musicianship (Yes, Rush, etc.). Under the
Sun unquestionably hails from the latter
school, with unapologetically proficient
playing, multi-layered vocal effects, textured
arrangements built around the pulsating
groove of the bass, and ambitious (some
would say pretentious) lyrical themes,
covering both spiritual and ethical terrain.
There are clear influences here, spanning
from early Genesis (their penchant for the
theatrical and their broad acoustic passages)
and Yes (the vocal layering and bass
grooves definitely owe something to Yes's
more wankery material) to Dream Theatre
and Dali's Delimna (mainly in terms of the
guitar). Rhythmically this is a very interesting
album, with some really slick polyrhythmic
riffing, ample off-times, and some wicked
bass playing courtesy of Kurt Barabas; I can
appreciate any band that knows how and
when to use a vaguely Latin or quasi-reggae
bass groove. I'm of the opinion that the
band's vocalist, Chris Shyrack, sounds best
with the addition of vocal effects and
layering, rather then with his naked voice.
Tonally he's quite capable and his phrasing
remains just on this side of good taste, but
he tends to sound a bit cold without the use
of textured layering. If he were not so
omnipresent in the music, his voice would be
less an area of contention; as with Yes, the
band is very vocal orientated. Instrumentally
the music is spot on, with some impeccable
guitar virtuosity and tasty arrangements,
rarely subject to the DTTWS (Dream
Theater Technical Wank Syndrome). All in
all, the album retains a high level of quality
throughout, the band playing with several
influences and filtering them effectively into
their own peculiar sound. The songs are
very organic, spacious affairs, with a thick
textured wash and journey-like (not the band
dammit!) arrangements, taking on the more
lucrative qualities of positive progressive
music without too much of the thick oily crud
that often lurks there. While it doesn't quite
push me over the edge, or even Close to the
Edge (ha ha), I can appreciate the music's
obvious quality - there's certainly something
here worthy of admiration. (JS)
4 1/4   [SV 4 1/4]

UNLEASHED POWER
Absorbed EP
Verdict Entertainment
Here it goes for another old-fashioned power
metal band reminiscent of Iced Earth and other
related bands. It has been a long time that EP
has been trying to reach a breakthrough, as
Jacobsen, the mastermind behind the band has
been around since 1988, though without ever
gaining widespread recognition. In this case, EP
is far from being an unnoticed gem: everything in
this band is hackneyed and worn-out. Sure, there
are some goods galloping riffs and vocals aren't
bad, but everything from this act is predictable
and straightforward. Solos and pale and lack
maturity. "Absorbed" contains 5 tracks. (AS)
[www.unleashedpower.com]
3  [GS 3 3/4]
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Starring at the Sea

by Christian Rademaker

When searching for new and interesting music in
magazines, catalogs or even on the web, a band name
and/or album title can often be related to a subgenre of
metal. However a band name like Maudlin of the Well
and an album title like "My Fruit PsychoBells a Seed
Combustible" can only leave a lot to the imagination.
And it does...

The musical and lyrical content of Maudlin of the Well's debut album is
fitting a weird album. Maudlin of the Well cover a lot of musical territory:
ranging from My Dying Bride/Autopsy style of doom/death metal to
snippets of free jazz with the compulsory trumpets and horns to 70s
psychedelic rock combined with the instrumentation of a Djam Karet or Ixt
Adux. Progressive song structures are such that this range is present
within the same song. The vocals cover the same range from a non-
operatic semi-narrative female vocal to a death-like grunt and harsh
vocals. The songs thrive on atmosphere, be it depressive, solemn,
haunting, ominous, like there’s some terrifying secret that everybody
shares a part of like in Twin Peaks. Although the abundance of creativity is
overwhelming, there are still some critical comments to be made related to
the varying quality of the production and mix, the self-indulgence of
several musical parts, and lack of smoothness and flow in several songs.
Nevertheless, innovative courageous musical outfits like Maudlin of the
Well need to cherished and supported.

Overawed by the album, there were enough questions to be asked to gain
some insight into the psyche of the people behind such a work of art. The
following interview was done with guitar player Greg Massi [GM] and
vocalist Jason Byron [JB].

COME UP WITH YOUR INTERPRE-
TATION

First of all, I am always intrigued by
band names. Could you elaborate on
the band name Maudlin of the Well?
GM: No, I cannot. Just kidding. Actually
there is no definite meaning to be
attributed to it. I am asked this question a
lot and the answer I usually give is that it
is a mixture of sadness and fantasy which
are the two main themes in our music and
lyrics. It sounds like a very fantasy
oriented name however, "maudlin" is a
word that by definition means a mood of
sorrow or sadness. So I like to think of it
like that. However, we encourage anyone
to come up with his or her own
interpretations and let us know!
JB: Here, get a load of this: think of
"Maudlin" as an actual "person," or the
personification of everything melancholy.
"of the Well" means "residing over" or
"living in/at". And wells are really cool,
depressing things anyway, so there you
have it! Of course, I agree with Greg:
come up with your own interpretation.

Could you give us some background
how the band got together in its present
form?
GM: The initial line-up came together in
1996 and was Byron, Tobias, and I. We
were high school chums who decided to
record a song together before heading off
to college that featured Tobias's music
with Byron's vocals and lyrics and my
solos. The collaboration worked so well
that we eventually kept working at it and
decided to make a band of it. Friends of
Tobias’s as well as our friend Jason on
trumpet filled out the line-up on the
album. Then to represent the music live
we have added other friends of the band to
augment the live line-up. It's up to 10
people now.

Are you all still in college now? What
are you studying?
GM: No, most of the band has all
graduated. We all studied music primarily,
I also did a major in English literature and
Sam our drummer was into computer

science but predominantly the main area
of study for everyone at their respective
colleges was music.
JB: Not me! The hell with school. Blah! I
went to fire school, though. I'm Firefighter
II certified!

QUARTER OF A MILLION
TANGERINE DREAM ALBUMS

Your music is a combination of various
styles and influences. On the homepage
you mention that Maudlin of the Well is
an astral/metal band. Musical
influences include Tiamat, Disembowel-
ment, Faith No More, Tangerine
Dream, Oxiplegatz, Jane's Addiction,
The Tea Party, My Dying Bride, the
Gathering, Nirvana, Iron Maiden,
Esoteric, Entombed, and Gorguts. How
important is it to you to show your
influences?
GM: I think the influences show up
because we have all eventually grown
through that imitation period where you
try and emulate the sound of your favorite
bands. However, we have grown up
enough to kind of show a tribute to our
influences in the music but move on to
create our own signature sound and style.
Although we only have one album out,
Tobias, Byron, and I always made demos
and have been writing songs since we
were in high school so it has been a long
evolution of our different styles and the
music of Maudlin is a combination of all
of them. I think I show my influences the
most in my solos because I have so many
different influences on the solo side that I
can't help but throw in some sort of
Adrian Smith-esque melody or some Kirk
Hammet styled lick. It's the stuff we grew
up on so it will always have a place in our
music even as we continue to evolve and
shape our sound even more.
JB: As far as writing lyrics are concerned,
Tangerine Dream has been my greatest
influence ever since I first heard them (the
soundtrack to "Legend"). Their music, to
me, at least, has always represented kind
of a soundtrack to life, you know? Very
inspirational. And I love Faith No More
and Mr. Bungle. Patton is a vocal

influence for me. He rips ass.

How would you compare the
different phases in the works
of Tangerine Dream and the
works with Klaus Schulze in
particular?
JB: You know, I own about a

quarter of a million Tangerine Dream
albums, and I really haven't a clue as to
which ones Schulze appeared on. I've
never really been too fond of their earliest
work, the completely avantgarde; it never
really triggered anything inside of me. I
much prefer their live albums from the
eighties, and some of the newer live stuff.

Are you yourself active in making
instrumental music in that vein?
JB: More or less. I haven't yet acquired a
sequencer, but everything I've ever written
for keyboard is completely Tangerine
Dream-influenced. Right now, I'm just
screwing around at home with a four-track
every once in a while. It's more of a
hobby.

GROWING UP ON 80s HAIR BANDS

Your listed influences are mainly from
the 80s and 90s although I can hear
other influences as well. In a sense your
music transcends the musical decades of
the 60s (psychedelic) to the 90s (doom
death). Which era could best chosen to
typify your sound?
GM: I can't really pinpoint an exact period
because we all come from various
backgrounds. The other band members
will probably tell you I am hopelessly
stuck in the 80s but we all listen to newer
stuff as well which is where some of the
more modern doom/death, experimental
vibes come from in the music.

What 80s music do you prefer and what
are your views on all these reunions?
GM: Well I grew up on the 80s hair bands
like Poison, Warrant and such but my
favorite music of the 80s is bands like
Iron Maiden and Judas Priest, as well as a
lot of the American thrash bands like
Metallica, Megadeth, Exodus, Overkill,
Anthrax, etc. I also discovered a whole
new batch of 80s bands in the last few
years such as Sanctuary and Liege Lord
who are among my favorites of the time
period. As for the reunions, so far I have
really been in favor of them just because I
get to see all these bands I never thought I
would ever see live, like Maiden with
Bruce and Adrian. So as long as the
reunion is done for the right reasons then I
see no problem with it. I was looking
forward to seeing the Anthrax reunion
with Belladonna but after hearing the
problems they were having getting it
together I was just happy to see Anthrax
playing their older stuff live. That was one
of the best shows I ever saw in the past
year. On a side note, I am a friend of Paul
Nelson the guitar player in Liege Lord and
just seeing how happy he was to reunite to
play Wacken Open Air 2000 was just
awesome. I think it gives a bunch of these
bands a chance to feel great again and so
far the fan response to the reunions has
been spectacular from what I have seen.
JB: I'd just like to say that it was me who
introduced Greg to Iron Maiden!!

Greg, how did you get to know Paul
Nelson of Liege Lord? Are they going to
record something new in the future?
GM: Well I worked as a metal director at
my college's radio station and I really got

into the Liege Lord album "Master
Control" and I had heard that Paul was
really cool about doing interviews so I set
up one. After hitting it off with him really
well I found out that he lives in
Connecticut somewhat near me so I asked
him if I could get a guitar lesson from him
and we've been friends ever since. I really
don't know what the plans for Liege Lord
are right now, I think they were mainly
focused on doing the Wacken performance
for now. However, Paul just released a
solo album which is really cool.
JB: And I'm friends with Greg, so I can
get a guitar lesson from him if I wanted.
Nyah!

How do you see the change in approach
to writing music and recording music
from the 60s to the 90s?
GM: Writing music never really changes.
Styles come and go and evolve and new
genres are always being created but the
idea of writing a song hasn't changed
since the days of classical composers up
to today's cheesiest pop tune. Its all about
inspiration and letting your heart,
emotions, and ears guide you to finding
the exact sound you imagine (whether of
course it guides you to becoming a real
musician or a corporate pawn to get
money). As musicians grow over the years
and get exposed to more and more, the
ability to broaden genres and become
inventive really comes out. So the process
of creation never changes but what that
process breeds changes on a daily basis.
As for recording, I think that music is now
even more in the hands of the people with
all the inexpensive recording gear you
could set up for yourself. It used to be you
would have to wait for a label to spot you
money or you would have to scrounge up
a lot of cash to go record professionally.
However, any working band can build
themselves a quality home recording
studio for between $5,000-10,000 and put
out their own CDs quite inexpensively and
easily. And with the Internet, forget about
it. Anyone can promote their band and get
attention via the Internet and if you work
hard enough at it you will get noticed. So
from the 60s-90s recording has gone from
such an elitist pursuit to such an everyday
thing that it's great to see a bunch of bands
doing it themselves and changing the way
we perceive music making as the
technology gets better and cheaper over
the years. When Maudlin of the Well first
started out we didn't even have this stuff
and that was just 4 years ago! All we had
was a cheap Tascam cassette 4-track, and
now you can get a digital 8-track
recording device with quality gear inside
of it for about the same price as the
cassette 4-track. You'll make high CD
quality music in just hours of fiddling
around with it. So recording goes along
with ever technology it progresses with
time and like everything else it eventually
becomes less of an elite kind of realm.
And now is back where it belongs in the
hands of any band with the inspiration to
write their own tunes and try to make it
for them.

MISERABLE AND ECCENTRIC

I can imagine that the music that you
are playing now is a result of a growth
process. How is your style different now
than you imagined in the beginning?
GM: We definitely took some time apart
from each other and absorbed new
influences. When we started the band the
music was heavily influenced by the likes
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of My Dying Bride and the like, the whole
doom/death thing. That's because Tobias
and Byron were huge fans of the style. I
came from a more traditional style and
was bringing in the Maiden-esque kind of
influence as far as parts went but really
our first efforts stemmed from that sort of
influence. Except for the tune "The
Ocean, the Kingdom, and the Tempta-
tion," which was one of the first four
tunes we wrote and which really first
showed the signs of our progression and
sound.
JB: And I'll always be writing about being
miserable. I think I have a pretty good
track record.

Why are the negative depressing
emotions such a predominant part of
your life? What about emotions such as
anger?
JB: Oh, anger is in there, too. Actually, on
the way to Greg's house tonight to do this
interview, all we did was scream about
how much girls suck! Some of it is sour
grapes, of course. I've spent too many
years of my youth alone when I should
have spent it interacting with other
people. I have a lot of problems with my
self-esteem, and I have very little faith in
myself. And because I spend so much
time alone, I tend to think about it a lot:
thus, subjects for songs.

You use multiple vocalists. Who is
responsible for which voice on the
album?
GM: Byron is responsible for 99% of the
death-like vocals as well as some of the
quiet whispering vocals on the clean parts
of "A Conception Pathetic" and also on
"The Ocean, the Kingdom, and the
Temptation." Tobias does the entire clean
male singing as well as a little background
harsh vocals and also contributes to the
quiet whispering vocals on "A Conception
Pathetic." And Maria's vocals are pretty
recognizable since she is the only female
singer in the band.

Tobias is credited as the song writer on
the album and he’s listed as a multi-
instrumentalist (guitars, bass,
keyboards, voice, clarinet). How
important is it to be able to play more
than one instrument?
GM: Playing more than one instrument
isn't a necessity but it definitely helps you
break out thinking in terms of one specific
instrument. For instance, my main
instrument is the guitar. I have studied it
for years and continue to study and teach
it every day. I can play a few others and
can write for other instruments but my
focus is always on being the best guitarist/
musician I can be. Tobias started out on
the clarinet and bass but soon realized he
was one of those bastards with perfect
pitch who can pick up any instrument (just
kidding Toby) And so his focus is more on
being able to express himself on any
instrument. Although the main writing of
Maudlin of the Well stuff is done on the
guitar with everything else added later to
compliment it.

You’ve now added several musicians to
the line-up. Why has Tobias focused on
the bass because bass players are not
usually the most creative and
determining part of a band?
GM: Steve Harris, and that's all I have to
say. Actually Tobias writes on guitar but
live I am not sure why he resigns himself
to the bass. But I notice from playing the
parts that it frees him up to concentrate
more on his vocal lines, and he has always
been one of the best bass players I know
so his technical training is more on the
bass. His creative focus will always be on
the entire project not just the bass but live

for now he sticks to the bass to help bring
the music out in the best possible way on
stage.

Doesn’t the fact that Tobias is in a 10-
piece ensemble restrict his creativity
because there are more compromises to
be made now?
GM: Actually it’s quite the opposite.
Tobias is the main composer and, as of
right now, it hasn't been a collaborative 10
person effort as much as Tobias writing
the bulk of everyone's parts. It gives him
more outlets to create new harmonies and
melodies for the music. Since adding new
instruments to our line-up he was really
busy writing new parts to the existing
songs so that when you see us live each
instrument has an individual voice in the
music and its not like just background
noise during clean parts.

The mood swings in your music are
worrying, for example "A Conception
Pathetic" there’s a transition from an
ethereal part and an emotional guitar
solo to a doom death part in the
Autopsy vein. What is Tobias’
personality like?
GM: Well, he is a little on the eccentric
side. But he is a very approachable
person. He is one of the nicest guys I
have ever met. But at the same time he
is someone totally devoted to his art
and that really comes out in his
constant search for innovation and
exploring which has always been a
personality trait and he applies
wholeheartedly to the music as well.

THE OCEAN

I have studied the lyrics but I am not
able be make any sense of the topics,
the abstract phrasing or the relation to
the music. Could you give me some
insight into how the lyrics are written.
GM: I'll let Byron handle that question as
he wrote most of the lyrics for the album.
JB: I wrote lyrics for four songs on the
album. Tobias gave me a rough demo of
the song later to be called "A Conception
Pathetic," and I wrote words to go along
with what I heard. It's the first part of a
myth/fantasy, which will be continued, on
the next album. "The Ocean..." was
written right after high school; pretty
much the same as the first. "Undine...,"
which has my favorite lyrics, was written
along with another crappy demo.
"Catharsis..." is the coolest, though. I
never heard the song; I just wrote a few
verses of unrhymed pentameter; it just
happened to fit absolutely perfectly with
the song. Pretty cool, if I do say so
myself! I write better, I think, when I don't
feel I have to fit everything in the music.
In the future, I'll be doing a lot more
writing on my own, and just piecing it into
the music later. The ocean is a huge
influence on both Tobias and me, so most
of the words have an ocean theme, and the
music has the whole mystery and "rolling
waves" feel to it. Longing for passion and
happiness, misery and hope. It's sad,
really, because none of the songs have any
real conclusion to them. It's just a longing
that goes on and on.

What inspires you so much about the
ocean? Its vastness and sense of
eternity?
JB: The ocean is almost like a dream for
me. You have no idea what's going on
beneath the surface, so your imagination
(well, mine anyway) goes into overdrive
coming up with stories of old gods and
magic and different intelligence to the
point of giving you that little stomach
ache connected with being really excited.
The poet part of me loves sitting and just

watching the waves roll in and the sun go
down; it always triggers thoughts of very
passionate desolation.

Why have your poems only been used
for music, what about performing them
in a park or in a theater?
JB: I don't think it would really go over
too well having me stand in a park
screaming! Actually, that would be pretty
cool.

You use a lot of old English phrases in
your lyrics, are you particularly
interested in English literature?
GM: Well, that usually comes from Byron
because he is a poet by nature. His
approach comes from deep love for
Romantic poetry from the late 1700s and
early 1800s so that old English style of
phrasing comes out in his words because
that is where his influence is most derived
from, at least for the songs on the album.
JB: Yeah, that pretty much sums it up. The
Romantic style is based on longing and
passion and dreams; I think Tobias would
have been pretty dangerous around the

turn of the nineteenth century. I would
have died of tuberculosis. Mwa ha!

Your debut CD was released on Dark
Symphonies which is a label essentially
focusing on the heavier and darker
forms of metal. A peculiar combination
in my opinion. How did this come about
or is the record released on different
labels in order to profit from different
musical genres?
GM: Dark Symphonies heard our sound
files on our web page and heard
something they liked. They are not
focused on just being the darkest label out
there. The people who run the label are
into finding and producing the best and
most original music they can find no
matter what the genre. If you look at any
of the bands on our label, they can't all be
described as some sort of metal but it's
about music and constantly being on the
cutting edge of new music and that is
what Dark Symphonies is about. As for
other labels, we have no other contract
except for Dark Symphonies, however
you can pick up our album through
various other labels' mailorder like
Century Media, Nuclear Blast, and
Relapse just to name a few.

WE ARE A FUCKING METAL BAND

You have played on the Milwaukee
Metal fest. How did you fit into the
typical metal roster and were the
audiences able to comprehend your
music?
GM: Good question. I think we fit in well
because the bottom line is that we are all
huge fans of metal. Metal is our favorite
form of music and going to the metal
festivals is a blessing just to be able to
play with bands like Opeth, Anathema,
King Diamond, etc. It was just incredibly
awesome. So it wasn't like we stick out
there. I remember someone asking me
why we were there and I said "Because
we are fucking metal band." I didn't say
that to sound pretentious or snobbish, far
from it, but the bottom line is that as

much as we cross over to different genres
and bring different influences, the core of
our group is metal and in my eyes we will
always be a metal band. Most of the fans
either got it or could respect that we were
trying to do something original on stage.
We saw some people leave and we know
that we won't make everyone a fan but did
make some new ones despite everything,
even if we also played "Blight of River
Systems" which is the most non-metal
song ever.

How open do you think listeners are to
your music, especially during a live
show when the sound is usually not
optimal?
GM: So far the audience has been pretty
open, especially since the sound at these
metal festivals has been less than optimal.
Not to say we didn't enjoy the festivals
and we are quite used to it by now.
However, I think we have come across
quite well and the responses from fans has
been tremendous. I think that the crowds
at these festivals are into checking out
new bands to try and see if they can find

new music to get into. It’s not like
when you are opening for some huge
band and the crowd is so centred on
that band that they want you to just
finish and get off stage. So far they
have been into just chilling out and
seeing what we're about. Some people
love it and some people hate it but at
least they have been giving it a
chance.

Do you improvise a lot during live
shows? How difficult is not to get

carried into an instrumental head trip?
GM: We improvise a bit but not to an
extended sense. I improvise a few solos
here and there that were not on the album,
but overall we keep to a pretty rigid song
structure at least for now. As we get more
comfortable in the live setting you can
expect us to branch out and create long
passages of cool improvised additions to
the music but for now with the time
constraints of festivals and such we stick
to the basic song structures.

Greg, you went to Italy for a guitar
clinic/summer camp. How did that
come about?
GM: Actually the guitar summer camp
was here in the USA in Connecticut. Italy
was just my vacation at the beginning of
the summer. My chance to relax after
finishing school. The guitar camp is
something I used to go to as student for
many years since 1993. After 5 years as a
student, I applied for a job to gradually
gain teaching experience and now in my
third year working there I am almost a full
time teacher there teaching metal classes
and music theory. It’s really the best job I
have ever had. It’s a great chance to help
some kids to better themselves as
musicians as well as getting the chance to
be around great musicians from all styles.
It is a great learning experience all
around. For anyone interested it is called
the National Guitar Summer Workshop
(www.guitarworkshop.com).

AMERICA IS CENTRED ON THE
LATEST TRENDS

Your line-up has a definite European
flavor with vocalist Maria-Stella
Fountoulakis coming from Greece and
you having Italian connections. How
does that influence the relation within
the band?
GM: It has no real influence. Even though
some of us have families of foreign
descent, the members are all from the
USA so we don't really have any different
kind of relations with each other based on
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ZERO HOUR
The Towers of Avarice
Sensory
On the edge of technical metal, this truly
progressive album reveals the immense
talent of the California based band. Zero
Hour's first full-length release is intricate,
complex and - most of all considered the
current trend - uniquely styled and profiled.
No Dream Theater clone, no symphonic epic
metal: rather a very syncopated, crunchy,
intertwined texture dominated by thrash-like
riffs, dissonance and odd-time signature,
among others. The rhythm section displays
an incredible tightness and precision.
However, one of the most original features of
Zero Hour is without a doubt the singer, Erik
Rosvold. His stellar vocal style is conveying
an amazingly broad range of emotion and
versatility, that could be described as a kind
of "sung narration." Even more than on their
debut album, the emphasis is on the
rhythmic section, dedicating only a minimal
amount of time to Jasun's very condensed
soloing, whose playing on the second and
third track is strongly reminiscent of Jason
Becker. There is an important discrepancy
between the first part of the album, totally
keyboard free, and the second part, more
oriented on building an ambiance with
keyboards. This relative absence of keys
(played by Jasun on this album) contrasts
with Matt Guillory's flamboyant solos on Zero
Hour's debut album. Is it a loss? I wouldn't
say that. The style is quite different, darker,
gloomier, and grimmer, and the crunch-
driven songs don't real need the keys.
"The Towers of avarice" depict a science-
fiction society which themes remind me of
the movie "Matrix": Man vs. machine, the
Saviour, etc. The superb cover art by Travis
Smith completes this masterpiece. (AS)
5   [CR 4 3/4]

UNITED STATES OF MIND
Silver Step Child
Massacre Records
USM deliver a very enjoyable cross between
alternative rock and a basic form of metal,
with a modern touch in the overall
production. Compositions stay accesible,
effective, upbeat, and well implemented,
sounding commercial at times but musically
satisfying and fresh enough. USM's material
can be defined as highly listener-friendly,
showing good taste in the elaboration of
choruses, clear song-lines, and groovy
melodic soundscapes (adding in a nice
slightly atmospheric feel, endowed by a
sober, quite a la Lingua Mortis/Rage,
orchestration). You will find here plenty of
catchy refrains in the veins of Galactic
Cowboys, Soundgarden, early STP,
Terrorvision... (taking away the "aggressive-
ness" of Terrorvision, of course). Vocally, the
album is well executed and results pleasant
stuff like Ozzy Osbourne's "No More Tears"
or "Perry Mason." A good effort of modern
rock, worth of attention, that in humble my
opinion could be marketed for a broad
audience. (GM)
4  [GS 4]

V/A
Progressive Disdurpance Vol.3
Durp
Enthusiast of progressive metal/rock Markus
Weis released already the third volume of
compilation where he tries to gather the most
interesting, in his opinion, new bands coming
from the scene. This time we get 13 bands (and
two bonus tracks) with styles ranging from old-
way prog rock to modern progressive metal and
psychedelic metal. Compared to the previous
compilations, we can see that M. Weis has
added more bands which play in traditional prog
rock style, and influences of Pink Floyd or
Genesis are evident in creation of many bands. I
would mention out Scythe, Body Full of Stars,
Salem Hill, but the ones like Transcendence,
Yoke Shire, Sfumato also are worth of attention.
And all the proggers should at least listen to it, as
already the previous compilations showed that
M. Weis has an eye on new bands. (AO)
[www.durp.com]

V/A
Warning: Minds of Raging Empires A Tribute
to Queensryche
Adrenaline Records
In a sense, Queensryche is one of the
forefathers of modern day prog metal. Especially
"Rage for Order" and "Operation Mindcrime" are
considered by many to be ahead of their time
due to their technological futuristic approach and
lyrical concept. Just before the end of 2000, the
Adrenaline Records Queensryche tribute finally
sees the proverbial light. Originally planned as a
collaboration with the Monumental group and
entitled "Taking Hold of the Flame," for unknown
reasons to me, the decision was made to work
with Siegen Records. The participation of Siegen
Records (Mystic Force, Mayadome) and
Adrenaline Records (Moon of Steel) artists is
obvious and certainly refreshing. No major label
contribution in sight but a very good opportunity
for talent that is currently abiding in the realm of
progressive and power metal to shine. A good
but not great overview (I personally miss "Queen
of the Reich," "Warning," "Take Hold of the
Flame") is given of Queensryche's glory ride
before their transcending into the grunge abyss.
Instead of sticking to the original, most of the
artists manage to add another dimension to the
originals: be it through the addition of ethnic
rhythms and chants (Karma on "I am I"),
keyboards and additional instrumental parts
(Mayadome on "Neue Regel," Power of Omens
on "Screaming in Digital," Etheria on "Eyes of a
Stranger"), female vocals (Moon of Steel on
"Anybody Listening?"), a jaw-dropping speed
metal rendition (Forte on "Prophecy"), emotional
prog rock rendition (Mind's Eye "I will
Remember"), or a groovy power metal rendition
(Black Symphony on "Deliverance"). It is ironic
that those that stay true to the originals -
Talamasca, Cyrcle IX, Factor Five - all suffer
sound wise and do not belong to the highlights.
In my opinion, the best tribute album released
thus far together with the Fates Warning tribute
"Through Different Eyes." (CR)
4 1/4

V/A
The Attack of the Dragons
Adrenaline Records
The Italian label Adrenaline Records is building a
name by partly releasing tribute CDs based on
the concept of a band covering a song on the
first CD and playing an original on the second
CD. In my opinion this concept works when
bands play a style that fits within the genre of the
tributee but in the case of Queen it doesn't seem
to have worked out. This CD is primarily aimed at
Queen fans and fans of the genre of heavy metal
but I think only a few bands will really interest in

them. The majority of the versions are by rock
and pop artists and show no real added value
compared to the original. The only highlights are
the vintage "Killer Queen" performed by Evil
Wings captures the spirit of the 70s, "Innuendo"
by Vighilia featuring female vocals, and the
acapella version of "Bohemian Rhapsody"
performed by Maybebop. A superfluous release.
(CR)
3 1/4

VANDEN PLAS
Spirit of Live
InsideOut Music
While I've got to admit that I am not a big fan
of live albums, Vanden Plas' spirit of live
certainly deserves praises. Recorded in their
stronghold of Paris, in the "Elysée
Montmartre" venue (Vanden Plas has its
largest base of fans in France), the sound is
surprisingly good for this type of release.
Having myself seen the German act live
several times, I am always amazed by the
performance of Andy Kuntz. The latter is
certainly among the handful of prog metal
singers who can really deliver on stage a
vocal performance on par with the studio
recording. The US version features 10 songs
(73:27), with a good blend of tracks from "Far
off Grace" and "The God Thing." Sure, the
worn-out "How many tears" — though slightly
modified — could have been discarded from
the set list. Welcome additions however are
two original tracks not featured on any
previous CDs, plus a nice snippet of "Ne me
quitte pas," a song from the famous French
singer Jacques Brel. That's what I expect
from a live album! Finally, the well-known
French shredder Patrick Rondat joins the
band on "Rainmaker" as a guest star.
Well-done. An excellent introduction to
Vanden Plas, especially for those who are
unfamiliar with the currently most successful
prog metal band from Germany. (AS)
4 1/2  [CR 4, GM 4, SV 3 3/4]

VANISHING POINT
Tangled in Dream
InsideOut Music/LMP
Some time ago, the German band Superior
released "Behind," an album which
agglutinated several interesting elements of
soft-sounding, yet intense progressive metal.
Following to some extent that stylistic path,
Vanishing Point is a band that from my point
of view adopts, with a similar conviction and
impeccable overall sound, a good number of
those progressive patterns ("Never Walk
Away," "Two Minds One Soul"...), but with a
more pronounced melodic approach at
compositional level. Instrumentally,
Vanishing Point's arrangements sound truly
mature, polished, impact the listener with
humming-suitable melodies and, while
resulting not too rich in shades and textures
at times, introduce enough variation to haunt
the attention of fans of more progressive
music tendencies. Their natural ambitus lays
more in the modern melodic progressive
rock field, and that's where we discover a
stellar and powerful vocalist with range and
a good amount of versatility as well (imagine
a cross between D. C. Copper and Oliver
Hartmann, from At Vance). By the way, as it
can be read in the biographical notes, this
album makes number two in their career,
Vanishing Point come from Australia (not
Stuttgart or something like that...), and the
entire album has been produced by
themselves. I should conclude remarking
what an excellent job they have
accomplished regarding this last subject.
Recommended work mainly to followers of
modern progressive rock and melodic metal
trends. (GM)
4

VIRGIN STEELE
Magick Fire Music EP
Noise Records
As a preview of Virgin Steele's forthcoming
full-length release, David Defeis surprises us
with an interesting batch of "rough mixes
and remixes". Comprising half an hour,
needless to say all the 6 tracks carry what
has become the trademark of this veteran
classic heavy metal act: charismatic vocals,
incessant, in your face, guitars and a taste
for arrangements that do not to drown the
melodies and highlight the epic choruses
and easily memorable refrains. It's a fact
that lately they have oriented their material to
a more operatic field, with a component of
less straightforwardness, as consequence.
My conclusion would be that, if Mr. Defeis is
capable of endowing "The House of Atreus -
Act II" with some of the consistency and

captivating moments of the new material
found here ("Wings of Vengeance," "Flames
of the Power"), we have the right to expect
something quite enjoyable. (GM)
4 1/4

WETTON, JOHN
Sinister
InsideOut Music
This musician needs no introduction. In the past,
John Wetton has played in such bands like
Family, King Crimson, UK, and Asia. "Sinister" is
his fourth solo work to date featuring many
known musicians: Steve Hackett, Robert Fripp,
John Mitchell (Arena), Martin Orford (IQ), Greg
Bisonette (David Lee Roth), etc. John Wetton's
material is probably a bit too soft for "Edge Of
Time" readers, I would describe it as pop rock,
but some prog rock fans will probably enjoy this
record. Without a doubt, he's a very experienced
and professional artist in this sector. (SV)
3 1/2

WOLF
Wolf
No Fashion Records
The label calls them "melodic working class
metal," and no better description can be found.
Raw and pure heavy metal influenced by old Iron
Maiden and Saxon, played in a straight way. It
may seem a bit primitive, but it definitely has that
sense of sincere heavy metal feeling. (AO)
3 1/4

YNGWIE J. MALMSTEEN
War to End all Wars
Dream Catcher
Simply chaotic. I just will say it's incredible that
products as defective as this one see the light
commercially. As man in control of all production
tasks, Yngwie should be pointed as the one
resposible for all this mess, I assume. In a few
words, the resulting layer of... sound? of this
work is so poor and infamous, that it inevitably
stains the whole disc, completely drowning the
music. Allow me to say some tracks own enough
quality and interesting elements to be rated as
fine melodic neoclassic metal compositions, but
the accompanying sound component could not
be more pathetic. Quite unbelievable. (GM)
2 1/2

our origins.

Europeans have a tendency to criticize
the typical American culture. How do
you view the American culture as
opposed to European cultures?
GM: From what I have seen in my travels
to Europe is that the European culture is a
bit more relaxed as opposed to America. I
mean America is very centred on the
latest trends. For example, the same trends
come and go in Europe as well but metal,
for example, always has the same core
group of fans which never changes and
the bands are very successful over there.
However, in America after a new trend
sets in, it absorbs the culture and
everything else gets forgotten. America is
very absorbed in the trends and it is kind
of disturbing. Aside from a few
communication problems, I found Europe
to be a much more historical and lively
environment to be in especially for the
style of music we play. We want to go
over and tour there sometime soon!

THROWING YOUR FRUIT INTO
THE SEA

Where did the unique flavor of the
artwork on the album come from?
GM: All the artwork came from Tobias.
He just sat around and kind of made up
pictures to kind of go along with the mood
and vibe of the music.
JB: Yeah, he's a weirdo. Throwing your
fruit into the sea represents giving
yourself up to your true passion, your call,
your love.

What is the relation between the album
title and the cover art? I would think
that it is related to song "The Ocean,
the Kingdom, and the Temptation."
GM: Actually I am not sure how to
answer that. There's no real definite
answer to that question in my mind.
Maybe Byron can elaborate more on the
relation to the actual lyrical content but I
feel that, just like the name of the band, it
is something that is totally unique in its
meaning to different people. So again I
encourage people to come up with their
own ideas about the meaning.
JB: There really is no relation between the
three. The song, at least, is about
somebody hearing voices out in the sea
convincing him of immortality and
waking dreams if he swims out there.
Which he does, and dies. (But what
happens after he dies, we don't know.
Mwa ha!)

Do you have any closing statements that
you would like to make?
GM: Yeah, I want to give a big thanks to
everyone who has bought our album,
come to see us play and basically
supported us over the past year since the
album came out. I also want to apologize
to any zine editors out there who had e-
mailed me regarding promos. Basically if
you need promos you will need to go
through our label Dark Symphonies and
they will hook you up with our
promotions director. I apologize again for
anyone who requested a promo and did
not receive one. Also anyone can feel free
to e-mail me at Baliset@aol.com with any
questions regarding the band. And thanks
for the interview!
JB: I just want to say that this is the best
time I've had in my life.

The new Maudlin of the Well double CD
will be a conceptual piece tied together by
unique atmospheric, instrumental
interludes. CD titles are "Bath" and
"Leaving Your Body Map."

       www.geocities.com/maudlinofthewell
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SHORT REVIEWS  by SV

BLOODGOOD "To Germany With Love" (M8
Distribution) is a bit pale live album from
1993, I’ve never heard about this disbanded
group earlier, but it seems I didn’t miss
something valuable here. Banal hard rock
with glam elements. [M8 Distribution, 6061
Hart St., East Lansing, MI 48823, USA]
[www.m8.com] [m8@m8.com]

BLOODLINE is the German doom/gothic
band feat. Ex-Pyogenesis bassist Roman
Schoensee. The debut album "Opium
Hearts" (Serenades Records) offers us a bit
outdated stuff in veins of old Paradise Lost or
My Dying Bride. Certainly it’s nice to listen to
these melodic doom tracks with growling
vocals, but on the other hand there is too
much monotony on the CD. It’s not the best
attempt to revive this style of metal. 3

BRIDE’s "Silence is Madness" (M8
Distribution) re-release comes together with
the previously unreleased "Lost in the Love"
record. Sounds really not bad, but it seems
that it has been not their best work. However,
Bride fans  should snatch at this one.

CENTURION play old-school speed/thrash
with aggressive high vocals. "Hyper
Martyrium" (Scarlet Records) offers us
dynamic stuff in veins of Exciter and Living
Death. Not bad, but I miss outstanding songs
here. 3 1/4

DEATHLESS from Spain on their "The Time
to Be Immortal" (Goldtrack Records) combine
death and speed/thrash metal using boring
growling vocal parts. It’s not one of the worst
releases of the genre, but also not one of the
best. Boring stuff. 2 1/2

Spanish band The DISMAL comes with the
debut "Make Your Mind Up" (Division House)
and tries to play modern metal in veins of
Korn or Limp Bizkit. Too unimaginative and
too monotonous. 2  [Division House,
Apartado 20, 3854 908 Branca Alb, Portugal]
[www.divisionhouse.com]
[divisionhouse@hotmail.com]

DISTRUST on their debut "No Good Deed
Shall Go Unpunished" (self released) try to
play something between metal, hardcore and
rap. Unfortunately, I would describe the
songs as: in one ear, out the other. Very
unimaginative mixture. 2  [Distrust, PO Box
426, Plaistow NH 03865-0426, USA]
[www.distrustamerica.com]
[distrusthorde@aol.com]

DOUBLE DEALER come from Japan and
play nothing else but symphonic heavy/speed
metal in veins of Symphony X, Yngwie
Malmsteen and similar bands. I’m sure this
self entitled CD (InsideOut/LMP) will receive
raving reviews in Japan, but to my mind it’s
just an ordinary release in this sector.
Everything on this record was heard hundred
times before. 3 1/2

DOUBLE DIAMOND is a Belgian band, this
country has never been very famous for
numerous heavy metal bands. Their debut "In
Danger" (self released) is produced by Rudy
Lenners (ex-Scorpions drummer) and
contains pure heavy metal material that
moves somewhere between bands like early
Saxon, Judas Priest or Iron Maiden. Shame,
there are no killer songs on this album,
although the musicianship is not bad at all. 3
1/2 [Double Diamond, PO Box 91, 2100
Deurne 1, Belgium]
[doublediamondmetal.cjb.net]
[DoubleDiamond@compuserve.com]

The typical U.S. grindcore/death is immortal.
Another band of this direction is DYING
BREED that will appeal to all brutal material
fans. The CD-booklet of "Fleshflower" (self
released) also contains everything what the
admirer of this style wants to see. 3 1/2 [RPM
Entertainment Group, PO Box 815, Hermosa
Beach, CA 90254-0815, USA]
[www.dyingbreed.com] [rpmhits@aol.com]

EVOKE play traditional death metal stuff with
all the trademarks belonging to it. "The Fury
Written" (System Shock) will find the listeners
among those who are tortured by nostalgia
of times as death metal movement has
reached its height. 3

EXCITER’s last release has got not the best
review in our mag, however, the new output
"Blood of Tyrants" (Osmose) is not as chaotic
and unimaginative. Songs like "Intruders,"
"Martial Live," or "Brutal Warning" sound here
like a brutal speed mixture of Judas Priest
and Manowar. Really successful attempt to
revive the 80s speed metal sounds. 3 3/4

FOR THE LOVE OF SUFFERING is one of
those boring hardcore/industrial bands.
These 4 tracks on "Sinus" (self released)
mini-CD really bore you to death. 2
[F.T.L.O.S., PO Box 47071, Seattle, WA
98146-7071, USA]
[jimmeftlos@deathsdoor.com]

GUARDIAN interpretation of classic Stryper’s
debut EP "Yellow and Black Attack (is Back)"
(M8 Distribution) is well done, but it seems

that it will be interesting only for Stryper fans.

The Czech death metal veterans
KRABATHOR return with another output of
very brutal death metal. "Unfortunately Dead"
(System Shock) proves the fact that together
with Vader they are one of the leading bands
of this genre from the Eastern Europe. In
February 2000 Paul Speckmann (Master,
Abomination) joined the band and
strengthened them with his mighty voice and
bass playing. Enjoy the tracks like "They Are
Unfortunately Dead," "The Eagles You Can
Have," or the outstanding "Death Through
the Centuries." 4

ORATORY "Illusion Dimension" (InsideOut/
LMP) combines symphonic heavy/speed
metal with the darker gothic side. The
material of this Portuguese band sound nice,
but real highlights are absent on the CD.
More self-confidence would do good for this
band. 3 1/4

PLANET X "Universe" (InsideOut Music) is a
second instrumental work of Derek Sherinian.
The ex-Dream Theater keyboardist is joined
here by guitarist Tony MacAlpine and the
drummer Virgil Donati. "Universe" pursues
the course of the debut album, but the new
material has become a bit weaker, to my
mind. Certainly all these musicians are
undisputed masters of their instruments, but
the album is missing something, it’s a bit too
sterile and mechanical. 3 1/2

PHILADELPHIA’s "Search and Destroy" (M8
Distribution) is a re-release from 1985. Very
good traditional 80s heavy metal, really
recommended for fans of Judas Priest,
Exciter, early Fates Warning, etc. The CD
contains an exclusive interview (printed in the
booklet) and two unreleased live tracks from
"Warlord" demo.

RIFFMASTER GENERAL from Northern
Ireland on their single "We Like That" (self
released) combines rock’n’roll, heavy metal
and hardcore. We have only two tracks here,
and it’s hard to tell you anything about the
creative level of the band. The second track
"Bloody Vengeance (I Am Destroyer)" is
really a good mixture of above mentioned
directions. [Drew Davison, 9 Rathkeel Road,
Broughshane, Ballymena, Northern Ireland
BT42 4NN] [drew@riffmastergeneral.com]
[www.riffmastergeneral.com]

ROSSOMAHAAR is a black metal band from
Russia. Their CD "Imperium Tenebrarum" is
not worse than other albums of this genre,
but it doesn’t differ from them, either. Nice 40

minutes of well produced black metal,
nothing else. 3 1/4  [10 USD/15 DM, Alex
Kantemirov, PO Box 13, 123480 Moscow,
Russia] [www.rusmetal.ru/rossomahaar]
[rossomahaar@usa.net]

SEMPER FI from Norway play an interesting
death rock with growling vocals. Their CD
entitled "Strong Weakness" (self released)
contains some nice tracks like "Center of
Believes," on the other hand offers nothing
new in this sector. Anyway, fans of mid tempo
melodic and brutal stuff could try this one. 3
1/2 [Semper Fi, PO Box 123, 6501
Kristiansund N., Norway]  [www.semper-fi.nu]
[semperfi@online.no]

SEPTICEMIA from Austria play black/death
metal. "Hopeless Age" (self released) is
nothing else but an ordinary release among
the thousand others. 3 [Peter Knall,
Brentenmaisstr. 56, 3012 Wolfsgraben,
Austria] [Septicemia@gmx.at]
[www.septicemia.start.at]

SICK OF SOCIETY "Sportsman Sound" (self
released) release goes the same way as the
earlier records.Catchy hardcore with all
trademarks of the genre. 3  [Oliver Kast,
Roemerstr. 26, 89269 Voehringen, Germany]
[www.uni-ulm.de/~s_EVOLZ]
[OKAST@hugo.rz.fh-Ulm.de]

German black metallers SUIDAKRA combine
black, heavy metal and folk elements in their
music, but the main point of "The Arcanum"
(Last Episode) is an ordinary black metal
stuff. Not bad, but not a sensation. 3 1/2

UNBOUND in their debut "...In Infinity"
(Premium Records) combine Crowbar,
Pantera and Carnivore elements. Not bad,
but heard a lot of times before. 3 1/4
[Premium Records, Christian IV Str. 61,
25348 Glueckstadt, Germany]  [hypnotic-
europe@t-online.de]

XTERIA’s "Outshine" (Scarlet Records) is
very promising debut from Italy. Their
progressive metal isn’t very original, but has
some great moments, especially in the vocals
sector. It’s true, there are no highlights on the
CD, but the material is demanding. 3 3/4

ZONATA’s second output on Century Media
label is simply entitled "Reality."
Unfortunately, it offers a bit unimaginative
stuff, even if the album is well produced and
arranged. Nowadays there are simply too
many bands of this Helloween/Gamma Ray
style. 3 1/4  [www.zonata.nu]
[zonata@hotmail.com]
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"top10"  rating was computed according to individual top ten lists

Best albums of 2000/writers’ poll AO AS CR GM GS JS SV top10 AVG

1 Pain of Salvation "The Perfect Element" 4 3/4 4 1/2 5 4 3/4 4 1/4 5 4.71
2 Spiral Architect "A Sceptic’s Universe" 4 3/4 5 4 3/4 4  1/2 5 4 1/2 4 1/4 4 3/4 4.69
3 Symphony X "V" 3 3/4 5 4 1/2 4  1/2 4 4 4 1/2 4.32
4 Spiritual Beggars "Ad Astra" 4 1/2 3 3/4 4 1/4 4 3/4 4 1/4 4.30
5 Nevermore "Dead Heart in a Dead World" 4 1/2 4 1/2 4 4 1/4 4 1/2 4 1/4 4 4 1/4 4.28
6 VAST "Music for People" 4 1/4 4 4 1/4 5 3 3/4 4.25
7 Neglected Fields "Mephisto Lettonica" 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 1/2 3 3/4 4.20
8 Fleurety "Department of Apocalyptic Affairs" 4 1/2 3 3/4 4 3/4 3 3/4 4.19
9 On Thorns I Lay "Future Narcotic" 4 1/2 4 1/2 4 1/4 3 1/2 4.19
10 Pyramid "The Immaculate Lie" 4 1/2 4 4 1/4 4 4 4.15
11 Therion "Deggial" 4 4 3 3/4 4 3/4 4 1/2 3 3/4 4.12
12 Borknagar "Quintessence" 4 4 1/4 4 1/2 4 3 3/4 4.10
13 Aghora "Aghora" 4 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 4 1/2 3 3/4 3 3/4 4.09
14 Monster Magnet "God Says No" 4 1/2 4 4 1/4 3 1/2 4.06
15 Mayhem "Grand Declaration of War" 4 1/2 4 4 4 3 3/4 4.05
16 Mystic Force "Man vs. Machine" 3 3/4 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 1/4 3 3/4 4.05
17 Easy Rider "Evilution" 3 3/4 4 4 1/2 4 1/4 3 3/4 4.05
18 Martyr "Warp Zone" 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 4 1/4 3 1/2 4.05
19 The Haunted "The Haunted Made Me D 4 1/2 3 3/4 4 1/2 4 3 1/2 4.05
20 The Gathering "If Then Else" 4 3 1/2 4 1/4 4 4 4 3/4 4 3 3/4 4.03
21 Nightwish "Wishmaster" 4 4 1/4 3 3/4 4 1/4 4 1/4 3 3/4 3 3/4 4.00
22 Atrox "Contentum" 4 1/4 3 3/4 4 1/2 3 1/2 4.00
23 Misanthrope "Misanthrope Immortel" 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 1/4 3 1/4 4.00
24 Ayreon "Universal Migrator Pt I: The Dream Sequencer" 4 1/4 4 1/2 4 3 1/4 4.00
25 Digital Ruin "Dwelling in the Out" 4 3 3/4 4 1/4 4 1/4 3 3/4 3 3/4 3.96
26 Devin Townsend "Physicist" 4 1/2 3 3/4 4 4 1/4 3 3/4 3 1/2 3.96
27 Kamelot "The Fourth Legacy" 4 3 3/4 4 1/4 4 4 1/2 3 1/4 3.96
28 Enchant "Juggling 9 or Dropping 10" 4 1/4 4 1/2 3 1/2 3 1/2 4 3.95
29 Alchemist "Organasm" 4 4 4 4 1/4 3 1/2 3.95
30 King Diamond "House of God" 4 1/4 4 4 1/4 4 3 1/4 3.95
31 Soilwork "Chainheart Machine" 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 3 1/4 3.94
32 Sculptured "Apollo Ends" 4 4 4 1/2 3 1/4 3.94
33 Enslaved "Mardraum" 4 1/2 3 3/4 4 4 3 1/4 3.90
34 In Flames "Clayman" 4 1/4 4 4 3 1/2 4 1/4 3 1/4 3.87
35 Empty Tremor "Eros and Thanatos" 4 1/4 4 3 3/4 3 1/2 3.87
36 Symmetry "Watching the Unseen" 3 3/4 4 1/4 4 3 1/2 3.87
37 Silent Exile "Dancing with Death" 4 4 1/4 4 3 1/4 3.87
38 Steel Prophet "Messiah" 4 4 1/4 4 3 1/4 3.87
39 Dark Tranquillity "Haven" 4 3 4 4 1/4 4 1/2 3 3/4 3 1/2 3.86
40 Nile "Black Seeds of Vengeance" 4 4 4 4 3 1/4 3.85

Number One and Number Two

This year resulted in a very close
fight for the first spot between Pain
of Salvation and Spiral Architect.
The first contender treads
uncharted emotional territories and
aims at eclecticism, beauty, and
power in a similar style; while the
second one represents striving for
ultimate control and perfection in
progressive technical metal. Pain
of Salvation moved from #5 last
year (with "One Hour by the
Concrete Lake") to #1, and one can
feel that "The Perfect Element"
may not be their best-ever album
yet. The band is gaining new fans
all the time, thanks to energetic and
dedicated live performances.
Meanwhile, Spiral Architect with
their ambitious debut album have a
more limited appeal (or so it seems
when collecting responses, even if
I think that it should have a very
very wide appeal), and some of the
band members prefer to make
money aside by touring with black
metal bands. "A Sceptic’s
Universe" gives a good dose of
rationalism and precision, and it’s a
good listen when doing something
technically detailed and
challenging. The follow-up may be
interesting, particularly if they are
really going to incorporate
elements of fusion and black metal.

Next Three Numbers

Affairs" is a damn fine piece of
avantgarde black metal crossed with
art rock, (9) On Thorns I Lay "Future
Narcotic" is a possible direction where
Theatre of Tragedy could have gone
(as an aside note, Theatre of Tragedy’s
recent "Musique" has to be content
with #80 out of 85 albums evaluated
by three writers or more), and (10)
Pyramid’s "The Immaculate Lie" is one
example of how adventurous and
challenging progressive metal should
sound like.

Second Top Ten

The second ten contains five known
extreme or ex-extreme metal bands
such as Therion, Borknagar, Mayhem,
The Haunted, and The Gathering; yet
the big indie metal label monotony is
broken by tech/progsters Aghora,
catchy heavy rock of Monster Magnet,
longtime progressive metallers Mystic
Force, "Chemical Wedding"-calibre
power metal of Easy Rider, and
ambitious technodeathsters Martyr.

Second Top Twenty

Changing to a quicker gear, the second
top 20 displays a wide range of styles.
A few progressive metal entries
(Digital Ruin, Empty Tremor,
Symmetry, Silent Exile) indicate that
2000 wasn’t flooded with releases of
this style, and Edge of Time’s heavier
tendencies are reflected in only two
softer prog rock/metal releases, Ayreon
and Enchant, getting into Top 40.

(Spock’s Beard’s "V" ended up being
#48, accompanied by wicked giggles
of CR and GS.)

Power metal maintains a decent but not
very prominent position, with
Nightwish, Kamelot, and Steel
Prophet. A relatively low position of
the innovator Devin Townsend (#26)
can be explained by the fact that
"Physicist" is actually not very
innovative, and the low placement of
Dark Tranquillity’s "Haven" (last year
"Projector" was #13) is mainly due to
the low grade from AS who
complained about 4/4 rhythms.

Misanthrope "Immortel" is a good
example of a very solid album (three 4
1/4) that didn’t make it into any of the
individual top lists. Anyway, it got
higher than two other fast, extreme,
and melodic albums, of Soilwork and
In Flames.

Atrox "Contentum," Alchemist’s
VoiVod-ish "Organasm," and
Sculptured "Apollo Ends" give
the diversity that the second top
20 otherwise lacks, King
Diamond proves that we give
second chances to the greats, and
Enslaved and Nile are perhaps the
only entries of, respectively, true
black and true death metal.

Disappointments

We don’t have a disappointment
category, but expectations were

not met after listening to Fates
Warning’s "Disconnected" (#63),
Labyrinth "Sons of Thunder" (#68),
and Iron Maiden "Brave New World"
(#69). The staff’s tiredness of
(symphonic) speed metal either with
aggressive or melodic vocals is
reflected by low positions of albums by
Rhapsody (#49), Stratovarius (#70),
Children of Bodom (#77), and
Hammerfall (#85).

Debuts

The debut of the year vote obviously
goes to Spiral Architect’s "A Sceptic’s
Universe," but other Top 40 entries are
Aghora, Symmetry, and Silent Exile.

Honorable Mentions

Honorable mentions for albums
evaluated by only two writers without
questions go to In The Woods "Three
Times Seven on a Pilgrimage" and
Greyhaven "Greyhaven."

High positions of Symphony X and
Nevermore are also pretty easy to
explain. "V" is Symphony X’s first
concept album and merges what the
band has been known in the concept
style, what actually gained them at
least one new fan (the previously
skeptical CR) but still hasn’t quite
convinced the Lithuanian part of our
staff. "Dead Heart in a Dead World"
also received good grades, and no big
surprises since it’s one of the best
modern-sounding metal record which
is so clearly metal and so clearly non-
retro. The lack of one main emotional
message covering the entire album
perhaps hindered it from getting higher
in the list, but that is just a pure
speculation because the very
conceptual "Dreaming Neon Black"
ended up being #6 last year.

Spiritual Beggars reached #4 and they
appear to be one of those bands that the
media loves. "Ad Astra" offers modern
psychedelic rock at its best.

Second Top Five

Other positions in Top 10 may look a
little surprising, but they reflect that
there was no main consensus of what
should constitute this year’s Top 10.
After all, it can be concluded that a big
part of the staff agrees on the
following: (6) VAST is what masses
should listen to, (7) Neglected Fields is
a perfect multiplication of technical
metal and melodic extreme metal, (8)
Fleurety’s "Department of Apocalyptic

Best albums of 2000
[writers’ poll]

Pain of Salvation
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A DUTCHMAN IN

MONTREAL
four interviews and a five-day report
by Christian Rademaker

Moving Toward One Division
Heaven’s Cry

Canadian four-piece Heaven’s Cry
created quite a stir in the music
press back in 1997 with their debut
album "Food for Thought Substi-
tute." The album was met with high
acclaim and this was justly so, in my
opinion. The intriguing sci-fi cover
and thought provoking title
suggested class and intelligence.
The high expectations were easily
fulfilled by songs such as "The
Alchemist" and "Gaia’s Judgement."
The musical style could be classified
as progressive metal with a definite
sense of originality in combining
diverse influences such as Voi Vod
(unorthodox approach to music) as
well as King’s X (vocal harmonies).

It had been very quiet since the
release of debut album and the
interview that I did with them back in
Edge of Time issue 13. Some news
reached the surface that they had
parted ways with their record
company, and that they were
recording songs for a second album.
I had a conference in Montreal, so I
used the opportunity
to contact them about
an interview. Although
everything had been
quiet to the outside
world, Heaven’s Cry
had been very busy
rebuilding their
rehearsal room into a
mini-studio. I had a
chance to listen to a
pre-production demo
for the second album.
It consisted of four
songs: "Masterdom’s
Profit," "1 of 24," "New
Paradigm," and "Divisions." The
songs show some of the finest
moments in progressive metal that I
have heard recently with especially
"Masterdom’s Profit" and "Divisions"
spanning the crown of excellence.
Although "Masterdom’s Profit" is
probably Heaven’s Cry heaviest
song to date, it shows the typical
trademarks: multiple layers of
exquisite musicianship, memorable
melodies, and vocal harmonies.
"Divisions" starts off with an
uptempo salsa part showing some
great bass/guitar lines before
moving into a tranquil part with the
typical dual vocals. It then changes
into a moody part with a surreal feel
intertwined with a heavy a technical
part while finally ending in a spine-
chilling crescendo. Guitar players
Pierre St. Jean and Olaf Quinzano
form a great complementary duo:
Pierre is the riff-oriented player while
Olaf has a unique finger-picking
style. Sylvain Auclair bass has a
really full sound and meanders
between the guitar rhythms while
drummer Luc d’Aoust is inconspicu-
ous at first, but closer analysis
reveals that he’s capable of playing
many unconventional rhythms.
These songs promise that we can
expect a lot from the second album.

It was already late in the evening
when I did the interview with the
members of Heaven’s Cry. The
atmosphere was laid back, relaxed
and slightly mellow. Not exactly the
perfect setting for a critical interview.
Therefore, my apologies for the
slight lack of structure, but I wanted
to capture the atmosphere of the
interview. This meant that it was
quite chaotic with many interruptions

continued on next page »

and alcoholic substances getting the
better of us at times. Everyone was at
my disposal, and although Pierre (PJ)
did most of the talking, the other
members Olaf  (OQ), Sylvain (SA),
and Luc (LA) certainly had their say in
different matters.

DAY �

I arrived on Saturday, early in the
evening. I had been unable to find a cash
dispenser at the airport and didn’t want
to wait in line for the exchange bureau
so I decided to risk the taxi ride without
any local currency. Luckily a pony-tailed
youngster, who was responsible for
organizing the taxi transport, notified me
of the possibility of paying by credit
card. An old Chrysler stopped and an
older Spanish man appeared. After
helping him to get my suitcase in the
taxi (I am an old man and need some
help), we left for a 15 minute ride along
some older industrial sites before we
entered the metropolis of Montreal. My
French wasn’t too great and he wasn’t
very talkative either, so I had a good
chance to admire the local architecture.

At first sight, Montreal looked a bit like
a cross between San Francisco and the
suburbs of Paris. After checking in at my
hotel and getting irritated by the fact that
my Zenith television set didn’t have
teletext, I took a stroll along St. Denis
and was surprised. This was a very
cultural street with a variety of small
restaurants ranging from Italian to
Ethiopian (and not a fast food restaurant
in sight!), several used book (in French,
of course), and used CD stores. It was
already after 8 o’clock in the evening,
and there was still a lot going on with
predominantly alternatively dressed
young people strolling about. After
finding a used copy of Mind’s Eye
"Waiting for the Tide" and Glacial Fear
MCD "Atlasphere: The Burning Circle"
for CA $12, I left the shop paying
$13.80. At first I confronted the lady
behind the counter about her possible
lack of arithmetical knowledge but then
was politely told that the given prices
didn’t include taxes. This keeps on
amazing me about North America, and it
does mislead European customers. I
finished the evening by eating a pizza in
an Italian restaurant until the time
difference finally caught up with me.

DAY �

I woke up, watched the German grand
prix, saw Michael Schumacher win in
grand style, prepared my bag for a long

HEAVEN’S CRY OBLIVEON

KRALIZEC SILENT EXILE

Freeson Rock record store

Mont Royal Street

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

The last time we did an interview
with you was just after the release of
your debut ""Food for Thought
Substitute." How do you look back
at that album, do you still like it?
PJ: Yes I still enjoy it.

That’s pretty unusual because most
bands are very critical of their older
material.
PJ: We are not pleased with the pro-
duction, but then again I don’t feel any
shame about it when I listen to it. The
songs are good and we did it the best
we could at that time.

Olaf, your name was credited on the
album but your picture wasn’t in the
booklet.
PJ: He wrote lots of parts for the first
album.
OQ: Except the songs that were on the
sampler tape ("Gaia’s Judgement,"
"Cruel Disguise," and "The Alche-
mist"), "Face", and "Out of Me."
SA: There were a lot of things we
weren’t in control of between the
record company and the management.
We were stuck in a situation where we
didn’t really want to look at everything
that was happening. All that we wanted
to do is write some good songs and
have a good time. We were a bit naive.
LA: The real reason is that Olaf had
holes in his pants when we took the
picture. [laughs]

Please fill us in on the problems that
you’ve had with your record com-
pany Hypnotic.
PJ: Today I would say that we had
something to do with it as well.
OQ: At the time that we recorded the
album, it was a new experience for me
and it was a learning experience for
everyone. Because of that, we didn’t
have complete control of everything.
Today, as time has passed, I think we
want to be responsible for the things
we do and their consequences. We
didn’t think the record company would
be good for us like that and in any
event we didn’t have a great relation-
ship with them.
PJ: We recorded in their own studio. I
don’t think we hold a grudge against
them. Today we only want to start
anew. We know a lot more about the
music business now.
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HEAVEN’S
CRY

Sunday in Montreal. I had a lunch
planned with band Silent Exile. Then
wanted to visit some CD shops and, in
the evening, to do an interview with
Obliveon.

I looked out of the window of my 18th
store room and the sky looked clear.
Curiously there was a traffic jam in front
of my hotel. As it turned out, it was some
kind of Montreal Health Day and several
roads were cut off from cars to give way
to cyclists on their early health tour.
Compared to many American cities, there
were at least parts of the road made for
cyclists so no kamikaze acts were
required as suggested by the safety
helmets. After a short morning stroll
along the southern part of St. Denis, I
made my way back and stumbled upon a
large store selling used videos and CDs.
Alas most of the videos were in French
and the NTSC (Never the Same Color)
format was also sure to scare European
interest.

I was picked up at exactly 11:00 by guitar
player Fabrice Blanchet and keyboard
player Cedric Rioux of Silent Exile. It
seemed that they had made an initial
mistake by arriving at the wrong hotel but
after looking at the roomrates and name
decided that they had made a mistake and
took a taxi to get to my hotel. Fabrice was
in a good mood because Cedric had just
cut off his long hair the day before and it
looked kind of weird to him. We walked
down the Northern part of St. Denis in
search for a restaurant to have lunch, but
this seemed to be a more difficult task
than expected. I suspect that Fabrice had
arranged this early meeting on purpose to
get compliments from lady tourists about
his beautiful long hair and flashy
sunglasses: he had especially convinced a
female student (Fabrice is a French
teacher) to casually pass by and say hello.
Most of the haute cuisine restaurants only
opened at 1 o’clock. Cedric and I were
getting slightly impatient because we
didn’t have any breakfast. Finally, we
found what seemed to be a chicken fast
food restaurant at first instance, but what
turned out to be more stylish. During the
lunch, we did the interview and tasted the
local cuisine and beer. My conclusion is
that Silent Exile must be a fun band to be
in because they really enjoyed themselves
and laughed a lot. After having waved off
the waiter four times, we finally ate the
desert and (slightly light-) headed off to
walk along the Mont Royal street in
search of my cash dispenser and some
CD shops. We stopped at Freeson, which
is a shop that specializes in progressive
metal. We listened to several CDs, and I
ended up buying a couple of CDs from
local bands (new CDs by Quo Vadis,
Spasme, Spellbound and oldies from Last
Breath and Transcendence). It was
already late in the afternoon and we had
to wait for a taxi for ten minutes (they are
like policemen, when you need them they
are not there). We took some pictures
near the Cathedral in Montreal centre,
and I went back to my hotel. Fabrice and
Cedric left exhausted after spending the
day with this vibrant Dutchman.

I visited some souvenir shops on the main
shopping street St. Catherine, but the
prices of baseball caps and ice hockey
jerseys had reached stellar levels so I
decided to take the taxi to my hotel. After
looking for a decent program on the
television, I was glad to see that the
cathode ray tube had to make way for my
evening plans. Down in the lobby,
Obliveon guitar player Martin Gagne was
waiting for me. He took me to the
southern part of St. Denis to a huge

OQ: Hypnotic is not what we need
today, and if we would have stayed
with them at the position that we are
today, we would have been stuck with
them. We are happy to be able to take
other decisions that Hypnotic would
not have been able to.

Was there a court case at the time?
PJ: We went to court many times for
small claims and we won them all.
OQ: Well actually, for the "big" case
there was a settlement, we never had to
go to court. In the settlement, we
received back all the rights. Well, of
course, all the old licenses are pending
and we have to figure them out. We
have the right to print and redistribute
"Food for Thought Substitute" but it
might not be worth it right now.
PJ: A couple of distribution companies
in Europe still have the licensing deals
to distribute it. The contracts are all
close to the end, even for Japan.

The Japanese record company
invested in the CD but that has
always been slightly unclear to me.
SA: They actually started the whole
thing by showing an interest.
PJ: They gave a good advance that
paid for the recording costs of the
album. They had three years of licens-
ing for the album.

Do you have any idea many copies
were sold?
OQ: To be true, we have no idea.
PJ: I don’t like to talk business in
interviews now, I try to avoid these
questions. We are about music. I see
now that they have their own business
to run, too. They are not in the same
position as we are and we understand
that. The Japanese record company did
a great job for us, that’s for sure.
According to the information we got,
in Canada, Hypnotic Records was
distributed by MCA Records and they
printed about 15000 copies. We know
that some has been sold in Europe and
the rest of the world. We also know
that we sold at least 12000 copies in
Japan. As for the rest of the world, we
have no clue. This is the only informa-
tion we got from our management at
the time, and it‘s been a while already.
We know that more copies have been
sold afterwards but I rather keep it to
what we know. We would love to be
able to live from our music, but we are
not doing this for the money or we
would probably put out commercial
albums!

THE SECOND COMING

With all the hassles with the record
company behind you, what are the
plans for releasing your second
album independently?

PJ: There’s a possibility we might do it
independently: we might be recording
and producing the album here by
ourselves. We might ask the help of
some other people like the guitar
player from Obliveon Pierre Remillard.
He’s a great soundman, so we will
probably ask him to comment on what
we’ve done.
OQ: I would like to keep the doors
open to record companies. I think that
we have a very good product, and I
think we should be open to anyone
who can do something good for it and
help us out.
PJ: We had plans to record in summer
but we’ve been saying that for two
years [laughs]. Seriously, we will take
the time it will need, but it shouldn’t
take too long.
LD: Two years ago we only had six
songs so we weren’t capable of making
a second album.

You recorded a six song promo demo
a year ago but you told me that some
songs have already been reworked.
PJ: I decided to rework the song so we
could learn music programs on the
computer. At the same time, we needed
a demo just to determine if there would
be a record company interested in
spending money to help us do what we
wanted to do.

Could you give some names of new
songs that you have now.
OQ: On the pre-production tape that
you have, there are "Masterdom’s
Profit," "1 of 24," "New Paradigm,"
and "Divisions."
PJ: We have a song called "Komma"
which is a probably the heaviest song
we’ve ever written. We also have "2K
Awe tick" and "Remembrance."
OQ: We had a song called "Waves"
which was then "Breaking the Waves."
PJ: There’s also a movie by this title so
we’re going change it. [Discussion
erupts about the plot of the movie and
how the Danish director Lars von Trier
won the Palm d’Or at the Cannes film
festival this year.]

What’s the title of the new album
going to be?
PJ: It should be called "One Division."
That’s the working title for now
LA: You can’t really say with us until
it’s on the cover actually.
PJ: We need a flash though, a visual
image to go with it. At this time, we
have 13 songs finished. We might
record them all and decide which one
we will keep…

Are you going to use Phil Dakin’s
artwork again?
PJ: We always said that Phil Dakin
would do it. We still like his artwork
though, but Olaf will be able to do it.

OQ: I like doing computer artwork.

Phil Dakin used to be the vocalist/
bass player for Canadian band DBC
who released two excellent albums
"Dead Brain Cells" and "Universe."
How did you actually meet him?
LA: He was a good friend of our old
manager.
PJ: He lived in Montreal for a couple
of years, but he now lives in Toronto,
which is about 6 hours from here. I
heard that he’s not doing anything
musically now. I first met him when I
opened up for DBC with my first band
called Grey Edge. I was about seven-
teen years old at the time. That was
progressive metal as well, pretty close
to what Heaven’s Cry is doing now. We
released one demo.

How has the new material been
written?
PJ: First of all, I would like to say that
the second album had been created in a
very different way and in a different
environment. We started the whole
project again when we thought we had
no chance to do anything else because
we were stuck with record company
problems. For the love of the music,
we rehearsed and we composed new
songs. It’s our life right? This album is
going to be a lot more of what
Heaven’s Cry is, what it represents and
what we want it to represent.

What does it represent then?
PJ: We wanted to do something that is
distinct from what is done right now in
the music industry. We are trying to do
something that - although being musi-
cally complex - can still make you feel
something, that is very emotional:
something that gets to your world.
Lyrically, we’ve also matured. Some of
the music that we have now is a result
of two years of jam sessions. Some-
times a song came out of one jam we
did at night. There are also songs that
has been created from a stimulus,
something we read or saw.

You can not compose such a complex
song in one jam.
PJ: No that’s not possible.

How much of the music is spontane-
ous? There’s a natural flow to the
songs but there are a lot of different
things going on so there must be a
mathematical approach of putting
things together behind it.
PJ: Yes. I was about to say that.
SA: It’s all a bunch of combinations.
You can’t really just say that this is the
way we’re making music or how it is
happening. Most of the time there are
spontaneous situations where we slap
down a bass line or do a drum loop.
PJ: "The Alchemist" was a song where
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terrace in a multi-storey bar called Le
Saint Sulpice. His reasons for taking me
there became obvious when he revealed
to me that this was where he had met his
girlfriend five years earlier. Martin paid
for the beers which was extremely
courteous and the interview went very
well. We covered a lot of ground and my
research into their history certainly paid
off.

DAY �

After sitting in the conference room all
day and absorbing a wealth of
knowledge, my mind and body were
yearning for some fast food. I took the
metro to the centre of Montreal and via a
stop over arrived at the heart of the main
shopping street St. Catherine. Compared
to the artistic St. Denis, this was a prime
example of the consumptive mass media
determined society that is so abundant in
North America. Luckily, Montreal had
been able to give this street a slight
cultural twist as well. After eating a
whopper menu at the Burger King, I
immediately despised myself for
degrading myself to a fast food junkie. I
decided to go even further and visit the
HMV store. What I had already feared
became a harsh reality: a large selection
of metal (next to Freeson most probably
the largest) but prices even exceeding
those in the Netherlands. I can see that
mail order companies are thriving in
North America because the prices for
imports were quite steep: Canadian $25-
35. I bought a copy of Brave Words &
Bloody Knuckles (this always reminds
me of the mediocre Agony Column
album), stepped outside into the busy
street, and decided that my mind needed
some peace and quietness. I waved for a
taxi and went back to my hotel.

Some people believe in miracles. I don’t.
Some people believe in coincidences.
Normally I don’t. However, when I had
taken the metro to the centre of Montreal,
there had been a short-haired, stubbly
bearded guy wearing an Obliveon shirt
with the "Nemesis" front cover standing a
couple of metres away in my part of the
metro. I noticed him immediately and
couldn’t help smiling about the fact that I
had spoken to Martin Gagne the evening
before. As it turned out, the same guy
picked me up at my hotel and turned out
to be Patrick Loisel, the guitar-player of
Kralizec. I had been told that all four of
Kralizec would show up and that the
bass-player would have long hair so that I
could recognize them. Well, two short-
haired guys turned up and a third with a
military hair-cut so we missed each other
at first. After the formalities, we went to
St. Denis and found a table in a tranquil
restaurant called "Le Petit Latin." I had
slight reservations because I had only
heard one MP3 song "Oceano Nox" and
my prior information of Kralizec was
extremely limited. However I had a
feeling this was going to be an intriguing
evening when the vocalist Benjamin
ordered a coffee, Patrick and guitarist
Stefano ordered a Budweiser, and the
personality conflicts became evident.
Benjamin and Patrick are two dominant
and conflicting personalities: Benjamin
takes his time to formulate answers to my
questions in a controlled and contempla-
tive manner whereas Patrick bursts with
uncontrolled energy and enthusiasm
helped by an extremely fast way of
talking. Luckily, Stefano is the soft-
spoken person and fulfils the role of a
buffer between the two. More than three
hours later, with at times heated
discussions, I concluded that I had been

we started with the lyrical concept up
front. I wrote that at my job at the
video store. [laughs] I wrote the lines
and I sang the song before we put
music to it.
LD: Each song has a different ap-
proach.
SA: I think it is a very natural flow and
Heaven’s Cry is a combination of all
these people that have put their hearts
into this music.
PJ: The song "1 of 24" was written as
follows: I came in one evening and
said that we would build a sequence
with this idea. I had some music and
some riffs and we did the architecture
of the songs. We built the whole thing
like that as a song. All the songs could
be played on an acoustic guitar but not
as you hear them right now. [laughs]
It’s like we twist things, we work on

things to make it different, to reach out
for new sounds and new ideas rhythmi-
cally as well as melodically.

I think that you on purpose make
every song unique in terms of struc-
ture, instead of re-using the same
structure with different melodies.
LD: We’re not doing the Britney
Spears thing. We’re trying to do new
things all the time and not do the same
song again.

Neither of the songs has the regular
structure.
SA: That does not mean that we can’t
write regular stuff.
PJ: We do think about it very carefully
but, of course, it’s not a straightforward
verse-chorus-verse-chorus song with a-
solo. But there is a certain structure
that holds the whole song. Take "Divi-
sions" for example. The beginning of it
"Divisions" starts real mellow. We’ve
got a theme and an intro and then it
goes into the first verse. The first verse
has the same basic theme musically as
the conclusion. You won’t really notice
it if you don’t know it.
OQ: We like to work with themes
within a song.

What is "Divisions" about lyrically?
PJ: "Divisions" is actually about a
natural change. The more we grow as
human beings on Earth, the more
there’s people that are not part of one
nation or nationality.
OQ: As you said before, you can have
a Mexican and a Dutchman walking in
Montreal speaking German. This is
something that is becoming more
common everywhere in the world.
PJ: We are talking about a blend of the
cultures. We are talking about an

inevitable blend of the cultures. An
international is coming in and it’s
going really fast with all these new
medias coming in. Internet is going to
change the world.

You often see bands showing off on
their debut album, trying to show
the world what they are capable of.
On the second album, they go back
to basics and now for them the
difficulty lies in making the song
simple. You seem to do the reverse.
PJ: We would like to be able to do that
but we can’t. We want everyone in the
band to be happy about a song and feel
that the song represents what they are.
We get into a really complex…
SA: Argument?
PJ: Exactly! About how the song
should be and go. We change it and

transform it to try to make it as original
as it could be. We could not be able to
write something that is original without
making it complex. For now, we are
not happy with a song if it’s simple.
OQ: I love simplicity.

I think it would be much more
challenging to play complex music.
OQ: When you said that on the first
album bands try to show off, show the
best that they can do and then mellow
out, I would say that we didn’t sway
too much from that rule. I do think that
I did try to prove something because it
was a first album. I do think that the
new music is less complex. I think that
they would have to agree on that.
PJ: It will sound more complex but it
isn’t.

It sounds more multidimensional.
PJ: That’s exactly what it is. We try to
create songs with different textures at
each parts, a part being one texture but
fragmented in different instruments.
We are trying to do something multidi-
mensional, which is not usual in rock.
Of course, it’s complex music but we
would like to add more subtlety.

Your new songs are all in the 4-5
minute range. Is it more difficult to
write a four-minute song than an
eight-minute song?
PJ: Some bands are playing 20-minute
solos on their albums and it makes a
good 13 minute song. [laughs] We are
trying not to do that. We are trying to
be a bit more into vocals and
songwriting. We don’t have lots of
space to put a 5-minute solo in. I mean
that we put musical parts together that
are always a build-up for what’s next
in the song.

MY MOTHER MAKES MIS-
TAKES

Your music is very much vocal-
oriented. Let’s move on to the dual
vocals that you use.
SA: Our voices are fairly similar.
PJ: We’ve been singing together for
close to nine years. It’s years and years
of hearing each other.

If you don’t listen carefully, you’ll
think that you only have one singer.
LD: A lot of people think that.
PJ: My mother doesn’t make the differ-
ence as well, just kidding. [laughs]
SA: If you hear one voice then it’s
either one or the other but when you
hear vocal harmonies then it’s both of
us. Like, for instance, if you listen to
"The Alchemist," Pierre is singing the
first part and I am singing the last part.
LD: Sometimes it’s hard to say who’s
singing what and sometimes I mess up
as well.

How do you decide who sings what?
SA: It’s a question of feel. You’ll sing
a part and you’ll be able to tell if it fits
the melody of the song.
PJ: Emotions play a role as well. I
write stuff for him and he’ll write stuff
for me. It’s as easy as hell. It’s like
using a tool that you know that you
have when you write.

The fact that your lyrics are more
reflective instead of personal helps
as well. If you write, for example, a
ballad about more personal things,
then it would be more difficult.
PJ: Yes it would be more difficult but I
don’t write ballads. It’s impossible to
write ballads that are going to be a love
song again and make it into something
original. What I mean is that we won’t
ever write a standard love song for
Heaven‘s Cry.

What about a lament?
SA: Who knows? Perhaps on a concept
album about love, hate and universal
fear there could be one.
OQ: Well, I think there’s lamentations
in some of the lyrics.

On the first album, there’s more
about fear and despair, than joy.
PJ: More on the first album than there
will be on the second album. We are
not about destruction. As we said
before, we are more about change,
evolution and pursuing an open mind.
On the first album, we were talking
about a battle or a war inside of a
person as well as a society. So it’s
pretty vague. On the second album
you’ll get more of that. I think that the
music helps a person to get in the
mood or the situation where we would
like the listener to be when they read
the lyrics. Some of the songs that we
wrote were lyrics first or ideas. So the
mood of the song and the lyrics are
complementary. We take care to make
it really complementary.

What lyrical topics do interest you?
SA: I wrote "Out of me" when I was in
a room with candles. I just wrote the
whole thing straight forth. It had to do
with just ideas and situations that went
through my mind. It wasn’t really a
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HEAVEN’S
CRY

right. This had been an informative and
intriguing evening.

DAY �+�

After having to sit through a day full of
lectures in either very poor English or a
poor form of presentation, I looked
forward to an evening with Montreal’s
prog metal extraordinaire Heaven’s Cry.
Their debut "Food for Thought
Substitute" was a classic progressive
metal album which actually ended up
very high in the writer’s poll in #14 (fifth
in the best debut album category and first
in the most underrated album category).
After that time, it had been kind of quiet
so it was time to awaken them from their
seemingly dormant state. Guitar player/
vocalist Pierre and drummer Luc picked
me up in a rusty Japanese mini-car, and
after a short drive we ended up in a heavy
security complex where Heaven’s Cry
had their rehearsal/recording studio.
There I met bass player Sylvain and
guitar player Olaf. We went for a short
stroll to a Thai restaurant called the Blue
Bangkok. Knowing that the rest of the
evening would be difficult for them when
an interview is arranged with an Edge of
Time scribe. They decided to get me
drunk by giving me hot sake (rice wine)
but after one sip I decided to stick to the
low percentage Canadian beer. It turned
out to be an animated conversation
touching on topics like Quebecian
independence, influence of the French-
speaking government of the Montreal
arts, the problems with social refugees,
the Montreal and European music scene,
and, on a lighter note, the difference in
alcohol percentage of Belgian and
Canadian beers. After taking some
pictures, we returned to the security
complex and the guys showed me around.
They had rebuilt the rehearsal room so
that with an 8-track and computers
they’re able to do the pre-production of
the second album themselves. Then I
finally had the chance to hear some new
songs and after listening to the songs on
headphones, my expectations had been
more than fulfilled: the new songs are
more complex than the older songs but all
retain that memorable touch. While Luc
and Pierre were busy with their computer
trying to get the CD recorder software to
work, Olaf and I went to the closest
grocery to buy some Canadian room to
relieve the Heaven’s Cry guys from the
pre-interview tension. It was an
extraordinary situation: a Dutchman and a
Mexican walking through the French-
speaking city of Montreal conversing
with each other in German (Olaf has a
German mother and Mexican father).
After being blown away by their music,
my critical interviewing capabilities had
almost been deleted so the interview went
quite chaotically. The fact that everyone
was under the influence of alcohol and
that the guys were really laid back and
extremely nice and friendly didn’t help
much either. An additional highlight of
the night was the Napster movie clip
ridiculing Lars and James of Metallica
(small squicky Lars complaining about
theft of intellectual property and a gorilla
James growling "Money good, Napster
bad" and waving an arm from left to
right). It was after 12:30 PM and it was
time to go home.

DAY �

I left for Detroit, exhausted, content with
the great people I met, anxious to hear the
CDs I bought (my laptop had a defunct
sound card so I had to wait another
week), and yearning to go back again.

social situation, it was like in a dream.
PJ: The song has a sort of subcon-
scious Sylvain talking.

USING THE COMPUTER WISELY

What kind of work do you do?
PJ: I play music in clubs and venues
with different projects and work in a
video store as well. If all goes well, I
might quit the video store soon. I’m
OK to live.
SA: I work at the video department of
HMV on St. Catherine’s and I rehearse
there.
OQ: I work at the same video store as
Pierre and I am learning how to use the
computer wisely. [laughs]
PJ: Computers have been very impor-
tant for us. There are possibilities there
that weren’t there before. Five to seven
years ago, it would’ve have cost
$60000-$100 000 to have a proper
studio to record music. Computers now
record everything digitally. If you
know how to use compressors then you
don’t need tapes anymore. You can do
it all as long as you know what you are
doing. The three of us (Pierre, Luc, and
Olaf) have now been using the com-
puter for a year now, so we could be
able to be free and do what we want.

A lot of people prefer the analog
sound.
LD: [gets excited] I’ll let those people
listen to the digital and analog sound
and they won’t be able to tell the
difference.
PJ: The only difference that you can
hear is that on tape all the bass fre-
quencies are compressed, they’re cut.
Analog is doing compression because
it’s burning on a magnetic tape. What
happens there can be re-produced now
using digital techniques. Some people
don’t believe it though and I think
science is hard to grab for them.
LA: A few years the earth was flat, you
know.
PJ: To be truthful, you can also com-
press digitally where the tape com-
pressed so you get the same result. It’s
not magical, it’s magnetic.

But you still have a regular drum kit
and you still have a regular guitar.
What’s the difference?
PJ: There’s a big difference. Bring me
someone that can play on a keyboard
like a violinist or like a guitar player.
It’s totally impossible. Don’t try to
imitate a voice either, it’s human. It’s
always using a human tool. Strings are
really sensible. If I play something on
my guitar, it won’t be the same when I
play it the second time around. Music
is located in too many parts of the
brain to be scientific, it’s biological.
Some of those parts are exclusively
used for musical purposes. It has a
quality to respond to organized sounds
and is connected to the feeling of
belonging to a culture or a group of
person. There are no human societies
without music. We keep memories of
sounds and instruments we heard
before and react emotionally to it.
LA: Give me ten minutes to play
something on my drum kit. Then try
and program it like a drummer plays it.
It is possible but it’ll take you hours to
program the human feel.

SA: You’re saying that they can take
artificial drums and make it as good as
the original. Why don’t you use that
technology and instead of making it
sound like a real drum you can make it
sound like something totally different.

Not as a substitute but as an en-
hancement.
SA: Exactly.
PJ: It would be impossible to have
Heaven’s Cry sound like it sounds now
without us being real musicians. I
don’t think that something interesting
could be created if you give a computer
to someone who doesn’t know how to
write music. A computer doesn’t make
you a good writer, it is only giving you
many possibilities.

The talent is not determined by the
tool.
OQ: The tool can and is supposed to
inspire the talent though.
PJ: It’s still a tool. A guitar inspires a
guitar player.

A MEXICAN IN MONTREAL

Olaf, how did you join the band?
OQ: I met Pierre in the same video
store that we are working in right now.

You and Pierre are both guitar
players but your styles are very
different.
OQ: We are completely different, I
can’t do anything that Pierre plays.
PJ: And I can’t do anything that he
plays. I can tell you that Olaf is a
finger-picking guitarist. He plays the
electrical guitar with his fingers, that’s
the whole concept. We don’t use
keyboards anymore.
OQ: It’s not the concept, it’s just the
fact that I can’t play any other way.
[laughs] I play the acoustical, classical
and electrical guitar like that. I com-
pose like that and it’s not the same
approach as Pierre has. It’s not neces-
sarily a rock approach.

When did you start playing guitar?
OQ: I like what I heard out of guitars,
especially classical guitars. I started
playing guitar very late, I was eighteen
when I started. When I picked up my
classical guitar, the music I pretty
much listened to was death metal and
abstract stuff. I think Gorguts was a
very good band, for example. I then
moved on to progressive music like
Yes and Led Zeppelin.

Does your Mexican background play
a role as well?
OQ: That might have played into it.
Mexico has a very rich musical culture,
mostly Spanish and Latin American. It
has an influx of South American music
and culture, European rhythms as well
as American music. So I liked all kinds
of music when I was in Mexico, but I
never picked up an instrument.

What made you start playing an
instrument then?
OQ: My love of music. Nobody in my
family is a musician so it wasn’t really
available or encouraged. We liked
music and I was well-educated in
classical music by my father. Over the
years, I have come to respect different

kinds of music. I love the variety of
Mexican music, it comes from different
regions and the guitar is a big part of it.
I guess I missed my country so I
picked up a guitar. [laughs] I didn’t
really start learning Mexican music or
Mexican folk. I started learning classi-
cal music through notes and learning to
interpret and read music.

Not many musicians can read notes.
Pierre can you read notes?
PJ: I am really aware of music theory
but I am not a good reader. I could not
take gig and play. It takes a lot of time
to learn, and I have taking more time
on rehearsing my singing than on
playing guitar.

Sylvain, why did you start playing
bass?
SA: It was very instinctive, right from
the start. I remember that when I was
in my room I had a guitar with a nail
stuck to the back to it where I put a
plastic string. I would just make these
one-string melodies in my room. I
bought a couple of basses, but I sold
them because my passion was singing.

You seem to be the more introvert
person, not really what you expect
from a vocalist.
SA: I guess there’s all sorts of people.
LD: Yes but that’s the kind of singer
that you want in your band. He’s the
kind of guy who doesn’t say anything.
SA: Going back to my story on why I
played bass. At one point, me and
Pierre were playing in band where we
actually wanted to go into a different
direction. In the past, I had played bass
so I decided to buy a bass and learn
how to play it. A month after that, we
had a contest where we played. So we
went on stage a month after I had
learned to play bass.

So you two have been together for
many years now. When did Luc come
into the picture?
PJ: A couple of years after, he’s been with
us for six years now.
LD: Before I joined Heaven’s Cry, we
were playing in different bands but we
were hanging around in the same bars. I
was playing in a power metal band called
Lankmar. They made one album, I did the
album and then I quit. I never did any
shows after the album. I did my tracks for
the album and then left because I didn’t
like the music anymore. The music was
influenced by Anthrax and Metallica.
PJ: It was a good band at that time in
Montreal.
LD: We had a good following and we
actually did a show with Heaven’s Cry.

What happened to the previous
Heaven’s Cry drummer?
SA: He quit.
LD: I met the Heaven’s Cry keyboard
player at that time. I was at my business
at the time and I was doing road cases. I
hired the guy and I met the other guys of
Heaven’s Cry, and we got together for a
couple of beers. I then quit Lankmar and
they asked me to join them.

To make the family tree complete, what
happened to Stephane Boisvert who
played guitar of "Food for Thought"?
PJ: He was also in a band called Raging
Fury that was doing very well here. He
stopped playing with us for personal
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reasons, but we’re all still friends. He owns part of the
place that we are in now. Heaven’s Cry was always
doing progressive music that no other band in the clubs
would play like King Crimson’s "Red." We were playing
all kinds of weird stuff but it was working well.
SA: Between pop, hard rock, and progressive metal.
OQ: I actually saw them once when they opened up for
Marillion. I didn’t know them but I was amazed.
LD: We also opened up for Saga and it was actually my
first gig with Heaven’s Cry. I was only in the band for
one month and they told me that they were going to play
with Saga next week. I was perplexed because I only
knew four songs.
SA: They were fairly complex songs, but we played
them tight as hell.
PJ: It was a good show. Heaven’s Cry is totally a live
band but we are not playing enough now.

You were looking for a guitarist/keyboard player a
while back, did that have to do with the complexity of
playing your songs live?
PJ: We were looking for someone and if he could play
both, great! As you said, we needed someone for when
we’re playing live. There are too many guitars and parts
in the music that we are doing right now. Here’s a new
one! We found a guitar player.

But why would you need a keyboard player?
PJ: We need a guitar player that can play keyboards for
songs like "Gaia’s Judgement." A couple of the songs
have keyboards but most of the time keyboards are out
and it’s mostly guitars. We are trying to work on sounds
a lot as you’ve heard already. There’s even parts that
sound like a keyboard but it is guitars.
SA: Heaven’s Cry represents spontaneity. I think any-
thing that would help to extend the melting pot as it is
now is great. You could define Heaven’s Cry as evolu-
tion in the sense that the music is going somewhere but
you don’t know exactly where. It’s part of our personal
lives that is transcending into the music.
OQ: I would like it to represent change.

MONTREAL IS A VERY SPECIAL CITY FOR
THAT

When was the last time you guys played live then?
SA: Two years ago in Montreal.
LA: We would have liked to have done more, but we
didn’t get any tour support and some gigs that we were
supposed to do got cancelled. We all hope to do more
shows for the new album.
SA: We get all these positive reviews abroad but here it’s
dead.
PJ: Heaven’s Cry started as a club band playing half
originals and half covers. We’ve done that for years and
we always had people at our shows. The whole club
scene became different and a lot of clubs closed.
LD: All the original bands that I know here that like to
play live wind up playing covers. They can’t play
weekly with their original music so they play covers.
PJ: Ask Obliveon, the same thing holds for them be-
cause we are in a different situation compared now to the
early days.
OQ: Obliveon has a pretty good following here and play
live quite often.
PJ: Heaven’s Cry had a good following also. The past
tense in this phrase is pretty sad but there is still people
when we play. We are going to play a lot more for this
next one anyway.

Obliveon haven’t played a lot for their album either.
PJ: But Obliveon could go to Europe and play. I am sure.

I don’t think so because their albums have always
had a very poor distribution.
OQ: They’re not big in Europe. It’s because they do
everything themselves and that’s the thing. They do a
very professional job. They have a great website, they
play often and they are hard working people. Have you
ever heard of Cryptopsy? They are a band from Montreal
with a very good following, they sell out the shows here.

Update: Luc has left in friendly terms, because he had
less and less time to work with the band. However, new
guitar player Eric Jarrin is really involved in the band.
All the songs are written, and they only need the drum-
mer to learn and record them.
                                                     www.heavenscry.com

SILENT
EXILE

Aligning the Crunch of the Guitar
  with the Smoothness of the Keyboard

Out of the unlikely place of Montreal comes
"Dancing with Death," the definitive symphonic
progressive release for the year 2000. "Dancing in
Death" is the debut of Canadian five-piece Silent
Exile, which formed in 1996 and now consists of
Chriss J.Y. (vocals), Fabrice Blanchet (guitars),
Cedric Rioux (keyboards), Sylvain Gagnon (bass)
and Denis Ainsley (drums). Musically, Silent Exile
can safely be categorized as progressive metal
with a majestic and orchestral approach. The
progressiveness of the music shows itself in the

complexity of the song structures and arrange-
ments. Although Silent Exile is not the pinnacle of
originality, it is amazing how mature this release is
for an independent recording. Au contraire to
others in the same musical vein, the sound is very
heavy and the neo-classical influences are
minimal. The musicianship and symbiosis between
the musicians is staggering, and it is not often that
the virtuous guitar and keyboard playing are an
equal match to each other.

Enough incentive to get in touch with Silent Exile
and hear more about them. I did an interview in a
restaurant on St. Denis in Montreal, very possibly
the most cultural street in North America. The
interview was done with keyboard player Cedric
Rioux (CR) and guitarist Fabrice Blanchett (FB).
Subjects discussed were how Silent Exile came to
be, the Montreal metal scene, the debut album
"Dancing with Death, the lyrical concept of war,
Duran Duran, a vacation in the Netherlands, and
future plans.

KISSING WITH SHADES ON

The first question is a trivial one, how did you two
get together and what are your past musical
experiences?
FB: We played together for many years, so we didn’t
have any other bands before that time except for
Cedric, who played in a bar band. The bass player
Sylvain and myself have been together for 8-9 years
and then Cedric came in.
CR: What happened was that one night we were
playing a gig at a jam night and the band of Fabrice
called Secret Tears was also playing. They were a
four-piece band at that time. I was playing covers in a
blues rock band.
FB: We were also playing covers but we were
looking for something original going in the progres-
sive way. The songs that we played were by Journey,
Asia, or more in the hard rock way like Whitesnake.
We played at this jam night and Cedric’s band was
playing right after us.

What was the name of your band?
CR: It was called The Smacks. We had a very
beautiful girl singing for us so we called the band
The Smack [makes a kissing sound with his lips].
FB: I was very impressed with the guys. At this time,
we were looking for a keyboard player and we saw
Cedric playing with this band. We got in touch and
asked him to join us a few months later.
CR: My band was going nowhere and after that I
wrote some stuff and I was very amazed by the
possibilities of this kind of music.
FB: We didn’t have all the elements to play that kind
of music. We needed a keyboard player and, at that
time, we had a female vocalist but it wasn’t the kind
of vocals we were looking for. Then Cedric joined us
and then we needed another drummer to fit into the
progressive concept.
CR: We got our drummer Denis from an ad that we
placed in a journal. He came in for an audition and he
joined us.
FB: The female vocalist left the band and we had to
look for another singer. What is amazing is that the
singer that we have now (Chriss) was playing with a
band called Chromatic Shades. We knew this band
very well because, like us, they were based in Ste.

Julie (a small city near Montreal) and also because
Chriss is our bass player’s brother. He was more into
metal instead of progressive music. In the mean time,
we had somebody singing for us who looked like
David Lee Roth. He didn’t fit with us very well so he
left the band and Chriss joined us.

Your biography did not mention that Chriss was
in Chromatic Shades and it was only a pure
coincidence that I have found it out because his
voice is totally different.
FB: He improved his voice a lot. The CD "Maze of
Disevolution" was his first experience as vocalist. He
was not supposed to sing on that album. The singer
left two days before they went into the studio so
that’s why it’s not perfect on "Maze of Disevolution."

Does he also play guitar?
FB: He was the guitar player on that album but he
was forced to sing on it. He sang a lot of backing
vocals but he never had any previous experience with
lead vocals. This experience gave him the interest in
becoming the lead vocalist and, after that, he
practised and improved a lot. I think that he has a
good range now.
CR: He has a very special voice too. We were
looking for a very accessible vocalist.
FB: That’s what gives the contrast between the heavy
sound and the more friendly accessible vocals.

Is Chromatic Shades still around?
CR: Yes they are, but they are looking for a drummer.
Chriss is still playing in Chromatic Shades. He is a
very polyvalent guy, he has a lot of different projects.
FB: He sings with us and with them. Chromatic
Shades is looking for a new singer though because
Chriss prefers to keep focus on the guitar with them.

TAKE THE TIME

Where did you get the name Silent Exile from?
FB: It came from our bass player. Silent Exile is
about all the things that you see but that you don’t
take the time to pay attention to.
CR: It’s like I could die tomorrow and I could be
leaving as a "silent exile". There are trees that are
dying from pollution and they go. Time goes by,
silently.
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That’s very philosophical, did you just make that
up right now?
FB: [laughs] Sylvain came with the idea and
explained it to us. It was interesting because you can
make a parallel to the music itself. Sometimes we
don’t take the time to understand what is under the
words or the melodies.
CR: Most of the people don’t take the time to
thoroughly enjoy music. Here in Montreal there’s a
lot of fast food music.
FB: There are many musicians who just play music. I
think music is something that you think about and
that you have to work on. As an example, Cedric and
I are working on the whole concept of the music. It’s
been a lot of work to get there because we took the
time.
CR: I think music is a way of communicating. It’s a
communion between the musician and the
listener. The listener has a task to do, to be
able to understand the music and for us the
task is to make the message understood.

But can you condemn listeners if they
only have the time to listen to your kind
of music a few times and then move on
because it does not grab their attention
at once?
FB: No, personally I don’t do that for
people, but I do it for myself, so that’s the
difference. I need to know that what I did is
very well done and that it has been
fulfilling.

This might seem a trivial question, but a
lot of bands make music different from
their prefered styles of music. Music is a
compromise between the preferences of the
different members but often conflicts with the
individual. Are you making the music that you
want to make?
FB: Yes we are.
CR: I mean, if the drummer has an idea and I don’t
really like the idea itself, then we can work on the
idea so we can all agree on it at the end.
FB: I can explain that a little further: we are very
versatile, we can like Genesis or Marillion as well as
Type O Negative or some other heavy bands. By
working together in this range, we can always find
something that everyone will like. It’s not only the
music, some bands have certain colors in the sound
of the instruments that you can listen to and maybe
incorporate into your own style. Maybe on the next
album I’ll have three tracks of guitars to have
something really loud. I don’t know where but it’s
just an idea I got when I listened to Creed. It’s not a
band I like, but I was listening to them on the radio
when I heard the guitar getting really loud: I thought
to myself that they must have used three tracks there
to get this sound.
CR: There’s something from each type of music that
you can incorporate into your own style.

But how can you maintain a musical focus?
CR: I would say that we all have our own
personalities and characters in the band and that’s the
way we get our own sound. The combination of our
five persons is what creates the Silent Exile sound.

You’re influenced by a lot of 70s keyboard
players. That type of keyboard playing is very
different from the haunting type of keyboard
playing, as used in symphonic black metal bands
nowadays. Are you open to that type of playing?
CR: Yes, I am listening to these kinds of sounds. In
general, I am a really open-minded person so I
wouldn’t be surprised if there were some elements of
black metal like darker sounds on the next album.

How often do you guys practice?
FB: We practice three times a week. Our schedules
are very busy so it’s very difficult. Usually, the four
musicians practice together, but the new plan is that
Cedric and I to come together in our rehearsal place

to practice the riffs together.

Do you have your own rehearsal place.
CR: In the suburbs, there is a small airport for small
aeroplanes where we have a rehearsal place. We keep
all our instruments there, and it’s near the drummer’s
houses and mine.
FB: We don’t practice the songs from the album
because we have already mastered them. We’ve
played live a couple of times now.

MONTREAL PROGRESSIVE METAL SCENE

Which other prog metal bands are in Montreal?
FB: We are actually looking for bands to play with
but it’s very hard to find them. We know a band from
Quebec called Ice Vinland but they’re more in the

Iron Maiden style. There’s also a band called
Spelldown but I don’t know them very well.
Heaven’s Cry is more in our style.

Are there many places to play? The scene seems to
be quite big with a lot of bands.
FB: There are not many places to play because
Montreal is not into the progressive music style.

And you also suffer from the fact that music from
Montreal is not really accepted by the people from
Montreal.
CR: People go into Freeson (a specialized metal store
in Montreal), see a CD by a new prog metal band but
when they see that it’s from Ste. Julie, they won’t buy
it. They prefer to buy a CD from a European band.

That’s also what I read about VoiVod because
they seem to be much more popular outside of
Montreal than they are locally.

LIKE A BUSINESS CARD

Let’s talk about the debut "Dancing with Death,"
why did you decide to release it independently?
FB: First of all, because we wanted to do exactly
what we wanted to do and [starts laughing] secondly,
we never found a label to sign the project.
CR: We couldn’t find an organization that wanted to
give us a grant based on the demos that we made. In
Quebec, you can have grants from cultural affairs but
our style is too underground or strange for them.
FB: We also wanted to do our thing to put us on the
map. It’s like a business card, we are Silent Exile,
this is our product, we did everything ourselves. Now
we are waiting for the critics like you. It’s difficult to
get signed or backed by somebody here in Montreal.

Are there any record labels here?
FB: Yes there are, but they are more in the black
metal or alternative vein. Examples are Warfare
Records [Martyr are signed to them -CR], Indica, or
MPV who have Groovy Aardvark and Grimskunk.

The reviews have been very positive thus far, have
you sent the CD to other labels?
FB: We sent it to Metal Blade and Magna Carta.
Metal Blade answered us last week and they said that

it was not what they were looking for right now, but
they are interested to hear about future projects.

How many copies did you print of the album?
CR: About 3000 and we almost sold them all through
word of mouth contacts and the Internet. The Internet
has been important. The second pressing is done but
we are waiting to hear from distribution companies.
CR: We have just concluded a deal with Rising Sun.
We are already distributed by Avantgarde Records in
Italy, and we are currently negotiating with
Heavencross for a distribution deal for Spain. In
Canada, we assume the distribution ourselves. We
also recently agreed on a deal with Laser’s Edge for
online sales of "Dancing with Death."

Who is responsible for the business part within
the band?
CR: We all work hard and all of us have a
word to say about the business involving the
band, but Sylvain is the guy who coordinates
everything. For that reason we often tease
him by calling him "The manager."

TWENTY SECONDS...

What about the terribly strange intro to
the album "The Brain Dance"?
FB: You want to know about that? You
didn’t like it? Amazing because that’s the
effect that we wanted to create, something
weird at the beginning just to make the
people ask about it.
CR: The song "Walls of Society" talks about
a crazy person or a reject. People always

laugh at crazy people so the intro reveals what you
can hear as a crazy man: all different kinds of voices,
which you can’t understand. We wanted to produce a
crazy effect just to reflect what goes in the head of a
crazy person.
FB: It started as a studio experiment. It’s very
interesting because when you prepare the recording,
the first thing you do is to take twenty seconds of
each part of the drum kit just to be sure that
everything like the volume is okay. When you mix,
you have the twenty seconds of each part that you
can equalize before mixing the whole drums. Denis
came with that technicality so he taped every part
twenty seconds, but when we put all the levels to the
maximum it gave some weird sounds. We added
vocals, strange effects with someone walking, doors
closing and decided to put it on the CD. It was pretty
fun to do.

Did you have enough time in the studio to do
these kinds of things?
CR: Yes we do, because a friend of ours owns the
studio. It wasn’t cheap but it is much less expensive
than another studio.

What is "Naivlys Music/Ethereal Songs"? It is
almost Sylvain written backwards.
FB: It’s an old concept. Sylvain is a Dungeons and
Dragons player, and I think that "Naivlys" is the
nickname of one of his characters. We needed a name
for our publishing company.

STRATOSPHERE

Let’s focus on my favorite song: "Stratosphere."
There’s a keyboard part that sounds a lot like
Duran Duran’s "Save a Prayer."
FB: Personally, I don’t know this song. I only know
"Hungry like the Wolf."
CR: "The Reflex," "New Moon on Monday." The big
hits.
FB: Last week on TV I saw the video of this song
and I instantly remembered this comment that you
made about "Stratosphere."
CR: Actually, you are the second person to mention
that resemblance in the melody. The other one was a
friend of mine who said it reminded him of Duran
Duran but I didn’t pay attention to it at the time.
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FB: It’s interesting that "Stratosphere" is your
favorite song, because I think it’s my favorite, too.
CR: I’ll make a revelation: that song was not
supposed to be on the CD. It was one of the last
songs to be composed. I gave the rough version to
Chriss to make the vocal melodies and it became the
version that you can hear now.
FB: What is interesting is that the final part is the
same part that you have at the beginning, but it’s not
the same rhythm and it does not have the same
orchestration or arrangement.
CR: At the beginning, it’s very chaotic, but then you
get to the same part as you have at the end but it’s
transposed. Chriss‘ vocals on this are amazing.

You grew up in the 80s, how do you compare the
musical level of the compositions of pop music
then to the pop music now.
CR: There’s a clear difference in sound, but I don’t
think that the song structures really evolved. Pop
music must be simple and catchy to generate sales.

Which songs did not make it to the album?
CR: We had other songs that didn’t end up on the
album because they were not appropiate.
FB: The songs were not finished. As we mentioned
before, we have to be sure about the sound and the
structure of the songs. We decided to put them on the
second one.
CR: Or simply not to put them out at all depending
on how we grow musically.
FB: Some songs change drastically over time. It’s
what happened with certain songs on this album. I
came with ideas on the draft and some patterns
changed literally by the drums, keyboards, or even
the guitar.

How much time does it take to write a song then?
CR: It depends on the song. For example "Walls of
Society" took a very long time to write. On the other
hand, "Stratosphere" and "Silent Witness" were done
pretty quickly.

Do you then work on many songs simultaneously?
FB: I personally work with my computer so I can
spend a lot of time in front of the screen composing
different things. The day after that, I can come and
work on another idea and sometimes it depends on
my humor. I think it’s the same with the other guys.

I notice that there’s a lot of guitar and keyboard
interplay on the album. Seventies style progres-
sive rock is very keyboard-oriented whereas
progressive metal is very guitar-oriented. On your
album there’s a very good balance.
FB: That was the objective.
CR: We wanted to align the crunch of the guitar with
the smoothness of the keyboard. Both of the instru-
ments done in a really powerful manner to make it
sounds like a symphony.
FB: I think that there are several progressive bands
which put the keyboards a little in the background
instead of getting it more to the front. It’s what we
wanted to avoid. I think the keyboard has its place
like any other instrument.

There are a lot of different keyboard layers on the
album, are there multiple guitar layers as well?
FB: Not so much on this album but I am working on
that for the next album. I am looking for different
sounds and other experiments.
CR: We want to do experiments on the album.

PARLEZ VOUS FRANCAIS?

About the lyrics, what I notice is that Cedric
writes from the "I" perspective and that Fabrice
writes from the third person perspective.
CR: I hadn’t even noticed that.
FB: I didn’t write that much, it’s mainly Cedric and
Sylvain that write the lyrics.
CR: My lyrics are mostly based on personal
experiences.

I notice that Chriss has not contributed to the
lyrics, right?
CR: That’s a good question.
FB: The fact is that Chriss came into the band when
all the music and lyrics were almost all done.
CR: Everything was all set but he wrote very good
vocal melodies. He’s the one who brought the final
melodic touch to the album.

What I do notice is that, due to his French
background, he has a strange pronounciation of a
lot of words.
CR: The fact is that Chriss does not
speak English very well so it was part of
the job to show him the pronounciation.
It’s very difficult for him to get the
English accent but I think he did a great
job.
FB: He knows that and we talked to him
about that. He wants to take some English
courses to improve.

How did you learn English?
FB: At school and I read a lot of English
books. The problem is that we don’t get
the chance to speak it here because everything is in
French.

But your mother speaks English very well.
FB: That’s because she’s a translator. The only
chance you get to speak English is when you work in
a business where you have to speak English with a
customer.

Have you ever thought about singing in French?
FB: We talked about this possibility but the problem
is that our music is not the kind of music that people
like to listen to in French. We believe that English
makes it more international.

IMAGES OF WAR

The lyrics have a solemn, depressing tone.
CR: Actually, the topics on the album are about death
and war, although this was not intentional. In the
beginning there was not a concept in our heads. We
had some lyrics written and I think it was about a
year ago that we decided to emphasise our lyrics on
the war theme.

Where did that inspiration come from, because
Canada is not a country that has been famous for
its turmoil.
CR: The media shows us everyday what is going on
in the world. I guess we are getting involved with
that war theme because we see it and we do
absolutely nothing to stop it. That’s the concept of
"Images of War." We wanted to induce reflections in
the auditor’s mind. So you can understand that the
lyrics are not as positive as other bands’.

I was especially interested in the song "Glase
Maakerstraat."
CR: I knew that you were going to ask about that. It’s
a mistake, I know. It should be written "Glasemaaker
Straat" just like inside the booklet and on the CD
itself. The misprint is on the back cover .

Actually it depends. To me it sounds Dutch or
Belgian, where did it come from?
CR: The name from a trip that I took to the Nether-
lands. I’ve been to a city near Amsterdam called
Edam and there was a street by that name where a
guy was making coloured glass.

The spelling is from the 18th century, for example.
CR: I went there and there were these people who
found it beautiful, whereas other people were used to
it. I had never been there and, as a tourist, I was
amazed by everything that I saw. When you’re living
there then you don’t notice those things anymore.
FB: It goes with the concept of Silent Exile.
CR: I guess that it is the same in our lives. We have

people around us that we love but we don’t pay
enough attention to them. We notice that they were
important when they are gone and that’s what it says
at the end of the song.

Tourists have a tendency to visit all the attractions
when they go somewhere, but there are a lot of
things in their hometown that they have not even
seen.
FB: It’s the same with a lot of Parisians that haven’t
even been to the top of the Eiffel Tower.

Can you tell me what "Thunder on Ashland" is
about?
CR: "Thunder on Ashland" is actually a sort of dialog
of the deaf between a man selling weapons and
someone caught in the middle of an armed conflict. I
wanted to show that too many humans care more
about their money and comfort than about other
people’s lives.

FUTURE PLANS

What are the future plans?
CR: We want to explore more sounds and textures.
Maybe the next album will be much more diverse in
terms of sound.

How much music has already been written?
CR: In terms of music and lyrics, only one song
called "Destiny" is finished. There are other songs in
the process but they are not finished yet.
FB: We have many things on tape. I always have my
four track recorder ready to tape ideas.

Does that mean when you walk on the street and
you come up with a melody...
FB: I call my answering machine and I sing it onto
the tape [laughs]. In the evening I record it on my
four track. I have over three tapes full of new ideas:
Some are songs, while some are just parts. Nothing is
really concrete now.

When is the songwriting going to start then?
FB: We learned a lot in the studio the last time. In
terms of keyboard layers, we’ll probably record some
tracks during practices and keep those tracks when
we go into the studio. The mixing of the first album
took a very long time, especially the drums, because
we had some microphone-related problems with the
snare drum. I think the best thing to do is to get
another album out as soon as possible.

Every respectable prog metal band has plans for a
concept CD.
CR: I am currently working with Sylvain on the
lyrics for that. We wanted to use a concept for the
next album but not like Pink Floyd’s "The Wall." We
want to use a common theme or topic like we had on
"Dancing with Death" but expanding that. We’ll
probably wait for the third album to make a real
concept album.

Do you have any closing statements that you
would like to make?
CR: We would like to thank you and all the people at
Edge of Time Magazine for their precious support.

www.silentexile.com
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More Than Ten Years of ���������	�
� Metal

In my opinion, the Canadian band Obliveon is one of the most underrated bands in the metal genre. For over a period

of ten years, the2y have been making some of the most intricate and challenging hybrids of complex thrash metal. A

favorite in the tape traders underground back in the late 80s, they were destined for bigger things when the debut album

"From this Day forward" was released on Active Records in 1990. However, this was to start the trend for the

subsequent ten years: problems with record companies. Over that period, three other great albums have seen the

limelight: "Nemesis" (1993), "Cybervoid" (1997), and "Carnivore Mothermouth" (1999) but none really gave Obliveon

their big breakthrough outside of their hometown of Montreal.

The nucleus of Obliveon consists of Stephane Picard (bass/vocals), Alain Demers (drums), and guitar players Pierre
Remillard and Martin Gagne. With this line-up, "From this Day forward" and "Nemesis" were recorded. These two
albums showed an original style of tight, riff-based thrash metal with an intelligent science fiction lyrical concept. The
songs were thrust forward by a very clean and distinctive guitar sound care of Pierre Remillard. Pierre has actually gone
on to become the premiere metal producer in Montreal, and there hasn’t been a metal release in Montreal these last
few years that he has not been involved in any sort of way be it producer, engineer, or mixer.

"Cybervoid" and "Carnivore Motormouth" marked a slightly new era in which vocalist Bruno Bernier was added to the

line-up and the musical style evolved to a less complex but more groove-based song writing approach with slight

industrial influences. It still maintains that typical Obliveon sound though.

While in Montreal, I met up with guitar player Martin Gagne. Martin turned out to be one of the most friendly guys I’ve
come across and it was a pleasure to discuss a variety of topics from the olden days when they used to be called
Oblivion to the new form of technological metal that they’re playing right now.

by Christian Rademaker

FROM OBLIVION TO OBLIVEON

Do you mind if we go back to the
very early days?
No I don't mind.

I've known Obliveon from the very
early old demos when you were just
called Oblivion. Is it true that you
got your name from the cartoon
series Transformers?
Well, it's not exactly like that. We were
practising just for fun doing humorous
Christmas heavy metal songs. Starting
out in high school at the age of 16-17
years old. We were looking for a name
because we had just started our
band. Our drummer Francis
was watching television on
Saturday morning. He was
watching Transformers and one
of the Transformers said "Prepare for
oblivion" and it just clicked. He came
back to us and proposed Oblivion and
we thought it was a nice name. He was
the leader of the band in those days.

But he wasn't on the third demo
"Fiction of Veracity" demo from
1989, was he?
He was on the first two demos before
"Fiction of Veracity." He left for that
demo for girlfriend stuff or whatever.
We're still good friends with him and
he's a sound engineer and does the live
sound for bands, for us as well. We
were high school buddies so.

That's what I notice because the
line-up from the "Fiction of
Veracity" demo is still together all
these years (with the addition of
vocalist Bruno later on).
It's unbelievable but it's like I said we
were high school buddies. Well,
actually Pierre Remillard and Alain
Demers came a little further in time.
Me and the bass player Stephane
Picard have been together for 16 years.
We learned to play music together in
my attic. We had this cheap bass ands
guitar, and we learned songs from
Metallica. I used to work as a
concierge in a rehearsal place. Pierre
and Alain were playing together in a
band playing covers of Slayer and
VoiVod. When our drummer Francis
left, we thought that it would be the
end. I was working there and I was
listening to all these bands. I had all
these compositions and was still doing
music, and I asked Pierre and Alain if
they wanted to continue Oblivion with
me and Stephane. They said sure
because they liked Oblivion and they
had seen us live before. I had a
moustache and short hair at that time.

I haven't seen those old pictures.
That's good! It's always been relaxed
attitude towards making an album. Of
course, when you're in the studio and
make the album, there's always tension
but from the beginning we learned to
surpass. We all know each other
personally, even now I can hit
Stephane over the head with a baseball
bat and a week later we can talk again.

There was also an American band
called Oblivion at the time. I noticed
that you thanked them on your
debut CD so you already knew
personally then?

Not personally but when we learned
that there was another Oblivion band
we wrote to them saying "Hi Oblivion,
we're Oblivion" and they sent us a
tape. They didn't say that we had to
change our name but we figured that
they were there before us so we
changed our name. There were no legal
issues, but we exchanged music and we
liked each other's music. They were
from New Jersey, I don't know if they
exist anymore.

Did you look for a different name or
did you just change it slightly?

We were just doing this for fun. We
were looking for other names, but we
started with this name and just stuck
with it. Someone proposed the change
of the spelling to Obliveon and we had
this attitude that we really didn't care.

You also had a management called
King Kong management in the early
days, was that a real management?
Yes it was. Stephane Belanger has been
with us since the beginning doing the
fan club and getting us in touch with
the magazines. He's very good with the
underground.

Was he your manager?
He's not our manager because he
doesn't want to do that. He has no time
to do that because he's a cook. He's
very big, he's like huge. On the first
two demos, we all used nicknames like
Xtro, Godzilla, and Bigfoot because
we laughed at bands like Satanas.

VoiVod also had nicknames like
Blacky, Piggy...
But they were more serious. That's
where the influence came from now
that I think of it. It was Francis' idea.
Where was I? That's why we called it
King Kong management.

The "Fiction of Veracity" demos was
very popular and got very good
reviews at the time.
It was good timing. There was a guy
called Borivoj Krgin that helped us a
lot. He writes in "Metal Maniacs" and
he really liked Obliveon. He was
pushing the demo in "Metal Forces"

and "Metal Maniacs." I
think that and the work that Stephane
did helped a lot. It's a question of who
you know.

FROM THAT DAY FORWARD

The debut CD "From this Day
Forward" was released in 1990, but
I was a bit disappointed because it
had only one new song on it.
Due to the popularity of "Fiction of
Veracity," the English label Active
Records approached us and they
wanted to release the demo. They
wanted to add one more song because
we didn't have any new material ready.
We had to go back to the studio to
record one more song and that was
"From this Day Forward." That's the
reason there was only one new song.
We weren't very happy about it. We
were playing a lot of shows that's why
we didn't have any new songs. We
were getting people to know us in
Quebec. Quebec is very big and there
were a lot of places where we could do
shows.

What do you think of "From this
Day Forward" now?
I liked it better than "Nemesis." "From
this Day Forward" was more melodic
whereas "Nemesis" was more cold and
dark. It had more spacey stuff and little
things. "Nemesis" had almost nothing
of this.

Your thanks list was huge. Which
other bands were around at that
time?
The band that you bought the CD from

Last Breath was around. I am not sure
if you know Agression. There was
DBC and they were much bigger than
we were because they had an album
out on Combat Records. Of course,
VoiVod was around and they were very
big at that time. There were local bands
like Groovy Aardvark that now have a
couple of albums out. They're very big
here but like us they are having a lot of
trouble getting out of Montreal. BARF
(blasting all rock fuckers) just broke up
but they were very popular like us.
That's about it although there were a
lot of small people that don't exist
anymore and I don't remember
anymore. The scene was pretty good.

Did you ever play live in Chicago or
the USA because you were friends
with Sindrome?
I think we played at the Milwaukee
Metal Fest, and we played at the
Milwaukee Death Fest, which was a
smaller scale version of the Metal Fest.
There's a funny story to tell about the
Milwaukee Metal Fest. When we went
there, we didn't have a visa/work
permit. This would've have cost us
$600 per person. We told the customs
people at the border that we were
going there as tourists. We sent our
equipment by plane, and we did have a
lot of T-shirts to sell. We smuggled
them across the border when each of us
wore 5 T-shirts. Most bands from here
that play a show in the USA use the
excuse at the border that they're going
to see the show. They then borrow
equipment from other bands. That's
what we did at the Milwaukee Death
Fest.
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Do they stop you at the border
because you have long hair?
They stop everyone. They are less
liberal there. They are more
determined by religious values. So if
you enter a small city and the sheriff
there sees these long-haired guys, he'll
think that it smells trouble. The USA
looks the same as Canada but the
attitude is totally different. The young
metal people are the same as us but the
adults are different.

Let's talk about the curious cover
concept of "From this Day
Forward" showing a drawing of
lunar landscape and a pterodactyl
flying around.
Like I said, it was a rush job to do.
They wanted to release it fast because
of the hype of the demo. They needed a
cover fast and we had one made. We
were really pissed at it and that's why it
didn't really sell that well. It looked a
little bit like the Flintstones so when
we reissued it, it was the perfect
occasion to scrap that cover and put it
in the past. So we changed the CD
cover art. We bought some art from a
guy in the street and adapted that.

What happened with the contract
with Active Records? Did the
company disappear?
The contract was for a couple of
albums, I don't know how many. There
were two guys who ran the company,
one from Sweden and one from
England. The guy from England - who
was the one with the idea behind
Active Records - left and gave it to this
Swedish guy. When this guy took over,
we never heard anything more from
them. We never got any money. It was
a big disappointment for us. Because it
was like a major contract for us.
Roadrunner had approached us before
with a shitty contract for 8 records.
Maybe we should have signed it. Who
knows? We knew bands from around
that time that signed for them like
Gorguts but they never got anywhere.
There was also Three Cherries
Records. Borivoj Krgin knew someone
who was working for that company. It
was a jazz label and they wanted to
start a metal sub label. That didn't
work out either.

LOVE SONGS THE SCIENCE
FICTION WAY

What is typical of Obliveon is the
science fiction theme of the lyrics.
Was that intentional?
I think so. Stephane, who writes almost
all of the lyrics, is into science fiction.
But if you read between the lines,
there's always a human psychological
aspect. Stephane is a very emotional
stuck up guy. He's very introvert but
not when he has a beer. He expresses
his problems in his life through his
lyrics. I know him very well so I can
see it but you probably can't.
Sometimes, when I read his lyrics, I
see that it talks about Stephanie. That
song "Sombre Phase" from
"Cybervoid" is a fucking' love song. It
looks like science fiction but it was
about his last girlfriend. The science
fiction though probably also comes
from the name Obliveon which means
nothingness and brings space and

infinity to mind. Now I do graphics
and I like to do spacey graphics as
well. I do a lot of computer words and
I always come up with phrases like
"Deus ex Machina" from "Cybervoid"
which means god from the machine
and it's about a computer programmer
who wasn't to render his own 3D
world. "Perihelion" talks about the
hottest on the sun but except saying
that perihelion is the hottest point on
the sun. Stephane talks about someone
who wants to go to the hottest point
and see what it is like.

Are the other members of the band
interested in science fiction as well?
The drummer Alain is very interested
in science fiction and watches a lot of
science fiction movies. That's all he
does apart from working. He's
interested in drumming and the
paranormal. He tapes all these shows
like the X-Files and true stories about
phantoms and stuff like that. Pierre
Remillard likes science fiction and
aliens just because it's fun and looks
cool. He likes the science fiction
movies as well but Pierre is more of a
fun guy. He is interested in life and
having fun. Our singer Bruno Bruno
has no interest at all. He does no lyrics
and he doesn't even do vocal
arrangements.

He just sings...
Sometimes it's tough because we ask
him if he has an idea. He comes up
with something and we just say forget
it. He has no imagination whatsoever
so that's why Stephane does
everything.

You want to me to put that in the
interview?
It's OK, he knows it. I'm sure with
many bands it's like that. Pierre does a
lot of studio work and for a lot of
bands it's like that: the singer just
sings.

I find it strange that singers that
sing emotional are not involved in
writing the lyrics themselves. I find
it hard to comprehend when
Stephane writes lyrics like in
"Sombre Phase" that Bruno can
convey the emotions.
We have trouble transferring that to
Bruno. When we are in the studio,
Stephane sits with him and Pierre and
they try to get the guts out of him.
Sometimes it's very tough because he
doesn't understand. He doesn't even
speak English that well. Even I don't
understand some of the lyrics, so for
him it is then impossible because he's
not bilingual at all. We have some
problems in the studio, and we have
meetings with Pierre about what to do
with the songs. There's was a song
called "Organic Interface" that was
supposed to go on the "Carnivore
Motormouth" album which was great
but the vocals were not so we didn't
put it on. We might put it on the next
album. The vocal arrangements that
Stephane came up with and the vocals
that Bruno came up with weren't that
good. Pierre and I were up till 6
o'clock in the morning, and Pierre had
to leave for Toronto with the master
tapes. We were mixing this song the
last and we hadn't had any sleep at all.

We were listening to the vocal parts we
decided at that point not to put the
song on the album. It was one of the
heavier songs and it would have made
the album more heavy. It would have
shifted the balance.

So why did Stephane stop singing
then? He sings a little on the last
album but why did you consciously
get a new singer?
When we started doing the songs for
"Cybervoid," we started writing the
riffs and tried different vocal
arrangements. Stephane's voice didn't
have the crunch anymore and his voice
didn't fit really well

with the new stuff. We
wanted a voice that suited the sound
and was more grainy. Stephane was
okay with it, we asked him and he said
that we should just try and find a new
singer. Pierre was doing live shows and
he saw Bruno singing with Sarcasme a
couple of times and was impressed.
Sarcasme only had two demos out. We
only tried Bruno.

What did the fans think?
Some liked it a lot but some others
didn't like it. The balance was on the
positive side. It brought us new fans as
well because Stephane's voice was a
problem for many people like me for
example. I listen to "Nemesis" and I
like the music but not
the vocals.
Your taste
changes you
know.

DEFYING
THE
EUROPEAN
DISTRIBU-
TORS

Let's focus on
the song "Bio-
mechanique,"
which is a song
on
"Cybervoid"
with French lyrics. Was that written
to obtain a government grant?
How do you know these things?

A matter of research.
You researched? We wanted to do a 3
song demo to search around for a
record company. Everybody was
getting grants except for us because we
sing in English.

Those are grants to preserve the
French heritage.
Yes it is, although that is not going to
solve it. If you go to your government
and say we'll sing in French but give us
the same money we would make if we
sing in English and tour internation-
ally. It's not a question of money but

just of exposure getting out there and
playing. We're only playing Quebec
and we've been around here like ten
times. I'd rather be in Chicago in front
of twenty people instead of 300 here.
Just to get something different. That
demo was a 3 song demo to shop
around for a record company. It didn't
do anything actually. Anyway, in order
to get a grant we needed to do a French
one, we had this cover "Planet Claire"
which didn't count for the language
thing. We had "Cybervoid" in English
and "Biomechanique" for which we
made the French lyrics. In our mind,
we would do "Biomechanique" in

English for the album. So it just a
question of getting the loan and
sending out the CDs. Not even that
actually, before sending the CDs to
the record companies putting
"Biomechanique" in English on the
master tapes. But when Stephane
came with the lyrics and the vocal
arrangements, we really liked and
we said to just fuck it and leave it
in French. Actually our label didn't
want to put "Biomechanique" on
the album. Hypnotic Records in

Europe said to us to take out
"Biomechanique" because it was a
French song and they weren't
interested in that. We didn't want to
take it out so we had to do another
songs for the European version. The
European release, the second after the
initial release on Cargo Records, has
the additional new song "Psycho
Matrix." The same happened on
"Carnivore Motormouth" where we
had another French song. We wanted to
be the seventh song in the song listing
and they put it last. They said that the
European distributors didn't want the
song on the album.

I find that very strange because all
reviews have been positive
about the fact that there
was a French song on it.
The record companies are
wrong.

SOONER THAN YOU
THINK

You've always been
making music for a
hobby. Is that the reason
there have always been a
couple of years between
albums?
Yes. Between "Nemesis"
and "Cyber-void" we did a

lot of shows and it's always circum-
stantial. When you're looking for
record companies you wait, then you
sign and they go bankrupt and you're
fucked. "Cybervoid" was supposed to
be on another label but then we
distributed it locally with Cargo
Records. It was supposed to be
released in May, then it was finally out
in September. They were supposed to
release it in France six months after
that but it was never released. A year
and a half later, we have Hypnotic Re-
cords releasing "Cybervoid" in Europe.
It took 2-3 years and in between we
play shows. That's our story, it's always
record company problems but you'll be
surprised how fast we're going to have
the new album out.
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How can you keep up with it without
getting demoralized?
That's why it's a hobby. If you take it
too seriously then that's when you get
discouraged. We all work, we don't
rely on music. It's our dream to go to
Europe and do tours, but we have to
keep our feet on the ground. It'll come
to us but we won't sacrifice our jobs,
family, and girlfriends to move to Los
Angeles.

How far are you into the writing
process for the new album?
We have the song "Organic Interface"
ready and it's a question of time when
we have more songs. I think the songs
will be like "Carnivore Motormouth"
but a little more technical, less
commercial, and more intricate. The
last album was done in six months,
which is really fast. There are some
songs on it that I didn't really like
because some songs sounded too
commercial to me.

There were a lot of sing-a-long
choruses.
Exactly. I would like to have more
time, to [pause] not hide it but present
it another way. It makes it less cheesy.

The writing process is different than
most bands.
"Carnivore Motormouth" was done
over a 5-6 month period in the studio.
We wrote the songs in the studio
because Pierre works in a studio.
Instead of going to a rehearsal place,
we sit down with a drum machine, we
play a riff and Pierre uses his digital
stuff to a riff and put it there. And if
we're missing a riff, then I'll go back
and use another idea.

Then it's not really a band process
anymore.
We all have our ideas and we get
together and we piece and mix
everything together. It's not like one
song that I've made altogether.
Everything is done piece by piece, and
then we get the groove. It's much more
fun to immediately hear what it's going
to sound like because when you're
practising it, you're not hearing it,
you're playing it. If the whole pre-
production process is finished then we
rent the big studio upstairs.

Pierre is a full-time engineer. Does
he have his own studio?
He has a portable studio but also rents
a space in a big studio. There's a studio
upstairs, and he has a mixing room
downstairs.

He's involved in almost all the major
metal release in Montreal.
He doesn't only do metal, he also does
commercial rock. Right now he's
recording with a band called La
Chicane. They sing in French and
they're very popular. Their last album
sold over 200,000 copies in Quebec.
He's doing their next album. He's the
guy for rock here in Montreal. He's
self-taught and he's learned a lot. We're
very lucky to have him.

The new album is stylistically
different than the old albums.
Some said that it reminds them of Fear
Factory. We like them and Meshuggah.

We really like the new technological
metal. In the beginning, we were
technical, like let's do the most we can
do on the guitar, you know. Now we
like refined sounds and we like to have
a groove. When we play the old songs
live, the audience just stands there and
frowns but when they play the new
songs, the crowd just grooves and has
more fun.

Which songs do you play live then?
Right now, we're trying to promote this
album so we're playing 6-7 songs from
"Carnivore Motormouth." We play
"Nemesis," "Dynamo," "Cybervoid,"
"Perihelion," "Biomechanique,"
"Factory of Delusions," and
"Droidomized" once in a while. We
don't play that many old songs and
we've been getting some stick for that.
Here in Quebec, the old fans like the
old songs but the bulk of our fans are
younger and are from the "Nemesis"
and "Cybervoid" albums.

METAL de MONTREAL

That brings me to my next question.
Isn't it about time for a live album?
You already have four albums out.
Yes, we have four albums out in our
closet but not around the world. We
have discussed the possibility but we
want to keep it for the future. Here
there's not much interest in a live
album. We don't know a record
company that would like to release a
live album by us. We would have to do
it ourselves and it would cost us a
couple of thousand bucks. We would
rather invest that in a new album.

You are one of the few bands next to
VoiVod that has been part of the
Montreal metal scene for more than
a decade. Do you feel kind of old?
No, we don't feel old but it is more
difficult the morning after a show
[laughs]. It's worth it though.

You've played live with every band
around in Montreal. Which are the
bands that we should look out for?
Martyr. I think they're on the same
height right now as we were at the time
of "Nemesis." I think they're going to
be big in Quebec. Their next album is
going to be the most popular and then
their popularity will fall. It's always the
same in Quebec, a new band and a new
trend will come along.

I like their new album a lot.
We played with them 6-7 years ago,
but they didn't have their album
"Hopeless Hopes" out yet. At that time
they reminded me a lot of Forbidden.
They're a nice band and they have nice
music. But I think their last album is
too technical and sounds like Death too
much at times. I am very picky.

A GUITAR SOLO IS A WASTED
RIFF

You also contribute to the Ozzy
Osbourne tribute CD "Legend to a
Madman" with the song "Suicide
Solution." I found it hard to hear
that it was actually you guys, why
didn't you give it that Obliveon
touch?
I don't know. We wanted to do the song
"Over the Mountain" but we couldn't
have it because Oppressor did this song
on the CD. We wanted to do that song
because we knew that we could do
something Obliveon with it.

What about doing "Crazy Train"?
I think it was a question about doing
the guitar solo. Pierre and I are not
virtuous guitar players. We are not
ashamed to say so and that's why on
"Carnivore Motormouth" there are
almost no guitar solos. Who needs
them, for example, why would Alain
do a drum solo in the middle of a song.
We mostly like to do guitar melodies
and grooves although there are short
solos here and there. Because when
you do a solo, it's like wasting a riff.
We never do fast solos. If you listen to
the first two demos, I would just sit
there and do the solos randomly and I
wouldn't be able to do them again. We
never followed any musical courses
and I can't read notes, for example. It
wasn't my call but we ended up doing
"Over the Mountain."

Why isn't there a VoiVod tribute
album?
Too complicated to play! I don't know.
That would a great idea but who needs
a tribute album because there are
already so many around. VoiVod
influences a lot of bands like us. They
were the metal kings in Quebec.

OBLIVEON.COM

You are responsible for your website
which looks very professional. Are
you also making websites for others?

I design websites for companies. I also
did a website for Bruno Peltier. He's a
famous singer here and he's in the
Notre Dame de Paris. I work for a
company that does websites and I do
some work for myself on the side.
Because I want to buy myself a big 4x4
truck and go buy some furniture in the
house I am going to buy and put some
babies in it. I have an appartment now,
so it's a future plan for which I am
putting money aside.

The Internet is the new hot thing.
How do you see that evolving in the
future?
It has more goods than bads. Anytime
and anywhere you have this huge
choice of information. You also have a
lot of stuff out there that sucks.

It's just a big electronic library
where you can find almost
everything you need if you know
where to look, otherwise it's one big
mess with broken links.
It brought us a lot of good and a lot of
contacts. We put ourselves on
mp3.com and put some mp3s there. I
did myself a little radio station with
Obliveon songs 24 hours a day. I
received a couple of letters from
people who liked the music.

What about all the legal hassles
concerning MP3s and Napster?
I don't give a damn, it's like trading
tapes.

Everybody does that.
But when you remember on the first
demo, we had this text "dubbing music
is killing music" on the tape. I think I
wrote that. The trading helped us a lot.

The conversation drifted towards non-
musical sportive topics such as the
Formula 1 grand prix, the differences
between American and Canadian ice
hockey, soccer, and Canadian football.
The end had come and it turned out to
have been a very interesting evening
with one of the godfathers of Montreal
Metal. More information on Obliveon
can be found on their website: http://
www.obliveon.com.

Addendum: a while has passed since
the interview and after a long radio
silence, two important new facts from
Obliveon need to be mentioned. Bass
Player Stephane Picard is back to
doing the vocal duties again after the
departure of Bruno Bernier.
Furthermore, Obliveon left Hypnotic
Records in quest of something more
suitable for their aspirations. New
songs are being written in order to
shop for something new, with the goal
of making another album. This should
come as no real surprise after the
discontent that was expressed by
Martin in the interview.

Discography:
"From this Day Forward" (Active Records,
     1990/Independent, 1998)
"Nemesis" (Independent, 1993/1998)
"Planet Claire" Promo (Independent, 1998)
"Cybervoid" (Hypnotic Records, 1997/1998)
"Whimsical Uproar" (Independent, 1987/
     1998)
"Carnivore Mothermouth" (Hypnotic
     Records, 1999)
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Montreal is the biggest French-
speaking city in Canada and is
also home to a broad range of
metal bands. Apart from a few
progressive metal bands featured
in this issue like Silent Exile and
Heavens Cry, extreme metal
bands dominate the city metal
scene. By extreme metal I mean
either death metal like Cryptopsy
or black metal.

Kralizec is a new band from
Montreal that has released an
excellent self-titled debut album.
The album is actually a wolf in
sheep’s clothes. Musically they
cover a broad spectrum within the
death metal genre. The songs
take elements from Morbid Angel,
Borknagar, Suffocation, Death but
maintain their own identity. The
playing is tight, the riffing is heavy
and variable. At first glance it may
sound like the extremity factor is
taken very far mainly due to the
vocals of lead singer Benjamin
Leclerc. Benjamin is an extreme
yet variable vocalist, capable of
extreme grunts but also tortured
screams. Closer analysis shows
that "Kralizec" has much more to
offer than regular extreme metal
bands. In terms of song writing
they are capable of writing memo-
rable songs but also a challenging
9 minute progressive death metal
epic.

The lyrical concept is something
that sets Kralizec apart from most
extreme metal bands. The actual
added value of "Kralizec" is an
extraordinary philosophical
concept with lyrics sung in French
and English. There are two vers-
ions of the album, a regular
version with a booklet giving the
lyrics to the songs and a limited
edition book with the complete
concept. The book that
accompanies the CD is dedicated
to the quest of the origin. The
book describes three points of
view regarding the origin: a
philosophical, moral, and a
religious approach.

The following interview was done
with vocalist Benjamin Leclerc
(BL), and guitarists Stefano Orsini
(SO) and Patrick Loisel (PL).

BEYOND Deafness

The basic first question is how
did it all start?
BL: I played in Deafness four years
ago. It was a death metal band and
very similar to Cannibal Corpse.
Well you’ve got to start some-
where. Then I joined Vengeance,
which was a grind metal band like
Mortician but a little bit louder. It
wasn’t listenable at all.

Did they make any recordings?
BL: Deafness made a CD. We sold
half of them and we were stuck
with the other half. Vengeance was
more a personal project. We made
100 copies of our demo and sold
them all. I met Stefano when I was
in Deafness. We had a guitar player
that left and he joined the band.
PL: Actually, the current Kralizec
bass player Francois Archambault
was also part of Deafness.

KRALIZEC

SO: In Deafness we had a temporary
drummer because the old drummer left
for financial reasons, he got a job
somewhere else. It was going pretty
decent for a while but unfortunately the
drummer we had at the time killed
himself. They say that he took too
many medication pills and hung
himself. He was a good drummer
though and also played in Agony,
which is another band from Montreal.
Since then the band was in a standby
mode. We weren’t playing or practising
until one day Francois called me. He
had been jamming for a while with
Patrick and he asked me if I wanted to
start a band. He asked me to come over
and meet this guitar player and we
could start a band if I liked him.
PL: I was the guitar player and lead
singer in a band called Foreshadow for
like ten years. They were aiming more
for a groovy American style of metal
like Korn and that wasn’t the style that
I wanted to play. We were childhood
friends but they really disliked my
increasing interest in extreme music
and classical music. During one of our
last shows our current bass player
Francois was in the audience. He came
up to me after the show and we talked
a while. At the end of 1996 we split up
and one of the first things that I did
was to search for Francois. I met him
and we started jamming in his room.
He told me that Deafness was in limbo
and he really disliked the guitar player
in the band for various reasons. So he
asked me to join Deafness so that’s
how the four of us got together three
years ago.

You don’t have a drummer at the
moment?
PL: We’re going to try one this sum-
mer called Eric Bombardier.
BL: We think we have found him. We
know that he is capable of playing the
kind of drums that we are searching
for. But he has to fit into the blend of
the band.
SO: We tried him out last year. He
played very well, had a lot of potential
but he didn’t have the endurance to
play really fast for a long time.
PL: Initially, he was a thrash or slow
death drummer in a couple of bands.
At that time he had only just started as
an extreme drummer and since then he
has been practising a lot. Here’s from
the south shore of Montreal and he’s
really motivated.
BL: I think it’s going to be good with
him because he’s a fan of Kralizec.
That’s why he wants to play with us
and not because we are starting to get
known in the local scene.
SO: Finding a good drummer has also
been a problem in the past. Five years
ago, before I joined Deafness, I was in
a band where we had a drummer that
didn’t stay very long. We were not able
to find a replacement because our

music was too technical, it was really
impossible because there were too
many riff changes. At that time there
weren’t many drummers available.
Actually there still aren’t that many
good drummers in Montreal.

There is a big death metal scene here
but it focuses more on the extreme
than technical side.
PL: Five years the scene was very fond
of the New York death metal style like
Suffocation. Every time that
Suffocation came to Montreal, they
earned enough to pay their bills for a
year. There was a shift two years ago to
a more melodic European style of
death metal. This suits my needs a lot
because I’ve been writing like this for
15 years. My main influences are King
Diamond, Fates Warning,
Queensryche, Morbid Angel, and
Rush. Nowadays it’s an Eldorado for
me because this is the first time that I
can write the music that I have in my
head without commercialising
anything. There are very old ideas on
the album that are from as far back as
1985. People are now telling me how
original they are. Luckily I didn’t
publish them when I wrote them.

HOLY War

How did the debut album come
about?
BL: It took a very long time for us to
get into the studio to record it. We first
had financial problems in the band.
Then when we went into the studio to
record it in January 1999, it took a
whole year to release the accompany-
ing book. Delays are usual in the music
industry, so we had plenty of them.

So you didn’t make any demos
before that time. Did you want to
release the CD independently or
were you looking for a label?
SO: We weren’t looking for a label
because here in Montreal the labels are
very voracious. They don’t give young
bands a chance. You really have to
make it on your own before they start
signing you. We wanted to come out
with a CD and not a cassette. Then
Francois’ and Benjamin’s idea of the
book came about and we loved it.
BL: The book grabs your eye. When
you’re in the record store you see and
wonder what the hell it is.
PL: We organized everything
ourselves. It was done by us and a
bunch of friends.

The CD is a collection of songs with
a common theme and you need the
book to explain it?
SO: Music wise the songs don’t follow
each other but if you read the lyrics
they do.
BL: They follow each other by the
common theme of the lyrics.

Is the book a novel because it does
have more text than the lyrics alone?
BL: I wouldn’t say that. The book has
introductions to the lyrics.

What does Kralizec mean then?
BL: Do you know the book "Dune"?

I know it but I haven’t read it. I am
a science fiction fan but the book
was too slow for me.
BL: It is heavy literature. In book 2 of
Dune, I think it’s called "Children of
Dune," you find the Kralizec. In the
book they explain it to be a holy war
like a Jihad. Robotic technological
machines dominate the whole universe.
Kralizec is the holy war that purifies
the universe of the technological
domination to centre the development
of human capacities and the human
itself.

Is it a war between humans and
robots?
BL: Not necessarily, it’s a war against
people using robots to dominate other
people. What I kept from the thematic
in the book is the war of humans
against themselves with the ultimate
goal to help themselves from a moral
point of view. The book that
accompanies the CD is dedicated to the
quest of the origin. The prologue of the
book is called "Vers l’Origine"
(translated as "To the origin"). I just
ask questions in this prologue. The
question asked in this book is: "Where
is the origin, where do we come from?"
I have three approaches:
- "Le libre Penseur" translated as "The
free thinker" which is the philosophical
approach that rationalizes the question,
- "Le Libertin" translated as "The
Liberator" which is the moral point of
view, and
- "L’Heretique" translated as "The
Heretic" which is the religious point of
view. It’s the theological point of view
but I don’t talk of God or Satan.

Can you elaborate on the first two
approaches because I am only famil-
iar with two approaches: the theo-
logical approach that an entity like
God created everything and the
atheistic approach that everything
came from the big bang? Or perhaps
that we came from outer space.
BL: The philosophical approach is
based on the fact that nothing created
us but that we came from an actual
evolution. In the book an old
philosopher explains it. In the second
point of view, we come from nowhere
and if we came from somewhere then
we’ll never know it. Just taste life and
don’t worry about it. A "libertin" is
like someone of low virtue. You know
Marquis de Sade. He was like a
"libertin." If you read just the lyrics to
the regular version of the album, you
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will not be able to grasp the whole
concept of the album and the lyrics
will not be linked by anything. At the
end of the book, there is the epilogue
where there are questions that the
reader should have asked himself
whilst reading the book. The song that
I prefer to sing is "Kralizec," my
favorite song in terms of intensity and
feel expressed in it is "Sailing to the
Origin."

What is the nine minute epic
"Sailing to the Origin" about then?
BL: "Sailing to the Origin" is the
conclusion to the whole theme of the
album. It is the only song that I wrote
in English. The song is about the
discussion between good and evil in
the head of a person. In the song, evil
is represented by the screams, the
higher-pitched vocals, whereas good is
represented by the loud vocals. There
are three types of lyrics: the lyrics in
italics are from the evil inside his head,
the bold print is the good and there are
two parts where the person speaks for
himself. The song is part of the
religious chapter.

PHILOSOPHY Classes in College

Where do you get your inspiration?
BL: From everywhere, every day. I
read a lot of books. It comes form
there, it comes form what I see of
people. A big influence is the
philosophy classes that I had in col-
lege. It’s an endless inspiration source
because you ask yourself one question
and you find an answer then this will
give you three other questions.

Which philosophers can you identify
yourself with?
BL: You will see a big influence of the
French philosopher Descartes. Marquis
de Sade is also an influence for the
pleasures of life especially the book in
which he destroys every virtue. He tells
you that virtue will give you nothing
but a pitiful life. Other influences are
Socrates and Plato. I haven’t read all
their work but certainly a lot.

What kind of work do you do?
BL: I am in the army right now. If
there’s a place where you can be alone
with yourself then it is in the army.

You have a lot of spare time?
BL: I mean that you confront yourself
every day. I am in the infantry and I
really like to be lost in the woods and
be part of nature. A lot of the lyrics of
the album have been composed in the
woods while I was on duty. When you
are in a defensive faction, you lie in
your trench and you spend hours
looking at the beautiful sky. I was
stationed north of Quebec so you don’t
have any city lights to blind the stars. It
was marvellous and I did some writing
there. In a week I am leaving for three
months of training in the Primary
Canadian Reserve. We have got two
weekend exercises per month. It’s quite
intensive.

The whole band supports the lyrical
concept?
SO: We have our opinions, of course,
but I loved it as soon as he presented
the concept. I am pessimistic in a way

and in a way I see myself in the book.
Towards the end of the book it goes
pretty far but if you stab someone he’ll
still bleed. No matter what we are
we’re still human.

The lyrics are partly in English but
mostly in French. Why didn’t you go
for only one language?
BL: Because we live in Canada and
this is a bilingual country. This is
reflected very well in Kralizec. I am in
the army so I have to be bilingual. Well
I am not bilingual, but I am able to
communicate in English. Patrick is
bilingual and Stefano speaks Italian as
well. We are three French Canadians so
it shows the linguistic world we live in
and that we’ve got in the band.

What do you think of bands that
write about mutilation of corpses?
PL: It’s laughing material. In my old
band Foreshadow, I was the vocalist
and lyricist as well. We played thrash
so our lyrics were pretty your basic
social issue style. I always despised
this nihilist side of metal music. I like
extreme music but I am really against
any metal music that tries to be a bad
influence on youth. This is something I
fight against in my everyday life. So
back then we had a song called
"Parody of Yourself" in which I slam
on drug users. By that I mean drug
addicts and not the people that smoke a
joint. I was meant positively in the
sense that they should get a kick in the
ass and get their own life.

But what did you write about in
your old band Deafness?
BL: In Deafness the lyrics were
cryptic, dark, and not really original.

The concept is very challenging and
people have to invest a lot of time to
really understand it and build their
own interpretation.
BL: Exactly you put your finger on the
sore spot. I want the reader to build his
own interpretation. I put the emphasis
on the three interpretations of the
reader. Nobody is going to completely
understand it when I wrote this. In a
philosophy book, no one understands
the same thing because no one has the
educational or cultural background.
PL: It’s a bit like the drawing which
shows an old lady but you see a young
lady when you look at it from a
different angle.

That brings me to the next question:
which came first, the music or the
lyrical concept?
BL: It was music first then the lyrics.
The thematic followed after that so I
had to review most of the lyrics for
them to fit the musical concept.
SO: When we just started, Patrick
brought in three songs that were
completely written. We had another
song done in a week after that so we
already had three songs written ver y
early on. Another song was finished a
month and a half later. We had so many
ideas in the beginning that we did not
have time to write the lyrics.
BL: The concept also came from the
music because all the songs are very
different from each other. So I had to
separate them on the lyrical part. The
quality of the music was so high that I

had to meet that standard lyrically as
well for the album to be a whole.

OCEANO Nox

The first Kralizec song that I heard
was "Oceano Nox." It reminded me
a lot of Borknagar vocal wise and I
really liked the dual vocals.
PL: The song was my idea but I don’t
consider that really a Kralizec song.
We don’t have a standard way of
writing songs. There are songs that
stem more from an individual way of
writing where one guy comes with a
complete song and the band learns it.
The three musicians have written the
newer songs together. "Oceano Nox" is
a personal song that I wrote in 1994
and it was refused by my former band.
I have a very bizarre writing style. It’s
my subconscious is throwing pieces of
a puzzle to me and within time
everything comes together to form a
complete song. For Kralizec, that is
something that I want to avoid because
the other musicians are really good
writers. Sometimes I bring the concept
and we rework the whole thing toget-
her. It’s like a cauldron, everyone
throws their ingredients into it.
SO: That’s also been a source of ten-
sion between Benjamin and Patrick for
the concepts of the lyrics. The problem
is that the lyrics for the album is Benja-
min’s way of thinking and you’re not
going to get anyone being able to do
the same thing. Patrick came in with
his ideas like "Oceano Nox" and we
took out some parts because if he had
had it his way it would not have
sounded like Kralizec. We love the
song but it needed another touch.
BL: Patrick wrote "Oceano Nox" and
"Apatride" and I had to perform
intellectual gymnastics to fit them into
the lyrical concept. The dual vocals in
"Oceano Nox" were needed to make it
more like Kralizec because when
Patrick presented the song to us it was
more like a hard rock song. We said
that it had to be more violent. In that
song, I would say that I do the back up
vocals because my extreme vocals
accompany Patrick’s clean vocals. It
wasn’t originally supposed to be like
that. Actually "Oceano Nox" is the
only song that has clean vocals apart
from another song that has about 5% of
clean vocals.

WE Play Death Metal

So why extreme metal because pro-
gressive rock would allow you to
write 20 minute songs and you’d be
able to express yourself more in the
lyrical sense instead of being re-
stricted to the 4-5 minute format as
used by extreme metal?
BL: Why extreme metal? Because of
the intensity of the vocals. It allows me
to express, perhaps not emotions, but
intensity in a way that is unreachable
by any other means.

But you can only really express
anger with such a voice.
BL: It’s like a perpetual conflict. My
vocals are divided equally between big
loud vocals and screams like in
"Oceano Nox." It expresses the duality
and it’s mostly anger. In this lyrical
concept it would be the anger of being

unable to find any of the searched
answers.

Anger is one-dimensional. What
about despair or fear? When
you look at different emotions
then I think fear is a much more
interesting emotion than anger.
SO: Yes it is because it can bring
on other emotions.
BL: The songs do express different
emotions. For example "Sailing to
the Origin" expresses fear, soli-
tude, and a lot of pain. When I am
on stage and I sing, it is pure
anger. It permits me to unleash
every day rage.

Are you a positive or negative
person?
BL: A negative person.
PL: I’m the positive person.
BL: I wouldn’t say I’m really
negative but I rationalize a lot.
PL: That’s the reason why I
insisted to have some of my lyrics
on the album because I prefer
spontaneity. I agree with Benjamin
that life around us is really bleak
and that the world is a really evil
thing like some sort of cancer
eating away the planet. Still in that
scrap that humanity is, there is
goodness and that’s what I want to
harvest, encourage, and push.
BL: That is Patrick’s personal
point of view and that’s not
expressed anywhere on the album.
That has been a conflict situation
between Patrick and myself that
started a couple of years ago.

Has that conflict been resolved?
BL: No it has not and I’m afraid it
just cannot be because Patrick
wants to develop something about
human goodness and sharing love.
PL: That’s not true. These are
issues that I strive for in my nor-
mal life but they don’t appear in
my lyrics.
BL: We play death metal.

So you categorize yourselves as
death metal?
BL: Yes absolutely.
SO: We play a style of death metal
but we can’t say exactly what.
BL: We are progressive death
metal because we blend all the
influences of the band. Stefano is a
Suffocation fan. I am a classical
Mortician fan and I love a little
black metal. Patrick loves
everything. The bass player loves
everything that is complex. If he
doesn’t hear 15 or 20 different
notes in a riff he doesn’t like it. He
likes Emperor, Cryptopsy.
SO: Up until the last album. I love
their albums and I always play
their riffs but I personally think
their last album is too technical
and not listener friendly. After a
while you get bored because it’s so
technical. That’s my personal
opinion though.

When I hear the term progres-
sive death metal I think of bands
like Atheist, Cynic, Death.
BL: It could be that kind but in a
more extreme way. For example in
the song "Sailing to the Origin"
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there isn’t a part that
repeats itself, there’s a
constant evolution in the
music. A lot of our songs
are like that.

Your material covers the
whole spectrum of death
metal.
BL: There is a blend of
songs;  there are songs that
are very fast, some very
slow, some sweet and
others very heavy. "Oceano
Nox" is very varied, it’s
very accessible and a good
blend of the whole album.
PL: If you would have to
compare some of the songs
to other bands, then
"Kralizec" is like
Satyricon, I’ve been told

that "Oceano Nox" is a bit like
Fear Factory, "Apatride" is more
like Emperor, "L’Eternelle Danse"
like Amorphis and "Le Vigile" is
like Suffocation full spin. Apart
from four albums, death metal is
not really my cup of tea.
SO: He is more into a melodic
type of music. He’s really picky
when it comes to death metal. I
am the other way around, I am
really picky when it comes to
melodic music.
BL: Vivaldi, Beethoven. I am
definitely a fan of classical music.

Where did your love for
classical music and, in
particular, Beethoven come
from?
BL: It is music with a big M. I
haven’t heard anything that comes
near Beethoven in terms of emo-
tion. It doesn’t only express
emotion but you feel the emotion.
That is the magic you find in
classical and nowhere else. It’s
intellectual music. It’s like
mathematical music, it is
structured but not repetitive. For
me it is the music and anything it
just the derivation of the source
which is classical music.

Do you also listen to modern
classical music?
BL: Not really because nowadays
relies on themes like music based
bombardments in World War II or
poverty. Old classical music
didn’t have any examples of what
should be done in the composing
of music. They didn’t rely on
their environment to find a theme
for their music. They found
themes inside of them, like
Beethoven is just pure emotion,
anger, solitude, or passion. His
best work was never published.
He was deaf at a later age and he
literally felt the music by the
vibrations coming out of his
piano. That is something very
special.

BLACK is More Neutral

Such a lyrical concept would
allow for an extravagant stage
show, clothing or make-up.
SO: Not make-up but our motto is
to always wear black. We don’t

want to look like a lot of death metal
bands where one has Bermuda shorts
and white shoes and the other is
wearing jeans and a shirt.
PL: Black is more neutral but it does
allow for self-expression. I am the type
of guy that is never more than four feet
away from the front of the stage,
smiling and moving around a lot and if
I had a wireless guitar then I would be
in the crowd. Stefano and Francois
stand half way the stage and do their
playing there whereas Benjamin stands
in the middle. All of it together brings
a good show.

Have you ever considered make-up?
BL: I will never put make-up on my
face. First of all because I am not a
girl, secondly I am not a sadomaso-
chist. If I am on the stage, I am
expressing myself and I want to do a
show for myself more than anything
else. First for myself then for the band
and then for the crowd. I like to stay in
the shadows.

That’s kind of contradictory because
lead vocalists are the centre of atten-
tion, especially during a live show.
BL: I do not talk to the crowd. I throw
my themes in the air. When I speak
during a show in between songs, I am
reciting text that I’ve written
previously. I don’t speak to the crowd
directly like "Hey, how are you
doing?" I am there to play music
whereas Patrick is there to be the
centre of attention. We are there to
present our music and not to present
ourselves. Anyways, neither of us want
to disguise ourselves. I don’t want to
criticize the people that wear leather or
make-up on their faces, it goes with the
theatrical part of their shows.
SO: But that’s not the impression that
we want go give.
BL: In past live shows, we have made
musical intros for most the songs. I
have written some text to introduce the
songs, not the same ones as in the book
but with the same topics linking all the
songs. So the show starts and we’ve
got an intro with music and a text that I
do alone, then the song, another intro
and a song and then an outro at the end
of the show. We made some
promotional flyers with the intro texts
on them so the people could follow the
introductions, name of the songs and
theme of the songs. I don’t expect them
to understand the whole concept or a
specific part. I want them to underst-
and something of the concept and ask
themselves questions so they develop
themselves.

You played with Martyr last
Saturday, how did that come about?
Do you know them very well?
SO: We don’t know them quite well
but we know them. We’ve played a
couple of shows together.
BL: We met them at a death metal
festival in Montreal, which was our
seventh show. We were the sixth band
in the line-up because the promoter
said we were too good to be one the
first bands to play. Martyr also played
on the festival. We weren’t known but
we weren’t beginners so it surprised a
lot of people. They came up to us after
the show to ask where we were from.
Just like the show we played on

Saturday, people didn’t know us before
so they expected a beginning band.
After the show on the death metal
festival, Martyr told us they were
impressed by us and wanted to play
with us again. We kept in contact after
that. The scene is widespread but
everyone knows one another.
SO: We got the show last Saturday
because the promoter liked us and
Martyr liked us, so it was easy.

You use drum computers because
you don’t have a real drummer yet.
How does the crowd react to that
during a live show?
SO: It was a 50-50 reaction, they were
surprised that it was good but they
were also surprised that it was a drum
machine. They didn’t like us because
of the fact that we had a drum machine.
I am sure that deep down they liked a
bit of the music.
BL: We didn’t make the album with a
drum computer because we wanted to.
We had two choices, buy an electronic
drum and program it and do the album
with it and wait until we find a proper
drummer later or just wait for a
drummer before doing anything. If we
had done the latter we wouldn’t have

been able to do anything.

What about the plans for the second
album?
BL: We haven’t written any complete
new songs since the recording of the
album. I will be away for three months
and that time will be used by the band
to train the drummer and make
something of the musical ideas and
riffs that we have. They will send me
the tapes by mail and I will listen to
them in trenches and I will try to find a
lyrical concept for them.
PL: We should have a bunch of songs
ready by the end of the year.

As I mentioned in my review elsewhere
in this issue, this is a highly
recommendable journey to the extreme
end of the metal genre. It is actually
one of the best death metal debut
albums that I have heard in a long time
and the album actually becomes even
better and better after you take the
effort to study the lyrical concept.

[Kralizec, Case Postale 60521,
Comptoir Postal Saint-Clement,
Montreal, H1V 3T8, Canada]
www.multimania.com/kralizec
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100 DEMONS
In the Eyes of the Lords
Good Life Recordings
This disc turns you on with hardcorish
energy, groove, straight in your face blasts
and dark lyrics. Maybe not as attractive to
metal fans as the latest releases of bands
like Congress or Reprisal, 100 Demons
show what can be expected from aggressive
HC. Sounding heavier than the more punk
orientated side of HC, 100 Demons never
really reach the point where metal-core
begins. Some elements like guitar solos or
typically metallic double bass just strengthen
the impression and help me in my decision
to add this group to the list of my HC-style
faves. I can imagine that they sound great
live and their attitude is dirty and raw - as I
understand these guys aren't straightedge
followers. 28 minutes, and 11 songs come
fast like a fist to your face. (AO)
4

ABORTED/CHRIST DENIED
Split-CD
Soulreaper Records
Three songs from Aborted and three songs from
Christ Denied (one of them is a cover of Pyrexia)
result in 19 minutes of brutal grindcore. Both
bands have much in common, and you cannot
even notice when one ends playing and another
starts. For the description of their style, find any
review on death/grind - both bands don't
transcend the limits, but do their work reasonably
well. (AO)
[soulreaper@angelfire.com]
3

AETERNUS
Burning the Shroud
Hammerheart Records
After the interesting latest full-length by Aeternus,
here we get a new album with three new songs,
some live recorded tracks and three rare songs.
Of course, new songs interest us most of all, and
the strongest of these is the title song which is
going to appear in a different mix on the

forthcoming new album. It begins
with hard blasting, sounding like it
would be the most heavyweight
song of Aeternus ever. The structure
changes as the song develops, and
the song becomes more
atmospheric and complex. This new
version of death/black metal seems
very promising for the next album. I
would also mark out "Midnatt Storm"
which is more doomish and maybe
more atmospheric. "Raven And
Blood"'s atmosphere is quite the
same, but the sound quality doesn't
reach the perfection of "Burning the
Shroud." The rest of the album is
dedicated to Aeuturnus fans, as the
live tracks or these old songs don't
reach the standards of the new
Aeternus songs. So you may wait for
the new full-length which promises
to be very interesting, or buy this 50-

minute release available at a MCD price. (AO)
3 1/2

ANASARCA
Moribund
Mighty Music
The question about Anasarca must be
formulated like this: do you like brutal death/
grind? If the answer is "no" you can easily
forget the name of this band, because here
you won't get anything other than traditional
death/grind. But if the answer is "yes," look
for this album, as Anasarca are probably one
of the best groups coming from Europe that
play U.S. death metal. The influences of
Cannibal Corpse and Immolation will be
noticed here quite soon. Anasarca play
American death metal without looking for the
novelties or a strong wish to form their own
identity. But they do their job skillfully and
professionally, and these 11 tracks really
have power and make sense. (AO)
3 3/4

ANHKREHG
Lands of War
Frowz Productions
The label calls them "kings of war metal." It is
also the fourth album of this band; it was
produced by Jean-Francois Dagenais from
Kataklysm and recorded at the famous studio
Victor. Not to mention that "Lands of War"
features guest "star artist" Infurya from Malvery.
To me, all these facts say nothing too impressive
and neither does the music. What we find here is
fast and chaotic black metal. It hardly fits the tag
of "war metal," as we almost never find majestic
and bombastic black metal hymns. The tempo
slows down only on some songs like "Le Champs
Des Morts," but later the blasting begins once
again. In the end, it becomes so repetitive that
you turn this CD off without any sorrow. Unless
you wonder how the French language sounds in
black metal or you are a fan of all fast black
metal releases? (AO)
2 3/4

"Fly Nymph"  © DarPing
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AURA NOIR
Increased Damnation
Hammerheart Records
This group is mostly known for featuring
members of Dodheimsgard and Mayhem. This
release contains their first EP, as well as some
live tracks and rarities for awakening the
flashbacks. So, the collector won't escape from
investing some more bucks, will he? Is
"Increased Damnation" worth it? Well, what we
hear is a typical "Venom clan" band. Even those
standard "hugh" sounds from Venom's "Black
Metal" are here. Add the influence of early
Bathory, and then you get Aura Noir on their first
uncut recording. Truly, that's exactly what I
expected - raw, dirty thrash/black metal with the
standard brutal vocals of Fenriz. I almost liked
their studio tracks; bearing in mind that all of
these were the first recordings of the band, it is
quite a fresh product. As in the case of many old
releases, the problems appear when we get to
the rarities and live tracks. The sound quality
here is not perfect, and perhaps much too raw.
But it is dedicated to collectors and true
collectors like it all. So, leave the second part of
the album for them, and the first is enjoyable to
each black/thrash fan out there. (AO)
3 1/2

AURORA
Devotion
Serious Entertainment
The second album of Aurora from Denmark
presents melodic death metal that isn't very
similar to Gothenburg metal. Instead of the
intensity and fury of Dark Tranquility or
Soilwork, or the playfulness of In Flames,
Aurora's music is more varied in tempo and
maybe more similar to albums like
"Bitterness" from Desultory. There are
elements on "Devotion" that remind me of
earlier Anathema because the melodies are
a little stern and quite un-cheesy, contrary to
many Helloween-inspired melodic death
metal bands. "Devotion" is tightly executed,
mainly up-tempo, but very dynamic and
varied, with the vocals ranging from sharp/
grunting to Gothenburg-style screeching to
clean singing. Aurora should appeal to those
who like melodic death metal of a little
rougher kind. (GS)
4

AUTUMNBLAZE
Bleak
Prophecy Productions
I'm almost sure that Autumnblaze has the
potential to one day reach the same status
Anathema or Katatonia have today.
Stylistically, this German band can also be
described as atmospheric emotional metal,
but takes a wider spectrum and I'd even say
that they are commercially more accessible
than both of the aforementioned bands.
Autumnblaze give more melancholy than
you usually get from artists of this genre, and
even such topics as despair or loneliness in
this music form a more romantic than
depressing mood. The first song,
"Someone's Picture" seems like a collage of
atmospheric metal and bands such as HIM,
Radiohead, Travis- all of which you would
hardly ascribe to this style. Emotional vocals
are the most important here - Eldron
manages to express a really wide range of
emotions. Surprisingly "I Shiver" starts with
almost trip-hoppy motives in the background
and with Katatonia-like guitars rolling in later.
The influence of Katatonia's "Tonight
Decision" album is more than evident here,
but Autumnblaze also have some songs
which would leave Katatonia behind, at least
emotionally. The influence of Type O
Negative shines through on "Bleak," but it is

quickly blow the listener away before
dissolving into the void. The effect is almost
staggering. I can wholeheartedly
recommend this to any Bal Sagoth fans. For
those of you who hate Bal Sagoth, I
recommend passing this album up, as
there's no way in hell it'll convert you to the
band's cause. (JS)
4 1/4

BEHIND THE SCENERY
...Of Honesty Forbidden
Grind Syndicate Media
Here's yet another melodic death metal
band, and yes, they're heavily influenced by
the Gothenburg sound. But lo! They're
actually very good at what they do, and
moreover, creative enough to actually
warrant a careful look. Behind the Scenery
are based in Germany, which will cause
some to compare them to Night In Gales,
but besides the shared reliance on twin
guitar harmonies (of the kick ass neo-
classical variety), the comparison isn't really
warranted. Were I forced at gun point to
compare them to some other melodic death
band, I would immediately point the assailant
towards "Deflower" era Without Grief. Both
bands alternate between genuine death
metal heaviness and arpeggio based
melodies, both possess the sharper edge of
catchiness, and both make use of Romantic
piano lines and classical guitar segments.
There are a ton of real song writing
moments here, with hooks and refrains left
and right, and some genuinely progressive
song structures as well. Vocals come in both
low guttural and high shriek varieties, like
that other band I just mentioned. The
occasional brutality offers a nice reprieve
from the In Flames sugarcane formula, and
the utterly metallic nature of the overall
songs is a nice throwback to when the
Gothenburg bands of old didn't integrate
synth pop, techno, and whatever else they
could get their hands on. There it is. This is
quality melodic death metal, free of overt
pretension, and the album that people
expected from Without Grief after
"Deflower." I'm going to bite the bullet and
highly recommend this album, despite my
usual bitterness addressed towards the
"unoriginal multitude," because I'm a
hypocrite and this album kicks ass. (JS)
[http://www.BehindTheScenery.com]
4

BETHLEHEM
Profane Fetmilch Lenz Elf Krank EP
Prophecy Productions
Two tracks previously released on 7 inch are
now available on a single-CD. Bethlehem
didn't change their style; it's still depressive
dark metal, but now the songs are rockier
and catchier (this can especially be said
about the melodic "Von Bittersussem
Suizid"). But even with this more
straightforward orientation, Bethlehem
manages to throw in some absolutely bizarre
motives, so their fans will not be
disappointed. (AO)
3 3/4

BLAZING ETERNITY
Times and Unknown Waters
Prophecy Productions
Blazing Eternity is one of the few bands I
can think of with a totally encapsulating
atmosphere of dread and despair. They
effectively combine black metal's droning
gray ambiance, somber dirge-like melodies
(think "Brave Murder Day" era Katatonia),
and densely atmospheric neo-folk parts
typical of Prophecy bands. The music
invokes imagery of flat wintry fields and a
low overcast skies, cold and barren, with
scant remnants of fuller emotions. The
vocals encompass some variety, but are
mainly growled or merely suggested with
soft whispers. The guitar lines are intensely
mournful, but warmer rock tones and folk
acoustics are used to fill out the sound. The
bass and percussion are typical of the style,
more loose and rock orientated than you
might find in a typical extreme metal band,
melodic or otherwise. "Times and Unknown
Waters" is a doomy meditation, more of a
dark reverie than a direct statement.
Contemplative and subtle, the album
invokes a strong atmosphere of
bereavement, with a feeling and tone similar
to Agalloch's "Pale Folklore." This is for
people who don't want their darkness
delivered with a sledgehammer. (JS)
4  [AO 3 1/2]

CEMETARY 1213
The Beast Divine
Century Media Records
After two gothic/electro/industrial albums
with Sundown, vocalist and guitarist Mathias
Lodmalm reformed his atmospheric metal
band Cemetary. And with some industrial/
electro tinges and a groove-metal touch, the
new Cemetary (1213) still offers atmospheric
metal with heavy guitars and sharp metallic
or (sometimes) gothic vocals. Songs are
rather distinct in nature, from groovy metallic
tracks ("The Lightning/Firewire") to "Black
Vanity" (Cemetary's best album) like melodic
songs with sing-along choruses ("Silicon
Karma," "The Carrier"). Each song has a
leading catchy riff or a main melody, but you
can't get past the feeling that you can't go
very deep into this album (contrary to Tiamat
and Anathema's works). In addition, the
atmospheric songs were composed with the
same set of techniques as "Black Vanity"
hits. But what the heck, they sound good.
(GS)
3 3/4  [CR 3 3/4]

CEPHALIC CARNAGE
Exploiting Dysfunction
Relapse Records
This is sure fun for every maniac of ultra
grindcore with death metal influences. I
wasn't too excited by Cephalic Carnage's
debut album "Conformity to Abnormality" on
Italian Headfucker Records, but after this
release I can only say that they improved
their playing and improved it to the level of
grindcore greats. The new album has all the
usual elements of intense, brutal grindcore
such as extreme schizoid vocals, a fast and
assaulting rhythm section, and strange
unexpected guitar solos. But Cephalic
Carnage add an experimental dose, and a
strange feeling of jazzy inserts are felt here
and there. The sound is much better than on
the debut, though still contains a bit of that
undergroundish feeling. Having said all
these words that will probably please the
ears of brutallers, I can add that this disc is
also recommended to fans of other extreme
genres, even those who don't like grindcore
too much, because, on this album, Cephalic
Carnage deliver some rocky moments (the
band themselves call their style "Rocky
Mountain Hydro-Grind"). (AO)
4

ALCHEMIST
Organasm
Displeased Records
This Australian band is not a newcomer to the heavy scene. I remember some of their
older releases, which tended to offer very interesting techno thrash stuff. With a new label
and a new record, "Organasm" is a very intensive and atmospheric release with a wide
stylistic range: anything from psychedelic rock, avant garde metal a la Voivod, and the
modern grooves of Fear Factory or Soulfly. The vocals sometimes even tend to the gothic
orientated a la Tiamat. The CD makes its run from track to track; the beginning is a bit
"pale" but the second half of the album simply prospers: "Single Sided," "Surreality," "Tide
In Mind Out," or "Escape >From the Black Hole" surprise with great arrangements and
interesting creative solutions. Because of the artistic touch, "Organasm" will never be
successful commercially, but for fans of Neurosis or Voivod it's a must. Very good. (SV)
4 1/4   [CR 4, GS 4, AO 4]

AMORPHIS
Am Universum
Relapse Records
The fifth full-length album of Amorphis
shows that the band has finally learned how
to write rock hit singles of quick but lasting
impact ("Alone" and "Goddess (of the Sad
Man)"). "Am Universum" is more aggressive
and edgy than "Tuonela" which at times
seemed liked Chris Rea's "Road to Hell"
kind of car-listening music. The new album
is okay for listening in a car, too, just
perhaps you need a newer and more
modern car, taking into account a little bit
more energetic and nod-along nature of the
new songs. Car matters aside, "Am
Universum" and "Tuonela" are still probably
the most similar Amorphis albums stylewise,
delivering heavy rock with busy guitars and
melodic vocals. Only the mood is different:
"Tuonela" was more melancholic and spacy,
and "Am Universum" is more down to earth.
The similarities and the less-spiritual nature
of the new album indicate that yet another
band, that once was cutting edge, is on the
edge of falling into grayness. "Am
Universum" is still a fine album and contains
typical Amorphis trademarks of catchy
choruses, elegant guitar lines, and keyboard/
saxophone textures, but its message is not
as effective as the poetic sadness and
melancholy of "Tuonela." (GS)
4

mostly HIM influences in their melancholic
songs. Autumnblaze completely slows down
on "So Close Yet So Far," but emotions burst
out on "Bruderseele"- the singer even uses
aggressive notes (this doesn't happen too
often on this album), and in the background
we hear Portishead-like loops. We can
blame Autumnblaze for some overly poppy
songs like "The Wind And the Broken Girl,"
but the final impression after listening to this
album is pretty good, and it really needs the
attention of every atmospheric metal or even
rock fan. (AO)
4 1/4

AVRIGUS
The Secret Kingdom
Well of Urd
Well of Urd, after releasing albums by
Hagalaz' Runedance and Hekate, have a
new signing: Australian band Avrigus.
Avrigus create a mystical atmosphere that is
very characteristic to both bands mentioned
above, but is also much more metallic.
Avrigus' influences come from Dead Can
Dance, This Mortal Coil, and some other
4AD ethereal bands, but these influences
are mixed with doom metal a la My Dying
Bride or The Gathering. The strongest point
of this band is beautiful singing of Judy
Chiara, which corresponds to the standards
of ethereal bands such as Love Spiral
Downwards or The Machine In The Garden.
The atmosphere put into this album is sad
and melancholic, and deep electronics,
supplemented by acoustic guitars, flow easy
and dreamy. Only in some places heavy
guitars break in, and the tracks like "Dark
Angels' Ascension" also have powerful
choruses, all of which should appeal to goth
fans. The tracks like "Qliphoth" should be
mentioned to fans of Dead Can Dance, and
all in all this record is a good choice for a fan
of goth/doom, who wants even more
melancholic and beautiful music. (AO)
4

BAL SAGOTH
The Power Cosmic
Nuclear Blast Records
Bal Sagoth is a band that will either appeal
to you with their symphonic bombast, or
drive you up the wall with their over-the-top
presentation. There really is no middle
ground. Their fourth album, "The Power
Cosmic" continues their tradition of keyboard
drenched orchestral metal, a sound the band
has nearly mastered throughout their four
albums. As always, layers and layers of
melodic guitar and keyboard melody lines
move in a vast polyphonic network above a
continuously chugging death metal rhythm
section. The melodies are of the utterly
ridiculous "heroic" variety, smashing the
listener over the head with pomposity at an
intense frequency. Vocalist/narrator Byron
continues his tradition, with absurdly
theatrical spoken word parts interspersed
with occasional caustic shrieks. There are
some interesting differences between this
album and previous Bal Sagoth endeavors.
There is less variation in the overall tempo of
the music; the sound is more streamlined,
with a sudden visceral impact that was
lacking in their music before. The songs are
less meandering, but lose some of the epic
flair that more varied compositions can
provide. The percussionist charges ahead
with an intense fervor, rarely slowing his
pace for anything, giving the overall music a
more straightforward, aggressive vibe.
Songs are more like a bullet in the head than
an epic journey. The theme is also more
science fiction orientated than before, with a
more crisp futuristic edge. The synths are as
symphonic as before but less traditionally
orchestral and imbued with an atmosphere
more along the lines of the Dune
soundtrack. Bal Sagoth make these slight
changes work for them, with songs that
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AT HOME WHERE WE BELONG

Thus far you have each album
released on a different label. "The
Knowing" is released on Dark
Symphonies. In my opinion it is
the label, next to The End Records
perhaps, that is most in line with
your artistic goals. How did you
hook up with Dark Symphonies?
We wanted off Martyr Music Group. It
was no secret. We felt it was best for
the band and the label for us to part
ways. We were not getting a clean
break from Martyr, and we were
under contract for two more CDs. I
spoke with Dark Symphonies, who
wanted us on his label, and ex-
plained our contract situation. He
immediately went to bat for us, con-
tacted Martyr, and purchased the
remainder of our contract from Mar-
tyr Music. Ted and Dark Symphonies
is the very best that could have
happened to this band in a long time,
and we’re now at home where we
belong. He’s already done so much
for us, and I can’t begin to tell how
nice it is to be on the top of some-
one’s priority list.

What are the advantages and
disadvantages of being signed to
an American label instead of a
European label where your main
market probably is?
One advantage to being on an
American label is having more con-
trol with what happens with your
music. You seem to be more in-
volved with the process. It’s easier to
get updates, and keep in constant
touch with the label. A disadvantage
would be saturation of the European
market. Without an office in Europe,
there’s only so much a label can do.
Luckily, we found one that works the
globe over.

Dark Symphonies has several very
original bands like Maudlin of the
Well, Corvus Corax, Rain Fell
Within in its roster. In how far are
you in contact with these bands?
We’ve talked to Maudlin of the Well
at festivals, and we’ve done a
smaller show with Rain Fell Within.
We all support each other, and like
what each other is doing. It’s nice to
have a few great bands on the label
with you. If the label shines, we all
shine.

100% DEDICATION

Each new album brings several
line-up changes, the most
significant being the addition of
Eric Burnley for the second album.
How difficult is it to maintain a
constant line-up?
We’ve had our trouble with members
in the past. It seems as if there’s
always at least one person who loses
interest in the music. You must have
a love for it. 100% dedication to it. If
you’re in it for any other reason, like
fame or money, you’re in the wrong
style of music. When a band
struggles for so many years, with
little to show for it, it tends to sway a
person away, but since day one, I do
this all for myself first. If others like
our music and buy it, it’s only a
bonus for me. It’s been hard to keep
a solid line-up, but then again, if
they’re not still with us, then that
100% was never there. This line up
now is solid. We’re all on the same
page, and I think the genuine love of

novembers doom
a gift I no longer want

by Christian Rademaker

Choosing your own personal favorite albums of the year is always a difficult
task. The choice depends on a lot of factors such as the current musical
mood, the instance in which you made the choice to buy an album, or even
the impossibility of comparing releases from different subgenres within
metal. Immortalizing, for lack of a better word, the final choice can be even
more hazardous because there it is more rule than exception that even after
the year has ended gems re-emerge and claim a spot in the top X list. An
example is "Of Sculptured Ivy and Stone Flowers" by the American band
Novembers Doom. Released in 1999 but overlooked by many at the time of
its release, it has managed to find its way into my top 15 list.

May lightning strike me down when I’m wrong in five years time but
Novembers Doom’s third full –length album "The Knowing" is surely turning
out to be my personal favorite album in the doom metal genre. Conquering
the same territory that has been laid bare by the likes of My Dying Bride,
Paradise Lost, and Anathema, "The Knowing" convinces with its polished
mixture of energetic and powerful doom metal and an intelligent lyrical
concept. When compared to the debut album "Amid it’s Hallowed
Mirth" which was released on Avantgarde/Nuclear Blast in 1995, the
progression is remarkable. Marred by line-up changes in the early
years, the biggest musical hurdle was taken after the addition of guitar-
ist Eric Burnley. Eric has become the main songwriter and his contribu-
tion to the aforementioned "Of Sculptured Ivy and Stone Flowers"
marks the future musical direction of Novembers Doom.

Eager to know more about this classic release, I contacted Novembers
Doom for an interview. The following is an interview that I did with
vocalist/lyricist Paul Kuhr after the release of "The Knowing." Thanks to
Erika of Dark Symphonies for acting as the perfect intermediate.

the music is there. I’m sure this will
not be the very last line-up for the
band, and if or when we need to
replace someone, we’ll look for the
person whose heart is into it.

What are the old members doing
musically?
Speaking only of members that have
recorded with us in the past: "Amid
It’s Hallowed Mirth" – Steve
Nicholson, the original guitarist is
doing nothing musically. We were the
last band, and he gave it all up to
ride his Harley Davidson. He’s a
biker. Plain and simple. Joe
Hernandez, the original drummer,
married, 2 kids, no band. He’s done
nothing serious with music since
either. He more or less left it for the
family life. "For Every Leaf That
Falls" – Abbas Jaffary, drummer. He
went on to play guitar with Ember,
and now he’s doing nothing serious
with music. He loves music, but has
little time to commit to bettering
himself on the instruments. "Of
Sculptured Ivy and Stone Flowers" -
Eric Kikke, guitar. He didn’t really do
anything with us anyway. He quit on
us in the studio recording that CD,
and he only plays on one song.
Sasha Horn was a session drummer.
I’m not sure what he’s up to now, but
I’m sure it’s music related. The kid
was a monster behind the kit. All the
CDs - Cathy Jo, female vocals. She’s
still a huge part of my life. I speak to
her often, and someday when her life
is in order, we will create music

again. Anyone else whose been
in the band that didn’t record a
CD with us, Brian Whited, bass,
went to Avernus, and Jim
Bresnahan, guitar, went to
Cianide.

LEARNING MORE ABOUT
"THE KNOWING"?

"The Knowing" was released
officially on Halloween (why
not the start of November). I
would like to go into some of
the songs on this master-
piece. One of the more dis-
tinctive songs is "Silent
Tomorrow." It has all the
ingredients to be the defini-
tive Novembers Doom an-
them. In which phase during
the whole writing process for
the album, was this particular
classic written?
That song was somewhere right
in the middle, and to be honest,
it was almost cut from the final
list of songs. We had too much
material for the CD, and
dropped a few songs before we
recorded. "Silent Tomorrow"
was almost one of them. After it
was recorded, I think we all
changed our minds about the
song. It turned out to be one of my
personal favorites.

The limited edition pressing of
"The Knowing" features the bonus
track "Silent Tomorrow" in the

"Dark Edit" version. Are there
other differences from the original
apart from the more pronounced
piano and less present electric
guitar?
It’s a different mix of the song. We
just wanted to give the American
release a different version of a song,
and we talked about having just
piano playing in the chorus. It worked
out so well, we decided it would be
the bonus song.

What is the general lyrical concept
behind "The Knowing"?
I don’t know when or where I came
up with the concept. I had an idea for
a story, and it almost took a life of its
own, and manifested each time I
thought about it. The basic of the
concept is this. It’s a story about a
man who awakens with a ‘gift’ of
seeing the future, generally knowing
all that there is to know: the end of
the world, the truth about God, etc.
At first it seems like a wonderful
thing, but as it goes along he sees
how his own life is being torn apart
by this. From knowing when your
friends and loved ones are going to
die, to knowing that the love of your
life doesn’t really love you and has
been lying to you for years. The
whole thing starts to slowly drive him
mad, especially when he realizes
that he can control certain destinies

and events, and cannot decide
which way to go with it. At the
same time, the non-fictional side
has very personal meaning to me,
and is much more deeply written
that it appears on the surface.
Every song on the CD has a much
more profound meaning that just a
conceptual piece. I may in fact
write a novel on the story some-
day, when I have more time on my
hands.

Do you feel more comfortable
with the format of a novel where
you are less restricted by for-
mat (length, structure) of lyrics?
Not at all. I just feel this story is
too long and complex not to write
it all down, and it may turn into a
novel. I’m not sure yet. It may be
just a real long short-story.
Someday if I write it, I’m sure I’ll
put it online on the web site.

Do you have a special interest
in American or English literat-
ure?
I’m a fan of Edgar Allan Poe and I
read as often as I can, but it’s
never been a hobby of mine. I just
don’t have the time in a day to do
everything I’d like to do.

Returning to the lyrical concept
behind "The Knowing," in how
far was it inspired by historical
figures like Nostradamus who
were also, supposedly, capable
of predicting the future?
Not at all actually. This person
does not predict the future, he
knows the future. Predictions can
be changed, fate cannot. He
simply knows everything there is
to know. The cure for cancer,
cures for diseases that haven’t

even surfaced yet, the end of the
world, when your loved ones will die,
and so on. On top of all that, he
knows what people are thinking. It’s
a mess. No one has had this
knowledge, so there’s no inspiration
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drawn from any figures. It started as
a thought in my twisted mind, and
grew like a monster.

A strange question perhaps but
does it matter if the main person in
the concept is masculine or femi-
nine?
Masculine.

I’m a little puzzled by the lyrics to
"Aura Blue" does the person actu-
ally come to terms with his gift or
did he just dream that he’d lost his
gift and returned to normality?
It was not a dream, it was a reality.
As quickly as the gift came to him, it
left him in the same way. It was the
only question he didn’t have the
answer to, "Where did the gift come
from?". His life is returned to him,
and he can now close his eyes at
night, and sleep again. But, just as
he is refreshed, and happy to be
alive again, and his human spirit has
been restored, he feels it coming
back. The last line of lyrics on the
song is "With open arms, I greet my
old friend." He’s feeling it coming
back to him. It sort of sets the story
to start over again, like returning to
track 1, "Awaken."

The lyrical concept actually re-
minds me of the fine line between
a genius and an idiot. There are
people that I know that have an
extremely high intellect but that
gift is not supported by capabili-
ties to communicate or socialize
with a lesser intellect. They feel
misunderstood and psychologi-
cally speaking slow degrade. Your
views?
I know people who are the same
way. Their intelligence is amazing,
but they have no common sense. I
deal with people like that everyday.
It’s sad.

Religious themes appear in some
of your lyrics, e.g., "In Faith." Do
religious beliefs play a role in your
life?
I’m not a religious person by any
means, but I love the idea of it. It’s
such a great conversation piece.
People can argue about religion for
days, and yet no one knows for sure.
I think a lot of my religious refer-
ences are more in the vein of "calling
out" or at a time of pure sorrow,
wanting the idea of God to be true, to
help lessen the pain. I never preach
anything, because I’m not a priest. I
believe what I believe, and I write in
a way where the reader or listener is
not sure what direction I’m taking. If
you think I’m pro-religion, cool, you
drew a conclusion to it. If you think
I’m anti-religion, cool as well. I open
myself up in the lyrics, but only a few
special people really know how I feel
about everything.

You mentioned that you dropped
several songs before the recording
of the album. Were those songs
also part of the lyrical concept?
Well, they were never completed.
Musically, we thought they were the
weaker of the songs we had. They
did have a lyrical purpose, but it was
just more chapters to the story, diving
into more aspects of the story. One
was a haunting from the deceased
love, another touch on pure anger.
Just more chapters in the book.

"I want to live my life once more"
is the opening statement when
you visit the Novembers Doom
homepage on the www. In some
religious beliefs, reincarnation or
the transcendence of the spirit or
soul to another entity is a natural
part. What are your views on rein-
carnation?
I really can’t say one way or another.
Again, it falls into the last question. "I
want to live my life once more" is
nothing more than that. If I had the
chance to do it again, to write the
wrongs, and make changes in my
life, I would do it.

What are your main regrets
musically and lyrically?
Nothing so much as musically or
lyrically, but in general with the band.
I would have set my goals higher,
earlier on. I would have picked
members more carefully, and not
take someone just because we
needed to fill a spot. I would stay
away from fledgling record labels that
feel they will rule the world, and I
would be more honest to a friend
who we owe much too.

You’ve now accomplished the feat
of a lyrical feat of a concept al-
bum. What other future lyrical
challenges still lie ahead?
Everything I’ve written in the past,
including "The Knowing" has double
meanings. One is what the reader
gathers, and one is the true meaning
for myself. The next CD will be the
most personal for me. I will take a
new approach and write the CD
about myself. I guess it’s sort of a
concept of my life. I’m not sure how
I’ll phrase things, but there will be no
hidden meaning. I will shoot straight
next time.

In which direction do you see new
your music progressing?
I think it will remain close to our
roots. One thing most of us missed in
"The Knowing" was the aggression,
and power. I know we want to work
on bringing out a bit more heaviness
on the new material. Only time will
tell. A lot can happen in a year’s time
of writing a CD.

RUSTIC ARTWORK

"The Knowing" features the art-
work of the well-known artist
Travis Smith (an artist that we
actually interviewed in Edge of
Time #14). Something that is used
as a selling point in the promo-
tional information. Cold you tell us
what you had in mind for the cover
concept and what Travis actually
made from it?
I wanted something different. I loved
the work on the Nevermore and the
Control Denied CDs, so I contacted
Travis. The whole CD was a concept
piece, and I explained the whole
concept in detail. He loved it, and
started coming up with images to fit
the obscure story line. There are two
covers for the CD, one is the
slidebox picture, and then there’s the
booklet cover. The whole CD has a
very rustic and old look to it. The
booklet cover is a shadow of a per-
son, reaching for a key. The key is
knowledge, supreme knowledge. It
will open "The Knowing." The best
way to understand it, is to sit down,
and listen to the CD from front to

back, and read along with the lyrics.
It will all make sense then.

You yourself did the artwork for
"Of  Sculptured Ivy and Stone
Flowers." Which in itself was very
creative and original as well. How
would you compare your styles?
Travis is where I’d like to be in de-
sign. He’s a total professional, and I
love his style. Few people create art
in a way that really affects me, and
Travis is one of them. His style is
more realistic obscure, and I’m more
object oriented.

TROUBLE IN CHICAGO

In my opinion, the slightly odd
song on the album is "The Day I
Return." It reminds me of vintage
Trouble. Would you agree with me
on that?
Yes, I would. We’re all Trouble fans,
and we all draw influence from the
band. Actually, Mary used Ron
Holzner’s [he joined Trouble for their
third album "Run to the Light" – CR]
bass equipment to record "The
Knowing" with, so I guess there’s a
little "Trouble" in the new disc. Ha ha.

Trouble was one of the originators
of doom metal in the USA in the
early 80s. I had almost forgotten
that they’re also originally from
Chicago like Novembers Doom. Do
you know what they’ve been
up to these last couple of
years?
As far as I know, Trouble is
laying low for awhile. They may
return with a live appearance or
two, and we can only hope for a
new studio recording, but other
than that, Bruce is in Supers-
hine, Ron was in a band called
Mustache, and some other
project with Dave Chandler (St.
Vitus) and our drummer Joe,
called Debris (I think). Other
than that, I’m not sure.

Talking about influences and
Chicago-based bands. I saw
that Sindrome was a huge
influence for you. To my
knowledge, they only offi-
cially released the "Into the
Halls of Extermination" demo
in 1987 (my favorite song
being "Cathdedral of Ice").
They were very popular in the
tape trading underground at
that time but never managed
to secure that elusive deal
with the bigger independents
Roadrunner/Roadracer, Com-
bat, or Music for Nations at that
time. In which way did they influ-
ence you?
They released 2 official demos. "Into
the Halls of Extermination" was the
first, and "The Vault of Inner Con-
science" was the second demo. As
far as securing the deals, from what
I’ve been told, they had the deals,
but didn’t sign them, they were hold-
ing out for a major at the time. It’s a
shame, because if any metal band
from Chicago could have reached
stardom, Sindrome was it. Actually,
the Chicago band Devistation was
before Sindrome. When I heard that
tape, I knew I wanted to sing in a
band. Sindrome made me want to be
the best I could, because I was
always blown away by the quality of
Troy’s voice. It was heavy as hell,

and it was audible. You could under-
stand every word he said. I took that
part of Sindrome as my personal
influence. I worked at being as heavy
as I could be, and still remain under-
standable to the listener.

What ever happened to Troy Dixler
and the other members of
Sindrome?
I don’t know Troy well enough to say.
Last I heard he was working as a
computer programmer. Shaun Glass,
who I do know well, is in Soil, an-
other good Chicago band. Irv, I
believe is still playing guitar, but in a
more commercial rock style band. All
those guys deserve to go places.
They all influenced the metal scene.

I always envisage musicians
playing your music style to be
either living in the Scottish high-
lands subjected to the extremities
of the cold and wet weather or in a
suburb of an English industrial
town subjected to the
uncertainties of poverty and
unemployment. How far does the
environment that you grew up in
or live in now influence your
music?
Shit, we live in Chicago. We have
extremely cold winters, hot summers,
and wet springs. We have industry,
and poverty, as well as the rich parts

of town. I don’t think my
environment influenced me, it’s
always been the love for the
music.

You contributed to the Ozzy
Osbourne tribute album "Leg-
end of a Madman" with the
song "Revelation (Mother
Earth). How did that come
about and was that song your
first choice?
It wasn’t our choice actually.
Olympic came to us and said he
had a band record this song, he
didn’t like the version, and asked
if we would do it instead. We
learned it, and recorded it in 6
days. For the little effort thrown
into the song, and to be honest,
no one in the band was a big Ozzy
fan, I think we did a good job on it.

BEST OF...

My first acquaintance with
Novembers Doom was actually
"The Knowing." I was actually
amazed that your music had
gone unnoticed to myself. I then
found the long out of print

"Amid its Hallowed Mirth" in a
used CD shop. In my opinion, it
was above average doom/death. It
did show that Novembers Doom
had grown considerably since
then both in terms of songwriting
and in gaining a certain individual-
ity. After buying "Of Sculptured Ivy
and Stone Flowers," I am almost
afraid to admit that I like your
second album the best. How do
you look back on your previous
work?

They all have a totally different
sound, and feeling to them. Some
people like "Amid..." the best. That’s
the beauty of being different on every
CD. It keeps people interested.
We’re really not that different from
the first CD. Those elements are still
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CEREMONY
The Days Before the Death EP
Hammerheart Records
This 4-track demo was recorded in 1992, and is
interesting for its line-up - Steve Tucker (now in
Morbid Angel) handled bass/vocals, and Pat
O'Brien (now in Cannibal Corpse) played guitars.
This short demo has a surprisingly good sound
and musically is a cross between technical
thrash metal and death metal of the early 90s.
This hybrid may sound a bit naïve today, but
considering this release was recorded in 1992, I
am surprised how Ceremony played it then. Not
only a MCD for awakening a sense of nostalgia.
(AO)
3 1/2

CHAOSTAR
Chaostar
Holy Records
This group (or, more correctly, project)
consists of Septic Flesh members who were
joined by many professional classical
musicians. All in all, Chaostar consists of 60
musicians and singers, with the leading
beautiful voice of female singer Natalie
Rassoulis. Musically, it is very far away from
what Septic Flesh do in their music; we don't
get any metallic moments here. Their style
could be labeled as extreme neo-classical
music with orchestrations, with a classical
music background and a dark atmosphere.
It's hardly comperable to acts like Penitent or
Von Thronstahl; Chaostar's neo-classical
music reminds one more of Therion's
classical music experimentations without
guitars. From the very first moments, one
can see that the music here is very
professionally played, and the voice of N.
Russoulis leaves only the best impressions. I
think "Chaostar" suits metalheads more than
many other neo-classical or post-industrial
releases, as the atmosphere, while musically
having nothing in common with metal, has a
feeling similar to metal releases. So, if you
are looking for a more mystical kind of
industrial music, better look for Blood Axis,
but if the "live" feeling and the extreme side
of music is the most important for you,
Chaostar is the right choice. (AO)
4

CONGRESS
Stake Through the Heart
Good Life Recordings
"Stake Through the Heart" is the fifth album
of Congress, one of the leaders of
metalcore. As on their previous album, these
musicians play aggressive and brutal
hardcore with a heavy edge and many
metallic riffs. Even if it is mainly in the
territory of hardcore, a metal head can
bravely try it, and the serious dark lyrics
should appeal to him/her. Personally for me,
their previous disc seemed more fresh and
the sound more massive. But this creation is
also a good choice. (AO)
3 3/4

CRIMSON GARDEN
The Dark Mother
Drama & Sin Company
The stylistic and lyrical basis of this album is a
conversation between male and female singers,
and, to clarify, this album is stylistically doom
metal with a very strong presence of keyboards.
The first song, "The Blind Veil," sounds too
amateurish, but the mood on the second track
"Dark Rebirth" reminds one of theatrical
Misanthrope. I liked the atmospheric and dark
"The Taste of Blood" with its torturing trip
reminiscent of Esoteric. In many places, the
music sounds very simplistic, but in this case it
doesn't necessary mean a shortage. The female
singing isn't the strongest part here, and added
percussion would suit the music well, but when I
hear the songs like "When the Night Kisses the
Day" I think that this band has really something
mysterious inside. Basically, this album is
recommended more to fans of goth/darkwave,
but metalheads who like more melancholic music
might also try it. (AO)
3 1/4

CRUACHAN
The Middle Kingdom
Hammerheart Records
Many metal bands gladly use Celtic folklore,
but not many of them do it as skillfully as
Cruachan. Well, to consider Cruachan a
metal band perhaps isn't very correct,
because Celtic folklore plays almost as an
important part as original Celtic motives. Or,
to be honest, Celtic folklore is even more
important. Fans of folksy metal have known
Cruachan's name since their debut album,
"Tuatha Na Gael" in 1995. Later the band
almost signed up a deal with Century Media,

recorded a promo-tape, and decided to quit.
Luckily, the group has reformed and "The
Middle Kingdom" was recorded. What
surprises one on this album is how
professionally Celtic motifs are used - it is
one of these rare albums where the original
atmosphere is transformed perfectly. As
mentioned earlier, metal isn't very important:
metallic parts just add some colors to the
final image. To tell the truth, I don't know of
many bands performing in this style.
Cruachan deliver the tracks in various
moods: at the beginning we get some
beautifully melancholic folklore tales, but
with the catchy "Is Fuair An Chroi" the mood
changes and Cruachan deliver playful,
energetic folklore, turned heavy with some
metallic rhythms. In contrast to their debut
album, we don't get black metal inserts, and
the female/male singing is far from metal- it
is based on Celtic traditions. Cruachan also
use various traditional instruments such as
Irish flutes, Gillean pipes, Bouzouki,
Bodharn, Mandolin, etc. so the final ethnic
character is complete. A perfect album for
fans of non-standard folklore. (AO)
3 3/4

DARK FUNERAL
Teach Children to Worship Satan
No Fashion Records
Dark Funeral releases an EP where they pay
tribute to their beloved bands and probable
teachers in the past. Here we've got four
cover versions of King Diamond, Slayer,
Sodom, and Mayhem. What's good about
these re-makes is that Dark Funeral manage
to re-create the atmosphere of the original
version on each cover version, and their new
input doesn't turn a known song into
something unrecognizable. Dark Funeral
play these classics very carefully, and the
singer changes his singing manner from
typically King Diamond-like way to blackish
screams on Mayhem's "Pagan Fears." Plus
we've got a new Dark Funeral song. "An
Apprentice of Satan", which serves as an
appetizer for their upcoming release. This
new track presents Dark Funeral in its
characteristic way - very fast, straight black
metal. It is probably the most professional
face of Dark Funeral to this date. The CD

also contains a video for this track, which
makes it even more worthwhile of course.
(AO)
4

DARK TRANQUILLITY
Haven
Century Media Records
After stepping to the 50% clean-vocal
dominated atmospheric metal in "Projector,"
Dark Tranquility is once again aggressive in
delivery, with the music of their fifth full
studio album. It's not the same kind of
aggression present in the band's earlier
efforts, "Skydancer" or "The Gallery",
because the new songs are noticeably more
melodic. Dark Tranquility has mastered
harmony and the smooth flow of the songs
very well. Yes, gone is all the clean singing,
but if you are into real metal, you should
appreciate good screaming vocals. While
"Haven" is pretty much what you could have
expected from the band (no radical
changes), it's a good display of Dark
Tranquility being even more melodic in their
aggressive metal. With stand out tracks like
"Not Built to Last," "Indifferent Suns," "The
Same," or "At Loss for Words," this album
never falls into pale normality, but displays
sheer class. (GS)
4 1/4  [AO 4, AS 3, CR 4, JS 4 1/2, SV 3 3/4]

DESTROYER 666
Phoenix Rising
Season of Mist
The new album from Australian underground
legends begins with a long spoken intro,
which doesn't seem very exciting. But after
this unnecessary part of the album, "Rise of
the Predator" begins and it blows all my
skepticism away. Here, melody and brutality
are perfectly combined, and the second mid-
tempo track "The Last Revelation" proves
the very good impression of the starting
song. Destroyer 666 bear that sense of early
90s black metal, but, in contrast to many of
their colleagues, the sound is perfect and
here you won't find cheap raw metal of
Venom-followers. Instead, Destroyer 666
play strong, mindful black metal which
manages to evolve throughout the album.
So, on "Phoenix Rising," we are introduced
to blasting war metal, "I Am the Wargod"
meets us with Bathory-like epic character
growing to black metal attack and bombastic
elements on "The Birth of Tragedy." It's one
of these rare albums where a band plays
tribute to the old black metal without
sounding retro and old fashioned. Very much
recommended to all black metallers. (AO)
4 1/4   [CR 4]

DEVASTACION
Que Lo Pario!!
Icarus Records
Maybe it's really the oldest and the most
respected thrash/death metal band in the South

CREST OF DARKNESS
Project Regeneration
Listenable Records
Crest of Darkness is the band of Ingar
Amlien, who has been playing bass with
Conception for several years. Their previous
album "The Ogress" surprised many (and
"Edge of Time" reviewers) with its very
complex, very atmospheric, and very horrific
metal. So, "Project Regeneration" was
anticipated with really big hopes. Now, after
some listens, I can say that it hardly
surpasses "The Ogress." No, that doesn't
mean that the band stepped down - the
music is still very interesting, still complex,
but it hardly marks a big progression. I think
Crest of Darkness just stayed on the same
ground where they had been when releasing
"The Ogress." Perhaps fans of more
aggressive music will disagree with this
statement, because now Crest of Darkness
has become heavier than ever before. But
fans of atmospheric metal will agree,
because this time I. Amlien has invested
more energy to faster and heavier music
rather than to deeper atmospheres. We get
only two tracks ("Luciferian Light" and "A
Place With No Memories") where the fast
tempo stops for some minutes, allowing
Kristin Fjellseth to bring some light to this
extremely intense and dark creation.
Compared to "The Ogress," this album is
faster, more straightforward, and has more
elements of black metal. Symphonic
arrangements this time lag a bit behind the
more traditional metallic instruments, and
their sound has become more massive. You
can listen to such tracks as "Soulhunter" or
"Computerized" for absorbing the new face
of Crest of Darkness. It is more horrifying
than before, but I miss the more melodic
inputs. Nevertheless, I must agree that Crest
of Darkness have created a new
masterpiece which might not blow away
"The Ogress," but surely will leave some
fans breathless. What's for the future? The
last track on the album "Electronic Art"
presents electronic metal very much in the
vein of Samael. Will we get industrial metal
from Crest of Darkness one day? (AO)
4 1/4

The conclusion after hearing "Project
Regeneration" is simple: the man behind
Crest of Darkness, Ingar Amlien, has run out
of ideas. After having freed himself from the
shackles of Conception, Ingar Amlien
surprised everyone with two excellent
albums "Sinister Scenario" and especially
"The Ogress". This showed the capabilities
of Crest of Darkness in combining elements
from black, death, thrash, prog, speed metal
to create something both unique in
atmosphere and complexity. The main
elements are still here but conveyed in a
much less convincing manner. A more cold,
industrial and sterile feel replaces the
haunting atmospherics. There is enough
variation, but not many of the different
musical parts or elements are really
memorable. This is especially evident in the
vocals; they're harsh, unemotional and
equally indecipherable. "Project Regenator"
is much less varied, much less devastating
with only a few songs like "Sector 63s"
reaching the level of their earlier works. The
best song "Hominis Nocturna" is actually a
new and shorter version of "Eucharist" off
"The Ogress". A song like "Virus Control" is
actually a very poor 80s heavy metal song in
disguise. With only ten songs and a running
time of 38 minutes, you're not offered value
for your money either. One of the most
anticipated yet major disappointments of the
year, and to think that I voluntarily actually
went out and bought it the week it was
released. (CR)
3 3/4

>>

there, you just need to listen for
them, under new sounds. "Sculp-
tured Ivy" is a great CD, and it’s got
some of my favorite songs this band
has done. I have favorites on each
CD. I could put together my own little
"best of" CD of our work.

Which songs would then be on
your own "best of" CD of your
work?
From the CD "Amid It’s Hallowed
Mirth": "Auroras Garden," "Chorus of
Jasmine," "A Dirge of Sorrow." From
the mini-CD "For Every Leaf That
Falls": "For Every Leaf That Falls."
From the CD "Of Sculptured Ivy and
Stone Flowers": "With Rue and Fire,"
"All the Beauty Twice Again," "The
Jealous Sun," "Dawn Breaks." From
the CD "The Knowing": "Harmony
Divine," "Silent Tomorrow," "Last
God," "In Memories Past."

Is that "best of" list different than
the songs you would play during a
live show?
Not much different. We don’t play the
"Amid" songs other than "Chorus of
Jasmine" from time to time, and we
don’t play "All the Beauty Twice
Again." We’re working "Last God"
into our set now, as well as some
other songs we don’t play live much.

I read in a magazine that there
were plans to re-release the older
material with additional bonus
tracks. What is the current status
of those plans?
Right now, "The Knowing" is our top
priority. I guess that sometime in
future it might come out. We’ll see.

Your music contains various ele-
ments from doom metal. Judging
by your thanks list in the booklet
to "The Knowing" you seem to be
very much in touch with the cur-
rent doom metal scene. What
would your definitive doom top 10
be?
1. "Turn Loose the Swans" - My
Dying Bride
2. "Lost Paradise" - Paradise Lost
3. "Gothic" - Paradise Lost
4. "Serenades" - Anathema
5. "Judgement" - Anathema
6. "As the Flower Withers" - My
Dying Bride
7. "Forest of Equilibrium" - Cathedral
8. "The Skull" - Trouble
9. "Psalm 9" - Trouble
10. "A Deeper Kind of Slumber" -
Tiamat

Paul, I would like to thank you for
your time to answer my questions.
Are there any closing comments
you would like to make?
Thank you very much for this killer
interview. Anyone who is interested
in learning more about the band,
check out
www.novembersdoom.com,
www.darksymphonies.com, and if
you want to hear and download full
songs, check out www.mp3.com/
novembersdoom.
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American underground, but for me as a
European, Devastacion are nothing more
than a band playing traditional and old-
fashioned thrash metal. Besides the exotic
thrash metal inclusion of the Spanish
language and some atmospheric tracks like
"Pata, Sudor Y Sangre", I find nothing
interesting here. "Que Lo Pario!!" gives us
pure thrash metal standards with some hints
of death metal, all played in a raw and
straightforward way. (AO)
2 3/4

DIABOLICAL
Synergy
Scarlet Records
The debut full-length of Diabolical leaves no
doubts where this band comes from. These
Swedish guys perform melodic Swedish
death metal in the manner of At The Gates,
but manage to add some interesting
moments to this seemingly outplayed style.
First of all, they are more melodic than an
average band of this genre, and such tracks
as "Caged Wrath", with spontaneously
changing rhythms, remind me of Death. The
technical approach of Diablical is evident
and that marks them out from the clan. Of
course, the complexity of their music is still
far away from progressive or technical
thrash, but in the scene of traditional to the
bones death metal, it gives fresh air. (AO)
3 3/4   [GS 3 1/2]

DIE APOCALYPTISCHEN REITER
All You Need is Love
Hammerheart Records
To tell the truth, this is not the kind of album I
expected from these "Riders of Apocalypse"
after their previous release. I expected it to
be more gothic and atmospheric. And Die
Apocalyptischen Reiter crush all these
expectations by releasing a truly extreme
album which we could place in the category
of death or black metal. Right from the first
song, "Licked by the Tongues of Pride," your
face is blown away with a very extreme mix
of death/black, only occasionally softened by
a few melodic moments. The second track
begins almost as goth metal, but your
expectations are blown away again by the
metallic fury we hear after the very first
moments. It reminds one of a much heavier
version of Bethlehem. "Erhelle Meine Seele"
has some folky influences, but once again it
is only a matter of eclecticism - on this
album the band tries to put in as many
elements of aggressive music as you could
think of. Hardcore, goth, death, black,
electronic experiments at the end of the
album or even nu-metal on "Hate" can be
found. It is an absolutely multi-colored
album, which should be especially likable to
German speaking people, as almost all lyrics
are in German. (AO)
3 3/4

DIMMU BORGIR
Puritanical Euphoric Misanthropia
Nuclear Blast Records
After a cinematic 3-minute intro (one of the
most effective intros I have heard in recent
years!), the albums explodes with cascading
riffs of black metal which is actually quite
close to death/thrash, capturing the intensity
of Emperor and the rhythmical tightness of
Coroner at their prime. The symphonic
elements let guitars have the front position,
and the overall style starts to remind of
Cradle of Filth (previously I have always
considered Dimmu Borgir to be a lot milder).
Not the entire album follows the same
pattern though, and two purely symponic
black metal tracks ("Hybrid Stigmata - The
Apostasis" and "Perfection of Vanity"), much
in the style of Arcturus' classic "La
Masquerade Infernale," provide a nice
variety. All in all, this is an undeniably strong
output which does not sound wimpy in
anyway (haven't checked the recent band
pictures though). (GS)
4 1/4

DIVINE SYNDROME
Pulsatory Paradigm
Frowz Productions
This is quite an interesting collage from a band
that tries to combine technical death metal,
thrash metal and atmospheric metal.
Instrumentally, it is well-performed, complex
music, but the vocals are far from perfection; the
rough vocals fit with the straightforward tracks on
the album, but sound out of place on the more
complex songs. But Divine Syndrome also uses
clean vocals as an alternative, and these give
promise for the future. (AO)
3 1/2

DOMINION CALIGULA
Dominion Caligula
No Fashion Records
Dominion Caligula come from Sweden and
their debut album was recorded at Abyss
Studios with Peter Tagtgren. It says
something, doesn't it? Yes, the Gothenburg
sound is almost a promise with such facts.
But don't be misguided, Dominion Caligula
can't be said to belong to the Gothenburg
clan. In contrast, the first track "A New Era
Rises" reminds one more of Kreator's
"Renewal" album than of In Flames.
Dominion Caligula provide a much more
atmospheric and darker music than most
groups coming from Sweden these days. Of
course, they have many necessary elements
of the "Swedish sound," but they bravely add
elements of other styles, and the gothic
atmosphere (but not the style) can be seen
here quite often. Dominion Caligula pay a lot
of attention to the effects that give a
"mystical" touch, but in places there's too
much of it; for example, these "mystical"
background vocals disturb the listener on
some songs. Musically, mid-tempo songs
dominate, and it's really hard to describe the
style - something like a cross between the
Gothenburg sound, black metal, gothic,
thrash and any form of atmospheric metal.
The songs are played very technically (no
wonder- the band was founded by two ex-
Dark Funeral members), but Dominion
Caligula might pay more attention to the
singing. Anyway, songs like "Dominion" or
"In Love With the Gods" are really enjoyable,
and this album - from a group that is only
two years old - is really promising. (AO)
4

EBOLA JOY
...In the Name of their God
self-released
Dark metal with gothic-rock vocals is not an
everyday combination, and it adds a subtle

stamp to this Czech band. However, these
gothic-rock (The Cure + Danzig) vocals are
quite soft for metal and render a flegmatic
touch to the music, giving some originality
perhaps, but diminishing the power that your
regular-town-gothic-metal-band may have.
The synthetic drum sound is also a bit
alienating, which is quite a shame because
the songs, while not sparkling technically, are
at least interestingly built. A metal fan will
probably miss some power in this release,
but a goth might give it a shot because the
music is not that heavy. (GS)

[Reda Jiri, Palackeho 11, 669 02 Znojmo, Czech
Republic] [ebola.joy@volny.cz]
3 1/4

The EMBRACED
The Birth
Aftermath Music
When a death metal album contains many
acoustic interludes, and four songs out of
eight exceed the 8-minute mark, it starts to
remind one of Opeth; often truly so, since
Norway's The Embraced grind their knives
towards the epic side of extreme metal.
Stylistically however, The Embraced are
different and their influences range from Iron
Maiden to Dismember, with a good dose of
bold solid death and Gothenburg metal. "The
Birth" is not as complex or as refined as
Opeth, and the band has yet to develop their
own sound. Moments appear like those
where the singer roars "aaargh" for ten
seconds while the guitars do that very
familiar melodic-Gothenburg riffing. The
vocals (black/death growls) are a little
monotonous and do not stand out, but the
song structures are quite sophisticated and
you have to listen more than a few times to
get an idea what the album (the band's
second) is all about. (GS)
3 3/4

ENSLAVED
Mardraum: Beyond the Within
Osmose Productions
"Mardraum" represents the continued
development of Norwegian Viking metallers,
Enslaved. The music itself is a tad more
developed than on previous releases, and
benefits from the inclusion of new seventies
rock influences, some progressive in nature,
some more traditionally heavy metal (Black
Sabbath, for example). As always, there are
two varieties of songs present on the album:
the conventionally fast black metal thrash
attack complete with wailing solos and
speedy tremolo blasts, and the vintage
Viking epic with repetitious, lovingly gloomy
doom riffs, ambient tones and occasional
clean "hymnal" singing. The somewhat
murky production enhances the music, with
a dark, glacial atmosphere that well suits the
inherent bleakness of Norse mythology. The
band's sound and production perfectly
compliment each other, creating a definitive
feeling of location that is thematically unified
with the band's lyrical themes. The more
doomy songs are, in my humble opinion,
what makes Enslaved a stand out band in
the black metal scene. While the folk
grooves in the faster tracks are always
appreciated, the real feeling of nostalgia and
history is better manifested in the few epic
tracks littering the album, tracks that were
once the mainstay of the band's sound. As
mentioned before, elements of seventies
rock are slowly but surely slipping into the
band's sound, in way of thick bass grooves
and proto-heavy metal guitar lines that owe
something to the psych experiments of the
late sixties. While I wouldn't go as far as to
claim that the band is heading down the road
of progressive rock and will soon be
releasing the Viking version of "Nursery
Cryme," the subtle influences are
acknowledged and appreciated. The album
is quite nice in the way it generates a
genuine, and unified atmosphere, but I think
that more revolutionary things are yet to
come. All in all, "Mardraum" is a fine album
that will keep fans satisfied and perhaps
even offer something to connoisseurs of
atmospheric rock music of ages past. (JS)
4 1/4   [GS 4, CR 3 3/4, AO 4 1/2]

EVEN SONG
Of Man's First Disobedience (Expulsion
From The Divine Abode)
Displeased Records
This band from Hungary already made a
good name for themselves with their debut
album, "Path of the Angels." It was not very
original, but emotional and atmospheric
doom metal played in the vein of old My

Dying Bride and Anathema. The new album
contains six new long songs, and it finds the
group going in a more symphonic/avant
garde direction. Now the comparisons with
Theatre of Trgedy and In The Woods can be
noticed, and that means that the music has
become more complex, and one song may
contain contrasting moods ranging from
melancholy to brutality. The musicianship
has become better and the final view is quite
good. It is also noticeable that the female
singing has become more professional, and
Agnes Toth's duet with Mihaly Szabo in
some places reminds one of Theatre of
Tragedy. It seems that Eastern Europe
presents plenty of good doom metal bands
these days. (AO)
3 3/4

EXHUMED
Slaughtercult
Relapse Records
A follow-up to their "Gore Metal" album,
"Slaughtercult" serves as a brain-attacker for
brutal death/grind maniacs. Half an hour of totally
extreme music, based on all good standards of
the style, but there's really nothing new to be
found here. Just as extreme as it can be- also
enriched with absolutely gory cover-art. (AO)
3

FAERGHAIL
Where Angels Dwell No More
LSP Company
Children of Bodom is the first name that comes
to mind when listening to the second album of
Finland's Faerghail. "Where Angels Dwell No
More" offers ten songs of fast, playful, and
almost rock n' rolling heavy/speed/black metal
muzac with uniformly harsh and unvaried vocals,
without much guitar soloing, but with a prominent
synth role. The main emphasis is clearly on
delivering "nod-along" material, quite effectively
using similar riff schemes all over the place.
Certainly a decent release, but less diverse than,
e.g., In Flames "Clayman," and falls into quite a
narrow niche. (GS)
3 1/2

FAIRLIGHT
Le Bal Des Eternels
Diamond Records
Atmospheric extreme metal of long late-
autumn evenings is not a commodity these
days, therefore this French band sounds
contagiously melancholic and charming in
their own way. Maybe because of my
sentimental values for the first The
Gathering album, an album that Fairlight can
be compared to. The heavy and blurry riffs
and the music's flow also reminds of
Novembre, an obscure band from the middle
90s. From current bands, Anathema's
"Judgment" comes close feeling-wise, but
not style-wise, because Fairlight are rather
heavy (even if their sound is mild) with gently
growling vocals. As expected for this type of
music, songs are long and exceed 5
minutes, rendering all the tracks indistinct.
The album was recorded in 1997, and the
pressed release date is 1999, but I got the
promo at the end of 2000. I can only wonder
about the current status of the band, or go
and search Google.com. (GS)
[Saumont Christophe, 317 rue de Tennis,
84400 Apt, France] [Diamond Records, P.G.
Ramms Alle 66, Copenhagen 2000,
Denmark]
4

The FALLEN
The Tones in Which We Speak
self-released
California based The Fallen exist at the oft-tread
crossroads of thrash/death metal, hardcore, and
grind. Speedy metal parts collide with grindy
grooves and hardcore shout-along choruses.
The band is able to garner a moderate level of
rhythmic complexity in parts, due primarily to the
collision of styles and the sudden movements
between them. The songs hinge on their bass/
guitar grooves and the aggressive shouts of Mike
Granat, a typically pissed off hardcore vocalist,
complete with requisite shouts of "fuck!" and
other sweet nothings one increasingly expects
from hardcore. The music is quite effective at
communicating anger and hostility, and has
some truly dissonant moments, replete with a
claustrophobic atmosphere of psychological
disquiet. Ugly derision just drips from the guitar
lines and caustic snarls, making for a not entirely
pleasant experience. The best tracks are those
with the relaxed tempos, dissonant guitar
webbing, and low whispered vocals. When the
band lets loose and unleashes thrashy death
metal, the music is decent but forgettable, with
the solos producing the most interesting effect.
There are moments of atmosphere here and
there, but they're quickly buried beneath the
deluge of brutality and shouting. This is a release

The HAUNTED
The Haunted Made Me Do It
Earache Records
The debut album of The Haunted, the band
formed from the ashes of At The Gates and
Mary Beats Janes, was so critically
acclaimed that The Haunted naturally faced
challenges of creating something better or at
least of the same level. It was a difficult task,
and many today say that The Haunted failed.
I wouldn't agree with this statement, as, in
my opinion, even if the style on the new
album didn't introduce something new, The
Haunted still remains one of the best bands
in the planet that plays old-school thrash
metal. The Haunted now have a new
drummer, whose technical abilities you can
notice on probably the most brutal track of
this album, "Leech." The new album
introduces also ex-Face Down singer Marco
Aro, and we find that with his coming, the
music has become more melodic. Just listen
to the catchy "Hollow Ground" with a well-
revealed melody and expressive choruses
that were almost unimaginable on the debut
album. But The Haunted don't solely follow
this melodious line, and we still have tracks
like "Bury Your Dead" or "Revelation" which
from their very first moments bring
memories of fast and straightforward
Slayerish metal. On almost the entire album,
the riffs are played in the manner of Slayer
and Testament, but on songs like "Trespass"
we get melodic guitar solos reminding one of
heavy metal classics. The hybrid of all these
influences, in this case, doesn't mean
copying, and I'm sure that in a very short
time The Haunted themselves will become a
band that is copied very often. And speaking
of this album, we must agree that The
Haunted followed the way explored by their
first almost legendary album, but "The
Haunted Made Me Do It" is a dose of very
powerful and professional thrash metal,
carrying qualities you hardly meet in the
genre these days. (AO)
4 1/2  [CR 3 3/4, GS 4 1/2, SV 4]
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that will appeal most to angry scenesters,
whether they're punks, metal heads, hardcore
fans, or just incredibly hostile. I think the album
will also work to a degree with fans of harsh
dissonance, though probably not enough to
make the album recommendable to them. If you
want some genuinely pissed off music, The
Fallen might be your thing. (JS)
3 1/4

FALL OF THE LEAFE
August Wernicke
Icarus Records
Another melodic death metal band springs
out from the Finnish scene, and Fall Of The
Leafe isn't really the worst of all newcomers.
Maybe it isn't correct to call them
"newcomers," as they already had one full-
length album "Evanescent, Everfading",
released on Defiled Records. That album
went almost unnoticed; hopefully that won't
happen to this opus. The style of "August
Wernicke" can most easily be described as
melodic and catchy death metal, not far
removed from the Gothenburg school. I think
the group has some problems with their
vocals- shouting-singing manner of T.
Tuominen is neither very original nor
impressive. In contrast, songs like the
dramatic "Platinum" or "Machina Mimesis,"
where the singer tries to sing with clear voice
are much more impressive. This disc
presents Finnish guys trying to play in many
moods and atmospheres, so we they cannot
be blamed them for monotony. They insert
folk parts here and there, play with acoustic
instruments, and change the mood from
romantic to fast and aggressive. Of course it
will be really hard for these musicians to
compete with other groups in this overfilled
Gothenburg scene, but I wouldn't be
surprised if they get noticed. (AO)
3 3/4 [CR 3 3/4]

FLESHGRIND
The Seeds of Abysmal Torment
Season of Mist
Who said that death metal is dead or barely
alive? When I see how many new bands spring
into this style and how metal labels are releasing
more and more death metal bands, I can only
think that this style is rising again. The second
album of Fleshgrind offers chaotic, brutal, fast
death metal with a touch of grind and could be
described as a mix of Cannibal Corpse and
Immolation. It isn't melodic (though, some songs
like "The Deviating Ceremonies" have a sense of
melody), in times it is psychotic ("Monarch of
Misery"), and mostly just brutally attacking your
brain. (AO)
3 1/2

GARDEN OF SHADOWS
Oracle Moon
Wicked World
Technical death metal isn't a very popular
genre these days, so it was interesting to
listen to what this American band played on
their debut album. The first track doesn't
sound too impressive - technical, but
average melodic death metal. More
interesting things begin to happen with
"Citadel of Dreams" where the keyboard
sound and rhythm remind me very much of
gothic metal like Paradise Lost. Later, the
tempo suddenly changes to a more complex
one, and it becomes obvious that rhythm
changes are more than a characteristic trait
of Garden of Shadows. One may even think
of Opeth, but Garden of Shadows are less

progressive, more deathy and unlike Opeth,
don't play songs up to 8 minutes in length.
As the album develops, Garden of Shadows
take away our hopes to hear something
stable- they jump from death to doom, heavy
metal or progressive. In spite of this, none of
the songs grab your heart, and I would name
"Desert Shadows" as the only highlight. Of
course, I would complain about these
traditional death metal growls, but in fact,
there aren't many of these growling bands
left in this world. (AO)
3 3/4

GARLIC BOYS
Poem
Howling Bull
The immediate precursor to the brilliant
"Love," Garlic Boys' "Poem" is all over the
map in terms of influences and overall
sound, but finds unification under a singular
kick ass banner. The core of their sound
bounces between heavy hardcore grooves
and exuberant pop punk - all very catchy.
The songs are expanded to include grind,
death metal, college rock, country-western,
and even traditional heavy metal. Vocals are
snarled, shouted, whined, and sung; most of
the vocals fit neatly into the pop punk
school, sung with a high nasal whine and
backed up with full-band shouts, but death
growls emerge quite frequently in the
heavier blasting sections. The songs are
eclectic and are simply brimming with ideas,
and while fairly simple overall, the band
does manage to sneak in a much higher
degree of complexity when the mood
strikes. There are some genuinely poppy
ballads scattered throughout the album
(most of which inspire me to quickly hit the
skip button), and some interesting
experimental tracks that remind me, in a
disjointed sort of way, of Radiohead's more
artsy material. The production is solid, with
a thick wash and precise clarity, a mixture of
polish and bite. For anyone interested in
catchy heaviness with room for experimenta-
tion and hooky fun, you'll certainly want to
pick up a Garlic Boys album. "Poem," in my
opinion, is the best to start with. (JS)
4 1/4

GATES OF ISHTAR
The Dawn of Flames/At Dusk And
Forever DoCD
Hammerheart Records
On one double album, Hammerheart
released two albums of Gates of Ishtar, both
of which are quite hard to find these days.
"The Dawn of Flames" was recorded at
Unisound with Dan Swano, and D. Swano
even played some keyboards here. The style
could be described as At The Gates-like
melodic death metal mixed with a slight
black touch and dark metal approach.
Compared to most Swedish death metal
bands nowadays, one can feel that the
sound isn't as massive, but it's a classic
nevertheless. The mistakes were improved
on their next release "At Dusk And Forever,"
recorded in 1998, this time at Turpethead/
Lucichrist Studios. The sound was much
better and the band had shaped its more
unique face. The music became more
melodic, but as on the previous album, the
fast tempo still prevailed. Also, the singer
stepped away from the singing clichés that
were so evident on the previous release. "At

Dusk and Forever" should be appreciated by
those who adore In Flames or Katatonia
(concerning the atmosphere, not the style).
(AO)
3 1/4, 4

The GATHERING
If Then Else
Century Media Records
"If_then_else" sees the continued
development of The Gathering into a
formidable ambient rock band. Having long

since abandoned their doom-death roots (for
the most part anyway, as the band will still
pulverize the listener with a crushing riff here
and there), the band arrives comfortably into
the oft-neglected field of experimental rock.
The transition was not painless however, as
their previous album "How to Measure a
Planet?" was often uneven and meandering
in its self conscious experimentation. That
album's untidy execution has paid off
however, with the perfectly concise
"If_then_else"; The Gathering has cut the fat
and deliver a powerful declaration of their
exquisite new sound. The beats are
centered on trancy repetition, while the
guitars form wispy lines of vapor-like white
noise. The songs have a droning quality,
densely layered and comprised of little more
than two or three riffs. Annek's vocals are
more subdued than before, less aggressive
and as smooth as silk; her voice in tinged
with melancholy and bitter-sweet sentiment,
seducing the listener and drawing them into
the intense aural experience. The repetition
of the music quickly lulls the listener into a
very introspective and subdued mood, which
is precisely its principle aim. Not only is the
album utterly successful in its own aims, but
The Gathering has proven their unequivocal
authority in the world of atmospheric rock
music. This is a tapestry of sound definitely
worth experiencing. (JS)
4 3/4  [AO 4, AS 3 1/2, CR 4 1/4, GM 4,

GS 4, SV 4]

GLOOMY GRIM
Life?
Holy Records
I became very skeptical about this band right
after looking at its name (well, "Gloomy Grim")
and some song titles like "Arrival of the
Antichrist" or "Revelation 666." Happily, the result
isn't very bad, but it doesn't do anything
spectacular either. It is symphonic black/death
with a really decent production, but all too
standard blackish vocals. Some songs like the
aggressive war-like "Redeemer" or emotional "At
the Gates" catch my attention, but basically this
album doesn't provide any better emotions, as
most of the songs are too repetitive. The band
needs to work more on their style and really
needs to do something with their singing. (AO)
3   [CR 4]

GODGORY
Sea of Dreams/Shadow's Dance DoCD
Hammerheart Records
Hammerheart Records re-released these
two classic albums by Godgory on a double-
CD. "Sea of Dreams" contains melodic
doom/death. Some tracks on this album are
worthy of attention, but nothing is very

impressive. "Shadow's Dance" is better in all
aspects: it is twisted, melodic, and innovative
doom/death with good guitar solos and a far
better sound. It seems like the band has
gained a more "Swedish" sound here, and
the music has become catchier. Both
albums have been recorded at Unisound
with the help from Dan Swano, and for
collectors this is a good opportunity to get
both missing pieces in one place. (AO)
3, 4

The GREAT KAT
Rossini's Rape EP
Thomas Public Relations
Will the day come when The Great Kat
releases a full-length album? "Rossini's
Rape" is already her third consecutive mini
CD (lasting 6' 24'' minutes), and the scenario
here is the same as on the previous mini-
albums by this guitar/violin player. The first
song is almost a perfect interpretation of
classical music (this time Rossini's "William
Tell Overture"); then we have two original
tracks by The Great Kat, performed in her
typical speed/classical manner with some
hysterical moments. And, traditionally again,
the CD ends with a classical piece (Bazzini's
"The Round of the Goblins"). Of course
many of you will agree that The Great Kat's
virtuosity is great and that her versions of
classical music really deserve attention, but
I'm not so sure if so many adore her original
creations. Personally, I would like to get
more of the classical pieces and less of The
Great Kat's original creations. And, of
course, it is disturbing when you have to
change your CDs every 6 minutes. Anyway,
I'm almost sure that The Great Kat in the
near future would rather release 10 or more
MCDs than one full-length, like the
legendary "Beethoven On Speed." And until
then, there's nothing more to do than to
listen to yet another short album by The
Great Kat - I must agree that there aren't too
many artists performing in this style. (AO)
[http://www.greatkat.com]
4

GREEN CARNATION
Journey to End of the Night
Prophecy Productions
We have many super-bands in death metal,
heavy metal, or prog metal and now we have
one in doom metal. Here we have three
members from In The Woods, singers from
Tristania and Drawn, and all other musicians
are more or less known personalities in the
metal world. These 10 musicians composed
72 minutes of music, which combines
elements of black and death metal, but is
mainly psychedelic and very atmospheric
doom metal. The participation of the
composing trio from In The Woods is very
clear on "Journey to End of the Night," and
you can compare the result to Pink Floyd or
My Dying Bride- at the end the sound is very
much reminding of In The Woods. This isn't
as progressive as the musicians try to give
to this formation a more doomy feeling. All
eight songs mark a very good preparation
and musicianship, and how else can it be?
Green Carnation has already existed for 10

HERESIARH
Mythical Beasts and Mediaeval Warfare
Demolition Records
For obvious regions, bands from the Baltic
region bring with them more curiosity than
usual. The relative (musical) isolation of
the area, different cultural background,
and affinity for the more extreme ends of
the metal spectrum, often result in music
that's on average more intriguing than
their Scandinavian counterparts. Heresiarh are from Latvia and have their origins in two
black metal bands Dark Reign and Alfheim. In 1997, a demo was released entitled
"Dragons of War" which led to a record deal with Invasion Records. After the bankruptcy
of Invasion Records, it took some to find a suitable record label until the debut album
"Mythical Beasts and Mediaeval Warfare" was finally released on the English label
Demolition Records. This implies that the songs on the album are already a couple of
years old. Heresiarh have termed their music as 'dragon metal.' Musically this implies a
mixture of Norwegian style symphonic black metal and thrash metal. Lyrically, the concept
revolves around medieval battles and is written in a manner slightly similar to Skyclad's
Martin Walkyier. However, the concept is actually written in a long story form instead of a
chorus-verse structure. This is supported well in terms of arrangements/song structures:
the songs are actually quite complex with a lot of variation. The production is slightly thin
and not very transparent in the high speed parts. This is very deceptive and there is a very
good balance between the (lead) guitar parts and the symphonic keyboards. Vocally, a
'beauty and the beast' approach is used: the vocal parts consist of extreme shrieks and a
high, slightly monotonous, female voice. This album is actually the first part of a trilogy
and the future parts are highly anticipated... (CR)
[http://www.demolitionrecords.com] [http://turn.to/dragon.metal]
4 1/4   [GS 4]

FLEURETY
Department of Apocalyptic Affairs
Supernal Music
Here's a band that's literally been floating on the fringes of the extreme metal collective
consciousness for just over five years. That a band of this ability and creative spirit can
remain so peripheral for such an extended period of time is truly wonderous, and perhaps
bittersweet and tragic as well - not that I can see Fleurety getting upset about it. The band is
an essential component in that peculiar minority of bands fusing genuine progressive rock
with jazz and black metal. Their music is sardonically playful, flirting with scat, saxophone
solos (that actually sound like the player understands the instrument), breakbeats, and
caustic experimental guitar riffing that will be instantly familiar to those acquainted with the
latter-day King Crimson sound. The wavering, trebly quality of the guitar lines leaves ample
room for the bass and percussion to breathe; the bass has a nice pulsating quality and the
drums are fixated on kinetic prog rock grooves. The vocals are mainly provided by Marianne
Horn and Heidi Gjermundsen, who can bray with the best of them, but also find time for scat,
moody low-key bits (not entirely unlike Bjork) and loungy vox that will appeal to clubers
everywhere. The music alternates radically between the more experimental parts and proggy
(King Crimsonfied) black metal, between harsh noise and polished rock music, between jazz
and hyperactive breakbeats. Everything from the layout to the execution of the music itself
borders on self-parody, but the album retains enough formidable musicianship and displays
so much of a "fuck you" smart-ass attitude, that I have to love it. Note: I would list all the
noteworthy guest musicians on the album, but what's the point? The album speaks for itself;
it doesn't need an A-list of Norwegian black metal celebrities to sell it. (JS)
[http://www.uio.no/~sveineh/fleurety/]
4 1/2  [AO 4 1/2, GS 3 3/4]
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years, but this is only their debut album. And
as a debut album, it is very strong, maybe
the strongest debut of 2000. It will meet all
expectations of original, creative psychedelic
doom fans. Perhaps it shouldn't be
recommended to those who like more stable
doom metal, as Green Carnation deliver a
wide range of moods, tempos, and is very
complex. Simplicity clearly isn't the motto of
this band. But will we have to wait for
another ten years for another showcase of
that? (AO)
4 1/2

GRIFFIN
Wasteland Serenades
Season of Mist
The members of Griffin played earlier in groups
like Bloodthorn and Atrox, both of which are quite
interesting bands. Sadly, their new band didn't do
everything to that end; the problem is that Griffin
doesn't have a clear idea of what they want to
play. It is a mix of Pantera, Iron Maiden, and
modern atmospheric metal, but in the end they
are none of them, and the result is too chaotic. I
think that in places hardcore vocals ruin some
songs (like "Silence Keeps Me Silent") that could
otherwise be really good. It seems that Griffin
needs time to realize what their path is. (AO)
3

GUIDANCE OF SIN
6106
Mighty Music
The first words on this album are clipped from
some film whose name I don't remember, but
what I do know is that I've heard it on at least 10
albums. Well, it's not the most important thing of
course. Much more important is that Guidance of
Sin play well-done catchy death rock. They
surely won't win the prize for originality, but I'm
not sure if they think about it - they just deliver
typical straightforward Swedish metal with a clear
influence of Entombed and Amon Amarth.
Guidance of Sin are not as rocky as the first, and
not as technical as the second, but their portion
of mid-tempo melodic metal sounds good for at
least the first four or five songs. Later, the album
becomes a bit monotonous, and songs repeat
each other. But it's a known problem even with
such acts as In Flames. And at the end of the
album, we suddenly get a cover version of
Motorhead classic "Killed By Death" which suits
the album very well. Is Guidance of Sin's music
what Lemmy Kilmister would play if he were
young now? (AO)
3 3/4

THE HELLCOPTERS/ THE FLAMING
SIDEBURNS
White Trash Soul EP
Bad Afro Records
Two Scandinavian bands deliver an EP of a
slightly heavy rock n' roll. You don't really need
many words to describe The Hellacopters, which
at the present time are becoming a really hot
band. On this album, this band plays two cover
songs of Smokey Robinson "Whole Lot of
Shakin' In My Heart" and "Get Ready," and also
a cover version of The Flaming Sideburns?
"Ungrounded Confusion." Compared to the
original creation of The Hellacopters, nothing too
special is presented here. I like the three songs
by The Flaming Sideburns (one of them is the
cover version of The Hellacopters) much more.
They play rock n' roll ala 60s or 70s with a dirt
sound and psycho drive. A good thing for parties;
I'm waiting for the debut album of this band. (AO)
[http://www.vow.dk/badafro]
3 1/4, 3 1/2

HIMINBJORG
Third EP
Red Stream Records
It's the third release of Himinbjorg (as we can
already understand from the title), and the follow-

up to "In the Raven's Shadow" where we heard
good pagan metal. The new 6 tracks EP shows
the slightly changing style of the band. Some
tracks, like both parts of "The Great Time with
the Grass," still deliver fast and bombastic pagan
metal, but next to these songs, we've got some
not very traditional tracks, like more melodic "The
Fading Whispers," slow doomy "The Moment,"
and the closing atmospheric track "An Ode to the
Older" with clean vocals. We can notice that the
music became slower, more atmospheric and
steps further away from traditional black/pagan
metal, yet still maintains basic elements of it. I
think the next album will show where it will lead
the band. (AO)
3 3/4

HIN ONDE
Songs of Battle
Aftermath Music
Folklore has been getting a firm role in metal,
thanks to releases like the debut full-length of
this Finnish band. "Songs of Battle" sounds not
that far from Borknagar or Thyrfing, with a certain
element of Old Man's Child; the latter is felt due
to the prominent role of melodic and catchy
synths, which are actually the main driving force
here. The drawbacks are a slightly muddy sound
and the primordial vocals that appear sometimes
(for example, in "Burning the Lake Alue"), which
may come close to what was actually sung in
ancient battles, but in my opinion, destroy the
harmonic feel that band's folk/black metal
possesses. Overall, rough black-metal vocals
dominate, even though the band has a guest
singer for doing clean vocals. The entire album is
quite even, but the opening title track and "The
Rune-Singer's Path" stand out because of their
memorable quality. (GS)
3 3/4

HOUWITSER
Embrace Damnation
Displeased Records
This is the second album of these Dutch
guys, who earlier crushed listener brains,
participating in Sinister, Thanatos, and
Judgment Day. Their debut "Death but not
buried" was met as "another quite good
release" of grinding death. Not new hopes,
just perpetuators of old traditions who knew
how to do it skillfully. The same can be said
about "Embrace Damnation." Thirteen new
tracks with intro give 35 minutes of
aggressive and very brutal death metal.
Musically, it is more intelligent (strange word
for a grinding death band) and technical than
99% of all releases in this scene. As in the
case of "Death But Not Buried," originality
isn't Houwitser's strongest point, but they
look good even without it. And, of course,
they add absolutely sick cover-art. (AO)
4

HYPNOSIA
Extreme Hatred
Hammerheart Records
Hypnosia is probably the band coming closest to
Kreator's "Extreme Aggression" album. I think
the musicians will deny it, but "Extreme Hatred"
(note the album title) sounds like a copy of that
legendary Kreator album. Even the vocals are
reminiscent of Mille Petrozza, and all the tracks
have a feeling of "Betrayer" or "Extreme
Aggressions." Maybe it will be good to fans of
German thrash metal, as Hypnosia really doesn't
suffer from technical disabilities, but I'd rather
listen to the original. (AO)
3

IN BLACKEST VELVET
Edenflow
Sturmsflugel
In Blackest Velvet, coming from Germany, sound
like they are native Swedes, as their style is

typical death/black played the Swedish way.
"Edenflow" is melodic and on some songs rocky
("Seeing Is Believing"), but mostly too un-
innovative up-tempo death metal with shouting
vocals from Gothenburg. Played skillfully
enough, but in this overfilled scene, who cares a
lot about it? Plus we get an R.E.M. cover song
"Losing My Religion," but it isn't enough for
marking yourself out in the scene. (AO)
3

INCANTATION
The Infernal Storm
Relapse Records
Leave all your doubts behind - after 11 years
of playing, Incantation will never change their
style. They may change musicians, studios,
but at the end it's typical Incantation as we
know them. This time they have new singer,
Mike Saez from Deathrune, and session
drum player Dave Culross (Malevolent
Creation, ex-Suffocation). But who will notice
five differences from their previous studio
album? It's brutal death metal, called by
many "NY style death metal" (and who will
argue that Incantation were one of the main
bands forming this style?). In reality, it
implies many tempo changes, growls,
brutality, and a technical approach. Leaving
the thoughts that all of this was heard before
many times, we must agree that Incantation
are one of the best bands performing in this
style, and such tracks as "Sempiternal
Pandemonium" will surely become the
classics of NY-death metal. The problem is
that the songs are a bit repetitive, and I'm
also not sure that Incantation are
progressing very much - more than likely
they are just digging the same pit. That's
great for fans of the style, but for me
American deathsters as Nile are much more
interesting. (AO)
4

INFERNI
The Call of the Dark Side
Furias Records
I'll be honest: it's difficult to find any new word
when describing this release. The label calls it
"evil black thrash metal," In fact, it is quite
primitive and straightforward black metal with the
usual fast blasts and almost non-changing
tempo. Some more thrashy elements are added
and in places, this cocktail reminds me of dirty
rock n' roll a la Motorhead. The group doesn't
shine with fresh ideas, and the sound is raw and
garage-like, so it calls back for the times when
Norwegian black metal and an underground
sound were so usual. Now it sounds a bit old
fashioned and, in fact, is dedicated only to die-
hard fans of black metal. Only some tracks like
the epic and dark "The Call of the Dark Side" are
worth of attention. (AO)
[furias@ssdnet.com.ar]
2 3/4

IN FLAMES
Clayman
Nuclear Blast Records
"Clayman" is the most developed and
interesting In Flames record to date. It is
somewhat unfortunate that it also gets old
quickly. As always, the listener is assaulted
with one catchy hook after another, a wild
solo here, a chunky death riff there. The
songs are structured with extreme simplicity:
verse, chorus, repeated ad naseum. I can
remember a time when all of this seemed
very fresh and exciting, but there's only so
much I can take before the formula
becomes old. It is regrettable and perhaps
even ironic that the band's best album in
years has earned the band's lowest score
with me. The album does feature some
ultra-slick playing ("Square Nothing"
anyone?), but this reviewer can only take so
much slick playing. Like most incredibly
catchy musicianship, the playing on
"Clayman" drew me in immediately. But after
a few listens, I simply could not digest it
anymore. I have simply overdosed on the In
Flames formula. One break from convention
could draw me back in. We'll see what
happens. (JS)
3 1/2  [AO 4 1/4, CR 4, GS 4, SV 4 1/4]

JUDAS ISCARIOT
Dethroned, Conquered And Forgotten EP
Red Stream Records
The new EP Of Judas Iscariot simply
continues the path of their previous albums,
offering very extreme and very fast black
metal. Sounding like early Bathory or Dark
Throne, this band delivers maybe the
biggest joy for raw black metal fans. Judas
Iscariot plays this old style skillfully and are a
perfect example of how some bands remain

true to their sound and ideology throughout
the years. (AO)
3 3/4

KATATONIA
Last Fair Deal Gone Down
Peaceville
Katatonia is pretty much what ex-
metalheads amazed by Radiohead would
sound like. "Last Fair Deal Gone Down"
displays lightweight atmospheric metal of
similar caliber to Anathema's "Judgment."
However, if the latter can be described as
the eerie romantic side of the style,
Katatonia represents a softer side of
romanticism, mainly because of a rather soft
and melancholic vocal approach. The guitar
sound is still rather heavy and noisy for a
pop/rock fan. Compared to the album's
predecessor, "Tonight's Decision," this album
continues in a similar vein but contains much
more catchy sing-along songs (like
"Teargas," "Tonight's Music," and "The
Future of Speech"). (GS)
4

KING DIAMOND
House of God
Massacre Records
The mid 90s were not very rewarding for the
master of vocal chords and horror tales. The
albums, "The Spider's Lullaby," "Graveyard,"
and "Voodoo" were overshadowed by
melodic black metal or even more melodic
power/heavy metal. "House of God" will
hopefully bring a change. It displays good
mid-weight metal, and many should take the
album into consideration as a value for $15
(money well deserved) instead of Old Man's
Child or Kamelot. King is in good shape
again, and some of the songs (like "The
Trees Have Eyes") are real metal anthems.
The album is very rich vocally, purely guitar
driven, and conceptually sound. And more
importantly, the songs are catchy and very
harmonic. (GS)
4 1/4  [AO 4 1/4, CR 4, SV 4]

KRALIZEC
Kralizec
self-released
On this debut CD, the Canadian band
Kralizec show that they are capable of
changing their musical guise like a
chameleon. While "Oceano Nox" is in the
Borknagar style with a dual vocal style, the
riffing and rhythm shifts in "Le Vigile" are
akin to Morbid Angel at its best and parts in
"Neant" are reminiscent of "Leprosy" era
Death. However, the stand out track is the
mid tempo "L'Eternelle Dense", with its
infectious riffing, brilliant melodic main riff in
the intro, and French 18th century
atmosphere. The common denominator is
that the musical style is death metal with an
IQ. The songs feature complex song
structures and are enhanced by an
extraordinary philosophical concept with
lyrics sung in French and English. The
guitarists Stefano Orsini and Patrick Loisel
work very well together, vocalist Benjamin
Leclerc combines different extreme vocal
styles, the bass player Francois Archambault
adds some great fills, and the drum
computer shows more than the required
creativity. This is a highly recommendable
journey to the extreme end of the metal
genre. (CR)
4 1/4

LENGTH OF TIME
How Good the World Could Be... Again
Good Life Recordings
Length of Time has always been among my
personal favorites in the Goodlife
Recordings family. This new record shows
once again that this band is still progressing,
and each of their new albums brings some
new novelties. The new album shows the
band going in a more metallic direction while
still maintaining their hardcore background.
Vocal lines are more melodic and clean
vocals dominate on some songs. At the
same time the music, compared to their
previous mini-album, is more straightfor-
ward. When it's combined with the melodic
singing the result is quite interesting. Old
fans of this band should not worry, because
the band still has its familiar sound. Nothing
has changed in Length of Time's lyrics - if
you are familiar with Boyd Rice's ideas, you
have a picture of what Length of Time's
ideological background is about. (AO)
4

MADDER MORTEM
All Flesh is Grass
Century Media Records
It's nice to know that 'big metal
indies' sign bands like this. Madder
Mortem's second album (the debut
"Mercury" was released through
Misanthropy Records) is the
opposite of gothic metal, in the
sense that these Norwegians have
a female singer and play metal of
similar heaviness, but they do not
obey the common frames requiring
you to be romantic and bombastic.
In contrast, Madder Mortem
express themselves more freely, and while the music can still be called dark and beautiful, it
possesses avantgarde elements and unpredictable song structures. The album is vocal-
heavy and rather slow, and keyboards are nowhere to be found, which adds to the band's
naturalist quality. Overall, it sounds close to what a collective effort of The 3rd and the Mortal,
Atrox, and In the Woods would sound like. Outstanding and elegant melodies do not seem to
be the main goal here (personally I would have liked more of them though), and the foci
centered on eerie atmosphere and the free-flow of the music and vocals. A nice job, that
opens up a whole range of future possibilities. (GS)
4
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by James Slone

Solefald are one of the more
progressive bands currently
operational in Europe, expanding the
language of the extreme metal
aesthetic with the inclusion of
disparate genres such as punk,
progressive rock, trip-hop, etc., and
an eye for clever satire. They have
released one demo and two albums
within the last four years. Their first
album "The Linear Scaffold" well
illustrated the band's penchant for
mixing artsy progressive rock with
extreme metal and introspective
reflection. On their second release,
"Neonism," the band added several
non-metal influences, including punk,
reggae, and synth pop; their lyrics
were moved in a more satirical
direction with hilarious choruses
providing surprisingly thoughtful
insight into the workings of
international society, politics, and
power relations at the turn of the
century. Recently, I had the privilege
of contacting and interviewing the
band's vocalist and principle lyricist,
Cornelius, via e-mail. While a
somewhat brief correspondence, I
was able to glean some degree of
insight into what makes the band
work and a good deal of telling
information regarding their influences
and inspirations. I also learned some
of the limitations and problematic
elements in conducting interviews
through e-mail, which I will hopefully
be able to improve in the future!

Walking ON the Linear Scaffold

SOLEFALD

Read any good books lately?
I have read and reviewed the latest
book of Paul Virilio (French media
critic/philosopher who has inspired
several of my lyrics), La Procédure
silence. It is an essay, a hilarious attack
against the contemporary arts. He
claims that the early German
expressionists shaped perception of the
German people prior to the world wars,
and thus are to be held responsible for
the bloodshed! What is more
intimidating is the guy is not only
rambling. He sees a lack of mercy in
the contemporary arts, only hatred and
violence. An interesting remark, as
concerns our genre: extreme metal.

When I reviewed "Neonism," I
described your music as essentially
post Modern, due to the Zorn-like
use of pastiche in composition.
Would you agree with my assertion?
In a way, it is correct to define the
music as post modern, because of the
eclecticism, the irony of the lyrics, the
non-hierarchical tone, etc. But I do not
appreciate the term; it is dated by now.
Solefald are not post. We want to pre
something, without the temporal pre-
fix, if you know what I mean. We are
here, reflecting what is here and now.

When you sit down and make a
concerted effort to write lyrics
or music, what approach do

you use?
What mental
processes are

involved?
Who says we sit down? I make
better riffs standing than sitting.
Normally when I write a song
alone, I start with one or two
single riffs, and elaborate the rest
of the song from them. When I
write with Lazare, we ideally
progress from one single melody
or riff and shape an entire song.
Composition to me is very much
a question of method. There are
patterns that work, and patterns
that do not. Recording an album
and getting it criticized helps you
recognize what turns other people
on, or eventually, off.

Where do you see Solefald
going in the coming years?
I see us continuing the project we
already commenced, fusing
extreme metal with progressive
rock.  We have our third album
recorded, yet to be released, and
also material for later recordings.

Will metal always be a part of
your repertoire?
Solefald are a metal band, after
all. No band has had more say for
my development as a guitar
player than AC/DC - which must
be characterized as a heavy metal
band despite their roots in blues
and rock n’ roll.

What do you think of metal’s
potential as a "higher" art
form? Do you simply regard it
as a popular art form, as
something higher, or
somewhere in the middle?
When I write or perform Solefald
material, I am very much at the
same representational level as
when I write poetry or more
philosophical stuff. It is rapture,
being carried away by
uncontrollable mental forces. It is
exciting. Traditionally, metal
musicians have been denying the
mental side of what they do, even
though it is there. I am sorry to
say so, but a lot of talented
people stay out of metal because
they think it is too stupid. It is
sad, as there really does exist
original music within our
borders. Metal may have the
potential for developing into a
more sublime expression. I guess
I can refer to Therion, who
combine metal with operaesque
elements. Either that kind of
approach, or a more progressive
one - not progressive in the
Dream Theater sense of the
word!

A friend of mine has
hypothesized that your music is
profoundly influenced by the
prog rock band Gentle Giant.
Can you confirm or deny the
accusation/assertion?
I affirm the proposition!

What do you think of the following bands/personalities?
John Zorn: I like his arrangements and Middle Eastern atmospheres.
Published a hundred disc boxed set!
Death: An old influence on both Lazare and myself. Fast and technical
death metal.
Morbid Angel: Equally old Floridian influence. Play Station Satanists
with infernal drum grooves that Gehenna among others have prospered
on using.
Mr. Bungle: As one says it in French: "Chapeau!" (Hat off) Highly
advanced cobweb of musical madness. Entertaining affair.
Devil Doll: Mister Doctor wants to heal us all, right? I am glad I never
listened to this during my childhood. Horror movie soundtrack.

Do you think that music has the potential to change lives? Has your
life been changed?

Yes, music has changed my life two times, very strongly.
The first time was in 1988, when I converted to heavy
metal directly after seeing the "Heatseeker" video by AC/
DC. My head got blown off by that rocket! The second
time was when hearing the first Burzum album, in 1993. I
understood that metal could be done differently.

Please describe as ambiguously or specifically as you
would like, the meaning of "Third Person Plural" and
"Fluorescent."
"Third Person Plural": Referring to a group of people
always in the form of "they" or "them." I do this, without
talking to "they" or "them," like everybody else. It is a song
that regrets social exclusion and strongly affirms its
existence. "Fluorescent" is one of Lazare’s Munch-like
lyrics: an expressionist lyric that describes what it is like

feeling panic in public, of being sick, and
vomiting in the city where you are supposed to
be happy.

I have heard that "Backpacka Baba" is based
on real experiences. Could you elaborate?
In Goa, I met a lot of backpackers whose only
aim was drugging themselves. They do not care
about the local fauna or culture, and give Indians
a bad image of what the West is like. The story
being told is simply that if Westerners behave so
unconsciously, not knowing anything about who
they are or where they are going, they will soon
be outclassed by more ambitious Asians. Which
I guess is healthy. "His earth turned flat, his
passport photo black..."

What do you like in lyrics from other bands? Or are lyrics even an
issue of contention?
I like honest and personal lyrics, with either a tender tone, or a more
fuck-off approach. I can tell if a lyric simply imitates another lyric, or is
nothing but fragments of a horror novel. There is no tension in such a
text. Tension is vital to rock lyrics.

I know that philosophy and thought are important factors in your
life. Here are a series of philosophers, some classical, other modern
and post modern. Any quick thoughts on them?
Plato: Philosopher with a sense of good writing. His argumentation in
favor of an elitist society is strong, which makes him a controversial
figure still.
Machiavelli: This philosopher is not that important, other than to certain
black metal bands who make their living on ripping off the Italian title of
"The Prince." He is fun, anyways. War itself talks.
Hegel: The philosopher who wrote that whatever crosses the human
mind is superior to whatever natural. A philanthrope, but also a
monarchist.
Marx: Healthy materialist thinking does good once a century!
Freud: Aha, your fingers are long. You must be a reckless pleasure
seeker.
Sartre: An intellectual who fought for justice. Admirable political
engagement, but his philosophy fails to describe what I consider real: a
more or less determined world order.
Simone de Beauvoir: Only woman visible in the camp. Other than the
fact that she was Sartre’s mistress, the thing that comes to mind is her
theory of the notion of gender: are there women?  Hopefully, yes.
Foucalt: Philosopher who wrote on imprisonment, madness, and
sexuality in beautiful French.
Baudrillard: Evil and hatred are everywhere around us, and still we care
about writing nice philosophical works that announce this to the evil
society.

On a political spectrum from right to left, where would you place
yourself relative to the center?  Do you feel that politics have a place
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in music? Can art not be political?
Music can hardly be non-political.
Most right-wing spokespersons would
claim that yes, music can be politically
independent. Left-wing spokespersons
bore me with their moral lessons, when
all I want is rock n’ roll. I guess issue
politics belong to music. My lyrics are
at the same moment, very personal and
very political. But I write from an
individual’s point of view, be it victim
or victor.  Politics are not a big deal. I
admire bands like Rage Against the
Machine, who care to say what they
think.

Do you think that black metal is
inherently militaristic or fascist? If
so, does militarism have any serious
artistic value? Is Varg Vikerness a
serious artist?
Black metal’s aesthetics of the sublime
makes it an essentially totalitarian
musical genre. It is largely based on a
personal sense of power; be it that of
dreaming, of belonging to something,
of traveling, or fighting something. I
appreciate the music, but as an
intellectual I cannot agree with any
kind of fascism or militarism. Varg
Vikerness ceased to be an object of
interest to me when he declared
himself to be a Neo-Nazi.

What are your views on drugs? Do
they have any place in the creative
process?
No. Drugs have no place in our
creative processes.

A final question. What do you think
of subcultures in general?
I guess that is very anti-subcultural,
speaking of subcultures in general? I
have been, and maybe I still am,
however vaguely, sub-cultural myself,
and I recognize their importance to
youth identity.  And more relevant,
they organize outsiders who can speak
together. Togetherness makes strong,
even this year.

LETHARGY
Discography '93-'99
Spoth Records
According to my Oxford Dictionary,
"Lethargy" means a benumbed or apathetic
state. This might refer to the state that a
listener will be in after being subjected to this
barrage of sounds, but certainly not the
energetic performance of this band. It's
always a somewhat bewildering experience
when one is confronted with the whole
catalogue of a band without having had the
time to progress both musically and
intellectually as the band's music has done
during the course of time. As the title
implies, this is actually a 2CD set containing
all the material that Lethargy recorded in the
period 1993 to 1999. The first CD contains
Lethargy's only album, "It's Hard To Write
With A Little Hand" (1996), three unreleased
tracks from 1999, some compilation tracks
from 1997 and 1998. The second CD
contains the "Lost In This Existence" demo
from 1993, the "Tainted" demo from 1994,
"Humor me - you funny little Man" demo
from 1995, and the split EP from 1994. It is
amazing that a band with this caliber of
songwriting and material has not gotten
much recognition and notice from the
(European) press. Musically, this is safely
classified as extreme technical music,
switching between metal and hardcore. The
adjective "extreme" comes from the mix of

hardcore and death metal vocals. The twin
guitar riffing gives it that metal edge whereas
the band's appearance and sheer energy
give it that hardcore connection. The earlier
material is more raw and extreme than the
more fluent and mature approach of the
newer material. It is also evident that the
recording quality becomes better in the more
recent recordings. What is consistent
throughout Lethargy's career is the
complexity and intensity of the songs;
although only a few songs exceed the 5-
minute mark, the multitude of ideas is shown
in continuous shifts in rhythm and odd time
signatures. The pinnacle of complexity?
Perhaps, but it is certainly way beyond metal
fans who think the boundaries of technical
metal are WatchTower and Meshuggah.
Overwhelming? Certainly, few are the
moments when there is time to breath and
regain your composure. Overwhelming?
Certainly, there is a balance between
quantity and quality. The music does
predominantly stay within the same genre
and in that sense Lethargy are more one-
dimensional than some other of their
musical counterparts. Victim's Family spring
to mind but Lethargy doesn't have that much
of a blues touch and danceable groove.
Candiria spring to mind but Lethargy doesn't
have as many jazz influences. Two discs
with over 130 minutes of material are the
legacy of Lethargy. A musical legacy that is
more than worthy of your investigation, even
though Lethargy is an acquired taste. (CR)
[http://www.go.to/spothrecords]
4 1/4

LEVIATHAN
Cold Caress
Poem Productions
A young Turkish label releases a young Turkish
band, and this inexperience is visible in all
aspects. Leviathan try to play atmospheric black
metal, but the result is just ordinary black/thrash
with a poor production. Some songs like "Eternal
Lonesome" provides hope that one day
Leviathan will play genuinely atmospheric music,
but they will have to work a lot. (AO)
[http://www.poemproductions.com]
2 3/4

LONG WINTER'S STARE
The Tears of Odin's Fallen
Dark Symphonies
Curiously, this release leaves me with an
ambivalent feeling. On the one hand, it is
sad to know that "The Tears of Odin's
Fallen" is in fact Long Winter's Stare musical
epitaph because the band disbanded shortly
after this release. On the other hand, to be
perfectly honest, the musical progression is
such that it does not give me that much to
look forward to in the future. Their previous
album, "Before the Dawn so goes the
Shadows of Humanity," could hold its own
with the avant garde qualities of Arcturus,
the doom of In the Woods, and enchantment
of Summoning. The different vocal styles,
dominant use of piano/keyboards, and
chilling Norse atmosphere were unique for a
North American band. On this album, almost
all of that uniqueness is gone. A new
emphasis has been put on dark depressive
doom with long drawn out parts, at times
with a repetitive, almost entrancing rhythm.
Just like with Summoning, the repetition and
the lack of tempo variation take away a lot of
the impact. Furthermore, the vocals of new
addition Deirdre Faith do not show much
range and add an additional sense of
monotony instead of emotion. The piano
playing is much less exquisite, the guitar
work has always been sparse, but without
the diversity of the earlier songs it is now
more confronting and an obvious weakness.
The closing twenty minute long track "The
unknown God" spans the crown with its
funeral doom reminiscent of Winter;
however it has nothing to do musically with
the rest of the album. Recommendable to
fans that like their music predictable. I
advise others to look for their earlier work.
(CR)
3 3/4

LOVE HISTORY
Anasazi
The End Records
A complex stew of death metal, progressive
rock, and international folk music, Love
History encompasses many of the more
avant garde qualities one increasingly
expects from Eastern European metal. The
death metal is dense and well executed,
deftly moving from more doomy terrain into

MISANTHROPE
Immortal Misanthrope
Holy Records
French masters of atmospheric metal,
Misanthrope, return with the new album,
which is rockier, catchier, more technical,
more orchestral, and more accessible than
ever before. All undergrounders should
remember their classic album, "Variation on
Inductive Theories," which influenced the
current scene, as well as the expressive
singing of S. A. S. de L'Argiliere, who was
copied by many later. The style of the band
is drastically different these days, and this
new album could hardly be compared
stylistically to "Variations...." Now we can
compare them to Children of Bodom, Cradle
of Filth, or Nightwish; the music of
Misanthrope is now less theatrical and
avant-garde, and more straightforward. The
musicians use orchestral arrangements
more than ever before and the band's style
has moved closer to power/symphonic
metal. This new direction leaves less space
for the expression of their singer's abilities
and we are no longer provided with as many
experiments and variations as on the earlier
recordings of Misanthrope; only "Androgyne
Nights" resembles Misanthrope's past.
Perhaps Misanthrope are darker and more
dramatic than the aforementioned bands,
and such tracks as "Lamentations" are
played in a very extreme way, almost
reaching the heaviness of black metal. Other
tracks remind one of Nightwish ("Liberty"),
Dimmu Borgir ("Eden Massacre"), but we
can hardly blame Misanthrope for copying
these bands. Misanthrope do everything very
classy: their symphonic arrangements could
be compared to Stratovarius and some
heavy metal bands could only dream of such
guitar solos. And even if I hold nostalgia for
Misanthrope's earlier works, I must agree
that the band is progressing, and maybe
their new face will provide them wit a much
wider audience. (AO)
4 1/4   [CR 4 1/4, GS 4 1/4]

jazzier upbeat parts (some of their music
actually swings!) and full on blast beats with
ease and comfort. The keys are an integral
part of the arrangements; sometimes fun,
sometimes foreboding, but always making
an important and formidable contribution to
the overall song structures. The songs have
a jaunty quality, playfully arranged with
ample jazz and folk influences; a song might
contain flamenco, light fusion, prog rock, or
any number of other surprises. The vocals
are quite varied, with a variety of different
growls, shouts, low singing, and harmonic
full band choruses. All this variety is
somehow condensed into moderately paced,
highly memorable songs. Sometimes the
transitions are questionable, and some ideas
simply do not work all that well, but when the
music does work (which it does most of the
time), it's really something to behold. (JS)
4 1/4

LOWBROW
Victims At Play
The Plague
On the debut album of Lowbrow, we meet
many known names. The drummer is Curt
Beeson, known for participation on Nasty
Savage; another musician from Nasty
Savage is guitar player Ben Meyer. Bass
player Scott Carino participated on some
Death recordings, and the singer is Rich
Hornberg, who was a roadie of Obituary. But
the biggest name here is Allen West
(Obituary and ex-Six Feet Under). The
background of these musicians is more than
evident on this recording- the very first
listens clearly indicate that it is something
between Obituary and Six Feet Under. If we
keep in mind that this album was recorded at
Morrisound Recording with Donald Tardy
from Obituary as producer, there are no
more questions. It seems that A. West and
company didn't even want to pretend that
they were going to play something "new and
original." The Six Feet Under sound is made
heavier with typical Obituary downtuning,
and songs such as "Victims At Play" bring to
mind some classic Death pieces.
Throughout the whole album the band
maneuvers between these three greats.
Mainly we get mid-tempo songs, but a few
(like "Done In") burst with energy. In fact, it is
very well played classic death metal in its
traditional form, unoriginal but nostalgic.
(AO)
3 3/4

MACABRE
Dahmer
Hammerheart Records
Macabre has existed for fifteen years now
and their style, sometimes called murder
metal, remained almost unchanged during
these years. It seems that the band added
more and more segments to their music,
and finally on "Dahmer" we get an absolutely
crazy collage of blues, jazz, black, death,
thrash, punk, grindcore. The guys have
more than enough songs to express
themselves, as the album contains 26 of
them, all filled with a sick sense of humor.
The concept this time is based on Jeffrey
Dahmer, a famous serial killer. It's your
choice how to take this album: trying to find
a musical meaning or just laughing how
these crazies go mad on songs like "In the
Army Now" or "Scrub A Dub Dub."
Personally I prefer the second choice. By the
way, speaking about music, this album has
surprisingly good sound (produced by Neil
Kernon, known from his works with Judas
Priest, Queensryche, Nevermore), and is far
better than their EP "Unabomber," which
was a great joke but not musically good
enough. (AO)
4

MAGISTER DIXIT
Andar and the Curse of Azagath
Frowz Productions
Magister Dixit try to mix elements of symphonic
black metal, heavy metal, with some folk
interludes. The result is quite interesting, and
we get at least some good tracks like the heavy
and metallic "Reunion of the Four Elements" or
the folky "Dancing Under a Fullmoon." Magister
Dixit are more chaotic and aggressive than
bands like Cradle of Filth, and the vocals are
too typically blackish. Also, towards the end of
the album, the songs start to repeat one
another. But the first half of the album leaves
us intrigued; with more diversity and more
careful singing, the next album may be an
interesting effort. (AO)
3 1/4

MANEGARM
Havets Vargar
Displeased Records
Definitely a step forward since their previous
album, "Nordstjarnans Tidsalder." That
album marked a band staying true to black
metal aesthetics, but also trying to explore
the more melodic and even "commercial"
edge of the style, where even references to
bands like In Flames would fit quite well.
After that disc, the line-up was changed, and
their music became more solid. Manegarm,
it seems, have found the area where they
belong. "Havets Vargar" is fast, energetic
black metal, but always contains a melodic
twist. Beautiful female singing or a folk
melody might accompany fast thunderous
sections. Manegarm definitely decided to
concentrate on giving their music a more
catchy character. Just listen to the second
track, "Tradatanke, Fader Tids Tod" with its
changing melodies and solos. One can
notice the In Flames influence again, though
perhaps not so directly. Manegarm don't play
as melodically as Mystic Circle or Stormlord,
and they still have a solid background of
fast, uncompromising black metal. This
album will appeal to those who want to find
something more relaxed than Dark Throne,
but don't like that all too "cheesy" character
of modern black metal bands. (AO)
4

MANGLED
Most Painful Ways
The Plague
It's the second album by these Dutch
deathsters, following their debut full-length
"Ancient Times," and some compilations with
the Wild Rags label. The band themselves call
their style "grave rock," or to be more precise,
I'd call it extreme and fast death metal. It stays
on the extreme side of the genre, but
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fortunately doesn't reach the point where
grindcore begins. Mangled's album is
traditional to the core, but played with good
sense and very professionally. Those who
think that Morbid Angel's latest album is too
slow will gladly receive this album. The lyrics
of Mangled are also worth of checking out, as
they are thoughtful and interesting. (AO)
3 3/4

MERCYLESS
Sure to Be Pure
System Shock
Not bad. Mercyless from France presents on
this album a very dynamic and varied
combination of death and modern thrash.
Although these genres are not especially
innovative directions in metal, this band
gives us the lesson on what modern metal
should sound like. The first 3 tracks "Sure to
Be Pure," "La Boca Amarga," and "Access to
Silence" shine with interesting refrains and
musical solutions. The rest can take the on
the beginning anytime; just listen to the
closing "A Pleasant Moment With a Vermin"
and "Jail of Flesh," with their experimental
passages. Sepultura meets Stabbing
Westward. One of the band's strong points
is their very attractive and catchy
songwriting. The songs flow very easily
forward. A must for all open-minded metal
freaks. (SV)
4 1/4

MORBID ANGEL
Gateways to Annihilation
Earache Records
The latest release from Morbid Angel (which
now consists of guitarist Try Azagthoth,
drummer Pete Sandoval, bass player/singer
Steve Tucker, and guitarist Erik Rutan),
recorded at Morrisound Studios, once again
proves Morbid Angel to be the world-leading
death metal act. When singer S. Tucker
joined the band in 1997, many were
skeptical about the new line-up, and even if
"Formulas Fatal in Flesh" has been received
as another successful release of the band, it
was clear that it wasn't as powerful as
classics like "Blessed are the Sick." The
second release with S. Tucker, in my
opinion, has progressed from the previous
release and is a declaration of Morbid
Angel's in very good form. In fact, nothing
has changed too much on this album- the
innovators of death metal remain very true to
the standards of death metal and play it
professionally to the bones. Perhaps one
might notice that the music has become a bit
slower, and that the solos (thanks to E.
Rutan) are more classical and melodic.
Perhaps this slowness disappoints some
fans of Morbid Angel, but believe me, it only
adds heaviness to "Gateways to
Annihilation." You can hail Nile and you can
hail Immolation, but every time Morbid Angel
releases a new disc, it seems that it
becomes a true classic of the style. (AO)
4 1/4   [JS 3 1/2]

MYSTERIUM
Glowering Facades of Night
Sturmesflugel
The band, as their name implies, has
something really mysterious inside. The overall
atmosphere is dark enough and the topics
behind the songs deal with the unexplainable,
unknown, and obscure. The question is
whether or not it's innovative enough and does
the band have enough individuality to stay
afloat in the "mystic metal" scene? I have
doubts about this, because even if the band
delivers interesting and professional metal, it
isn't peculiar enough. Musically, it is
atmospheric metal somewhere between
Katatonia, Anathema, Primordial, and
Misanthrope, but with a harder edge. The
mood varies from dreamy to aggressive, as
the melodies move from folk and doom to
Gothenburg or even black-metal. The vocals
vary from shouting to deeply atmospheric
material, and in some places, female vocals
are added (not the strongest ones though). My
final view is rather positive, and I believe that
after improvement, they will have something to
say to atmospheric metal fans. Songs like "Ere
Love Sank Passing Fair" prove that they have
something to say even today. (AO)
3 3/4

NASUM
Human 2.0
Relapse Records
Rarely do I find a grindcore album that I take
to so enthusiastically as this second album
from Nasum. Most records in this scene
often disturb me with their repetitive motives

and lack of originality. Even the straightfor-
ward brutality often seems meaningless. But
none of this applies to Nasum. 25 tracks
blast such concentrated aggression that I
hardly remember it coming from my
loudspeakers. The songs are short, as one
expects with grincore, but each track is
rounded up and it feels like everything is
said. The first tracks seem like a
prolongation of each other - the rhythm
remains quite the same (fast tempo) and
only new riffs mark out where each new
track begins. The more you listen to "Human
2.0," the more you discover. What is so good
about this album is Nasum's ability to include
not only traditional grindcore/hardcore
elements, but also some riffs/elements from
other spheres. Thus, the presence of Slayer-
like riffs is evident on many songs, and an
Entombed groove also shines through. All
this makes the music sound as though it's
not chaotic, but Nasum doesn't loose the
straightforward aggression either. Maybe it
isn't as technical and diverse as Coalesce or
The Dillinger Escape Plan, but Nasum have
the energy many bands can only dream
about. It's hard to pick out individual songs
as "Human 2.0" comes as one whole
package, but such tracks as "Multinational
Murderer's Network" or "Sometimes Dead Is
Better" are more than recommended. (AO)
4 1/2

NATAS/DRAGONAUTA
split
Icarus Records
This split-CD should be interesting to fans of
stoner metal, as we get two stoner metal groups
from Argentina here. Personally I like the first of
them much more. At least the instrumental part
of Natas is very interesting - it is stoner metal
with long psychedelic improvisations like in the
70s. More or less riff-orientated, but when the
guys let themselves experiment, it turns out very
good; this is proven by the second part of
"Xanadu." This song is the best track on the
album; it has the power, the groove, and surely
rocks. The other four tracks by Natas aren't as
powerful, and it seems that in places like on "El
Convoy," the vocals aren't strong enough. But at
any rate, the band leaves a good impression.
The second group, Dragonauta, is far worse -
their songs can be described as the new version
of Black Sabbath. The guys don't go any further,
and just rock within the confines of old groovy
hard rock. Dragonauta's sound isn't perfect, and
somehow the music is still very amateurish. (AO)
3 3/4, 2 3/4

NECRONOM
Exordium EP
Winterthorn
The dark packaging and stylization of this CD
is reminiscent of ambient labels like Cold Meat
Industry, but Necronom play atmospheric
death metal. Three songs (totaling in 17
minutes) display many hypnotizing repetitive
riffs with growling vocals, and have a solemn
feeling that is obviously the primary goal of the
band's only member, C. H. Lincoln's; this as
opposed to technique-based death metal. The
overall sound is pretty computerized and, in
this aspect, also reminds one more of ambient
than the usual production-dependent death
metal. The repetitiveness gives a sluggish feel,
particularly accentuated in the slower parts,
though Necronom never moves down to the
pace of Winter. The EP ends quite fast, but
with more diversity, particularly with the guitars
(without synthesizers, this material would have
sounded really dull) this would be welcomed in
a full-length format. This CD is dedicated to
original band member Colleen Bortscheller,
who died in a tragic accident. New material is
in the works. (GS)
[Winterthorn, PMB 145, 2560 Route 22 East,
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076-1521, USA]
[www.winterthorn.com]
3 1/2

NECROPHAGIA
Black Blood Vomitorium EP
Red Stream Records
God or Satan only knows if Necrophagia is
really banned in 31 countries, as the cover
sticker would imply. But you can be rest
assured that Necrophagia have retained the
style that made them one of the better death
metal bands to emerge in the 80s. On this
four song MCD, Necrophagia once again
couple a lyrical content that deals with
themes of extreme horror and gore with a
slightly archaic doom/death metal hybrid.
This results in songs with a good variation
between speed and slower parts, at times
reminding me of old Voi Vod. Excerpts of
movies are used as intros to set the tone of
the song. For example, "It lives in the
Woods" starts with an excerpt from "Evil

Dead" before moving into an up-tempo
frenzy and even re-uses a part from the old
classic "Ancient Slumber" from the "Season
of the Dead" debut LP. The production is
excellent and the guitar sound has that
typical distortion also used by their
counterparts Autopsy. Let your mind wander
into a world of wonder. Perhaps musically
simplistic at first glance but the hidden
depths show a sign of maturity in song
writing in terms of music and lyrics. Not for
everyone, but perfect escapism from the
pseudo intellectual approach that many
bands employ. (CR)
3 3/4

NEGLECTED FIELDS
Mephisto Lettonica
Scarlet Records
The second album of Latvian techno
deathsters is graciously furious. The base of
Atheist/Cynic influenced technical death
metal (notable in their debut "Synthinity") is
still visible, but now is enriched in many
ways. Riffs got more melodic, keyboards
were introduced, and the overall sound
became busier and wealthier. The busy
nature of the songs might cause problems to
those who like streamlined in-your-face
metal, but fans of music with a complex
nature will be happy unraveling the multiple
threads of the "Mephisto Lettonica" songs.
All tracks are very powerful and focused,
and "the more the better" approach works
very well without sounding too eclectic or
anything. The vocals are as harsh as any
Gothenburg vikings or Carcass, and they
well suite the intense musical foundation.
"Mephisto Lettonica" crosses the worlds of
technical death metal (Theory in Practice,
Martyr) with atmospheric melodic extreme
metal (Dark Tranquility), and if the result is
not noteworthy, I don't know what is. (GS)
4 1/2  [AO 4 1/4, AS 4 1/4, CR 4 1/4]

NILE
Black Seeds of Vengeance
Relapse Records
"Black Seeds of Vengeance" is like a
marriage between blasting American death
metal and ornate folk-influenced soundtrack
music. For those of you familiar with the
band's work, you'll know exactly what to
expect with this release - semi-technical
death forcibly integrated and infused with
North African music and cinematic
pomposity. The playing is fast and furious
but prone to some apocalyptic doom
tempos, where the regional embellishments
are allowed to come into sharper focus. The
music is impeccably arranged, with frequent
oriental scales and truly strange and
otherworldly chord progressions playing their
parts in a complex and multi-faceted aural
tapestry. The theatrical "world-historical"
(taking that phrase wildly out of context, or
perhaps not) parts really smash you over the
head with an intensely foreboding
atmosphere, a genuine sense of the
monumental. The lyrics combine occultism,
with Egyptian (and adjacent regions!) history,
and statistical reports on atrocities in the
ancient world (or why living in the ancient
world really sucks). If I were to point out one
weakness on the album, it would have to be
the production; when it's not flat, it's
generally too dense to really hear all the
sounds clearly - and there's A LOT of
sounds here. Music like this simply demands
a powerful, concise production. Such
quibbles aside, I can wholeheartedly
recommend this album to anyone who likes
complex death metal, dark atmospheric
music, folk, or all three concurrently or
consecutively. If their next album's called
"Here Come the Hittites," it's getting full
points. (JS)
4  [AO 4, CR 4, GS 4]

NOVEMBERS DOOM
The Knowing
Dark Symphonies
Doom metal has progressed considerably
since its inception by Black Sabbath and rise
to popularity in the mid and late 80s due to
Trouble and Candlemass. Since those
times, the doom metal genre has sought and
found sanctuary with other genres of metal.
Spearheaded by the British trio Paradise
Lost, My Dying Bride, and Anathema, the
doom/death combination has become the
most prolific offshoot of conventional
depressing doom. Others have followed in
their wake, with the Chicago-based outfit
Novembers Doom being among the most
promising. That promise has been fulfilled
on "The Knowing," their third full-length
album. Although influences of the British trio
are undeniable, November's Doom have
managed to amalgamate them into their own
particular style by adding some touches of
Opeth as well. Fronted by the mighty voice
of Paul Kuhr, the current line-up delivers an
hour-long masterpiece featuring an
energetic and powerful doom metal that
does not descend into a maelstrom of
sorrow, but maintains an ear for melody and
emotion. From the opening "Awaken" to the
tension-filled "Aura Blue," it has class written
all over it in terms of song writing but does
maintain that rough edge when needed. The
only dissident is "In Memories Past" which is
slightly out of place with its Trouble-like vibe
and psychedelic undertone. On the other
hand, with "Silent Tomorrow" Novembers
Doom have achieved their ultimate doom
metal anthem. In a year that has not seen
any new material from the British doom elite,
Novembers Doom is the perfect alternative.
(CR)
4 1/2   [GS 4]

OCEANS OF SADNESS
For We Are
LSP Company
Band-name comments aside, this is one of
the few Belgian metal albums. Oceans of
Sadness play atmospheric and dark extreme
metal with a strong keyboard presence.
Raspy vocals are performed in the worst
Crematory drinking-party style and while
such vocals may go well with Motorhead
material, the vocals here do not do the
songs justice. While they go okay (yet
ordinary) with the faster, more melodic black
metal type material, they diminish the value
of some pretty decent slower material (like
the song "Re-Erase"). Overall, the band can
be encouraged for trying to avoid the
uniformity of the style and for often changing
the pace, making the material rather diverse.
You can pick up different details such as
keyboard lines that would occasionally ring
memory bells of The Gathering's "Always"
(noticeable in the same "Re-Erase") or
playful and flowing song structures here and
there (elegant transitions in, guess where,
"Re-Erase"). (GS)
3 1/2

ODES OF ECSTASY
Deceitful Melody
The End Records
"Deceitful Melody" is Odes of Ecstasy's
second release, and reveals the Greek
band's progress towards refining the neo-
classical exploration started with their first
release, "Embossed Dream in Four Acts."
The music leans towards the uttermost
melodic end of the extreme metal spectrum,
with intricate classically influenced guitar
lines (without the needless shredding that
plagues much of the neo-classical metal
genre) and atmospheric keyboard
harmonies, tethered to bass-driven metal
grooves. Christina Maniati provides
professional soprano vocals, that at their
best, simply soar over the charging, oft-

NOCTURNAL WINDS
Of Art and Suffering
Aftermath Music
Finland's Nocturnal Winds display a skillful blend of black/
death/atmospheric metal on their second album. While some
song patterns and speed may be reminiscent of Gothenburg
metal, the overall sound and presentation is not as harsh or
Maidenized, but still as enthusiastic as Soilwork or The
Haunted. The focus on clean intensity and power is similar to
Iced Earth though the genres, of course, are very different. "Of
Art and Suffering" contains seven carefully composed songs
offering a solid metal listen, with effective, natural (but not stale)
riffs, that are exemplified on the blazing "Erased." (GS)
4
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changing music. The music is a good deal
more ambitious than the other neo-classical
sub-Therion extreme metallers; there are,
however, certain aspects of the album that
keep it from seizing the proverbial loot. First,
the production is somewhat spotty, uneven
and muddy most of the time. Normally this
wouldn't bother me, but with music this
intricate, a powerful and clear production
goes a long way towards giving it an added
edge. Second, the keyboard work is very
weak in parts, adding a needlessly synthetic
quality in parts that could do just as well, if
not better, without keys. The "orchestral hits"
on the title track are nearly unforgivable (I
freely confess that I've hated that effect
since its inception in the eighties) and adds a
needlessly jokey effect to a song that simply
does not need it. Third, the songwriting isn't
all there yet; some of the songs meander
about a bit and others rely far too much on
repetition. These problems tend to detract
from the lofty aesthetic aims of the band,
and should be solved on future albums. The
band needs work if they're to realize the full
extent of their obvious talent. Their best
work is yet to come methinks. (JS)
4

PANDEMIA
Spreading the Message
Lost Disciple Records
This is the Czech band Pandemia and should not
be mistaken with the English band Pendemia,
that released a mediocre thrash album in the late
80s. This is Pandemia's debut album featuring 3
intros/outros and 9 songs with a running time of
just under 30 minutes. For a band that has been
making demos since 1995 and has an
impressive resume of live shows in Europe, I
would have expected more than what is shown
here. This could be described as an average
example of 80s Dark Angel style thrash metal
with some Floridan death metal influences. The
galloping riffing is great at times but the impact is
lost without worthwhile breaks, an exception
being the best song, "Presentiment of the Souls".
Furthermore the vocals do not show enough
brutality or conviction to stand out. Definite
improvement is needed in the song structures;
the songs seem contrived and short with songs
just reaching a halt as in "The Tones are
weaker". Sadly Pandemia do not show enough
individuality to stand out in the flood of new
releases. (CR)
[http://www.lostdisciple.com]
3 1/2

PANZERCHRIST
Soul Collector
Mighty Music
"Soul Collector" is another album for fans of
technical death metal with a grinding edge. It
is as heavy as a tank, technical and mindful,
but not very original. Panzerchrist take many
sides of the brutal scene, so here you can
find everything from heavies a la Six Feet
Under to attackers like Morbid Angel.
Panzerchrist can easily be added to the elite
of death metal in the future, but some
novelties would be great for them. German
lyrics from a Danish band isn't enough to
form an independent identity. (AO)
3 3/4

PARAGON OF BEAUTY
Seraphine - Far Gone Gleam
Prophecy Productions
This CD contains six tracks that won't leave
any worshipper of dark and gloomy (yet
heavy) metal cold. The first track, "To my
unfading Sorrow" is based on the traditions
of doom/goth metal: this 15 minute-long
track has nostalgic guitars riffs, a dark and
sad atmosphere, and very deep emotional
vocals. They're like current Anathema, made
heavier and darker. The second track is very
poetic and romantic, in contrast with
"Plains," which is the only really extreme
track here. Later, the album slows down and
doesn't offer any brutality anymore- acoustic
instruments prevail, and the romantic mood
takes hold. The track "Wie Ein Zartes Blatt
Im Morgenwind" is one of the highlights, with
a strange melodic, poetic mood and dreamy
voice. I think Paragon of Beauty are one of
the most poetic bands in the atmospheric
metal scene, and this recording is a big step
forward from "The Spring." (AO)
4

PRIMORDIAL
Spirit the Earth Aflame
Hammerheart Records
The previous MCD by Primordial, "The
Burning Season," had a perfect title song
that promised an astonishing new full-length.

OPETH
Blackwater Park
Music For Nations
The release of a new Opeth album always brings with it an initial state of euphoria. Over the
course of four albums, Opeth have managed to create their own original style of mixing
death metal with 70s prog rock and acoustic parts in long epics. The mixing of death vocals
and clean vocals add variation in conveying different emotions. Their performance at last
year's ProgPower was stunning and proved that they are able to convey both the musical and
emotional content in a live setting. "Blackwater Park" is their second release on Peaceville
and at first glance mainly continues along the lines of their predecessor, "Still Life." Opeth's
fifth installment shows them refining their own particular style and slowly moving into a
direction which brings the initial state of euphoria to one with mixed emotions. The majority of
the songs such as the opener "The Leper Affinity" and "Bleak" have the typical Opeth sound
and at times reminds me of King Diamond in terms of a more sinister and eerie atmosphere
than before. "Drapery Falls" is the highlight of the album with its interchanging eerie acoustic
parts and more up-tempo parts. Noteworthy is the built in homage to VoiVod's "Killing
Technology" just before the halfway mark. However there are the slight dissonants as well,
revealing that Opeth is, consciously or unconsciously, looking for a different musical
direction. The start is commendable with "Harvest," a 6-minute completely acoustic song with
clean vocals. On the other hand, "Patterns in the Ivy," an acoustic interlude featuring guitar
and piano, is actually superfluous. The title track shows Opeth venturing into previously
uncharted territory. "Blackwater Park" is a patchwork of doom metal parts in the vein of
Trouble style, bluesy hard rock parts in the vein of The Black Crows, and a 2 minute spacey
intermezzo. For some reason, it doesn't sound fully convincing. On its own, an excellent
piece of music, but the standards need to be raised for each album, and they are not met...
(CR)
4 1/4

And the promises
were fulfilled -
"Spirit the Earth
Aflame" is one of
the highlights of
atmospheric metal
in 2000. One might
encounter some
problems when
describing the style
of Primordial, and
the name of
Primordial's demo
("Dark Romanticism") comes to my mind.
The band gone further than the Celtic black
metal of "Imrama," and has become much
more emotional than on their previous full-
length, "Journey's End." I can also mention
that "Spirit the Earth Aflame" is a less
extreme and heavy album than the previous
recordings from Primordial, and the band
now explores more atmospheric fields. The
album starts with a powerful opening title
track followed by "Gods to the Godless," a
song that shows what today's Primordial is
about. It is deep and melancholic
atmospheric metal, which might be
compared to In The Woods, but in a more
straightforward manner. The clean singing of
A. Nemtheanga Averill is better and more
expressive than ever before. The next track,
"The Soul Must Sleep," can even please with
goth fans with its dark atmosphere. "The
Burning Season," with its black metal riffs
(they almost disappeared from Primordial's
sound), is the most schizoid and twisted
song on the album- and one of my favorites.
Some may miss the folk elements that were
once so common with Primordial; indeed,
Primordial aren't as Celtic as before. But the
track, "The Cruel Sea" is the reminder that
the band hasn't forgotten their roots, and the
following song, "Children of the Harvest" is
what some will call real pagan metal. The
album ends with a re-worked version of "To
Enter Pagan," and the impression you're left
with is that you've just heard a really
outstanding and artistic metal album. (AO)
4 1/2

PSYCHOPUNCH
Bursting Out Of Chucky's Town
White Jazz Records
The good side of this album is that Psychpunch
aren't pretentious at all - they just play that dirty
punk rock n' roll from the 70s, and it's fun. The
bad side is that they just play it without straying
away from what Generation X have reached in
their time. "Bursting Out Of Chucky's Town" is
classic punk reminding one of the Ramones or
Dead Boys, and it's great that they don't get that
pop character a la Offspring. The right choice for
a wild rock n' roll party. (AO)
3 1/4

RAVENOUS
Assembled In Blasphemy
Hammerheart Records
This band doesn't need a promo-sheet,
biography, or other things like that. It only
needs its line-up mentioned: Killjoy
(Necrophagia), Chris Reifert (Autopsy), and
Dan Lilker (Brutal Truth, SOD, Nuclear
Assault). In fact, it's enough, because such a
line-up can hardly create something
unworthy of attention. This time the trio,
supported by two ex-Autopsy members,
decided to play horror metal, and it fits with
these musicians very well. Of course Killjoy,
with his past in Necrophagia, has a solid
practice in doing this, but other musicians
join him enthusiastically and offer you music
comparable to some mad funeral ceremony.
Speaking in more understandable words, it
is a combination of death, speed and black
metal with a very raw sound and special
horror effects. Musicians don't speed
anything up here, so the tempo throughout
almost the whole album is either slow or
mid-tempo. But it's the right choice, as on
some songs even Killjoy's Necrophagia
seems like a company of happy boys
compared to Ravenous. Especially effective
is the duo roaring by Killjoy and Chris
Reifert. It is certainly not a piece of art for
weak minds or people who dislike sick art,
but for all horror freaks, it is a new discovery.
(AO)
4

REBAELLIUN
Bringer of War EP
Hammerheart Records
Rebaelliun have already, with their album
"Burn the Promised Land," presented
themselves as one of the strongest death

metal bands from Brazil, which is going to
give a strong kick to bands like Krisiun. The
new mini-album contains three new songs
and a cover of Morbid Angel's "Day of
Suffering." Nothing has changed much
compared to the band's previous recordings;
it is still technical and aggressive death
metal with many tempo changes. Perhaps
one can say that the music has become a bit
more straightforward, and that the new
songs are heavier. As earlier, this new album
is a real joy to all death metal fans out there.
(AO)
4

REPRISAL
Boundless Human Stupidity
Good Life Recordings
Sometimes I wonder how people supporting
vegan ideas and fighting for ecology/animal
rights can create such angry albums such as
this. Not knowing English, you could imagine that
the singer shouts about blood, anger, hell and
other brutal things, but in reality, we face
intelligent, thoughtful ideas and a clear concept.
Well, leaving the lyrics behind, we're dealing here
with metallic HC, where riffing is a bit reminiscent
of Slayer's "Reign in Blood." Mixing elements of
HC and metal isn't anything new and Reprisal
aren't a big sensation, but "Boundless Human
Stupidity" is quite a good choice. Their music is
more metallic than usual, and has a different
variety of vocals - not the typical hardcore
shouting. This CD could even be placed in a
collection of a metalhead. It is heavy, brutal,
technical, and all these six songs flow
immediately. Perhaps not a big discovery, but
obviously an album in the area of "just good"
discs. (AO)
3 1/2

SABAOTH
Windjourney
Icarus Records
The concept of this album isn't very clear - it
seems that on their second album these guys
from Paraguay have tried to put in as much as
they could imagine; the result is too chaotic. The
music is mostly acoustic pop-gothic songs, but
somehow tracks like "I Have Been Asleep" break
in with black metal attacks and shouting. Then
we're treated to more romantic acoustic songs,
with banal melodies that are a bit too soft
(reminding me of Sabaoth member Zethyaz's
acoustic project Eyesight). To tell the truth, after
such quiet and relaxing songs as "Soul" or
"Fragile," the chaos of "I Have Been Asleep" is
hardly bearable. As the album develops, the
black/gothic metal takes over, but at the end of
the album, the musicians again concentrate on
quiet songs (songs like "Just Like Drops In the
Sea" might even be called radio-friendly). It
seems that the guys pay a lot of attention to
instrumental parts. Some songs like "Fragile" can
catch your attention if you aren't afraid of
something that is softer than metal, but songs

like "Blue Seasons" are a little bit too
straightforward and banal. The biggest problem
is the chaos of the styles. If it were acoustic-only,
"Windjourney" would be quite a good album.
(AO)
3 1/2

SENSA ANIMA
[sin thatic]
Voices of Wonder
Blasting straight beats with heavy guitars and
varying harsh/clean vocals would be well
appreciated in movies like "The Matrix," and
perhaps even festivals and game CDs, but it
doesn't sound very enjoyable on an album. In
general, the album sounds okay, but one can't
help but feel that the musicians didn't put all their
hearts into it; Nine Inch Nails, Ministry, White
Zombie, and Strapping Young Land sounded
more expressive in their prime moments. To
Sensa Anima's credit, they write fairly diverse
material (with even a few psychedelic/gothic
songs); it would just be nice to have the sound
lifted one level up. The band features touring
members of Old Man's Child and Satyricon. (GS)
3 1/2

SIGH
Scenario IV: Dread Dreams
Cacophonous
The ambitious Sigh continue their mad
musical experiments on "Scenario IV," an
album that manages to be even stranger
and more experimental than any Sigh
release previous (with the possible exception
of Hail Horror Hail). The meaty core of Sigh's
sound is fairly straightforward thrash-death,
the variety most prevalent in the late eighties
when many bands were making the
transition from detuned thrash into full-
fledged death metal. Sigh being Sigh of
course, the band throws in everything short
of bluegrass and Maltese folk music into the
mix. Songs chug along at thrash tempos,
only to be suddenly assaulted on all sides
from fusion, funk, country music, classical,
experimental, lounge, and many other
disparate genres. The net effect is a very
eclectic grab bag of ideas that somehow
flow together very well, a pastiche of sorts
drawn together with vintage metal. Not
entirely unlike Mr. Bungle on downers,
dissonance and unease are Sigh's two
biggest assets. Vocals are shrieked, chanted
through a harmonizer, gurgled, spoken, and
shouted. The harmonized vocals add a very
clean, poppy sound to the music at times of
supreme ugliness- this could only have been
by design. If you like your metal diluted with,
well, everything else, check it out. (JS)
[http://www.cacophonous.com]
[lilith@cacophonous.com]
4 1/4

SKW
Connection
Adrenaline Records
The current new aggro-metal trend with
young adults dressed in simple dark clothes
and showing off unorthodox haircuts and
facial growth, jumping on stage like the
stage is hot as coals and screaming into
microphone seems to be dominated by
American bands. However, the genuineness
of their anger and aggression is doubtful. It's
nice to see that the Italian band SKW pairs
aggression with proficient musicianship and
songwriting to end with a product that is
much better than most MTV-hyped bands in
the genre. The twelve songs on this
sophomore release meander somewhere
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between Pantera, Meshuggah, and Machine
Head. Neither of these bands ranks very
high on my list of favorites, mainly because I
tend to get numbed and consequently bored
after a few songs due to the constant assault
of anger, shouted vocals, and non-melodic
staccato riffing. Although "Technolical"
suffers from the same flaws and I do miss a
sense of melody, it is nevertheless quite
enjoyable, with enough complexity and
genuineness in conviction to make it
interesting. None of the songs really stand
out though and SKW do not really have the
knack to write memorable songs like their
genre-counterparts Oblivion. (CR)
3 3/4

SKYFIRE
Timeless Departure
Hammerheart Records
Skyfire is an interesting new band from
Sweden. The first question is, of course, do
they play Gothenburg metal? And the
answer is: in part, yes. It seems that no band
can escape the influence of Gothenburg
these days. It wouldn't be correct to call
Skyfire a representative of the Gothenburg
sound, as the influence of At The Gates isn't
fatal. Skyfire play melodic death/black, but
with a very strong influence from symphonic
heavy metal, and their classical guitar
passages even reminds one of Nightwish or
Rhapsody. This mix of styles is also enriched
with keyboard lines (which seem to be
haphazard in places though), so the final
impression is good. Fans of the more
melodic edge of Gothenburg metal should
enjoy this album. (AO)
3 3/4

SOILWORK
Predator's Portrait
Nuclear Blast Records
After two successful albums marking the
band as one of the new noteworthy names in
Gothenburg melodic death metal genre,
Soilwork signed to Nuclear Blast and are
ready to aim for more. "Predator's Portrait" is
similar stylistically to its predecessor, "The
Chainheart Machine," offering an intensive
mix of melodic death/thrash metal with harsh
vocals, which is more thrashy than bands
like Dark Tranquillity or In Flames but more
melodic than The Haunted. The album may
sound more mature and technically
advanced than the band's earlier efforts, but
the level of enthusiasm is not greater than
on "The Chainheart Machine," and there is a
danger of Soilwork repeating the In Flames
way, delivering similar albums which are
good on surface, promise a wide appeal, but
do not have much depth. (GS)
4

SORG
Enigma Grotesque
Scarlet Records
This is a rather strange release because not
many dare mix guttural death metal with
gothic/doom. This Norwegian seven-piece (!)
delivers an eclectic second album, where
you may be lifted up by romantic parts
reminiscent of In the Woods, and then
brought down to the ground by mid-tempo,
low-tuned death metal. The band's approach
to this combination is also rather
unorthodox: in some songs the mix is rather
sharp and you can feel distinct parts (or a
whole song may represent one subcompo-
nent), while others ("And Yours Shall Be
Mine") melt it all in one pot. The album, for
the most part, is a lot more adventurous than
bands like Tristania, and more avant-garde
too, even though songs like "A Perilous
Quest" might potentially be loved by recent
converts from power metal to the beauty/
beast style. The adventurous nature of the
band's music sounds rather genuine, but
also disqualifies this album as a safe blind
purchase. (GS)
3 3/4 [CR 3 3/4]

STRATUZ
Spirit Seduction
LSP Company
The Latin-music inspired intro transforms
into semi-technical death metal, which later
evolves into a wide range of things, including
atmospheric death and doom metal
elements, and (on three songs) avant-garde
gothic death with female vocals. This
Venezuelan band has a pretty strong
character and well mixes the atmospheric/
avant-garde parts with the technique that is
mandatory for a death metal act. The vocals

SATAN RIDES THE MEDIA
A Documentary by Torstein Grude/VIDEO
Subfilm in co-production with TV2
The events related to Norwegian black metal in the early 90s have already been documented
in the "Lords of Chaos" book by Michael Moynihan, but "Satan Rides the Media" is probably
the first documentary dealing with the subject. It is a 52-minute developing story- a little bit in
the Discovery channel crime-story style- about church burnings and the murder of
Euronymous. The story includes interviews with people involved (Varg Vikernes), black metal
bands (Mayhem and Hades), journalists covering the case, policemen, and Satanism
researchers.
The main focus is on how the media covered church burnings and the subsequent murder,
indirectly blaming journalists for representing Varg as a guru and influencing young kids to
burn a few more churches. While the media's working methods for this case do not differ
much from other cases, and the documentary does not break any new ground here, it adds a
visual side to a well-known story that many non-Norwegians in the metal underground have
only read or heard about. Some of the episodes that are worth mentioning include scenes
with Varg Vikernes in court, Vannesa Warwick announcing the first appearance of Burzum's
clip on MTV, and the truly evil-breathing Mayhem live shows.
People into metal and particularly into black metal, will probably miss the depth of Moynihan's
book, but the above-mentioned visuals compensate for that, even if there could have been
more of them instead of frequent short interviews with journalists, who care more about what
their newspapers write about and the subsequent impact on society and much less about the
artistic side of black metal, viewing black metal as another form of rebellious youth culture
trying to attract attention.
As an extensive crime-story, the documentary provides adequate coverage, starting with an
interview with the journalist who wrote the first article about Varg in BT, one of the biggest
Norwegian national newspapers. The documentary is not likely to convert outsiders to black
metal, because during its 52 minutes- save the 30 seconds of Mayhem live episodes- it does
not show black metal from any attractive angle (even though the genre had an undeniably
thought-provoking element that much of current mainstream lacks). The movie justifies its
title well, exposing the media's willingness to jump on hot trends, and it provides an effective
and rather objective insight into a part of Norway's social happenings between 1992 and
1996. I am certainly happy to have this video and it will be nice to watch it every now and
then. Even 50 years from now. The film is in Norwegian but with English subtitles; it's
available in PAL or in NTSC from Subfilm's website. (GS)
[SubFilm, C. Sundts gt. 26, 5004 Bergen, Norway] [http://www.subfilm.no]

are growling in the usual manner, but the
music is not as low tuned as most US brutal
death metal, and the female singing on three
tracks gives a nice shade of change. The
diversity, rather high-end sound, and short 3-
4 minute songs save this album from the
tiresome feel that many death metal bands
have. My final comment is that the front-
cover model (in the style of Jennifer Lopez in
"U-Turn") surpasses girls from the Napalm
Records ads in magazines. (GS)
4

SYMBIOSIS
Crisis
Listenable Records
In some respects, Symbiosis reminds me of
their label-mates Crest of Darkness on their
previous album, "The Ogress." It is a very
complex, multi-structured, and diverse
album. It is a cross between death metal,
black metal, progressive metal, and
symphonic metal, or if you can imagine
putting Atheist, Pestilence, Samael,
Carcass, and Dream Theater in one place,
you'll get an idea what Symbiosis is really
about. I think this album can offer a lot of
appeal to progressive metal fans who also
like more extreme music, as the complexity
and virtuosity of the musicians leaves many
proggers far behind. Perhaps fans of
traditional progressive metal will have
problems with the harsh vocals of
Symbiosis, but they suit the music very well.
"Crisis" is in no way an easy-listening album,
as the tempo of the songs changes at least
20 times, a beautiful solo might be assaulted
by a black metal attack, a sudden death
metal rhythm or a typical progressive metal
passage. Symbiosis is about uncertainty,
because in each and every moment you're
not sure what you'll get after another minute.
So while I cannot say that I completely
understand the music of Symbiosis, there is
a feeling that there really is much more
going on inside. (AO)
4

TERROR 2000
Slaughterhouse Supremacy
Scarlet Records
This band features members from Soilwork
and Darkane, and once again proves that
the seed of At The Gates is still here. It is
one of the better examples of how the fast At

The Gates-like death metal should be played
nowadays. The musicians also add some
retro elements of groups like Testament and
Kreator, and the production is very clear. The
result is very enjoyable - maybe not the
biggest sensation, but surely better than
many bands coming from Sweden. (AO)
3 3/4

THALARION
Four Elements Mysterium
Mighty Music
This third release from Slovakian doomsters
Thalarion finds the band continuing their
aggressively morose musical crusade. The
music is heavy with a thick, glacial
production, minimal keyboards, classically
tinged guitar lines, and the usual growls and
female vocals. Since I'm obligated to by
unwritten metal review laws, I must take a
moment to apply the adjective "beautiful" to
the vocal lines of Hela Horvathova - they
are. She mainly sings with a poppy,
somewhat "folky" voice, but also plays with
classically influenced ascending/descending
scales in the more melodic sections of the
music. The music is a thick wall of sound in
the slower, doomier sections, but prone to
clean tone classic rock and warm synth pop
in select areas. I can't quite warm up to the
album though; it's well executed and sports
a clear, powerful production, but simply lacks
the originality I look for in extreme metal, as
well as the gut-retching emotion I seek out
specifically in doom metal. For those of you
who absolutely need everything in the field of
doom death with professional female vox, I
can now issue a recommendation. For those
of you looking for cutting edge doom metal,
look elsewhere - unless you really enjoy
eastern European folk influences, which
pervade in certain spots throughout the
music. (JS)
3 3/4  [AO 4]

THANATOS
Angelic Encounters
Hammerheart Records
One of the oldest Dutch death metal bands
have released their new album. The style
remains the same - good old death metal,
reminiscent of Death, Obituary, Sinister, and
other greats of the style. Thanatos play
technically and haven't jumped to the
modern sound, and it seems that they have

stopped progressing in 1990-91. So, if you
have no problem with that style, "Angelic
Encounters" will please you, as it's an
outstanding disc in that area. (AO)
4

THEATRE OF TRAGEDY
Musique
Nuclear Blast Records
I really wanted to like this album. I spent
hours struggling with it, trying to articulate to
myself why exactly I didn't like it. Its central
problem is not that it's commercial or
gimmicky, but rather that the music itself is
dead, hollow, and devoid of character. There
are moments when the music almost shines,
almost escapes its synthetic ugliness, but it
can never quite achieve escape velocity.
Lyrically, the album ascends to higher
plateaus of the superficial, centered on the
banality of everyday life in the city. The
music is demonstrative, aurally illustrating
the robotic silliness of the lyrics; the male
vocals are monotone at best and horridly
nasal at their worst, while Liv's singing
sounds drained of life or character. The
music itself alternates between electronic
(often pseudo-industrial) parts and simple
catchy riffs accompanied by Liv's sing song
choruses; there are also ample synth pop
influences present, which could have worked
if better integrated and executed. The music
is layered in beeps and whistles, all of which
cloy at the listener in that way that only synth
pop can manage. I can't really bring myself
to hate the album, as there are moments of
extreme catchiness amid the turgid barrage
of blandness, but in truth, I cannot bring
myself to listen to a whole song without
hitting the skip button. There is nothing
original, lively, creative, or enthusiastic in the
album's ultra-produced, sickeningly aseptic
sound. The music sounds like it's being
force marched through the grime at
gunpoint, at the beat of a perfect snare hit.
Dated on arrival. (JS)
2 3/4  [AO 4, GS 3 1/2, CR 4]

THEORY IN PRACTICE
The Armageddon Theories
Listenable Records
This album was originally released by
Pulverised Records, and later re-released by
Listenable Records. There was a strong
reason for a re-release, as "The
Armageddon Theories" was recorded in
1998 but until now was almost unnoticed by
metal press and fans. This is very strange
as, in my opinion, it is one of the best
progressive death metal albums released in
recent years, whose complexity could be
compared to Atheist's "Elements" or
Pestilence's "Spheres." Already the band's
previous release, "Third Eye Function,"
could be described as a powerful mix of
technical death metal and progressive metal.
Maybe it had too many elements of
Meshuggah, but with the new album, Theory
In Practice have formed a clearer face of
their own. Still, comparisons with Atheist,
Carcass, Cynic, Voivod, and the same
Meshuggah could be drawn, but this time
Theory In Practice have overgrown many of
them. The music we hear on "The
Armageddon Theories" presents excellent
progressive death metal with many changing
tempos, solos, and such technical, complex
approach that many progressive metal
bands could only dream about. The vocal
approach has also changed (due to the
departure of their guitarist/singer and the
drummer Henrik Ohlsson overtaking the
singing duties) from death metal to German
death/thrash style having much in common
with Sadus and similar bands. In my opinion,
it suits the band's technical style much better
than former death metal growls. The album
has got a very good production, and I can
only ask myself why this band remains
almost unnoticed - it deserves attention of
every technical death metal fan. (AO)
4 1/2  [CR 4, GS 4, SV 3 3/4]

THRONEAON
With Sardonic Wrath EP
The Plague
This 4-track MCD was recorded back in 1998 for
the Danish label Helgrind Productions, and is
now re-released, probably because the band is
about to release a new album soon. I see no
other reasons for releasing it, because from my
point of view, it is an average piece of brutal
death metal. You can easily put this MCD into
your CD-player, but you will hardly remember it
the next day. For true fans of brutality only. (AO)
2 3/4
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THYRFING
Urkraft
Hammerheart Records
"Urkraft" is definitely the album that could
fight for the name of the best viking metal
album of 2000. They have the power, feel,
and melody; they know how to use folk
melodies, learned Bathory's lessons very
well, and most importantly, can create really
proud and melodic hymns. Their previous
two albums (and especially "Valdr Galga")
showed fine potential, and this new release
just proves it once again. I'm not sure if
"Urkraft" is really a big progression
compared to "Valdr Galga," but it at least
achieves the same heights. On this new
disc, we have eleven new songs with one
bonus track, and the style can be described
as bombastic, melodic war metal. They have
hymns like "Mjolner," more melancholic
songs like "Sweoland Conqueror," folk music
on "Eldfard," the melodic "The Breaking of
Serenity," and the bombastic "Jord"- all of
these elements make this album sound
whole. One must also mention that folk
music is very important here: it isn't like
Thyrfing plays traditional metal and then
inserts some folk for one minute. Instead, it
seems that they based their song structures
on folk melodies, and isn't this the key Viking
metal aesthetic? Bands like Enslaved have a
strong competitor now. (AO)
4 1/4  [GS 4]

TODAY IS THE DAY
Live Till You Die
Relapse Records
The live album by Today Is The Day shows the
band in an even more psychotic and extreme
way. Most of their studio songs here sound
dirtier, heavier, crazier, and in some places more
chaotic. Personally I prefer their studio
recordings, but to hear how it sounds live is at
least interesting. And a special joy is that here we
get some cover songs like "Wicked Game" by
Chris Isaac, "Why Don't We Do It In The Road?"
by the Beatles, and Bad Company's "Feel Like
Makin' Love," all of them sounding like the songs
composed by Today Is The Day. (AO)
3 1/2

TRISTANIA
Beyond the Veil
Napalm Records
"Beyond the Veil" is the logical next step for
Tristania after their first full-length "Widow's
Weeds"; it is not as exciting or as rich an
experience, but it doesn't fall on its face
either. The music is still gothic metal with
sonorous female vocals, guttural growls,
warm keyboard textures, strings, and wall-
of-sound guitar lines. The occasional goth
rock bass groove emerges in the music
when the mood strikes, granting the band's
sound a privileged rock and roll moment,
and allowing the production to breath a little.
To many, this album is considered the
superior album in Tristania's career, but I'm
not entirely sold on the assertion. The
production is much more bombastic, which
suites the more brutal parts of the music just
fine, but also detracts from the organic flow
of the album; where transitions were
impeccably smooth before, here they're
somewhat clunky. Also, where Tristania
once had an even distribution of quiet, subtle
moments and heavy, bombastic metal
forays, "Beyond the Veil" emphasizes the
latter at the expense of the former - the
more uniform approach tends to make the
music less varied and more tiring.
Nevertheless, the overall performance is
strong and effective, and a must-have for
anyone favoring intense symphonic metal
over more thoughtful, subtle material. Choir
effects, a powerful (if clunky) production and
metal carnage go along way in blowing the
listener away; however, in the long run a
more substantial approach is the superior
approach. (JS)
3 3/4  [AO 4, AS 3, CR 4, GS 4, SV 4 1/2]

TROLL
The Last Predators
Voices of Wonder
One shouldn't complain about the lack of
intensity here; Troll rams you with a heavy
Emperor "IX Equilibrium" like sound, with
extreme black/death/industrial metal riffs
accompanied by screaming, clean, and
sometimes screechy vocals. Songs are
short, full of mechanical, animalistic, and a
rather catchy, captivating energy, and
possess a psychedelic cyber-style twist.
"The Last Predators" (the band's second
album) clocks in at only 30 minutes. The
predictable justification from their side is that
"Reign in Blood" was of similar length, and
that assertion would be damn correct. (GS)
4

UNDYING
The Whispered Lies of Angels
Good Life Recordings
This vegan Straight Edge band from North
Carolina plays technical and powerful Swedish
death metal. Not original, but very well
produced and technical. The one original
component in the music is the vocals, ranging
from traditional Swedish shouting to the
hardcore style. This crossover sounds
interesting and, in addition to that, the band
plays a cover version of My Dying Bride. Highly
recommended for metallers who aren't afraid of
a slight dose of hardcore. (AO)
3 3/4

UNLORD
Gladiator
Displeased Records
The second album of Unlord follows the usual
scheme of Nordic black metal - very fast, very
brutal, and not very melodic. Standing on the
most extreme side of the style, it will appeal to
those who like black metal played in its old way.
But Unlord are definitely a far cry from bands like
Immortal, whose music is the most comparable.
(AO)
3

USER NE
Nibelum Das Uhört
War is Imminent Productions
Factually speaking, User Ne is a band that might
be German, Spanish, or both (okay I'm too
cramped for time to look for a web page). I'm
placing my money on Spain, given the band's
penchant for flamenco and Pyrenees, possibly
Galician folk music. The band is eclectic, grafting
spare parts from different musical traditions,
effectively including the aforementioned folk,
death metal, black metal, with tiny specks of neo-
classicism littering the place via synthesizer. The
band has a grab bag of ideas and instruments,
including pipes, flute (and other assorted
woodwinds), what sounds like a viola, and a
variety of singing voices/growls. The folk parts
are well developed, though often plagued with
muddiness and a lack of overall clarity - this is
more of a production issue than anything. The

SATURNUS
Martyre
Euphonious Records
I know it will sound like sacrilege to some My
Dying Bride fans, but on this release
Saturnus sounds better than My Dying Bride
on their latest releases. Probably the best
Danish doom metal band of all time, they
developed their sound by taking lessons
from the old My Dying Bride and the first
recordings by Anathema, finally reaching the
level where they can provide lessons to
other bands. Sadly, it is the last album from
Saturnus with this line-up; I'm sure they
would have become one of the leading
doom/gothic acts in the scene. "Martyre"
summarizes the decade in this style,
combining elements of old doom metal with
growling vocals, recent atmospheric metal
tendencies, and the more groovy side of
gothic. The musicians do it with class and
the production of Flemming Rasmussen
(Metallica, Morbid Angel, Blind Guardian) is
really superb. "Martyre" contains 12 tracks,
and each of them presents a different face
of Saturnus. "Inflame Thy Heart" is classic
doom metal with a combination of clean and
growling vocals, "Empty Handed" is rocky,
"Noir" surprises with a well-expressed
melody, "Thou Art Free" is a beautiful
acoustic ballad, "Lost My Way" is like a
catchy Paradise Lost song, and "In Your
Shining Eyes" is a romantic closer for the
album. Personally I like all these 12 songs
and wouldn't want to single any one out. This
is one of the best examples of how doom
metal should sound. I've heard that the new
Saturnus would sound a little bit more
straightforward. So, bye to the old Saturnus
and welcome to the new one. (AO)
4 1/2

song "Days of Another Time" works the best,
with some parts achieving a kind of "Stille Volk"
grandeur, with a bagpipe drone, playful flute
melodies, and melodious "mountain singing."
Such enthusiasm goes a long way with me, and
the track is among their best. The central
problem with the album is the lack of cohesion in
parts; this problem is central to most eclectic
metal and rock bands. Too often, it seems that
the band just threw the parts together arbitrarily,
with less emphasis on the overall compositions
(e.g. blasting death metal parts are often
integrated in a questionable manner, interrupting
the flow of the songs). The separate sections are
often perfectly executed, both original and
thoughtful, but the songs are little more than the
sum of their parts. Here is a band that has
genuine potential, encompassing a wide variety
of influences, and a seemingly endless pool of
creativity. If the compositions were better
developed with an eye for what works and what
doesn't, and the fat were cut loose and set adrift,
the band could very well be one of the best, and
certainly one of the better folk metal bands. (JS)
[csuarezb@idecnet.com]
3 1/2

VAMPIRIA
Among Mortals
Icarus Records
Vampiria play good atmospheric metal
where many styles and moods are
presented (while eclecticism is quite natural
in metal music these days, it's harder to find
a release where you can find one stable
style as opposed to one with contrasting
moods). On one song we get strong
atmospheric black metal, on another doom
metal in its purest form; the mood varies
from romantic to very dynamic. Of course,
you'll find female vocals and keyboards
here, and you can certainly accuse the band
of using too many clichés. On the other
hand, everything is played with class, so for
those who don't consider originality the most
important quality, this might be their thing.
(AO)
3 3/4

V/A
The First Cuts...
The Plague
The Plague is a sub-label of Hammerheart
Records, dedicated to more aggressive and
brutal releases. Some of them like Lowbrow or
Thornspaw have already been unleashed via this
label, and on this sampler we get 13 bands that
help clarify what The Plague is really about. Here
we get the above-mentioned Lowbrow and
Thornspawn, more well known names like
Monstrosity, Necrophagia, Broken Hope, and
some other acts like Mangled, Vomitory,
Invasion, Divine Empire, etc. What unites these
bands is the search for brutality- you won't hear
atmospheric, melancholic music here; these
bands go as extreme as they can. My personal
faves are Necrophagia, Lowbrow, and Broken
Hope. (AO)

V/A
Scream Forth Blasphemy
Dwell Records
Yet another tribute album to Morbid Angel, this
one a bit average. Fifteen bands here play their
versions of Morbid Angel, but we don't hear any
really outstanding tracks. Some bands like Angel
Corpse, Mangled, or Coffin Texts play interesting
covers, but the rest of the album doesn't offers
no surprises at all. Centurian, Diabolic, Withered
Earth, and Black Witchery can also be singled
out, but mostly we get many underground bands
whose names say almost nothing to me. Of
course if you are a die-hard maniac of Morbid
Angel, you should check this out, but it isn't a
necessary release for your collection. (AO)

V/A
Trustkill Family Tree 2000
Good Life Recordings
Fifteen artists from Trustkill Records appear on
this compilation, and it's another fine chance to
look at what's happening in the hardcore and nu
metal scenes these days. Here you'll find some
well known names as Turmoil or Another Victim,
and almost all the bands play one or another
form of hardcore. The CD presents almost all
sub-genres of hardcore, from dirty, almost punk-
like music to happy Idle Hands with female
vocals or metallic Turmoil. My personal favorites
are Poison The Well, Turmoil, and The Great
Deceiver, but almost all bands here are worth of
checking out. This album would be especially
interesting to those who aren't so familiar with the
hardcore scene - there are a lot of things
happening inside this CD. (AO)

WINDHAM HELL
Reflective Depths Imbibe
Moribund Records
The third album by American avantgarde act
Windham Hell, "Reflective Depths Imbibe"
continues the band's development in

infusing genuinely dark experimental metal
with neo-classical shred fests. Windham Hell
occupy a very small niche of metal bands
that use blatantly classical influences within
the context of moody rhythmic ugliness. The
core of the sound is sophisticated death
metal rhythmic playing; the sound is then
expanded to include complex melodic
harmony and highly personalized guitar
virtuosity. Vocals are kept to a minimum,
usually manifested in un-discernible
whispers and experimental vocal effects.
The music is very dark, even by the lauded
standards of extreme metal, and focuses
more on the brutality and alienation of
everyday life than the bleak atmosphere of
ancient ruin or folklore. The band draws
ample inspiration from David Lynch's "Twin
Peaks," and make use of extensive samples
from the cult television series. The songs are
very well developed and tend to float right
over the listeners head the first time through,
while the somewhat sinister arpeggios
burrow deep into said listeners mind. The
album features a very literal electric guitar
interpretation of Felix Mendelssohn's
"Salterello Presto"; the piece is effectively
drained of its original beauty, transformed
into something more jarring and sinister than
Mendelssohn could ever have intended.
Consider that a recommendation. (JS)
4 1/2

YEARNING
Frore Meadow
Holy Records
"Frore Meadow" is the third album of this
Finnish atmospheric metal band and
definitely a step forward. Compared to
previous releases, "Frore Meadow" has a
more straightforward gothic approach and
contains at least one song that should be
considered a perfect example of
atmospheric metal. I'm talking about the
opening track, "Bleak," which has all the best
characteristics of an atmospheric gothic
metal song: sharp guitars, very well
developed melody lines, a strong emotional
feeling, and good vocals - you can listen to it
for several times and still wonder how
everything is done on this song. If the entire
album had been performed at the same
heights, we would definitely have one of the
best atmospheric metal albums of the year.
Sadly, none of the following songs reaches
the quality of this track. In fact, Yearning
decided to go more experimental on this
album, with complex and progressive metal
tracks like "The Race"; it sounds interesting,
but the question is: which direction does the
band really want to go in? In my opinion,
Yearning sound best when playing rocky,
straightforward metal like the above-
mentioned "Bleak," or "Forsaken," or the
more melancholic "Autumn." Experiments
like "Years of Pain" sound out of place.
Whatever the case, the band's conceptual
direction is questionable. (AO)
4

YATTERING
Human's Pain
Season of Mist
Season of Mist has decided to re-release the
debut album of the Polish band Yattering in a
re-mastered version with three additional
tracks. "Human's Pain" was originally
released in 1998 and was reportedly the best
Polish debut of that year. Often a band's
debut is better than latter works because the
songs have had time to mature during the
course of a band's existence. I was therefore
curious to hear the youthful songs of
Yattering. Actually, I like this better than their
sophomore release "A Murder's Concept,"
that was released in 1991. The ingredients of
ultra brutal US East coast style technical
death metal; vocal agony in the shape of
death grunts and hardcoreish screams,
hyper speed drumming are about the same.
However the songs are that little bit more
memorable due to the variation between mid
tempo and hyper speed parts. The mid
tempo parts in "Demon's Inoculate" reach the
level of early Death and Morbid Angel. The
production is transparent and confronting.
Brutality is the key factor and remarkably, it
works. In terms of complexity, this exceeds a
lot of Dream Theater-style so-called prog
metal bands. The additional tracks consist of
two covers from Brutal Truth and Slayer
which don't really add anything to Yattering's
own material. Perhaps I should give
"Murder's Concept" another chance... (CR)
4
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by Christian Rademaker

In Edge of Time, we primarily focus on presenting interviews and reviews of bands.
These bands reach the ears of the world through a chain of events: the music is written,
the CD is recorded and manufactured, then (usually) promoted by the record company
and made available in the stores. These stores can be either actual tangible stores where
you can physically walk into or virtual stores such as mail order companies. Online or
Internet mail order vendors are gaining a larger market share as time progresses, and this
is especially the case in the North America due to geographical reasons.

During a recent trip to the United States, I had a chance to pay a visit to Keith Bergman,
who runs Hole in the Wall which is a record store in Toledo (Ohio, just an hour south of
Detroit) as well as an online mail order service specializing in metal and hard rock.
Keith started Hole in the Wall in 1997 with, literally, one shoebox full of used CDs.
Since then, it has grown tremendously, and become a full-time job.

After having driven through the suburbs of Toledo, mainly consisting of large malls and
fast food restaurants, I entered the eastern part of the city. In a large street with mainly
older buildings, I finally found the concrete and wood version of Hole in the Wall. A
large inconspicuous black banner hanging over the main window left nothing to the
imagination, this was a store where metal reigned supreme. The old wooden door took a
bit of nudging to finally open, and I entered the very long, high, and narrow store. It was
obvious that it wasn’t that long ago that Keith had relocated to this new location because
the boxes with CDs were piled up in the corners and a bunch of T-shirts was lying at the
back of the shop. Also at the back of the shop standing behind the counter was Keith
himself: tall, robust, very short hair and glasses: not your typical metal head. It wasn’t
very busy in the shop, so I did not have much time to browse through the racks before
getting noticed and approached by Keith. What I did notice was that there was a large
used CD section, the selection of new CDs was very good and the prices were much
more affordable than compared to the other metal specialist store in the Northern Ohio/
Michigan area: Rock of Ages in Detroit. I must note that I visited Rock of Ages the next
day but it has really wimped out to use an 80s term, there’s lots of magazines and
clothing articles but there’s no used CDs section, the prices are much higher and they’re
even selling Mariah Carey.

After getting the formalities out of the way, it was time for a critical interview to get
more insight into how a regular record store as well as an online mail order service
works. It was soon obvious that Keith was a man who knew his metal classics having
been a fan for years and years. His contribution to the metal scene not only consists of
the store but also of his "work" for the parody zine "Infernal Combustion."

������������	
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Please tell me how you moved from airport
road to the store that you now have here?
We had a mixed store there, one store front in
which we had Hole in the Wall, and we also
had the head shop selling pipes and
paraphernalia. It was a good idea at first, but
both shops ran out of room quickly and the
clientele weren’t exactly the same: many
hippies coming in for paraphernalia that were
scared off by the metal. Then in April 2000, I
moved to the shop here and the head shop
continues on its merry way.

How did you end up here, because this is a
totally different part of Toledo?
I knew the owner who owns the bars on the
street and everything. I knew that he had some
empty places and this was the first place I
looked. I wanted to get one of these old
buildings so he made me a good deal and I
moved in.

Aren’t you kind of isolated here?
Well it’s on a main road. Furthermore there
aren’t that many people into the underground
in Toledo and those people will find their way
here. I don’t think it would matter in which
part of town I put the store in for this type of
music. The other place was isolated as well,
and this place is actually more central.

Is this your full-time job?
Yes, for over a year now.

Isn’t it kind of strange turning your hobby
into a job?
Yes it is weird and kind of nerve-wrecking too
to not have the stability of a paycheque of a
bigger company or entity. It is well worth it to
spend your days with metal. Getting to do this
full-time has been worth all the hassles.

I saw that you are open between 12-8, why

those times?
Well, I am not a morning person for one. In
fact, I open at noon but I usually don’t have
my first customer until between 2 or 3. I may
try to stay open later than 8 o’clock in the
summertime, but I try to have a balance
between being available and being able to
leave too because I am the only employee. If I
stay here 12-14 hours a day then it becomes
too much and I can’t get anything else done. I
am open 6 days a week and close on Sundays,
but I may change that too. The other shop was
open on Sunday, and the business would
fluctuate. I may have another employee and
have him/her work on Sunday.

What did you do before Hole in the Wall?
I worked in some other record stores like the
CD Warehouse you saw. I ran that for about a
year and a half.

So you already had a lot of knowledge in
running a store?
Yes that was my crash course and how not to
do things as well. I was educated why I did
not want to work for big corporations
anymore. The way they treat you disgusted
me. To them selling music was no different
than selling toasters or microwaves, and I
didn’t like that approach at all. This company
discouraged us from hiring music fans because
they didn’t want people to sit around and talk
about music all day, they wanted people to
come in, buy their music and leave. To me
that’s horrifying, but that’s the way they did
music. I learned the basics of business there
and I learned how I did not want to be treated
in a store.

Doesn't it become boring to sit at the store
all the time?
[laughs] Never. In fact, when there are days
with almost no traffic, I can still do the

mailorder. Which keeps me very busy so it’s
never boring. Sometimes there’s too much to
do and it’s never that I am sitting around with
nothing to do and staring at the wall. That’s
one of the nice things about having the store
and the mailorder

How would you compare sales on the
WWW to sales at the store?
I’d say right now that still 75-80% of the
business is through the website and the
Internet. The website has been up since 1997
although it was much smaller when we started
and it was still a hobby. The store has been
picking up more of that. What I am hoping is
to keep the website busy and get the store to
do as much as the website. Then I can grow
faster. There are days when I get only 1-2
customers in the store and those days are good
days to pick up on e-mail.

How many CDs do you sell a day then?
That depends, it can get anywhere between
20-100 a day. Usually between 20-50
depending on how many people are in the
store and things like that.

How does the tax thing come into that?
Well, in the store, there’s sales tax but on line
there isn’t. You’re supposed to charge for
people that live in Ohio but otherwise there’s
no tax on those sales. Which is good for the
customer.

Do you follow what your competitors do?
I try to but not so much with the store because
there’s no store like this in Toledo. I check out
the other websites of small time guys at my
level, and see what they’re carrying and what
their prices are to stay competitive with them.

Are they competitors?
I don’t really see it that way because most of
the people online that I’ve dealt with buy from
all the vendors. Some vendors are stronger in
progressive, some are stronger in black metal,
some are stronger in power metal.

You mention specializing in different
genres, do you specialize?
My goal is to be as broad as possible and still
fall under the metal umbrella.

But you don’t sell the Korn CDs.
No, not that, because it’s too mainstream. It
basically goes by label for me right now at this
level. I’ll sell Stuck Mojo because it’s on
Century Media even though they’re a more
mainstream sounding band. But I wouldn’t go
out of my way to stock Korn or Limp Bizkit
CDs. Lately I’ve been getting in touch with
the smaller labels and stocking more obscure
stuff. I haven’t really tried to narrow it down
more just yet in terms of specializing
especially with the store because there’s no
metal store in Toledo other than the big
mainstream stores. So I am trying to be as
broad as I can in the underground with the
bigger independent and smaller labels without
discriminating between styles.

Would you relocate to another place
because the market’s better there?
Do you mean to another city? I don’t really
know, I’ve kind of gotten to like Toledo. It’s a
small kind of a backwater town but there are a
lot of good people here and it’s a good place
to live. I kind of feel I am bringing a service
by bringing this here. I’m a missionary in a
way, spreading the word of metal a little. I
hope in other bigger cities somebody else is
already doing this, but here it’s kind of a
necessary thing to do.

What other stores are there in the
neighbouring bigger cities like in Detroit?
There’s Rock of Ages in Detroit that has a big
import section. I know that in Chicago there’s
Nightfall, which is a good store, and Metal
Haven. And there’s Extreme Music in
Cleveland. It seems that there is a small
movement of guys like me getting a store and
kind of going for it in their hometown. I don’t
want to be religious or evangelical about it,
but I feel it is important to do it here as
opposed to going somewhere where there
might be more people. I can do the online
business anywhere and here the cost of living
is low and there’s nowhere else for the

metalheads around here to go.

How much does it cost to rent such a space?
Actually, I have a deal with the landlord for
this store and a three bed room apartment in
the same block. There’s room to expand and
there’s much more potential to be realized.

What about hiring a friend that’s an
interior designer?
There will be some changes in the set-up of
the store. The problem is that I’m only one
guy and things like that fall by the wayside a
bit. The lion’s share of the business is still
online so I try to concentrate on that and
sometimes it hurts the store as far as the
appearance and things like that. I still feel my
first duty is to make sure that my mailorder
gets out quickly and taking care of my online
customers.

Do you see a difference in types of bands
that sell well online or in the store?
Yes, I do see a big difference actually. It seems
that people out here aren’t as broadminded.
There are some people here that still refuse to
acknowledge that black metal even exists.
There are people for whom Cannibal Corpse
was the last band that affected them. There are
a lot of old school death metal fans in town
who want guttural brutal death and nothing
progressive or black. Regardless of the style
and genre, people say that the Midwest is
behind the times and I think that’s the case.
I’m just now staring to see people come in and
buy their first Emperor CD, for example. They
might have heard a song from a sampler or
heard me playing it in the store.

Do you try to promote bands by playing the
CDs in the store?
I do that all the time and it’s one of my
favorite parts of having the store. For
example, I sold about a dozen copies of the
last Arch Enemy CD just because I would play
it in the store all the time. It’s a good
barometer to see if a band is good: every time
you put it on someone asks about it.

What are recent best selling albums?
Well, Borknagar’s "Quintessence" sold very
well.

What do you mean by "very well"?
About 20-25 copies. I sold the first 15 copies
of Borknagar in 4 days and that was very
impressive for a small shop. The new
Immortal sold very well, and the new Mayhem
is beginning to sell. Sentenced was a big seller
and I hadn’t expected that. So far I have
moved about 30 of those since it came out. It’s
slowed down now, of course. Then there’s a
lot of things that sell 10-15 copies and then
periodically sell a copy or two. A lot of the
Century Media CDs have been good sellers
lately.

Is that because of their aggressive
promotional campaign?
I don’t know. I think it’s a combination of
things. There was a lot of build-up for
Borknagar because I was playing the
promotional CD for weeks before it came out.
The day it came in there was a flock of people
that bought it. I think a lot of it has to do with
the way bands are promoted by their labels.
Then some bands just come out of nowhere
like this other Century Media band Shadows
Fall. They’ve been steadily selling a copy or
two a week.

How are record companies approaching
you? Do they take a small store like this
seriously if you are only able to sell a few
copies of an album?
They seem to be, a few of each title adds up
for them. Most of the companies that I’ve
dealt with have been surprisingly responsive.
They’re very cool about sending posters to
promote things and free cassette samplers to
give away to customers. They’re open to
suggestions and a lot of them are very fast in
terms of ordering things, when I place an
order I receive the items two days later. That’s
a nice thing because people who order from
their mailorder often have to wait for weeks.
You see people ordering the CD from me
because they get the CD much faster even
though I am charging a dollar or two more.
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When mood strikes, Keith tries to capture the
atmosphere of the legendary Oslo’s Helvete shop.

I’ve only had a couple of bad experiences with
labels, and I don’t want to mention any of
their names. The difficulties are mostly related
to ordering items and getting them either
losing the order or sending the wrong items. I
had recently ordered some vinyl from a label
and when they arrived, the sleeves were all
beaten up and worn. It wasn’t packaged
properly, things like that are really frustrating.
That is pretty rare actually. I’ve been working
with overseas distributors and that’s worked
really well.

How does this ordering work? Do you for
example order 25 copies and if they don’t
sell you’re allowed to send them back?
That works with bigger distributors. A lot of
the big chain stores and smaller independent
stores don’t buy directly from the record
labels, instead they buy from distributors.
With distributors, you can send things back if
they don’t sell, within reason of course
because I don’t think you can send everything
back. That’s not an option for me because I
deal directly with the labels. The returning of
copies has never come up because I am of the
opinion that if you buy then you should try
and sell it yourself. None of the labels that I
deal with have any return policy about things
that don’t sell. That’s one of the prices you
pay for buying things directly from the labels.
If you buy from bigger distributors, then you
can send CDs back for credit. If a label has a
brand new band or if it’s a band that I don’t
think will sell very well then I might just bring
in two copies. There are bands that I’ve
stocked that have never sold one copy.

For instance?
I don’t want to keep on picking the same label
but Century Media put out a CD by a band
called Haste last year. It was a hardcore band
with two vocalists from the south of the USA.
It didn’t get much fanfare and it got a few
mediocre reviews although I thought it was a
pretty good record. I stocked two copies and
to date I haven’t sold a copy yet.

What happens then? Do you lower the
price after a while?
After it sits here a while. I don’t mind
something sitting for a while. For example, I’ll
call Nuclear Blast and stock all the old
Dismember albums even though if you like
Dismember you probably already own all the
albums. It may take 6-8 months before
someone comes in needing a copy of "Like an
Ever Flowing Stream" but I like to have it here
when they do. I don’t mind keeping things in
stock, but if it sits here for a year then
eventually it’s time to mark it down.

Are there record companies that contact
you themselves?
Some of them. It’s always nice to see people
noticing the business and coming after me.

Is that through the store or the website?
The website, I have started taking out some
ads in zines. Every time a new issue of a zine
comes out, I see a new surge in interest.

Do you also sell products of indie bands?
Lately I have been getting contacted a lot by
unsigned bands that are putting out their own
CDs. I have done some trades with bands from
other countries. If they have a professional
looking and good sounding CD out, then I am
always have to trade for copies of things that I
have here or I could just buy some copies and
stock them here. Actually, I urge every
unsigned band that a has a good quality CD
out in every subgenre of metal to get in touch
with me about selling it. Because I am very
committed to selling unsigned bands and

bringing more obscure bands to light.

Do they have to send you a sample copy
first or do you go by the recommendation
of a writer?
I’d have to look at it case by case. If someone
I know recommends it highly then I’d go for
it. If it’s a totally new band and I am not sure
about the quality of the CD in terms of
production and packaging, then I’d probably
want have to look at a sample copy first.

Do you listen to mp3s a lot?
Actually I don’t because I have the world’s
slowest computer, and I am still at a 28K
modem. So I don’t download much of
anything right now.

I see that you sell vinyl and tapes as well. I
didn’t know tapes were still made.
The tapes are just of a bargain thing to have
around. Century Media, Nuclear Blast, and
Relapse don’t make tapes anymore but Metal
Blade still makes tapes of their biggest albums
like King Diamond and Cannibal Corpse.
Most of the labels are selling the tapes very
cheaply because they have boxes in their
warehouses and nobody wants them. What I
have been doing is buying boxes at a time and
selling them for a dollar a piece as an easy
way to check out a band. Now that I have
more room, I plan on getting more vinyl in,
pictures discs and the more collectable things.
I am a fan of vinyl myself.

Why is that?
I don’t know, nostalgia? I think it’s mostly the
artwork because I like to have the big artwork.

What about the bands that you think are
underrated and the world should know
more about?
Oh boy, that’s the type of question you wait
your whole life for someone to ask and when
they do, you blank out. I always seem to be a
big fan of bands that no one likes. Like when
Morgoth came out with that record "Feel Sorry
for the Fanatic" that sounded like Killing Joke.
I though that was an amazing record.

I love that record [gets excited]. Killing
Joke is one of my all time favorite bands
and "Extremities, Dirt and Various
repressed Emotions" is one of my all time
favorite albums.
That’s a pretty underrated album and band in
most circles. Metal people don’t even seem to
know even really who Killing Joke is or care.

Any other bands?
Are you familiar with Chum, a band from
West-Virginia? An amazing band that never
got their due at all. They were on Century
Media and came and went in about 1995, I
think. The record came out and didn’t sell
anything but till this day it’s still one of my ten
favorite bands. The music is really heavy,
almost doomy riffs with soaring vocals. I
thought they would be a band that could make
it in the mainstream.

I see that you carry magazines as well.
It’s something that I want to get more into in
the future. For now, it’s mostly been
publishers or editors of a magazine that ask
me to carry the magazine, or one that I find a
sample of somewhere such as "Remnants of
Reason." It’s based in Hawaii but I managed
to find a copy of it once in Chicago. I liked the
magazine and we got round to corresponding.
Some magazines are for sale and some others
like "Promethean Crusade" or "Lamentations
of the Flame Princess" are distributing their
magazines for free. Those are very popular, of
course. That’s something I’ve only just the
scratched the surface of. There are so many
good magazines in all different subgenres that
I want to be carrying more of. They sell a lot
more in the store than through the website. It’s
more of an impulse thing when they use their
change from a 20 dollar bill, for example.

What are your favorite magazines?
"Edge of Time" is a good magazine. [laughs]
Well there aren’t many good magazines at the
main stream level in the USA. There are a lot
of bad magazines like "Metal Edge." "Metal
Maniacs" has been consistently good. They’re
not very in depth but they cover a lot of things

that would otherwise get no attention. "Brave
Words and Bloody Knuckles" is great, it’s a
very informative magazine with a lot of news.
Those two magazines I read cover to cover
just to keep up on the latest things.
"Promethean Crusade" is very good. They’re
very enthusiastic with maybe too many good
reviews. You can tell it’s a labour of love so
you can tell that I love that one.

Do you read any European mags because
the main labels are in Europe?
I should read more but I try to get a lot of info
off the Internet as well by visiting sites
discussion boards like Perpetual Motion, and
I’ll go to the message boards of several band
sites just to check out if there’s anything going
on with that particular band. A lot of it is just
bouncing from site to site just to find some
news. Until very recently, it’s been hard to get
some of the European magazines here.
"Terrorizer" is becoming more available, and I
am planning on carrying that. "Kerrang" has
gone down hill. I used to pick up a copy in the
early 90s, and it had a decent metal content
then but this is not the case any more from
what I gather.

What about the local metal scene?
I wish there was one. Toledo has got about
400,000 people with the suburbs and
everything. We kind of get overshadowed by
Cleveland and Detroit. There are some good
bands coming out of Cleveland like Descent,
Somnus, and From the Depths. A lot of tours
make it a point to stop in Cleveland and
there’s a record store out there. I am hoping
that a scene can start to build up here and that
the store can be part of that. It seems that by
having the store and the venue it has helped
the scene out there. The bands have a place to
sell their stuff and a place for the fans to
gather during the day and then they all go to
the same shows to see the touring bands and
the local bands get to open for them. There
hasn’t really been anything here as far as a
store or a venue. Cleveland is about two hours
drive from here and that’s where I usually end
up seeing the shows. Detroit has a pretty
decent scene. Summon are from Detroit and
they’re on Necropolis records now. There’s a
very big death metal scene over there with a
lot of shows. The shows are pretty chaotic so
that’s why I really don’t go there. Detroit has
actually got a bad reputation for a skinhead
element. There were some problems the last
time that Napalm Death toured. They stopped
the show and refused to play until the
skinheads left. Detroit is a very violent town.
There was a story about how the singer of a
local band got stabbed to death when they
were unloading their equipment as the support
act to Motorhead, about 3-4 years ago. A guy
came up to rob him and ended up killing him.
I think Detroit is still the murder capital of the
world unless Washington DC has taken over.
It’s a fierce competition but I am confident
that Detroit will come back on top. They try
harder!

Are there rehearsal spaces or clubs for
bands to play?
That’s been historically a problem for bands.
So, if you don’t have a bandmate with a
basement and tolerant neighbours then it’s
tough. Occasionally, some good bands will
come from this area. Damien is the biggest
band to come out of Toledo that people might
remember but they probably won’t. They had
two records out in the late 80s called "Stop
this War" and "Every Dog has his Day."
They’re were pretty much a Judas Priest
knock-off. Not a bad band but the only band
from this area that I can think of that actually
had a video on MTV. In the 90s, we had
Gutted. It was a pretty decent band, they had a
record out on Red Light Records. The record
company folded and the record is pretty hard
to find. Everyone around here wants a copy
because it was our only claim to fame in the
death metal world. For the most part, the
bands around here get stricken with a kind of
apathetic attitude since the scene is pretty
scattered and there are no places to play.

Hole in the Wall shop is located at 140 Main St.,
Toledo OH 43605 USA (phone 419-697-9420,
fax 419-697-9421). www.holeinthewall.com,
www.infernalcombustion.com (parody webzine)
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ALKEMYST A Path to Heaven
Two tracks can sometimes be enough room for
a young unsigned band to transmit some
proficiency and passion of performance.
Alkemyst is a French melodic speed metal act
which has been active since 1997 and aims to
find their place in such a competitive and
crowded scene. Recorded about a year ago, I
think it's a positive sign how this demo leaves
one avid of listening to more stuff. Along it we
glimpse a compact set of musicians formed by
a pounding rhythmic section, ominous fast
guitar work, and a poignant vocalist mainly
influenced by 80s metal (Crimson Glory, Kai
Hansen circa Helloween...). For fans of
German metal school with a slight progressive
feel. (GM)
[Arnaud Gorbaty - Route de Millioche -
SUSSINGES 74200 - THONON LES BAINS -
FRANCE] [Amenard@europost.org]

APHOTIC demo CD
Interesting experiments of a new band trying to
combine many styles in one place. Those styles
include down-tempo death metal or even doom
metal, but the band also adds programming
which gives them a touch of Devin Townsend
or even Ministry (it's evident on the second
track "Glide"). Heavy-weight doom on
"Psychoma" is also interesting, but the two last
songs (of this 5-song CD) are not of the same
quality. However, it's obvious that these 16
minutes of music are better than the music
played by many other beginners these days.
(AO)
[Aphotic, PO BOX 8236, Green Bay, MI 54308-
2030, USA]

BRIDE ADORNED The Grey Eminence
This 4-song demo CD is an ambitious effort of
a young Finnish band, which tries to build their
style on top of symphonic melodic speed metal
first (re)introduced by Rhapsody "Legendary
Tales." While there is a lot of Rhapsody shining
here and there (especially in the vocal melodies
and sometimes guitar arrangements), the band
tries to create uniquely majestic and epic
atmosphere (not an easy task, if one wants to
be intriguing!) with 4 female and 4 male
harmony vocals, which is certainly ambitious for
a demo recording. The songs are not
straightforward, which is both their gain and
loss: while they sound more interesting than
your next-door Rhapsody clone, they are
harder to follow. "The Grey Eminence" demo
CD is not that much focused on speed metal,
and has many orchestral and dramatic, yet
slower, symphonic-metal parts. With a bigger
budget spent on the production and with a
careful guidance of good producer, the band
certainly has a direction to follow, so I wouldn't
be surprised to see them signed by a label
soon. Hopefully, Bride Adorned will retain and
elaborate their own style. (GS)
[Jukka Hoffren, Uomakuja 6 D 66, 01600
Vantaa, Finland] [http://brideadorned.cjb.net]
[brideadorned@hotmail.com]

BROMPTON'S COCKTAIL Brompton's
Cocktail Drink this Music
Brompton's Cocktail is another American band
that is capable of mixing various styles of music
to create an original and respectable own
sound. On this demo CD released back in
1998, Brompton's Cocktail show a range of
musical styles from the likes of Frank Zappa,
Talking Heads, Marillion, and Mr. Bungle.
Opener "The Adventures of Commodore
Impossible" sets the tone, with its mixture of up
tempo and mid tempo parts in which the
orchestral keyboards parts are challenged by
hardcorish guitar riffs and a chugging rhythm
section before decreasing the frenzy towards a
more steady tempo before finally picking up
again. Stand-out song is "The Organgrinder"
with its psychotic keyboards and infectious
uptempo groove. The lyrics are very intelligent
with an original tongue in cheek approach and
noteworthy rhyme scheme. Towards the end of
the demo the mood gets more serious, less
upbeat, less confronting with "Snail" being
more tranquil like English prog rock with some
blues influences. On "Legion" they are opting
for a mid tempo rock approach with dominant
keyboards, some aggressive interludes, and
extensive guitar soloing. Whereas closer
"Spontaneous Combustion" combines the
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NORMALPROGRAMM

LP Acheron - Antigod antichrist ...................... 25.-

LP Amon Amarth - Sorrow... Pic.Disc ............. 25.-

CD Attack - Danger in the air ........................... 30.-

LP Autopsy - Ridden with disease .................. 25.-

CD Breaker - Accept EP .................................. 20.-

DCD Breaker - Get tough (Auburn rerelease) .... 40.-

7” Brocas Helm - Skullfucker (col. vinyl) ........ 20.-

LP Bulldözer - IX /-Neurodeliri Pic.Discs, je .... 25.-

DCD Candlemass - Epicus doomicus &-live ...... 35.-

LP Carpathian Forest - Strange old brew ........ 25.-

CD Culprit - Guilty as charged & bonustracks . 30.-

LP Dark Funeral - In the sign .......................... 25.-

CD Death SS - Panic ........................ 30.- / LP 30.-

12” Death SS - Scarlet woman Pic.Disc .......... 25.-

LP Desaster - Tyrants of the netherworld ........ 25.-

CD Doomsword - Same (U. Symph.) 30.- / LP 30.-

CD Dream Death - Journey into mystery ......... 30.-

DCD Edguy - Savage poetry (limited version) .... 30.-

CD Freternia - Warchants & fairytales ............. 30.-

CD Gargoyle - Same (New Renaisssance) ..... 30.-

LP Goatsnake - Same (first), rar! .................... 30.-

CD Hanker - Snakes and ladders .................... 30.-

CD Heir Apparent - Graceful inheritance ......... 30.-

CD Heir Apparent - Triad ................................. 30.-

CD Hellion - The live ‘uh oh’ album ................. 30.-

CD Hellion - The witching hour ........................ 20.-

CD Hellion - Up from the depths ...................... 30.-

CD Hellion (Ann Boleyn) - Queen of hell ......... 30.-

LP Immortal - Damned in black Pic.Disc ......... 30.-

LP In Aeternum - The pestilent plague ............ 25.-

MLP Infernal - same .......................................... 20.-

DLP Iron Maiden - Brave new world Pic.Disc .... 50.-

12” Iron Maiden - Out of the silent planet Pic. .. 15.-

7” Iron Maiden - Out of the silent (red vinyl) ... 12.-

12” Iron Maiden - The wickerman Pic.Disc ...... 15.-

CD Kick Axe - Vices ........................................ 30.-

CD Kick Axe - Welcome to the club ................. 30.-

CD Killers - Killing games (neue!) .................... 30.-

LP King Diamond - House of god Pic.Disc ...... 25.-

CD Lordian Guard - First ................................. 30.-

CD Lordian Guard - Sinners in the hands of
an angry god 30.- / lim. ed. Pic.Disc LP ..... 25.-

LP Lowbrow - Victims at play .......................... 25.-

CD Madsword - The global village ................... 30.-

LP Manilla Road - The deluge Pic.Disc .......... 25.-

12” Marduk - Here’s no peace Pic.Disc ........... 20.-

7” Mercyful Fate - All witches night ................ 30.-

7” Metallica - Enter sandman Pic.Disc ........... 25.-

CD Morifade - Cast a spell .............................. 20.-

LP Necrodeath - Into the macabre Pic.Disc .... 25.-

DLP Necrophagia - A legacy of horror ............... 25.-

LP Nifelheim - Servants of darkness .............. 25.-

CD Nightmare - Astral deliverance .................. 24.-

DCD Nightmare - Live deliverance ..................... 35.-

CD Nightmare’s End - Blackend mystery ......... 30.-

CD Nightshade - Men of iron ........................... 30.-

CD Nightwish - Wishmaster 2000 tour (F) ....... 30.-

7” Overdrive - 20th century Pic.Disc .............. 15.-

CD Pentagram - Human hurricane .................. 35.-

CD Pentagram - Review your choices 30.-/LP 30.-

CD Picture - Diamond dreamer & Eternal d. .... 30.-

CD Picture - First & HM ears ........................... 30.-

CD Persuader - The hunter ............................. 30.-

CD Presence - Gold 30.- ........................... LP 30.-

CD Razor - Open hostility ................................ 24.-

CD Razor - Shotgun justice ............................. 24.-

LP Rhapsody - Dawn of victory Pic.Disc ......... 25.-

CD Rigor Mortis - First & bonus ....................... 35.-

LP Sabbat - Charisma Pic.Disc ...................... 25.-

CD Skylark - The divine gates pt. I 30.- / LP .... 30.-

CD Skylark - Gate of heaven (A 5 book!) ........ 30.-

DLP Solstice - New dark age &-bonustracks ..... 25.-

CD Spastic Ink - Ink complete (US) ................. 30.-

CD Spirit Web - First (ex Syris, Winterkill) ....... 30.-

CD Steel Prophet - Into the void ...................... 30.-

CD Sykes - Nuclear cowboy (Japan imp.) ....... 50.-

CD Trespass - The works II ............................. 30.-

CD TT Quick - Ink ........................................... 30.-

CD VA - Blue explosion - a tribute to Blue
Cheer (Black Widow Rec.) ....... 35.- / DLP 45.-

CD VA - Keepers of Jericho (Helloween trib.) .. 30.-

CD VA - The return of the mountain king -a tribute
to Savatage (Underground Symphony) ..... 30.-

CD VA - Tribute to Black Widow 35.- / DLP ..... 45.-

CD VA - Tribute to Death SS 35.- / lim. DLP .... 45.-

CD Viva - What the hell is going on! ................ 30.-

10” Vortex - The mill Pic.Disc, lim. 300 ............ 25.-

CD Witchfynde - Cloak and dagger ................. 30.-

BILLIG!!!

CD Alias - Metal to infinity ............................... 10.-

CD Amorphis - Elegy ....................................... 15.-

CD Anvil - Anthology ....................................... 10.-

MC At The Gates - The red in the sky is ours .... 5.-

CD Aura Noir - Black thrash attack .................. 15.-

LP Avenger (UK) - Killer elite ............................ 5.-

CD Battlefield - Spirit of time ............................. 5.-

CD Bitch - A rose by any other name .............. 10.-

CD Bitch - Same & Be my slave ...................... 10.-

LP Black Rose - Walk it how you talk it ............. 5.-

MC Bolt Thrower - Warmaster / Realm, je. ........ 5.-

CD Burning Starr - Same ................................. 10.-

CD Cage - Unveiled ........................................ 10.-

MC Candlemass - Epicus doomicus ................ 10.-

MC Candlemass - Nightfall .............................. 10.-

CD Cannibal Corpse - Bloodthirst (digi) ........... 15.-

MC Cirith Ungol - Paradise lost (rar!) ............... 10.-

CD Coroner - Coroner ..................................... 10.-

LP Covenant - Nexus polaris .......................... 12.-

CD Cranium - Speed metal slaughter .............. 10.-

LP Deaf Dealer - Keeper of the flame ............... 5.-

LP Death - The sound of perseverance Pic. ... 12.-

LP Demon - Taking the world by storm ............. 5.-

LP Dimmu Borgir - Spiritual black dim. Pic.D. . 12.-

LP Dissection - Storm of the lights bane ......... 12.-

CD Eldritch - El nino ........................................ 15.-

LP Elixir - Lethal potion (NWoBHM) .................. 5.-

MC Emperor /-Enslaved - Hordanes land .......... 5.-

CD Empyria - Behind closed doors .................. 10.-

CD Exxplorer - Coldblackugly ............................ 5.-

CD Fierce Conviction - The requiem of a... ........ 5.-

CD Flotsam & Jetsam - When the storm down 15.-

CD Gwar - Scumdogs of the universe ............. 10.-

CD Gypsy Kyss - Groovy soup .......................... 5.-

LP Gypsy Kyss - When passion Pic.Disc .......... 5.-

CD Hades - Exist to resist 10.- / LP Pic.Disc ... 12.-

LP Hades - Live on location .............................. 5.-

CD Hallows Eve - Monument .......................... 10.-

Shape Hammerfall - Heeding the call-Pic.Disc .... 10.-

CD Headstone Epitaph - Powergames ............ 10.-

CD Headstone Epitaph - Wings of eternity ...... 10.-

CD Heaven’s Cry - Food for thought ................ 15.-

LP Hellanbach - The big H ............................... 5.-

CD Holy Mother - Criminal afterlife .................. 10.-

CD Holy Mother - Toxic rain ............................. 10.-

MLP Indestroy - Senseless theories .................... 5.-

CD Infernal Majesty - Unholier than thou ......... 10.-

CD Inferno - Psychic distance ......................... 10.-

LP In Flames - Colony Pic.Disc ...................... 12.-

CD In The Name - Same ................................... 5.-

CD Intrinsic - Closure ...................................... 10.-

LP Intruder - Psycho savant ........................... 12.-

CD Kataklysm - Northern hyperblast ............... 10.-

CD Killer - Wall of sound ................................. 15.-

CD Leatherwolf - Street ready ......................... 20.-

12” Lone Wolf - Nobody’s move (NWoBHM) ..... 5.-

CD Lordbane - Age of elegance ...................... 10.-

CD Memory Garden - Tides &-Forever ............ 15.-

CD Mercury Rising - Building Rome ................ 10.-

CD Morbid Jester - Gates to Valhalla ............... 10.-

CD Mystik - Perpetual being ............................ 15.-

CD New Eden - Obscure master plan ............. 15.-

MCD Nocturnus - Same ..................................... 15.-

CD Omen - Teeth of the hydra ......................... 10.-

CD Opprobrium - Discerning forces ................ 15.-

LP Pegazus - Wings of destiny ....................... 12.-

CD Phantom’s Opera - So long to broadway ... 10.-

CD Post Mortem -Coroner’s office ................... 15.-

DLP Pretty Maids - Screamin’ live 12.- / CD ...... 20.-

CD Pro Pain - Road rage - live ........................ 20.-

LP Raven - Architect of fear ............................. 3.-

MLP Recipients of Death - Final flight .................. 5.-

MLP Risk -Ratman .............................................. 3.-

CD Sabbat - Mourning has broken .................. 10.-

LP Sacred Reich - Heal .................................... 5.-

LP Sacrilege B.C. - Too cool to pray ................. 5.-

CD Sadus - A vision of misery ......................... 15.-

CD Sadus - Chemical exposure ...................... 15.-

MC Saint Vitus- The walking dead ................... 10.-

MC Saint Vitus - Thirsty & miserable ................ 10.-

DLP Satyricon - Rebel extravaganza ................. 12.-

12” Satyricon - Intermezzo II .............................. 5.-

CD Savers - Victory’s in sight .......................... 10.-

CD Seventhsign - Perpetual destiny ................ 10.-

LP Sieges Even - Life cycle .............................. 3.-

LP Siren - No place like home .......................... 5.-

CD Skyclad - Old rope ..................................... 10.-

CD Solstice - Halcyon ..................................... 10.-

MLP Statetrooper - She’s got the look ................. 5.-

LP Steel Fury - Lessor of two evils ................... 5.-

CD Stillborn - Permanent solution ................... 15.-

CD Stillborn - State of disconnection ............... 15.-

CD Stormwitch - Shogun ................................. 20.-

CD Stormwitch - War of the wizards ................ 10.-

CD Suicidal Tendencies - Free your soul ......... 10.-

CD Syris - Unseen forces ................................ 10.-

MLP Takashi - Kamikaze killers ........................... 5.-

CD Treasure Land - Gateway / Questions, ea . 10.-

CD Trouble - Plastic green head & bonustr. ..... 15.-

CD Tyrant - King of kings ................................ 10.-

12” Tysondog - School’s out .............................. 5.-

CD Unleashed - Across the open sea ............. 15.-

CD Unleashed - Live in Vienna ‘93 .................. 15.-

BOX Venom - The second coming ..................... 20.-

CD Voi Vod - Phobos ....................................... 10.-

CD Wardog - Scorched earth .......................... 10.-

CD Wicked Angel - Heads will roll ................... 10.-

CD Without Warning - A step beyond .............. 10.-

CD Zanister - Symphonic millenia ................... 10.-

CD Zoetrope - Mind over splatter .................... 15.-

T-SHIRTS ETC.

TS Amon Amarth - Crusher 30.- / ............. LS 40.-

TS Breaker - And you’re 10 seconds in ........... 30.-

Flagge Burzum - Hlidskjalf (Flag) ........................ 20.-

TS Burzum - Logo (Misanthropy) ....  30.- / LS 40.-

TS Cannibal Corpse -Bloodthirst ..... 30.- / LS 40.-

TS Cannibal Corpse - Live cannibali. 30.-/ LS 40.-

TS Cirith Ungol - Frost & fire ............ 30.- / LS 40.-

TS Cirith Ungol - Skeleton ............... 30.- / LS 40.-

TS Iron Maiden - diverse .........  (bitte nachfragen!)

TS Marduk - Infernal eternal 30.- / ............ LS 40.-
Flagge Mayhem - Maniac (Flag) .......................... 20.-
TS Mayhem - Leather look logo ...................... 40.-
TS Pentagram - Review your choices ............. 30.-
TS Rose Tattoo - Australia .............................. 30.-

TS Tygers of Pan Tang - Wild cat ................... 30.-

Hellion / Jürgen Hegewald
Sandberg 13 / P.O.Box 1445

25524 Itzehoe / Germany
Telefon: 04821 / 3682

Telefax: 04821 / 62480
www.hellionrecords.de

e-mail: Juergen@hellionrecords.de

VERSANDBEDINGUNGEN (bitte
aufmerksam lesen): Bestellungen können
schriftlich oder telefonisch erfolgen. Alle
Preise in DM - all prices in German marks.
Porto bei Vorauskasse 7 DM (ab 200 DM
frei), bei Nachnahme 15 DM. Orders outside
Germany have to be prepaid, postage up to
2 kg 15 DM. Heavier orders or air mail
require higher postage. Dies ist nur ein
kleiner Auszug aus unserm Programm.
Fordert unseren riesigen Katalog mit
hunderten von Importen, Raritäten etc. an.
This is just a small selection. Feel free to
ask for our giant catalogue! Besucht unseren
Laden im Zentrum von Itzehoe - visit our
shop in the centre of Itzehoe (Address:
Sandberg 13). Händler: Händlerpreise
erfragen - Dealers ask for wholesale rates!
Wir akzeptieren alle Kreditkarten (Visa,
Mastercard, Diners, Eurocard, American
Express)!
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CD Tygers of Pan Tang - Live

at Nottingham City 30.-

CD-Hanker - S
nakes and

 ladders (drittes album) 30.-

CD-Trespass -The works II

(Hellion Records!) 30.-

CD Killers - M
auvaises craines

(neues album) 30.-

CD-Nightshade - M
en of iron

(neues album) 30.-
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von thronstahl

by Audrius Ozalas

After last year’s Von Thronstahl’s debut
"Imperium Internum" on famous English
label Cold Spring Records, this band
suddenly became one of the biggest
names in industrial music underground.
Their mix of military marches, neofolk,
ambient, and neo-clasical music resulted
in another discovery for fans of Der
Blutharsch or Blood Axis. But even
hailing this great and impressive music of
Von Thronstahl, the listener may slightly
be shocked (depending on  his/her
ideological background) by the band’s
ideology, which is not too far from fascis-
tic and nationalistic ideas. "Edge of Time"
decided to go and investigate how Von
Thronstahl’s world really looks like. Take
it open-mindedly.

The first question I wanted to start this in-
terview with is, doesn’t it disturb you some-
times when journalists ask more questions
about your ideology than about your mu-
sic? Or do you think that in the case of Von
Thronstahl the music can’t be taken apart
from ideology?
Raymond P.: It happens indeed that occasion-
ally someone might like the music but is not so
much in favor of the ideology. Well, that honors
on side, but of course Von Thronstahl can’t be
divided into music and ideas - both belong to-
gether, both come from inside us. However, VT
is not for someone only looking for musical en-
tertainment.

So, maybe you can tell us how Von
Thronstahl started. You’ve joined this group
only in 1997. What’s your musical back-
ground, and were you familiar with what
other guys had been doing before you
joined?
RP: I had also been doing music with Josef K.
before I joined VT, but that was many years
ago. From those times on, we’ve been friends
and until 1998, when our ideas merged in VT,
also realized some ideas together, occasionally.

What exactly does the name of your band
mean? Of course, it would be a really hard
task, but maybe in some lines you could draw
the most basic ideas behind Von Thronstahl.
Josef K.: The name, Von Thronstahl, expresses
something immovable, it stands for a solid po-
sition; the name was also influenced by the Ger-
man poet Stefan George and follows the idea
that a new nobility will rise - which cannot be
inherited, but which derives from noble spirit
and soul… I can see this new aristocratic youth
rise all over Europe. The basic ideas of VT are
Tradition, Roots, Soul, and lots of things that
stand against this modern world. It was only a
question of time for all this resistance to rise;
and it is a real resistance to what I call estab-
lishment.

Your first album was released only in 2000.
Why did it take so long to release it, and did
you have any other offers from the labels
except Cold Spring? Why have you chosen
it and are you satisfied with the collabora-
tion with them?
RP: We started by releasing several tracks on
compilations before we began working on
"Imperium Internum." It took some time, be-
cause both of us had quite a lot of struggle in
our lives, to live and survive; and time is al-
ways short. When we sent the material to Cold
Spring, we got a very good feedback. And as
we had known Cold Spring as a good label any-
way, it was clear then that we’d work together
with them. We haven’t regretted it - Justin does
a great job and we are absolutely satisfied. Al-
though our deal was only for "Imperium
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Internum," we are pleased to continue our col-
laboration with Cold Spring.

Von Thronstahl, in my opinion, should
particularly be liked in German-speaking
countries. But you released the album on
Cold Spring, haven’t you thought of
releasing it on a German label?
RP: Obviously Von Thronstahl has a German
fundament. It is easier for German-speaking
people to understand the samples used, etc. But
we did our best concerning translations and the
like. The ideas in VT have many enemies in
Germany and hardly any bigger label would
have released our material. To avoid all the
hassle, we wrote to England from the start; the
idea was also to show labels here - if you won’t,
others will. As said, for the good work Cold
Spring is doing, we are glad to have decided
that way.

As I understand, for a group like Von
Thronstahl it’s almost impossible to live
only by playing music. What are your
main jobs?
RP: Oh no, it’s not possible for us to live off
the music. In that case we’d be doing other
things, so both of us do this and that to earn a
living. In my case that includes a family, so it’s
not always easy as you can imagine.

In which countries, people do seem to sup-
port you most?
RP: We get support from many countries, Italy,
France, UK... and presently a lot of support
from Eastern European countries; that is really
an honor for us.

You’ve also participated on sampler
"Riefenstahl" which was taken very
controversially, to say the least. Why do
you think it has caused such negative
reactions, and why did you decide to
participate on it?
JK: The "Riefenstahl" compilation was a great
step towards moving the scene. We are not so
much interested in making a little music for a
small audience; with the "Riefenstahl" CD and
VAWS we followed our aim to carry these ideas
and themes out of the ghetto.

The question about music this time. Your
debut has been compared to Der Blutharsch
and mostly to Blood Axis. Do you see the
truth in these comparisons?
JK: Thank you very much. I think that Blood
Axis is more professional, Michaels’ equipment
seems to be a lot better and bigger. But Von
Thronstahl, Blood Axis, Der Blutharsch - every
single project is a world on its own. We know
for ourselves what we want, where we come
from, where we want to go. I don’t know so
much about the backing ideas of the others. But
I like their music and style, yes.

Listening to this disc, I find many seg-
ments, various musical styles coming from
indies like Laibach, to some neo-classical
tracks or folky songs. Is this variety caused
by the different musical tastes of the group
members or does it come out naturally this
way?
RP: The variety of styles you may hear comes
out naturally, but of course influenced by our
musical background and even taste. But all in
all, our music derives from our inside in ac-
cordance with our nature.

How does the composing process work
within your band? Is it more individual
kind of thing, or do you mostly compose
when gathered together?
RP: The way we work depends slightly on the
situation. But usually everyone works on his
part and at times we let both grow together to

one result (Von Thronstahl); so it is individual
as well as being a result of gathering together.

Some people from other genres say that this
kind of music you are composing isn’t as
natural as, for example, rock music or other
genres. Mainly it is because of computers
used here more than in other genres. What
can you answer to these people? Do you see
computers as instruments which should be
taken equal to other more "natural" instru-
ments?
RP: I would suppose it’s rather common to use
sequencer-programs, synthesizers and the like,
isn’t it? This music is the appropriate vessel
for our ideas. Musical entertainment is not our
aim. And as we can’t use an orchestra, we use
synthetic sounds instead. Together with guitar
and a few other instruments, knowing that natu-
ral instruments make a great difference of
course.

In other interviews you mention The Clash,
The Stranglers as the musicians which in-
spire you. Is it really like this? It’s quite hard
for me to believe, as in my opinion the mu-
sic of Von Thronstahl is far removed from
that of The Clash. What artists from indus-
trial/dark ambient scene inspire you most?
And which classical composers?
JK: The Clash is not an inspiration for our mu-
sic today - but they are our roots, we came from
punk, wave gothic. The Clash was one of the
greatest rock bands! If you had grown up with
their music, which was so authentic, you’d un-
derstand. I’ll always listen to The Clash and
other great punk-stuff. Surely I also love most
of the neofolk music like DIJ, Ostara, Orplid,
or industrial things like Egoaedes, Folkstrom,
and many others. Wagner, Grieg, Bach and so
many others are immortal. You ought to ask
Raymond for his inspiration - he’s the master
of the key and he is on BOARD.

You also have a project called The Days of
Trumpet Call. In which way does it differ
from Von Thronstahl, and is it the only side-
project of Von Thronstahl members?
RP: The work on both is very close and related,
but from a certain stage follows a different di-
rection. I spend all the time I have on both. It’s
moving between one and the other and it’s im-
possible to say on what I spend more time. The
Days of the Trumpet Call (my solo project
which I had started before joining VT) is dedi-
cated more to religious, mystical experience.
It’s a more quiet kind of project and for me has
more lyrical and more ‘abstract’ touch. Not long
ago, Josef still played his part in Forthcoming
Fire. And also we have a little industrial kind
of side project called Unternehmen Dreizack.
For me, Von Thronstahl and The Days of
Trumper Call are both important - it’s more or
less impossible to take my work on both apart,
that’s how things developed…

How Von Thronstahl has been met in
Germany? Ostara, Der Blutharsch, Blood
Axis have had problems, and some of their
shows have been cancelled because of their
"fascistic ideology." Have you also been
banned?
JK: Oh yes, with more than one band - Forth-
coming Fire, Weissglut, Von Thronstahl. But
that’s no problem, it only shows from where
the totalitarian wind blows. Let them go on, but
everything is in change, history and culture,
even written history is changing. Killing Joke
did a song called "Democracy is Changing" and
that is true. Totalitarianism is coming, but not
from us - it comes from the others. I see a lot of
idealism with all those bad guys who are called
fascists. "Good" and "bad" - what does that
mean today. If the American way of death is
the good way, than excuse me,  I shall join the
other way. And I think that our way is not bad.

When following the scene, you can easily
see that it becomes bigger and bigger. It
also seems that other scenes like metal, for
example, have accepted it, and in many
metal mags you can find interviews with
Blood Axis or Fire+Ice. What reasons do
you see for this? Does it mean that people
need more music like this, maybe it is
because of new communication channels
or some other reasons? As for metal, don’t
you think that Burzum’s creation in

aspects of the previous songs in the
sense that it is deceptively straightfor-
ward before some Mr. Bungle weirdness
is included. Although not all of the songs
have the same uniqueness, Brompton's
Cocktail focus is on the songs themselves.
The weird parts are used as a complimentary
unit to the song structures whilst not solely
relying on them for the sake of being. The
biography refers to a live show with assorted
antics and theatrics and based on the live feel
of the recording and the room that the music
leaves for improvisation, I truly believe this. I
recommend musically adventurous Edge of
Time readers to certainly check out the full-
length album of this band. (CR)
[Brompton's Cocktail, 6106 Park Avenue, 1st
Floor, West New York, NJ 07093, USA] [http://
www.bromptonscocktail.com]

BURN GUITARS demo
This four song demo by New York based Burn
Guitars shows a band with some interesting
ideas and a good deal of promise. As their
name would imply, the band has forsaken the
use of guitars and are instead reliant on three
bass players and a drummer. The songs are
built around solid bass grooves, often heavily
syncopated and surprisingly fluid. The music is
basically funk influenced hardrock, with slight
overtones of stoner rock, early heavy metal,
and punk. The vocal lines, provided by
Papabois, are soulful, if minimalist, affairs; dark
and laconic, they're more an invocation of
mood than actual singing. Lyrics are repetitious
and trance like, adding a stoner doom quality to
the thick bass runs. The music is fairly laid back
and relaxed most of the time, but is prone to
extreme edginess in parts. Overall, this is a
solid demo by a band that certainly have some
genuinely interesting ideas and the talent to
execute them. I do feel that the music could
use more polyrhythmic qualities, given its
reliance on three bass guitars. But that aside, I
find their music very listenable, and indeed,
enjoyable. (JS)
[http://www.burnguitars.com]
[bass@burnguitars.com]

CLARITY Empty X Space demo CD
The origins of the Finnish band Clarity can
already be traced back to 1996, when they
were formed under the name Decoy. Under this
name they released a demo CD entitled "Ready
at Last" in January 1998 featuring a more
traditional metal. It wasn't until 1999 that they
renamed themselves Clarity and released a
second demo CD "The X." Their latest offering
"Empty X Space" is in fact a re-recording of
most of the songs off "The X" with new vocals
and four new songs. What we have here is very
competently played Euro-style heavy metal with
plenty of keyboards and speed metal parts. A
definite early 80s influence can be heard.
There's an abundance of peaceful melodies, at
times sweet as honey and bordering on
cheesiness. The music could've been heavier
in my opinion. Clarity know how to write and
structure a proper song albeit that the songs
are somewhat predictable at times in the sense
that the balladesque part is going to be
followed by a heavier part and that the speed
metal part is going to be followed by a quieter
part. There are some things that could be
improved such as the multiple vocal lines don't
really work out. Compliments to the
professional packaging with a full color booklet
with all the lyric sheet. Although it is nothing
new innovative, it's certainly worth listening to
and holds it own to a lot of label releases. (CR)
[http://www.cc.jyu.fi/~spoimala/clarity/]

The CHAPTER The Chapter EP Stark Records
Even if the sound of this EP is a bit raw, it does
allow to glimpse a good amount of potential
behind this line-up. By the conducting hand of
Marc Espinoza's guitars, the listener is taken to
the realms of simplistic and contundent heavy
metal, as were explored by metal classics like
Michael Schenker (Marc's style resembles of
him quite a lot) or Ronnie James Dio in his solo
career. This disc includes 4 tracks (featuring
Rainbow's "Tarot Woman") and should serve as
orientation of what this US quartet showcases
and can offer in the future. I would love to see it
moulded in a full length album with better
resources. (GM)
[The Chapter/Stark Records P.O. Box 1631
Montebello, CA 90640, USA]
[starkrecords@hotmail.com]

CORTEGE Awareness
Brutal death metal from Poland. Reminds me a
bit of some American bands of the genre, for
example, Obituary. Even if this tape has a nice
design and contains lyrics printed inside,
musically it's rather a boring piece of ordinary
death/thrash. I heard better demo tapes of this
style. The sound-quality of the tape is also not
very impressive. (SV)
[Artur Ambrozy, ul. Raciborska 66/30, 44-200
Rybnik, Poland]

continued on page 82
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AMBER ASYLUM
The Supernatural Parlour Collection
Relapse
Not quite up to the infectious level of their

earliest art-music explorations (I'm
thinking specifically of their albums
prior to the murky "Songs of Sex and
Death"), Amber Asylum's latest
album, "The Supernatural Parlour
Collection" tends to meander around a
bit more than I would like. The droning
quality of the music is emphasized

compositionally, and accentuated by the flat,
wooden production. Cello and percussion form
the rhythmic core of the music, repetitious and
locked in aggressive marching and dance times
- the band then constructs on top of this,
complex pseudo-classical harmony and
cackling dissonance. The net effect is electro-
acoustic industrial music with a good deal of
raw ambiance. Vocals are provided by the
classically influenced Kris Force (her voice has
a good deal of raw power - I've seen it in action
live) and bassist Erica Stoltz, whose voice is
more soulful and rock orientated. "The
Supernatural Parlour Collection" hones in on
the trancey repetition of the music, as well as
its generally foreboding resonance. However,
it's not as lush or visceral as the band's earlier
music; it's more moody than genuinely
atmospheric, more raw than emotional. The
repetition and rhythmic simplicity would lend
itself well to an artistically rendered horror
movie, but it doesn't really stand alone as
anything other than background music. (JS)
3 1/2

ARCANA
...The Last Embrace
Cold Meat Industry
The third album of Arcana has been awaited very
enthusiastically, as two their previous full-lengths
"Dark Age of Reason" and "Cantar De Procella"
were one of the best recordings in orchestral/
ethereal scene for years. The CDS "Isabel" which
was released as an appetizer for this album also
indicated "...The Last Embrace" to be something
great. And, finally after hearing it, I feel a slight
disappointment. If all the tracks pressed on
"Isabel" were really good, "...The Last Embrace"
becomes a bit monotonous and repetitive. We get
some outstanding tracks, ethereal atmospheres
take a hold, and the voice of Ida still sounds
great, but nothing is really new here, and it seems
that Arcana after all started to copy themselves. It
doesn't mean that the album is bad - if you
haven't heard their previous releases, "...The Last
Embrace" may even become a discovery for you.
But if you've heard "Cantar De Procella," you've
naturally expected more. Maybe the fact that the
members of the band are spread throughout the
country has affected their creation, who knows.
Also it seems that Peter's main occupation now is
his band Sophia. (AO)
3 1/4

BAND OF PAIN
Sacred Flesh - Original Movie Soundtrack
Cold Spring Records
This album contains the soundtrack to Nigel
Wingrove's film - I haven't seen that film but
judging from what we hear on CD, it must be
truly dark art. Deep sounds here are presented
in such a terrifying and involving way, that
already after some first minutes you either turn
this music off or automatically turn your mind
and senses on. "Sacred Flesh" starts with low
frequencies disturbing your mind - almost no
rhythm here, just sounds floating one after
another. They grow and grow all the time until
fall on you with all the weight. This album most
clearly can be taken as one whole, as all parts
are just like prolongation of the same theme.
More "active" things start to happen with
"Submission," which is one of the most erotic
tracks on the album (by the way, "Sacred
Flesh" doesn't contain that many erotic
elements as you could guess after looking to
the booklet). Some people listening to this disc
recall raison d'etre or Sephiroth, but in contrast
to these artists, "Sacred Flesh" almost doesn't
contain light moments - it's dark ambient as it
was meant to be. Sure highlights on this album
are "The Ambush" and "Sister Ann" with
strange opening voices and sounds from the
space. They take you, grab you, and send you
away. No rhythm, no clear structures, just walls,
walls, walls. Soundscapes twist and shout from
within. And even if the last song "Revelations"
seemingly leave the hope, you clearly know
that it isn't truth. (AO)
4 1/4

The BREATH OF LIFE
Silver Drops
Hall of Sermon
The new album of this Belgian goth/darkwave
band continues musical traditions set-up by

their previous recordings. Nothing has changed
at all with their style, and if you liked their
earlier CDs, you'll surely like this one. Staying
true to their own traditions is the strong point of
the band, as you always know what to expect,
but also the weak one, because it seems that
The Breath of Life don't really introduce new
ideas. It is still goth/darkwave which focuses on
exceptional singing of Isabelle Dekeyser. Some
call her singing manner "China-like," but to me
it is Tori Amo's voice transformed into goth
scene (just listen to "Blooming Sky"), and
probably no one will argue that I. Dekeyser's
singing lacks of emotional power and
expression. She has got it all, and namely she
is the strongest point of the band. Instrumental
part of the band is performed good, in all
traditions goth/darkwave, and on some songs
we also have violin which suits here very well.
Some songs like "Tower" or "Silver Sky" can
bravely be added to the playlists of goth DJs.
I'm not sure if this fifth album of The Breath of
Life is really better than their previous releases,
but at least it isn't worse. (AO)
3 3/4

CANAAN
Brand New Babylon
Prophecy Productions
Canaan was formed after the split-up of Italian
band Ras Algethi, and until this time the band
on Mauro Berchi's (the member of Canaan)
own label Eibon Records released two albums,
"Blue Fire" and a double-CD "Walk Into My
Open Womb." This new recording is the best
Canaan's album to date - both musicwise and
speaking about atmospheres. The mood of
isolation, depression, and emptiness prevail,
but these feelings don't get to that desperate
point as, for example, on Current 93 "Nature
Unveiled" album. In the case of "Brand New
Babylon," it seems, you always get the
opportunity to escape, and some sweeter and
more romantic songs help to soften the
atmosphere. "Brand New Babylon" is about
being as diverse goth formation as it can be.
Here, we get some tracks ("Disintegrate,"
"Shelter 1," "7119" or "Lick My Poison") that
drown you with dark ambience, some songs
that could be described as almost doom metal
with sharp guitars ("La Simmetria Del Dolore"),
The Cure motives on "The Circle on Waters,"
dark psychedelics on "A Descent to Babylon,"
more pop-like songs ("Sperm Like Honey"), and
romantically depressive, nostalgic track "In Un
Cielo Di Pece" which with its poetic mood is the
absolute highlight of this album, reminding a bit
of Ain Soph. This mosaic is formed in putting
the songs one to another by the principles of
contrast, so the result is very interesting and
enjoyable for worshippers of dark arts. (AO)
4

CORONA BOREALIS
Corona Borealis
Well of Urd
Neofolk fans probably already know about this
band, and those who don't better listen to this
disc, as Corona Borealis play folklore so
authentically, that listening to this album you
manage to travel ages back. Corona Borealis
present a wide range of musical traditions: here
we listen to Celtic, Nordic folklore, Medieval
music; and Corona Borealis prefer the more
melancholic aspect of these styles. The
musicians use such instruments as bagpipes,
lyre, harps, flutes, vihuela, lute, which all give
an authentic feeling to the music. Almost all the
songs come from traditions, and are arranged
by Kristian Nordeide and Ronny Hovland. It's
great that the band doesn't use electronic
instruments at all, so it doesn't bring any sense
of modernity - just the pure beauty of nature.
Corona Borealis don't use vocals at all, and at
the beginning it seems that something is
missing, but the more you listen the more you
feel that the singing is unnecessary here at all;
the music just leaves space for your
imagination. All 16 tracks are pure joy for a fan
of medieval/folk music and is better than many
neofolk artists composing these days. (AO)
4

The DAYS OF THE TRUMPET CALL
Purification
Black Rain Records
This is a solo album of Raymond P. from Von
Thronstahl. First of all, I want to warn that The
Days of the Trumpet Call, even if it has some
elements familiar to Von Thronstahl's critically
acclaimed debut album, is from another area, and
don't expect here such industrial or war-like
hymns that you've heard on "Imperium Internum."
Here, Raymond P. concentrates on neo-classical
music. Compared to other releases of this genre,
we may notice that it is a bit lighter than many
groups composing symphonic ambient these
days. Even if The Days of the Trumpet Call has
that certain "apocalyptic" atmosphere, it doesn't
grow on you with all its weight. So, here we even
get some tracks that could be described as
"romantic." Somewhere in the background, we
also hear folk melodies, but they aren't revealed
here, and some tracks like "Lux Aeterna" or

ambient style has helped metal heads to
notice this scene?
JK: It’s just because we came in touch with our
deeper roots. This is the rise of NEW EUROPE.
Self-confidence will rise, nobody wants to be
guilty any longer - and all the music is the mu-
sic of our deepest own. I love rock ‘n’ roll, but
it’s not our music. Of course, Burzum did its
part to build bridges from scene to scene. The
wind of awakening is blowing and taboos will
be broken. That’s the law of our rise.

Many people in this scene (maybe it isn’t a
very good term, but that’s how I try to char-
acterize musicians composing in this at least
a bit similar area) consider themselves pa-
gans, satanists, and you, as far as I know,
consider yourself as catholic. Maybe you can
explain what Christianity you are talking
about? Don’t you think that the church of
nowadays is rotten enough? And from mu-
sical side, it is really original thing, because
artists like Boyd Rice or Death In June give
enough criticism against church. Are beliefs
of other people important to you when you
talk with them?
JK:  I regard myself as a pagan-catholic, not in
the direction of pope John Paul and his
freemason catholic church; more in a very pri-
vate way. Live and let live on the pagan side,
and to love your neighbor like yourself are good
mottos. I don’t see MOSAISM and Christian-
ity as one. Christ came to show a big differ-
ence, and he also told us from which father the
religious Jews got their religion. I see only one
church of Satanism and that is the religion of
Judaism. The church of Satan is a synagogue,
not a temple nor a church, just a synagogue.
The churches are rotten like governments, but
it is the law of the hour, that everything must
be rotten. It’s not important whether people
agree with me or not.

I think it would be quite correct to call you
as one of the fighters against Western
democracy. What main bad things has it
brought to the world, in your opinion? If
looking back to history, which century or
particular time is the most impressive to
you?
JK: What it has brought? Spiritual disease,
sick people, people who have no hold,
weakness and lack of truth. Regard it as a big
sickness, but this sickness has its time. I don’t
believe in destruction as a permanent state. It
is not so much looking back at the past -
we’re looking forward, carrying the best
thing from the past into the future. Neo-
classicism will rise, not as a copy of the
antique, but the past will definitely have an
influence.

"Information society" is the term very of-
ten used when characterizing the new civili-
zation. What do you think about the new
ways of communication, and with which phi-
losophers would you agree - with the ones
like J. Baudrillard who say that the new flow
of information has hidden the meaning of
the message or with the ones like M.
McLuhan who say that with the new infor-
mation technologies we go towards global
village where everything is more expressed
and more natural than before?
RP:  The new ways of information have of
course some advantages - like helping this in-
terview on its way, or the contact between us!
But what is called ‘information society’ means
that people are being informed constantly about
all kind of unimportant things, junk - an increas-
ing amount of facts but also a growing lack of
knowledge! About the meaning and the nature
of things. All the "information" is nothing else
but making people distract their minds of what
is true and valuable.

What kind of revolution, that could change
the situation in the world, do you imagine?
Also, you stand for totalitarian system -
one may argue that this system is good for
those on the top of hierarchy, but not as
good for those below. Do you agree with
that and where do you see yourself when
speaking about this totalitarian hierarchy?
JK: Oh no, what some call fascism must not
end in totalitarianism. We are not friends of to-
talitarianism at all. I need a total system but
not a totalitarian one and not at all a system of

inhumanity. My fascist views
have more room for humanity
and human rights than any
antifascist would dare to imag-
ine! Fascism does not mean to
suppress people, and national
socialism doesn’t mean to be
antisocial. Today’s humanity is
totalitarian: under the mask of
humanity there is a very ugly
face, and maybe behind all the
evil ugliness of fascist appear-
ance things look more natural,
more true. Life.

Many people say that Von
Thronstahl possess certain fascistic ideas. I
think it is impossible to put your position into
one answer, but what is your opinion about
so-called fascistic ideas? Why do we notice
a speedy rise of fascistic movement in many
countries? Your opinion about skinheads?
JK: Sorry, but the skinheads everywhere are not
social, not idealistic. They shall try to learn
some lesson this way. But I do understand all
their overdone national-chauvinism. Some peo-
ple in that scene have the potential to change
into the real right way. But many of them are
just asocial. And in Germany, the secret police
even has agents in that scene to help create
crime. Why and for whom are good questions.
One tries to make any national movement look
inhuman, nasty and bad, even if one has to help
make it look that way. Unfortunately many
young people are blinded by that trick. I don’t
believe in senseless brutality caused by a lack
of perspectives. For the future, I see right and
left getting closer together. We must realize that
the real enemy who suppressed us so long has
the power to make left and right fight one an-
other. Many have wasted their energy in this
false battle and are caught in that trap.

You criticize Western democracies. What’s
about Eastern countries, the Western
civilization hasn’t gone that far in many
Eastern countries? Is that because Eastern
philosophy and traditions are stronger
these days? Many find Eastern philosophy
as some kind of alternative these days.
Your viewpoint on that?
JK: All of us in Europe have been caught for
a long time between the two powerful blocks
of materialism which are capitalism and
communism. Both systems are two sides of
one coin. Tradition shows us the way out of
this trap. I am totally apposed to these two
sides of evil. Before religion everyone shall
find back to themselves, to what they are.
And then questions concerning religion will
be settled, for everyone in the right way.

Well, let’s return to more musical ques-
tions. What are your plans for Von
Thronstahl, and maybe you have some
ideas for side projects? Will the music
change in the future, which direction you
see the band going?
JK: Lots of work with Von Thronstahl. Noth-
ing must, but a lot can happen. Making music
is not our whole life, and when all the stuff
we’re working on is released, we’ll need a pe-
riod of relaxing because the pressure caused
by all the compilation releases was hard. We
didn’t want to say ‘no’ to anyone and also liked
the themes of all those compilations we are
working for. Many people have been asking for
sold out tracks from different compilations, so
Cold Spring will release a CD with a collec-
tion of all our stuff. Maybe some strange Ger-
mans will say "oh, they put this out to earn
money" but if we had come for the money, we
wouldn’t make this kind of music - it costs more
time than we earn money. "E PLURIBUS
UNUM" will be the name of the CD - an
illuminati slogan which we abused.

Thanks for your time, and last words to
our readers and Lithuanian people...
JK: Lithuanian people - we salute you and pray
to god, that you’ll let rise your Lithuanian self-
confidence to show the materialists on both
sides that we all are stronger than the betrayal
of capitalism and communism. See and watch
those whores fall. Welcome to the Old Europa,
and the New, but never join the wrong Europe
of economy, McDonalds, and US-bombs. Good
night and a great awakening!
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"Purification" have a bombastic turn. Raymond P.
also has referred to classical music directly, as on
"Agnus Dei" and "Lux Aeterna" we hear operatic
singing sampled from Verdi's "Requiem." The final
impression is that it's a quite good piece of neo-
classical music, which probably wouldn't be called
the highlight of the genre, but certainly secures a
pleasant listen. Anyway, on the next album more
diversity would do a good job. (AO)
[http://www.blackrain.de]
3 3/4

DECA
Phantom
Old Europa Cafe
This album was released quite long ago, but as
we got it for reviewing only now, below you have a
review of this limited to 585 copies release. To tell
the truth, I don't find anything too special within
this release of dark ambient electronics. The
schemes on almost all the songs are quite similar
- they begin as dark pulsating ambient, and later
grow into dirty techno with industrial touch. It has
that macabre sense and may do good for you if
you are interested in Italian underground
electronic music, but for me it sounds a bit too
synthetic and too simple in its structures. I liked
more the second part of the album, where we get
more of dark ambience, but anyway we have
much better releases in the scene. (AO)
3

DOWNFALL
Meine Selbstzerstorung
The Drama & Sin Company
The band from France singing in German?
Original. But with that originality ends. This band
with three demos in the past plays so called "dark
folk," but it is still far away from the greats of the
style. Downfall base their music on guitars (they
don't use bass guitars at all), but these guitars
sound harder than the ones so characteristic to
Death In June or Fire+Ice, and on some songs
Downfall's music becomes even rocky. The
closest comparison would be Tony Wakeford and
Sol Invictus, but again, Downfall aren't as
atmospheric and deep in any way. Their songs
are too repetitive and nothing really special
happens from the beginning to the end. Some
tracks like "Mein Schmerz" or "Der Tod Der
Menschen" are quite good, and the cello sounds
interesting on this album, but it isn't enough. Fans
of the style may like it in some ways, but others
will find many more interesting bands. (AO)
3

EXOTOENDO
Endorcism Process
Old Europa Cafe
The name of this French project is probably
already known to fans of shamanistic music, and
here we get the album recorded back in 1997. It is
slow and dark shamanistic dark trance which
should catch attention of ambient fans who like
this music to be played in the natural way; no
sythesizers and rhythmic machines are used
here. Of course, the resemblances of Lustmord
comes to my mind, and it isn't too far from truth.
You can also compare it to Cold Meat's Sephiroth,
but in a darker way, and the use of natural
instruments may remind also of Endvra's earlier
recordings. Exotoendo deliver dark and haunting
atmospheres, and it isn't an easily listenable
album - you must listen to all the sounds very
carefully to dive deep into this creation. I would
mention out "Inner Picture 2" with vocals
seemingly coming from outer space and "Inner
Picture 3" with added violin sound. Add good
artwork, and you get a really worthy album for
your collection. (AO)
3 3/4

HOWDENN, MATT
Hellfires
World Serpent Distribution
Finally, we have a solo album of Matt Howdenn
who has appeared on some World Serpent
related bands and cooperated closely with Tony
Wakeford and Sol Invictus. The first thing I
want to tell you is not to expect something in
the traditional World Serpent vein. M.
Howdenn's music is really something
completely different. "Hellfire" begins with "Hell

On Earth," a very strong and dramatic song
where violin is the main mood-shaping
instrument. Deep singing "Give ourselves to the
simple tune" is maybe the most breathtaking
moment in the album, and this song is among
the highlights. The dramatic start doesn't mean
that the following songs carry the same mood
though: already the second track grows on you
with almost ritual percussion beats (percussion
is very important on this album), and "Shu -
Lord of Light" penetrates your mentality with its
psychotic atmosphere. And only "The Lament
of Hades" again returns to the musical concept
of the first song. Then again, a feast of
percussion on "Hell's March." The mood isn't
very stable here, as M. Howdenn lets himself to
experiment with atmospheres and instruments.
So, "Hellfire" can be deep and sad, and "Down,
Down, Down" - pulsating and almost
aggressive. In places, it even reminds me of
more experimental albums of Legendary Pink
Dots. In conclusion, the fans of experimental
music must keep an eye on this creation. Also
check out M. Howdenn's lyrics - they are very
sincere and rather pessimistic. (AO)
4 1/4

INADE
Aldebaran
Cold Spring Records
This album was recorded back in 1995/1996
and shortly after the release became a cult
recording which was extremely hard to find.
Cold Spring Records decided to re-release this
classic of dark ambient/industrial, and shortly
after putting this CD into your CD-player you
understand why. "Aldebaran" stands near to
such greats as Lustmord, or even Coil.
Stylistically this album is like one monolith of
dark, torturing ambience with some more noisy
industrial moments. The disc begins with two
more rhythmic and harsh tracks "Signals from
68 Dimensions." Ambient here is heavened
with industrial background, but everything
settles down on the first part of "The Conquest
of Being Separated" which grows with deep
ambient. As a contrast comes the second part
of this track, which crushes your brain slowly
but securely. The rhythm and the sounds grow
all the time on you until they reach the highest
peak. If claustrophobia still doesn't begin, you
can jump to "The Crushing of Earthly
Foundations" with terrifying choruses in the
background and slowly pulsating rhythm. Inade
prove that you don't necessary need to use
noises to form a really heavy atmosphere. The
last track "The End of the Beginning" has more
"apocalyptic" sense and ends this disc darkly
and clearly. (AO)
4

LEAKH
The Wreckoning
Prophecy Productions
One of the weirdest albums I've listened to while
reviewing albums for this issue. I don't know how
to name this band other than psychedelic mood
music, as the term goth doesn't clearly
correspond to the psychotic mood of Leakh
(which earlier was known as Coven). While
instrumental part of the album isn't something
very special or complex, vocals are the main
mood-forming component here. Extremely
psychedelic singing on some songs even
manages to take you to the state of trance. The
singing manner changes from one song to
another, on one song it may sound like
experiments of Jim Morrison, on another - like
gloomy voice of Andrew Eldritch, and on the next
- like psychotic trance of Current 93 on "Maldoror
is Dead." One thing is clear: its isn't an easy
listening album, and your psyche must be
prepared for it very well. (AO)
3 3/4

LOVE LIKE BLOOD
Chronology of a Love Affair
Hall of Sermon
A good idea has found a good realization.
Famous goth-rockers decided to summarize
gothic rock of 1980-2000 years, and on one

album have recorded cover songs of the most
important and the most influential goth bands of
this period. All 20 years are split into four "half-
decades," and from these Love Like Blood
have chosen their fave bands, which made the
biggest impact in the scene in that particular
time. Personally I can't remember such a
project, and my interest was just raised when
I've seen the track list. Starting with such
classics as Joy Division, Bauhaus, The Cure, or
The Sisters of Mercy, Love Like Blood end with
the more metallic side of goth such as Paradise
Lost, Type O Negative, Tiamat, and Marilyn
Manson. In between, we also get Christian
Death, The Mission, The Cult, Jesus And The
Mary Chain, Fields of the Nephilim, Love Like
Blood, Killing Joke, and Lacrimosa. Of course,
we may miss one important band or another,
but it is a solid collection nevertheless. The
interesting side of these covers is that Love
Like Blood decided to play each classical track
in their own way, so sometimes it seems that
Paradise Lost's "True Belief" or Killing Joy's
"Love Like Blood" are new songs composed by
Love Like Blood. As on all albums, here we get
some highlights and some disappointments - I
am very excited with the new versions of
Tiamat's "Whatever That Hurts," Bauhaus'
"She's In Parties," Christian Death's "Church of
No Return," but I think that they've failed re-
working The Cure's "Strange Day." But anyway,
the result is very interesting and can be
considered as an anthology of goth rock. (AO)
4

The MACHINE IN THE GARDEN
Out of the Mists
Middle Pillar Presents
The new album by one of the leading ethereal/
darkwave acts just proves what has been said
about the band after the release of their
previous recording "One Winter's Night." This
duo is surely among the elite of darkwave/goth
and continues to surprise with their creative
force. This time The Machine In The Garden
dives deeper into more neo-classical sound,
and the music is more diverse. They give
traditional deep ethereal on songs like "Wasted
Time," acoustic guitars-driven "Valentine" and
"Everything She Is" (which wasn't so useful on
the band's previous record, and these songs
are my favorites on the new disc), more
traditionally played darkwave on "Failure" with
even aggressive moments, Dead Can Dance
like "The Unaware," more rhythmic "Radiant,"
or nostalgic "Fade." As always, the singing of
Summer Bowman is very expressive, it is very
evident on "Oh Dear" which surprises with
almost operatic power. Compared to all three
previous records by The Machine In The
Garden, "Out of the Mists" is a step forward,
and hardly someone from symphonic ethereal
scene can ignore this band now. For the first
time in Middle Pillar Presents' history, this
album is also enhanced with CD-ROM files,
from which the video for "The Unaware" is the
most interesting thing. (AO)
4 1/4

MARIONETTES
Carousel
Darkend Records
This album was released in 1998, but somehow
now is promoted once again. I see why: it
disappeared in the sea of goth rock almost
unnoticed, though its music is really worth of
checking out. "Carousel" is very colorful album;
while balancing on the edge of goth rock and
metal, it also has elements of many other
styles. I dive into this album from the third track
"Psycho" - the opening "Life Before" and rough
"Death" aren't the most impressive tracks of
this album. But "Psycho" is interesting twisted
goth rock with a slight sense of grunge. The
next track "Pill" offers traditional goth rock in
the veins of The Sisters of Mercy. Probably the
best song on this album is "Carousel,"
emotional goth rock with very expressive
singing. Another The Sisters of Mercy-like song
we get with "Spirits," but, in this case, goth rock
is sharpened with metallic riffs. More colors are
brought-in with "Ave Dementia Millenium," an
electronic dancefloor song which is changed by
melancholic, a bit Radiohead-like "Sleep." The
album ends with danceable industrial "Finally,"
and after all we really can't blame the band for
not being diverse enough. (AO)
4

MYIASE
Moment Magnetique
Old Europa Cafe
Myiase is a project of two well-known men of
ambient/techno underground, Batchas and
Roger Rotor. While Batchas here presents his
ambient part, Roger Rotor joins him with his
acid techno experiments. In my opinion, namely
the participation of Roger Rotor has made this
album to sound so fresh and interesting. It's
quite hard to find albums performed in this
stylistic manner, but I could mention
Plasticman's "Consume," also music composed
by Lithuania's Girnu Giesmes suits to the mood

of Myiase rather good. This album was
recorded live in Zurich in 1998, and contains
one long track. The music we get here is first
class dark electronics with post-industrial
inserts and very cold acid techno beat. Here we
meet some noisy moments, Russian radio
voices samples, and the whole atmosphere is
very cold and so robotic that it seems like life
doesn't dwell here at all. To all fans of dark
techno this album is more than recommended,
because sincerely I don't know of any artists
who compose the music of such high quality in
this field. (AO)
4 1/2

NAZCA
Straight Hope Tissue EP
Drama & Sin Company
After previous album "Biodegradable" on Italian
Eibon Records, it was very interesting in which
direction this band would go in the future. On that
album, they played the style which could be
described as gothic with the influence of Nick
Cave. Nazca could dive into darker musical
spheres or try to simplify their music even more.
The new EP shows that Nazca has probably
chose the second way. After drastic line-up
changes, the style of Nazca has also changed a
bit - now it is a quite simple and even minimalist in
structure gothic rock with characteristic deep
singing of Karstein Volle. In fact, all Nazca's music
is based on his singings, it seems that other
components are less important. The first track "All
Good Boys" leaves a good impression -
sentimental gothic rock with melody well revealed.
It even would suit radio play. The second track
"Ambition" already balances on the edge of
banality, but the impression is again improved with
rocky "12 M," which the fans of HIM shouldn't
ignore. The problem with this EP is that listening
to it you feel that sense "oh, it reminds me of

ATARAXIA
Suenos
Cruel Moon It'l
One of the finest exports from Italia, Ataraxia, return with another beautiful album. While their
previous disc "Lost Atlantis" had introduced new ethereal feeling, "Suenos" takes us back to
Ataraxia's more "usual" sound. The new disc is divided into three parts, all of them bringing
the songs performed in one or another manner. So, the first part, "Ego Promito Domino,"
presents more ritualistic, medieval songs. Started with rhythmic "Parti Del Mar," it ends with
beautiful French Renaissance ballad "Il Bagatto." The second part contains four more
romantic, dreamy and nostalgic tracks, and at least for me, it is the best part of the album.
Comparing to "Lost Atlantis," this part probably comes closest to the feeling of that album.
Romantic waltz "Mon Ame Sorciere" is among the highlights of the disc, it leaves you
breathless with its true beauty and nostalgic emotions. The third part, "Sandy Dunes," again
consists of four tracks introducing strange elements of flamenco and oriental music ("Funeral
in Datca" transforms the atmosphere of oriental funeral procession). Personally I didn't like
the last two tracks; because of "The Corals of Aqaba" being a bit too sweet for me, and the
bombastic mood of "Nemrut dagi" not suiting Ataraxia too much. But these two tracks don't
overshadow the perfection of this album. Needless to say that the music here is performed
with the best professionalism, and the voice of Ataraxia singer is probably the best in the
whole medieval/baroque scene. "Suenos" is another golden disc in Ataraxia’s catalog. (AO)
4 1/2

HAGALAZ' RUNEDANCE
Volven
Well of Urd
"Volven" is the present for those who are
interested in Northern folklore and
shamanistic music. Andrea Haugen, who is
behind Hagalaz' Runedance, has a particular
interest in Asatru, the ancient natural religion
of North, and recently even published a book
about Northern spirituality, mythology, and
magic. So, listening to this album, you are
more than sure that the ideological
background of "Volven" is strong and deep.
The same goes to the music. Already the
first recording of Hagalaz' Runedance, "The
Winds That Sang of Midgard's Fate" is now
considered the classic of neofolk. Her next
MCD "Urd - That Which Was" was a slight
shock, where her pagan music was
transformed with a help of electronic dance
rhythms. With "Volven," Andrea returns to
shamanistic natural music, so this album
could be seen as a prolongation of her first
release. Already after the first song "The
Dawning," you feel that the music - which
can be described as magic chants, neo-folk,
shamanistic ritual, or something else - has
grown. In spite of all descriptions, "Volven"
couldn't be put into frames. Andrea realizes
the myths with tribal shamanistic drums on
one song, with silent folk melodies on
another, or pagan fury on the next. Each
track has individual character, so the album
is very diverse. Andrea uses a wide range of
ancient German and Celtic instruments, thus
the impression is like she has managed to
touch these old cultures and myths. And, of
course, we also get that strong voice of
Andrea without which Hagalaz' Runedance
would loose almost half of its beauty. At the
end of the album, we get a bonus track
which changes the style of ancient tale: "On
Wings of Rapture (Vision of Shuld)" is
electronic pagan dance in the veins of "Urd"
MCD. The album ends and I'm sure that it
offers the best what Hagalaz' Runedance
has created so far. (AO)
4 1/4
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something" almost all the time. But if it doesn't
bother you, and you like the commercial side of
gothic, try Nazca. Personally for me, their
previous album was more interesting. (AO)
3

NOTHING
The Grey Subaudible
Eibon Records
The label's press release, calling this band a mix
of raison d'etre and Lycia, sounds at least
intriguing, because it's hard to imagine how these
two different bands can be merged to one. The
beginning of "The Grey Subaudible" doesn't bring
any remembrance to any of these bands - "To
Draw the Things..." is deep industrial with a slight
noisy turn. I look at the credits and everything
become clear - famous Cold Spring's noisers
Gruntsplatter participated when creating this
track, and their characteristic playing is evident
here also. Later the things change, Nothing throw
in their own ideas, whose realization can be
described as orchestral, deep industrial with the
parts of dark ambient. One reviewer wrote that
Nothing is an ambient/industrial band sounding
like death metal. Not far from truth, Nothing really
possess heaviness in their songs, but this
heaviness seems more controlled than Brighter
Death Now or the ones. Interesting? Yes, but
that's at the beginning, cause later things start to
repeat each other, and if initially these sound walls
made an impression, later they become a bit
monotonous. It's not a bad album, by no means,
but more diversity would suit it well. If we'd look
for comparisons, Dream Into Dust would be close
to Nothing. By the way, the digi-pack of the album
looks really good. (AO)
3 1/2

O QUAM TRISTIS
Funerailles des Petits Enfants
Palace of Worms
O Quam Tristis is a side project of well-known
French band Opera Multi Steel, and
"Funerailles des Petits Enfants" is the first
album of this project. First of all, I must say that
it is very eclectic album where musicians
bravely collide into one mix such genres as
gothic, darkwave, medieval music, or even
electropop. And it sounds rather good and
interesting. If you would like to get some
comparisons, you could take Dead Can Dance
in a much more electronic way, also the
comparison with Worls Serpent's Elijah's
Mantle or Italian Ataraxia would suit here well.
All the 15 tracks are diverse, and so we get
medieval electronics ("Gloria Patri"), almost
danceable darkwave ("Beati Immaculate"),
ethnic with beautiful flute sound "E Lucis Ante,"
or "Omnes Generationes" where sweet and
heavenly voices by Anna and Katarina are
expressed. In recent years, there have been
many bands that tried to present medieval
music in a modern way suitable to dancefloors,
but, in my opinion, not so many bands did it as
successfully as this project. One of the most
important things (not so often in electronic
medieval music) is that O Quam Tristis sound
like a "serious" creation, where everything has
its meaning and whose goal is not to entertain,
but to give meaning. All the texts are taken
from Gregorian Mannual and sung in Latin, but
from what I've read, most of these songs are
sung at the burial of young babies. But, even if
this background isn't very light, the music gives
quite a light impression and could be listened in
various states of mind. Good production and
musicianship is found here, so for any fan of
medieval music this disc is a must. I only hope
that this disc won't be the only in the history of
this project. (AO)
4 1/4

ORPLID
Orplid
Prophecy Productions
When presenting this release, I could say only
one thing: some people call "Orplid" the best
German neofolk album ever released. This
album has been released via "Eis&Licht" label
in 1997, has got a particular following in
underground, but still wasn't discovered by
wider audience. Now Prophecy Productions re-
released it, and let's hope that it will be noticed
by more people this time. Musically, it can be
called a more medieval and mystical version of
Sol Invictus. You can use neofolk term as well,
and here we get the more nostalgic and
beautiful side of the style. Only in some places,
we get more active breakthroughs and rhythmic
moments, because mostly acoustic instruments
and gentle, deep or even romantic mood
dominate here. Piano, guitar, flute, harp, and
electronics are used, and it could seem not
enough compared to Hagalaz' Runedance, but
in the case of Orplid it is truly enough to create
a magic atmosphere. Poetic and evocative
lyrics sang in German are said to have a big
meaning in Orplid's creation, but sadly I can't
comment on this one as I don't understand
German. This poetry is sang by four singers,
and it only gives diversity to songs. The result
presented on this album is really a milestone of
the genre, and for proving it to yourself, listen to

such tracks as "Bruder Luzifer," "Orplid,"
"Balder," or "Sodom Und Gomorrha." The ones
who already have the "Eis&Licht" version of this
album may be interested in this release as well,
because it contains the track "Das Schicksal"
which came as 10'', the re-worked version of
"Fruhling" and "Grabesfrieden," recorded
specially for this release. (AO)
4 1/2   [JS 4 1/2]

PENITENT
Maestro Beethoven
Memento Mori/Dark Vinyl Records
Penitent, the neoclassical formation by Karsten
Hamre, reached wider audience in 1996 when
Cold Meat Industry released Penitent's debut
album "Melancholia." Beautiful and sad synth
music with emotionally spoken poetry clearly
corresponded to the title of the album. The next
release "The Beauty of Pain" has seen Penitent
developing its sound with added piano and
more emotional music. And now we have

"Maestro Beethoven," pretentious
and very responsible new recordings
by K. Hamre. Here, K. Hamre
arranged nine classical pieces
created by Ludwig van Beethoven,
the task which even not all famous
composers would have taken. First of
all, one will notice that L. van
Beethoven's music fits to Penitent
quite well - his sad and majestic
romanticism is close to Penitent's
original music. I feared that Penitent
won't do it successfully enough, but
they did it, and did it in a very
interesting way. Especially I liked "Fur
Elise" and "Ode To Joy" which sound
completely different from what L. van
Beethoven did, but still retaining the
same mood and the same majesty.
For some people of our computerized
society, it may even sound more
comfortable than the grandiose
orchestral realizations of L. van
Beethoven. And, at last, it is an
interesting novelty in neo-classical
scene. Salute to Penitent and... is J.
S. Bach in line? (AO)
[http://penitent.ic.ru] [http://
www.going-underground.de]
4

PULCHER FEMINA
Fallen Angel
Decadance Records
Another synthesizer-based gothic band,

and not the best example of the style. Pulcher
Femina don't bother themselves with adding at
least one instrument in addition to synthesizers.
Male vocals could be described as "dark," but
they are too standard and unoriginal. We hear
female singing here and there, but it isn't
impressive at all. Musically, it's dancefloor music,
reminding of the acts like Erasure, but with a
slight gothic touch. All the songs are very
repetitive and don't differ too much. Maybe it's
good for ordinary dancefloor, but my personal
opinion is that "Fallen Angel" is banal both in the
case of music and image. Angels, Nosferatu,
gothic make-up, and already the name of the
label - it's too standard and seems like a waste of
time. (AO)
2 3/4

RAISON D’ETRE
The Empty Hollow Unfolds
Cold Meat Industry
Raison d'etre, the brainchild of Peter
Andersson, seems never to release a weak
album. Much time has passed since the release
of "In Silence, Sadness and Solitude," and the
release of two compilation albums for some
maybe was a signal of fear that raison d'etre
wouldn't exist in the future. All the fears were
wrong, as P. Andersson returns with the new
album which surely is the darkest album of
raison d'etre have ever released. I remember a
strange feeling after hearing the first track on
"In Silence, Sadness and Solitude" - it seemed
like the darkest face of P. Andersson. But if on
that previous disc later the things became at
least a bit lighter, here you won't get it. Starting
with very dark soundscapes, it continues int the
same mood to the very end. Even if it becomes
more optimistic in some moments, the things
go down in a certain spiral. You need only to
listen to such tracks as "The Wasteland" or
"End of a Cycle" - no hope, no light. Raison
d'etre even introduced some noisy moments
not so evident in the history of this project
before. Of course, raison d'etre wouldn't be
raison d'etre without these traditional monks
chants - they are here as well, but even they
sound a bit dirty in the whole context. Now it's
your choice how to evaluate this album; if you
like a bit lighter aspect of ambient, better try
"Within the Depths of Silence and Pharmation,"
but if you adore Lustmord or Inade, take this
album without doubts. Perfect dark journey into
your subconscious is guaranteed. (AO)
4 1/2

REY
Hidden Vibrations
Tele Sound Recording
Danish ambient musician Ulrik Rey Henningsen
already participated on some ambient
compilations and projects, but here he comes with
his first solo album. The beginning of it - the track
"Voices in the Dark" - doesn't promise something
sensational, providing ambient of the 70s with a
too-synthetic sound. With track "Sharmila," we get
a better impression of what "Hidden Vibrations" is
about. It is light relaxed electronic music with clear
references to the greats of ambience. It has
something from The Future Sound Of London, but
isn't as deep, something from Brian Eno, but isn't
as conceptual in any song, and most likely it can
be compared to Tangerine Dream, but, again,
melodies aren't that perfect here. So, what we get
is a combination of all these composers, the result
being quite diverse, but absolutely nothing new.
The album isn't monotonous, as we get rhythmic
"Sharmila," J. M. Jarre like melodic "Temple of
Beyond," happy and very light "Silver" and almost
danceable "Sharmila X." But, in spite of all

diversity, all of this was heard before, and "Hidden
Vibrations" is just another CD on the shelf of
mainstream ambient. (AO)
3

SAINTS OF EDEN
Proteus
Metech Recordings
This album can be called an example of
technological goth rock. It has the elements of
goth rock, EBM standards (which dominate here),
but all the music is closed in such electronic
substance, that it takes the music beyond these
genres. To tell the truth, the start of the album
didn't bring any big hopes of hearing something
new. It's danceable EBM with hard guitars and
goth atmosphere. After first danceable tracks,
things begin to change. Tracks "Millenium Dawn,"
"Zero," and "Barbed Wire" have a strange,
terrifying atmosphere and interesting electronic
manipulations that doesn't let "Proteus" to ascribe
to the category of usual electronic goth. To bring
the album closer to goth dancefloors, Saints of
Eden unleash another danceable track
"Technochrist" which with its well-revealed melody
and up-tempo rhythm can become a regular at
goth events. The last two tracks again belong to
the more "apocalyptic" side of the band, and dark
lyrics support this impression very well. In spite of
the fact that some may say "Proteus" has too
many EBM cliches and the vocals don't go far
from the standards, it is a good album. (AO)
[http://www.metech-recordings.com]
3 3/4

SCREAMING DEAD
Death Rides Out
Resurrection Records
Even if you don't know the line-up of Screaming
Dead, already after several first songs, you'll
probably say that Screaming Dead reminds of
one other band very much. The same
programming, the same rhythms, the same
melodies and even the sound of guitars remind
of something so much. Oh yes, that other band
is Inkubus Sukkubus. Then you look at the line-
up and here it goes: the man behind Screaming
Dead is Tony McKormack, one of the
composers of Inkubus Sukkubus. The
background of Screaming Dead lays in 1978,
when it was founded by T. McKormack with
other musicians. Now this band is reformed,
and Screaming Dead - for the reasons we can
easily understand - even supported Inkubus
Sukkubus on their tour. So, these 12 new
versions of Screaming Dead's songs present
gothic rock which, as I said before, is very
close to Inkubus Sukkubus. On some songs
(like "Necroaria"), you almost feel a flashback
like it is one of Inkubus Sukkubus songs. It
seems like T. McKormack doesn't try to find any
new ways of playing and composing. Of
course, the vocals here don't remind of Inkubus
Sukkubus, Sam Bignall's singing is more
similar to bands like Bauhaus, thus, the final
view is a mix of Inkubus Sukkubus, Bauhaus,
and punky darkwave. Some songs are really
playful and bravely can become hits at goth
dancefloors. This could be said about melodic
"Bubonia" or Sisters of Mercy-like
"Methadonia." And leaving all comparisons
aside, we have a good example how goth rock
sounded in the early 80s. (AO)
3 3/4

SOL INVICTUS
The Hill of Crosses
World Serpent Distribution
Already now it's clear that "The Hill of Crosses"
will be one of the most discussed Sol Invictus'
album in years. Some people say that Tony
Wakeford & Co. released one of the musically
richest albums of Sol Invictus to date, others
say that the band has lost its magic and isn't as
sincere as before. Both these arguments are
partially right. "The Hill of Crosses" stylistically
is very diverse, and the musicians like Matt
Howdenn or talented singer Sally Doherty
added some elements which couldn't be found
in Sol Invictus music before. But we also can
agree that the final sound is a bit lighter and not
as mystical as it was before. In some places, it
even reminds me of a soundtrack to the film
about Robin Hood. I don't say it's bad, but it's
different compared to what Sol Invictus were
before. I think one of the main reasons for this
change is that S. Doherty has got more rights
when recording "The Hill of Crosses." Her
sweet, jazzy singing goes almost on equal
rights with T. Wakeford's voice on many songs.
And some songs, like "December Song" almost
don't remind of Sol Invictus anymore. Its jazzy
swing reminds more of Morcheeba than of Sol
Invictus' neo-folk. It just means that Sol Invictus
have pushed their boundaries further from
traditional neofolk. If you haven't listened to this
album yet, don't get too stressed, as Sol
Invictus still deliver some of their traditional
songs like "The Street of Many Murders" or "A
German Requiem." And such tracks as "God
Told Me To" with breathtaking violin cuts or
atmospheric "Hundreds" (inspired by Lithuanian
culture, by the way) are among highlights of
this album. But I'm not so sure about the songs

ORDO ROSARIUS EQUILIBRIO
Make Love And War/The Wedlock of
Roses
Cold Meat Industry
Finally, after two years of waiting and many
promises, the new album of Ordo Rosarius
Equilibrio is out (as you see, the band
changed its name a bit after the departure of
Chelsea Krook). Already after first listens, I
was sure that it was one of the best albums
of autumn 2000. The style remained quite
the same as on band's previous releases,
but musically, conceptually, and production-
wise it surpasses everything they did in the
past. The album starts with an erotic intro
which grows into almost militaristic and very
powerful sound of "Ashen Like Love, And
Black Like the Snow." Here, Tomas
Petersson creates maybe a more pompous
sound than before, but it suits the band very
well. More usual, folky sound gets you on
"Passing Eyes In Mimer's Well." and then
here is "Hunting For the Black September" -
a hypnotic, repetitive (and it is so usual
about Ordo Equilibrio) song which is one of
my personal favorites of this album. The
industrial sound is very mighty, it has that
ritual sense and traditional spoken vocals of
T. Petersson. Fans of the more Death In
June-like side of Ordo Rosarius Equilibrio
must check out the next track, "Flowers And
Moonshine in My Garden of Eden," where
acoustic guitars dominate, and which flows
in romantic mood. Then again a change of
the mood, as "Liebe Utopia" jumps to a more
militaristic/ritual style. "Militaristic" here
doesn't mean Der Blutharsch in any way,
Ordo Rosarius Equilibrio insert these
moments in a very subtle way, it's just
another aspect in their rich musical world.
The only weak track of the album is "Make
Love, And War," which, to me, is a bit out of
the concept, but the negative impression is
changed by another three chord acoustic
guitar driven beautiful track "Never Before At
the Beauty of Spring" which sets everything
to place. The album lasts for only 38
minutes, and it's probably its only shortage.
And maybe the only reason why it didn't get
5. (AO)
4 3/4
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like "Chime the Night," to me it's too soft and
average. One thing I'm sure about is that
"The Hill of Crosses" needs more than a few
listens. (AO)
4

SPOLIA VOLUPATIS
Ephemeral Age of Nihil
Diabolical Shape Records
This is a one-man ambient project from Italy.
From what I've heard on these 7 tracks of
promotional MC (the CD contains 10 tracks),
"Epehemeral Age of Nihil" is a very contrasting
release. Maybe even too contrasting, as it is
hard to concentrate on the mood of this album.
Stylistically it differs from ambient to noisy
soundscapes or even lighter electronics. The
sound isn't very deep and not very mystical,
and on some songs the music becomes
melodic and even reminding of Endraum or
other romantic electronic artists. Some
choruses, Tibetan monks chants are added,
and the impression is like the musician had an
intention to add as many different atmospheres
as he could. Anyway, even if the result is
interesting enough, it would be too light for the
biggest part of dark ambient fans. (AO)
[namnathar@hotmail.com]
3

TeHOM
Theriomorphic Spirits
Twilight Command/NER
This is a solo album of Sinisa Ocurscak from
Croatia. The mastermind of this project died
shortly after completing this work, and, as
the booklet says, almost certainly from a
war-related illness. It's not strange that
Douglas P. from Death In June has shown a
particular interest in this project, bearing in
mind his interest in Croatian culture. It isn't
strange for other reasons also -
"Theriomorphic Spirits" is a very interesting
and not usual piece of dark ambience. All six
tracks deliver magnificent and mystical walls
of sounds which in places remind of
Lustmord, in places of Kerovnian, but mostly
of all of nothing else than TeHOM itself. The
mood here is extremely dark and terrifying,
but TeHOM don't use noise attacks or
industrial rhythms, S. Ocurscak finds his
mind's realization in putting one unto another
low frequencies and strange sounds
("Tardema" is among the highest highlights
of the album with strange distorted voices
forming the main mood). Here, we strangely
don't get any light moments, it's like a
soundtrack to the darkest side of life. And
even if these words fit when describing many
dark ambient releases, believe, it's
something completely different. Many dark
ambient works are blown away by
"Theriomorphic Spirits." Recently, the first
TeHOM recording was released. (AO)
4

THIS EMPTY FLOW
Nowafter
Eibon Records
This CD contains 6 unreleased tracks of This
Empty Flow, 3 songs from their private CDR
edition, and 4 tracks from their release "3
Empty Boys." This Empty Flow have many easy
noticeable influences from Radiohead to The
Cure or Pink Floyd, but after all this band is
none of them, just managing to join it all into
one beautiful mix which could be described as
emotional and romantic dar2k rock. The album
starts with romantic and personal goth rock
"Je(n!) I Force" which already after the very first
moment shines with outstanding capabilities of
the singer. The next three tracks have an
obvious influence of Radiohead's "OK
Computer," mixed with psychedelic Pink Floyd
atmospheres. "And Also the Drops" will please
the fans of Suede, especially the singer's of
This Empty Flow singing manner resembles of
Suede's Brett Anderson. Beautiful and mellow
"Ashby-De-La-Zouch" is changed by more The
Cure-like "One Song About Solitude" with a bit
nervous atmosphere. Another track "Dubby"
again has resemblances of The Cure, but this
time it has much darker sound and more
traditional, gothic instrumental part. This album
is really a big joy for all The Cure fans, because
the ending of album has plenty of songs,
recorded namely in the manner of The Cure.
So, "Angel's Playground" reminds of The
Cure's ballads on "Kiss Me, Kiss Me, Kiss Me"
or "Disintegration" discs, and "Hunger" -
depressive song, reminding of "Faith" or
"Pornography."
The album ends, and we may conclude that it is
really a good choice for fans of the more
emotional and romantic edge of goth. (AO)
(AO)
4

THIS MORN' OMNIA
Nezeru Enti Sebauem Neter Xertet
Old Europa Cafe
This project comes from Belgium, so no
wonder why This Morn' Omina is always
compared to their countrymates Hybryds.
Really, this band has much in common with
these greats of dark ambience (and even
participated on Hybryds' album "Tectonic
Overload"). But more openly, it has elements of
more extreme Stratvm Terror. Musically, we get
ritual ambient with tribal rhythms and very
mystical atmosphere. It isn't very downbeat or
concentrated on the terrifying sounds, so it
could even be listened as a good background
album. The songs of this album are rather
diverse, so we can listen to schizoid "Kadaica,"
conceptual "Dragon-Flies (Samarrhand)," or
majestic trancy soundscapes of 25 minutes
lasting my favorite "Decline and Fall of
Empires." The songs are of diverse quality, but
mostly they are strong enough to bring you to
the trance-like state. I'm not sure what this
project has done since the release of this
album (which isn't a very new release), but it is
one of the most promising projects to come
from Belgium. (AO)
4

The UNQUIET VOID
Between the Twilights
Middle Pillar Presents
It's the second album of The Unquiet Void
following "Scorpio" which was a soundtrack for
an independent film on Phantom Productions. I
must say honestly that this side of ambience
isn't exactly the one I like most. It doesn't
remind of Lustmord, Endvra, or other greats of
dark ambient, much closer it stands to more
cosmic and light ambient of The Future Sound
Of London or even J. M. Jarre in a deeper and
more dreamy form. It can also be described as
instrumental version of such ethereal acts like
Lycia or Black Tape For A Blue Girl. Well,
leaving my own expectations aside, I must
agree that "Between the Twilights" is a
professional and well-performed example of
that dreamy and flowing ambient. The mood of
the soundscapes almost doesn't change from
the beginning to the end; the sounds flow softly
and quietly until they touch your unconscious-
ness - it's pure midnight relaxation. As I said
before, don't look here for mystical, ritualistic
music, everything is more light and simple here,
as the purpose of The Unquiet Void's music is
absolutely different. If almost all underground
ambient tries to take you to the darkness of the
night, this one follows you to the light of
morning. So, I miss the dose of mystique on
"Between the Twilights," but I agree that it fits
to certain kind of mood. (AO)
3 3/4

V/A
Butoh: The Dance of Darkness
Middle Pillar Presents
It is a Middle Pillar's compilation based on
interpretation of modern Japanese dance
theater, where the dark aspect of life is
explored quite a lot. Butoh means beauty, light,
and darkness at the same time; and it inspired

many artists in their creation. Some of
these you can find on this compilation.
With this compilation, Middle Pillar
wanted to add a more rhythmic nature
to their usually ethereal releases, so
almost all the bands which appeared
on this compilation made special, more
dancefloorish versions of their songs.
Mainly we get Middle Pillar's own
bands such as The Mirror Reveals, A
Murder of Angels, The Machine in the
Garden, The Unquiet Void, but also
some bands from outside - Thread,
Mors Syphilitica, Sumerland, Zoar and
Thread are gathered here (some of
them will release their albums on
Middle Pillar in the future). The
compilation starts with ritualistic Kobe,
after which we have A Murder of
Angels. Their song doesn't seem like a
more rhythmic project of the
compilation, instead we get deep
soundscapes involving you with the
sense of horror. More dark rhythms
start with Mors Syphilitica's "As A
Mirror (Dance Hall Mix)" and rhythmic
ethereal version of The Machine in the
Garden "The Unaware (Smooth Motion
Mix)." One of the album's highlights is
Sumerland's "Morpheus," whose dark beauty
resembles of esoteric tracks by Dead Can
Dance - if you like this band, you definitely
should check out Sumerland. The real
dancefloorish madness begins with Wench,
which, it seems, most closely fits to the concept
of this compilation. The same could be said
about Zoar's "Secrets of Death" with its dark
industrial beats and real atmosphere of Butoh -
it's darkness with light hidden somewhere
inside. Other tracks aren't as dark as, for
example, The Mirror Reveals with their new
version of their probably best track so far
"Moebius Stripped." But it's the nature of Butoh
- in one place, it can be murderous and
horrifying, in another it may awake a sense of
beauty in you. The fact is that this compilation
is really more than worth of attention and
follows the good Middle Pillar traditions of
releasing interesting compilation albums. The
digi-pack is perfectly designed, and limited to
1500 copies only, so hurry, if you are not
already too late. (AO)

V/A
The Power of a New Aeon (Musical
Impressions of Tarot) DoCD
Palace of Worms
It's hard to surprise someone with compilations
these days, but this double-CD is really worth
of attention. First of all, it is not only a musical
compilation, the subject behind it is tarot card
reading and meditation. As Thomas Wackers,
who is behind this compilation's idea says, "As
an introduction for card reading, meditation is
important, but also a specific atmosphere that I
prefer to create with music and this is the
reason why one day I had the idea to make a
CD-compilation that deals with tarot subject."
Add perfect design of Michale Riddick, and you
get one of the most interesting compilations in
esoteric music field. On the CDs, we get 22
bands performing in ethereal, ambient, neofolk,
and experimental music styles. Besides such
known names as Lorettas's Doll, Arcana,
Endvra, The Soil Bleeds Black, or Dream Into
Dust, we also get some groups/projects not so
known for the listener of this music such as
Dead Leaves Rising, Chants for the Fallen, and
Conscientia Peccati. But it is seen here that the
bands were selected very carefully, as we
almost don't witness any weak tracks, a quite
rare thing in the case of compilation albums. I
would mention-out Opera Multi Steel, Endvra,
Dream Into Dust, Loretta's Doll, Vehemnce
Realized among my favorites, but both albums
are highly recommended. (AO)

VIRGIN BLACK
Sombre Romantic
self-released
The previous release by Virgin Black surprised
how this band remains unsigned, but my
surprise grows after listening to "Sombre
Romantic," as it is really a must for each fan of
orchestral gothic or even symphonic metal. The
album begins with bombastic "Opera De
Romance" which prepares us for truly dark and
amazing creation we hear afterwards: "Stare"
introduces metallic guitars, and magic "Walk
Without Limbs" with electronic beats and
majestic choruses sound like classical
orchestra decided to goth dancefloor. Even
greater things start to happen on ."..Of Your
Beauty" which suprises with strong vocals and
very deep, even tragic atmospheres. The
atmospheres we find on this album are more
contrasting and more rich than on many
atmospheric music albums I've heard recently.
It may be compared to another somehow
unnoticed great band Morthem Vlade Art, but in
the case of Virgin Black the music is more
diverse - so "Drink the Midnight Hymn" may be
metallic, "Museum of Iscariot" romantic and

ethereal, "Weep for Me" doomy. But overall it is
symphonic gothic with very well performed
choruses, good melodic vocals, dark
symphonic twist and so well expressed mood.
Its is pure music of the mood and atmospheres,
and I can't understand why this band still
remains in underground. (AO)
[http://listen.to/virginblack]
4 1/4

VON THRONSTAHL
Imperium Internum
Cold Spring Records
I agree with Cold Spring's statement that Von
Thronstahl is one of the best pieces of music
the label handles in their release catalog.
"Imperium Internum" is a perfect choice for the
person who likes orchestral/militaristic industrial
with a slight folky touch and esoteric
background. It can be compared to Der
Blutharsch, Laibach, In Slaughter Natives, and,
most likely, to Blood Axis, but Von Thronstahl
are more diverse and maybe in places more
bombastic. The album begins with very
Laibach/Parzival-like "Imperium Internum."
Militaristic war drums form the main
atmosphere, which isn't very angry; in contrast
such descriptions as "nostalgic" even come to
my mind. In places it gets bombastic
breakthroughs, but female vocals lighten the
atmosphere next moment. It's just like a very
well controlled aggression. From the first part of
the album, "Kristall/Kristur" must be mentioned
- its energy and power seems like growing from
within, and orchestral soundscapes remind a bit
of Douglas P. collaborations with Albin Julius on
latest recordings of Death In June. Things start
to change with "Under the Mask of Humanity"
where we get a portion of more industrial sound
which is developed into war rhythms on
"Sturmzeit." The album brings even more
diversity with such tracks as "Heimaterde,
Mutterboden, Vaterland" or "Turn the
Centuries" which add esoteric folk touch to this
album. Mighty and proudly sounds "Das Neue
Reich," and the album ends with dark and very
subtle "Pontifex Solis." The perfect end of the
perfect album. Personally for me, this album
was one of the biggest discoveries since Der
Blutharsch in military orchestral scene.
Absolutely must-get for a fan of any dark
esoteric musical genre. (AO)
4 3/4

VAST
Music for People
Elektra
For me, VAST debut "Visual Audio Sensory
Theater" was probably one of the most
outstanding works of the last decade, a
perfect mixture of rock, gothic, classic,
psychedelic and mystic audio samples. After
two years the incredibly talented mastermind
Jon Crosby returns with the second
masterpiece, entitled "Music For People".
Once again I'm totally convinced of his
genius. Who else would be able to create
such beautiful and timeless songs like "The
Last One Alive," "I Don't Have Anything" or
the grandiose "A Better Place"? "Music For
People" is not as complex arranged as the
debut and contains just a few audio
samples, but the brilliant melodies and the
participation of the The New Bombay
Recording Orchestra in this album lend it
this magic touch. The charm of the Indian
orchestra comes up especially in calmer
tracks like "Blue," "We Will Meet Again" or
"Lady of Dreams". Nowadays, in this flood of
meaningless records, "Music For People"
appears as a leading light in the dark sky.
(SV)
5  [AO 4 1/4, CR 4, GS 4 1/4]

NAERVAER
Skiftninger
Ember Music/Prophecy Productions
For a long time Prophecy Productions have
been promising this album, but when it finally
came out, it has occupied my CD-player for
weeks. It is one of the strangest albums I've
heard in months - it is so unusual and so
experimental that it makes me wonder how to
call it. I understand that musicians most often
don't like their music to be categorized, but
reviewers manage to do it in one way or
another. It seems that even the label failed,
calling this group just "pure mood music." I
failed also, after thinking how to call the unity of
In The Woods, The Beatles, Bob Dylan, King
Crimson, Coil, Nick Cave, jazz, folk, art rock.
Don't be misguided, this variety of influences
and styles doesn't mean chaos or a highly
pretentious experiment where everything
changes so often, that after all you feel like a
fool and turn the CD off. Naervaer play
everything, seemingly, in a simple way. The
mood here is rather romantic than dark, and if
compared to the seasons, it would be the very
first moments of spring. The group uses such
instruments as harmonica, trumpet, and
accordion, and does it in a very elegant way.
The music flows lightly, hypnotically and after all
seems like a one-hour trip. The album begins
with silent and sweet "To Plan," later followed
by probably the most psychedelic "Dose Dager"
which reminds of something very familiar, but at
the last moment I forget the name. It is quite
often on the album, and the group doesn't hide
that they've used somewhere heard melodies.
But it only helps to this album. As I said before,
it is pretty hard to explain the music here - it is
acoustic psychedelic experiments which don't
go to extremities and always return to more
calm and sincere mood. Some tracks like "Bob
Dylan is the Fucking King" bring the sense of
the 70s, and the following tracks bring a bit
lightened impression of Coil's "Musick To Play
In the Dark." The music guides you to your
subconscious, and does it gently and carefully.
And it's not a bad trip - be sure and quiet. (AO)
4 3/4
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by Christian Rademaker

Instrumental bands are an enigma. Not bounded by pre-defined structures that are often imposed
lyrically, instrumental bands have a sense of freedom that allows them to venture further outward than

vocal-oriented bands. In theory, this should make them much more challenging to fully absorb and com-
prehend. However, there are multitudes of examples where this freedom is taken too far, food for the purists

but outside the realm of comprehension and enjoyment for the (musically) non-educated listener.

As many may know, the line between progressive rock and progressive metal is a very thin one. Bands like Dream
Theater and Arena are often liked by both contingents of fans. There are others, like myself for example, that grew

up with metal and moved onto progressive metal in the late 80s, early 90s until a certain point when they were ready,
mentally or intellectually, to venture off into the uncharted and unpredictable world of progressive rock. Rock being a
much broader term and range of music than metal in my humble definition because it is much less limited to the sort of
instruments that can be and are used. Progressive rock also being a much broader term than is used for Genesis and
Marillion, which I would call symphonic rock. Through different channels, I came across the wonderful and bewildering
progressive music of the likes of Present, Universe Zero, Djam Karet, Boud Deun, Happy Family, Doctor Never, and U
Totem. Not music that a conventional metal fan would like at first listen, but music that contains the intensity of metal.
The music is more multi-dimensional in terms of instrumentation, song structures, and emotions. A tie that binds most
of the aforementioned bands together is the fact they’re instrumental. My interest in progressive instrumental was
rekindled after reviewing the debut release of the instrumental band Dysrhythmia. In the subsequent interview with the
band members of Dysrhythmia, my interest was further cultivated.

The following is a semi-special on four instrumental progressive bands that are/were affiliated with the Philadelphia
scene. The bands are Dysrhythmia, Krakatoa, Tintinabulus, and The Meicht Group. The order of these bands is rel-
evant because for the average reader of Edge of Time the step towards listening to Dysrhythmia is not such a bold
one. There are elements in the music that will certainly appeal to (progressive) metal fans. The weirdness factor in-
creases when listening to Krakatoa and culminates to Tintinabulus, and ultimately The Meicht Group. Independent of
where the interest, curiosity or perhaps even tolerance ends, as I mentioned earlier, instrumental bands are an enigma
and this will be supported by the following interviews. The common themes of all the interviews were aspects that
make progressive instrumental bands different than most artists featured in this issue: the unconventional instrumenta-
tion, different musical styles, improvisation during live shows, the listener’s comprehension of the music, the cinematic
quality of the music, and the odd and usual song titles.

Doing it the

i      ru������stN
Way

An investigation into the minds of
non-vocal oriented acts

Dysrhythmia
is a trio focusing on instrumental music that combines complexity
and variation between and within songs with memorable parts and
varying emotions. Consisting of Kevin Hufnagel (guitars), D.
Clayton Ingerson (bass), and Jeff Eber (drums), they have
released two CDs, "Contradiction" and "No Interference.” Although
they have been together for a little over two years, they have
created their own sound from a wide range of influences ranging
from thrash metal to ambient to a surf sound.

Interested to know more about their background, current status
and future endeavours, I did an interview with Jeff Eber (JE),
Kevin Hufnagel (KH), and D. Clayton Ingerson (CI).

DYSRHYTHMIA

KRAKATOA

TINTINABULUS

THE MEICHT GROUP

WHY NOT? HE’S WAITING

Could you tell us something about the
musical background of Jeff Eber and D.
Clayton Ingerson?
JE: I was raised in New York City. Gro-
wing up, I was influenced by progressive
bands such as Rush and King Crimson. At
one time, I performed in a Rush tribute
band. Currently, I attend the University of
the Arts in Philadelphia, majoring in jazz
performance (for drums/percussion), and I
regularly gig in the Philadelphia area. I
joined Dysrhythmia in March of 1999.
KH: It took us many months to find the
right drummer. We met Jeff through a
mutual friend. He gave me Jeff’s number,
and it sat on my table for months. We
contacted Jeff, after I had a dream about
this same mutual friend of ours asking me
if I had called his friend (Jeff). I said "no."
Then he said "why not, he’s waiting." So,
the next day I called Jeff and the rest is
history.
CI: I grew up in Northern Virginia, near
Washington, D.C. I started playing the
viola at age 9, and then picked up the bass
and other instruments later on. Influences:

classical/contemporary composition,
hardcore punk, metal, rock 'n roll, avant-
garde/experimental/noise, jazz/free impro-
visation, blah blah blah... I studied
composition at the University of the Arts.
Glad that's over with.

Why are you glad that you’re finished
with your study. Are you a man of the
practical work instead of theory?
CI: I don’t think that I would have gone to
school if I had known back then what I
know now. My parents held the firm belief
that you had to have a college degree in
order to achieve anything meaningful in
life and consequently funnelled me right
into the system of so-called higher
education. Being a thoroughly confused
and frustrated teenager and having only a
rudimentary idea of what possibilities real
life held outside of the mainstream, I
bowed under their pressure out of fear and
uncertainty. The entire four-year
experience for me was, in many ways, an
enormous waste of time, money, and
sanity. I met a few good people and had
some valuable experiences, but the bad far
outweighed the good. Now, like thousands

of other college graduates, I am thousands
of dollars in debt - financially chained and
bound to a faceless loan company. Four
years of my life were spent in a very
questionable way. These things weigh
deeply in my conscience. I’m almost
embarrassed to have to say that I went to
college, for music or anything else. Part of
me is still the composer, in a schooled
sense; I love modern composers and their
music and the infinite possibilities of
working in such media. But I really don’t
want to create music that exists mainly
within the exclusive world of academic
thought anymore. I want to be writing and
performing my own music, touring and
recording as much as possible. I also play
in Ivylabs and Crux Gammata here in
Philadelphia.

What style of music do you play in those
two bands?
CI: Ivylabs is a four-piece band: guitar,
bass, drums and vocals. I play bass and
sing. The music is more influenced by
noise and hardcore punk than
Dysrhythmia. In some ways, it’s rougher
around the edges, less polished.
Nonetheless, Ivylabs has been described as
a "jazz-fusion" band, which is pretty funny
to me. We have a lot of quirky, eccentric
tendencies. We use a lot of dynamics and
play a very high-energy, spontaneous live
set. Crux Gammata is a two-piece group. I
sing and play bass and viola. My partner
Mark sings and plays guitar and mandola.
We are constantly trying to do something
we haven’t done before. Improvisation is
always important. Our pieces range from
fully-composed structures to completely
improvised ones. It’s kind of an
intersection of free jazz, rock, noise,
modern composition, and avantgarde ideas.
Experimentation is key.
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is a four-piece of which several members were originally from
Philadelphia but have since relocated to Brooklyn. Although
some members have been playing together for a number of years
and have recorded material in other bands as well, Krakatoa has
only released one CD "Plan Ahead" thus far. The line-up that
recorded it consists of Ted Casterline, Valerie Opielski,
Glendon Jones, and Jay Horvath. Although the main instruments
are bass, drums, violin, and piano, Krakatoa incorporate into
their compositions the sounds of other exotic and far-fetched
instruments such as jews harp, cow bells, and Balinese gongs.
Musically, Krakatoa are akin to Present and Univers Zero: songs
with varying lengths and moods, innovative songwriting, and
talented musicianship with breathtaking piano and violin duels
supported by a scintillating groove. The main difference with
Present and Univers Zero is that the music is less dark, less
ominous and more frivolous and allows musical side steps to
square dance country and polka. The following is an interview
that I did with Ted Casterline (TC) and Valerie Opielski (VO).

THE MUSICAL CENTIPEDE

Do you think that it is important for a
musician to listen to different musical
styles?
CI: I think it’s very important, not in order
to imitate, but to educate oneself and to gain
an understanding of the history of music.
KH: I wish some musicians were more open
to other styles outside of what they
specialize in. I don’t like these sorts of
musical cliques where a person who enjoys
one type of music, say progressive metal,
isn’t allowed to like an indie rock band or
punk music and vice versa. To me, there’s
just good music and music I don’t like to
listen to. It doesn’t matter if it’s a simple
pop song or Spastic Ink, it just has to move
me.

Kevin, before you formed Dysrhythmia,
you have been involved in many different
projects. I would to ask about the
current status of the multimedia
performance with the avantgarde/
improvisational ensemble titled Skinless.
What have you learned from this as an
individual?
KH: Skinless was an attempt to create an
ensemble where I could pick the musicians
I wanted to work with, people who would
be willing to try anything. It was basically a
big experiment. Besides just writing music,
I wanted it to be a multi-media project,
where we would collaborate with dancers/
visual artists, etc. We gave two performan-
ces, the second one being more successful.
The ensemble only lasted two semesters. It
was a great learning experience.
Improvizing to a dancer’s movements is not
the same as jamming with a group of
friends. It taught me a great deal about
interaction and totally free playing. It took
awhile to loosen up to that approach. It was
also the germ that started Dysrhythmia.

You also composed music for an
animated film. How did you get
approached to do this and how is this
musically different than composing
regular material?
KH: Unfortunately, that project was a
bust. I was working with an animation
major at my school. She had heard
some of my music and thought I would
be able to create a soundtrack for her
film project. I worked with what I had,
but she didn’t seem to like the music I
was creating, so she got someone else
at the last minute. It is still something I
would like to explore.

Your past musical projects have had a
relatively short live span thus far. How
far do you see Dysrhythmia going?
KH: I’m pleased with the way we work
together as a unit. Dysrhythmia has been an
important outlet for my emotions and
creativity. I’m tired of projects falling apart.
I want Dysrhythmia to last as long as we’re
enjoying ourselves and feeling productive,
so far so good.
CI: I want Dysrhythmia to be a solid band
that continues to develop and change, and
that lasts as long as it needs to.

A DIY CONTRADICTION

You’ve released your debut CD
"Contradiction" independently. What
have been the reasons for this and has
there been any label interest since?
KH: We had built up a wealth of material in
the short time that we had been together. I
was anxious to record these songs before
they got old, and we began to discard them.
There hasn’t been any serious label interest
as of yet. We have friends here in
Philadelphia who work at Relapse and
Nuclear Blast Records, who regularly come
out to our shows and support us. They

enjoy our music but they know we’re not
the easiest band to market. It would be great
to have the support of a record label, but
we’re a very DIY (do it yourself) band, plus
with the advent of the Internet, it’s so easy
to promote yourselves.
CI: We’ve been together for not much more
than a year. We play out as much as
possible, but we are not well known and we
aren’t on a label at present. We released
"Contradiction" by ourselves out of
practical necessity: we didn’t have much
money or much choice. Cuneiform Records
will be carrying our CD in their catalog.

How many of the songs were new and
how many were written in the period
between March 1999 and January 2000?
KH: "Side Walk," "Yes, it’s Kind of an
Oxymoron," and "Earthquake" were written
after we found Jeff. The rest was written
primarily by Clayton and myself. However,
Jeff had input in the arrangements and his
own drum parts.
CI: "Ladder," "Rotary," "Polytrip,"
"Burning Cinders in a Freefall," and "Lost
in Disguise" were all written with guitar
and bass before Jeff joined the band.

The album has a wide range of songs
both in terms of mood, musical
influences, and length. Is there a diffe-

rence in musical approach of the
two-minute songs and the 14 minute
epics?
CI: There isn’t necessarily so much
difference in writing shorter songs and
longer ones. Longer songs tend to take
more time in working out all the parts.
Sometimes Kevin or I will bring an idea
in to rehearsal and the three of us will
work together from there. Some of the
best ideas happen in the form of a
spontaneous jam. If it’s really good,
sometimes the idea will almost write

itself into a song.

Do you feel that listeners need a
background in musical education to be
able to fully comprehend and appreciate
the music?
CI: I sure as hell hope not. I’m not
interested in pandering to music elitists and
self-important armchair intellectuals. I want
to make good music that any good music
fan can appreciate; in the case of
Dysrhythmia: visceral, challenging rock-
based music.
KH: I agree.

Do you think it is important to be
knowledgeable of music compositions
and theory?
CI: No. I think a lot of the best art is created
by people with no 'formal' education in that
art. People who have taught themselves and
their contemporaries how to create on their
own terms, by the process of self-discovery.
It would seem only logical that one would
have to draw his/her own road map to get
down to the soul deep inside.
KH: I studied music theory in high school
as well as college, and had been taking
guitar lessons for about 9 years, learning to
read music. I’m glad I know these things,
but when it comes to actually creating
music, I rarely use any of my previous

Could you tell us something about the musical background of Krakatoa?
TC: Krakatoa was formed in 1997 when Val, Glendon, and I decided to quit the band that
we were in at the time, which was called The Lost Art of Puppet Orchestra. That band was
formed by a guitarist named Fred Goldfein and myself to serve as musical accompaniment
for a shadow puppet theatre company called Lost Art of Puppet. We recorded one CD with
that band called "Earth is a Lame Scene," and were about to be signed to BarNone records
when we split up. At that time the whole Lost Art Theater and Orchestra had grown to
almost 20 people. We had no funding and it was an administrative and creative nightmare.
When we started rehearsing Krakatoa material, we were just a 3 piece, and it was such a
relief not having our ideas subjected to such a huge committee. We soon added Jason
Horvath, who was primarily a funk and jazz drummer that I had met and played with in
another band called Dr. Ketchup. Jason left the group when we decided to move to
Brooklyn because he wanted to stay in Philly (Philadelphia) and keep touring with his other
band, Fathead. We’ve since found a new drummer named Ely Levin. When I was still in
Philly I’d seen Ely play with a band called Anomie, and remembered being impressed with
his playing, so when I moved to New York City, I just called him up and said "Let's get
together and play," and he was into it.
VO: Glendon has classical training in violin as well as band experience. I had some classi-
cal training as a kid on piano but no composition training and I consider myself basically
self-taught. I have a lot of experience on various instruments playing in bands. Ted and E2ly
Levin have each had some lessons and a lot of experience playing in bands. Jay had a lot of
training and band experience and went to music school for a couple of years.

You are using many different and exotic instruments on "Plan Ahead," like Balinese
gongs and detuned bells to name a few. Why did you actually opt for this particular
collection of musical instruments?
TC: All of us, especially Val and myself are obsessive collectors of percussion instruments.
I first met Val after seeing her perform with a percussion ensemble called French 75 who I
thought were really amazing. They would haul around all these crazy percussion rigs, with
found objects and factory produced drums as well. Their compositions were awkward,
brutal, and beautiful, which was essentially what I was trying to do with my own music at
the time, so I knew that we had to collaborate somehow. With the exception of Glendon,
everyone in Krakatoa is a drummer and I think that’s why our music is so much about
rhythm. Glendon and his mother both perform with the Swarthmore Gamelan Orchestra, so
in a sense, he is a drummer as well.
VO: We are all interested in world music and percussion music in particular. I am in a
percussion ensemble, and brought a lot of the instruments used in that group into the studio
with Krakatoa: gongs, bongos, chimes, woodblocks, triangle, etc. I think percussion is
indispensable in the studio to keep a band’s depth and breadth as it is scrunched down onto
a tiny slice of tape during the recording process.

Do you think that it is important for a musician to listen to different musical styles?
VO: It’s certainly been important for us.
TC: Sometimes I think that when people listen to my songs they assume that I must love all
different kinds of music, but the truth is that the stylistic flip-flopping is based more on a
certain level of indifference to all genres. I don’t own that many CDs. I’ve gone through
periods where I listened to punk, hardcore, metal, jazz, classic rock, soft pop, ska, indie

rock, rap, avant-classical, minimalist composers, and dub, but I don’t feel any particular
affinity for a specific one. I guess I’m like a musical borg or something, I assimilate, take
what I need, and depart without feeling or remorse (but maybe a little nostalgia). I think that
within our group, our drummer Ely probably has the most electic tastes, and the largest CD
collection.

I assume that your band name refers to the legendary volcano but the artwork with
the colorful clouds and icy lettering could perhaps suggest something else. What is the
relevance of your name Krakatoa?
VO: It came to Ted during a dream he had while napping. We’ve yet to discover any par-
ticular significance, but it’s a good name.
TC: I woke up one day thinking about Krakatoa, and about the day in my 8th grade science
class when I read about it. Our text book said that it was the largest seismic event in re-
corded history, and that it sent a sonic wave that circled the earth 2 1/2 times. Higher wave
heights were recorded the next day as far away as England, and because of the tremendous
amounts of ash spewed into the atmosphere, there was basically no summer in that part of
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knowledge. I seem to have strange ways of
writing music. I often tune my guitars to
unorthodox tunings so I no longer know the
notes I’m playing. I use my ear to create
and not my brain so much. Alternate
tunings also expand the chordal, melodic,
and textural possibilities for me as a guita-
rist.

AN APPLE OR A
PEAR?

What is the story
behind the
enormous apple on
the small chair on the back cover of the
CD artwork?
KH: Actually, it’s a pear... a pear in a chair.

What is the story behind the enormous
pear on the small chair on the back cover
of the CD artwork?
KH: Oh, all right... we were trying to find
an image for the back of the CD cover. So,
we were going through a photo album and
came across an old Polaroid of that image. I
thought it was surreal, beautiful, and
humorous. The image itself is showing two
things you wouldn’t normally see together,
thus fitting the title of the album and also
our approach to music.

THAT’S A GOOD TITLE!

What always intrigues me about instru-
mental songs is the weird and wonderful
song titles. Please fill us in on the
background of song titles such as "Yes,
it’s Kind of an Oxymoron," "Lost in
Disguise," and "Burning Ciders in a
Freefall."
KH: "Yes, it Kind of an Oxymoron" was
written in about 30 minutes at rehearsal one
day. I had that beginning surf rock riff and

thought they’d laugh at me when I played it
for them. Instead, we created a new song
that was short and to the point. The title
came from something Jeff said after we
wrote the song. That often happens with us,
one of us will just be talking and the other
will be like, "that’s a good title." "Lost in
Disguise" was created by putting two
different titles we both thought of for that
song, together into one title. Therefore,
everyone’s happy.
CI: I dig instrumental bands with interesting
song titles, too. Bands like Don Caballero,
Stinking Lizaveta, Blind Idiot God, and
Gone have great titles for their songs.
"Burning Cinders in a Freefall" originated
with some ideas when I had to sing and play
bass at the same time, before Kevin and I
had decided that Dysrhythmia would be an
instrumental band. The title is taken from
the original lyrics.

In my review, I mentioned that
"Earthquake" is appropriately titled,
starting with a chugging hypnotizing
rhythm with abrasive guitars then
progressing into tech metal territory,
building up to a climactic frenzy and
then slowly fading out to personify the
aftermath. It seems to be me that for that
song a whole concept and title was
thought out before the actual music was
written. Am I right?
CI: No, "Earthquake" was named after the
song was sketched out in full. That was my
title, I had very intense imagery in mind
when we were writing the song. For us it
seems that titles usually come soon after the
music is completed.

The song "Side Walk" sounds like it
could be for a cartoon. Are you a fan of
those old-style Tom and Jerry cartoons?
KH: I was more of a Looney Tunes fan. I
preferred Sylvester and Speedy Gonzales to

Tom and Jerry. But you are right, "Side
Walk" does have a sort of sneaky,
playfulness about it. As for other cartoons. I
think "The Simpsons" is the greatest TV
show ever!

Why do you like "The Simpsons" that
much compared to other offensive
cartoons like "South Park" for example?
KH: "The Simpsons" is a lot more witty and
intelligent. Nothing is sacred on that show...
politics, government, the law, sex, religion,
music, art, and pop culture in general.
Cartoons like "South Park" are more about
just being gross, and/or trying to offend
people. I like a little more depth to my
humor, I guess.

REBELLIOUS ATTITUDE TOWARDS
GENRES IN MUSIC

There are different musical styles
encompassed in your songs, which has
been the most difficult to master
individually and as a trio?
CI: I have a rebellious attitude towards
genres in music. I kind of get off on trying
to defy categorization beyond basic terms
that have some meaning. I find it irritating
when some musicians take the approach of
eclecticians: throwing genres into a blender
and defining their sound that way. I can
respect the viability of some music that’s
done with that attitude. My own taste in
music also has something to do with my
opinion, of course. With Dysrhythmia, I
think we’re trying to master our own style,
our own sound but trying not to repeat
ourselves as well, to keep things fresh and
surprising. It’s important to take risks
creatively no one ever achieved anything
worthwhile by playing it safe all the time.

What musical risks have you taken that

completely failed or which risks would
you not take then?
CI: I would be careful not to take a risk that
might compromise my inspiration to make
music that I like and feel strongly about.
But any creative risk that is taken as an
action on sincere inspiration is worth
taking. It can be easy to take for granted the
countless creative advances that courageous
individuals have made throughout history,
and most radically, in the twentieth century.
We have to be moving forward. Failure,
though, is really just more incentive to get
up and go for it again. I think that to not
even try is the worst failure of all.
Resilience and flexibility allow for mistakes
to be made and learned from, and that’s
very important.
KH: We all have very diverse backgrounds
and individual tastes in music. I think each
member of the band brings a different
element or sound to the band, and I think
we all end up influencing each other. I
attended school for jazz guitar. That was
very challenging. Before then I was
primarily a rock/metal guitarist and had also
been studying classical guitar. Learning jazz
was like learning to play a new instrument.
I’m still not very good, but I can draw from
what I’ve learned and apply it in a new way.

What is the difference for you in playing
metal as opposed to jazz?
KH: Metal guitar playing seems primarily
based on blues and classical music forms.
Playing jazz is about improvisation, and is
more advanced harmonically, whereas
metal is usually more regimented, aggres-
sive, and simpler... generally. I enjoy taking
what I like best about both styles and fusing
them.

There is a lot of power and aggression in
your music. However, these are not the
most predominant emotions in instru-

KRAKATOA
the world. I don’t know what relevance this all has to our music, but we agreed that it’s a

cool sounding name. Apparently other people have thought so too. We’ve come across

several other bands called Krakatoa over the years.

There are different musical styles encompassed in your songs, some of your songs like

"Vampires" remind me of the Belgian bands Present and Univers Zero, whereas other

songs have a country feel. Which style has been the most difficult to master individu-

ally and as a four-piece?
TC: Well, we get compared to Present, Universe Zero, and other prog bands a lot, which is a

little strange for us. We certainly didn’t sit down when we wrote the music for "Plan Ahead"

and say, "Ok, let’s make some really great prog rock here." In fact, I don’t think we had any

audience in mind at all, but it seems like prog rockers have really responded to our music

more than anyone. We’re distributed by Wayside Music, which is all about prog, and have

been reviewed in various prog magazines. I’m certainly not complaining, but the only prog

band that I had listened to before "Plan Ahead" was probably the Ruins from Japan, so it’s a

little weird to have people assuming that we’re all really big into prog or something, I mean,

I just wrote some weird songs, y’know? Maybe that is what "progressive" music is about in

the truest sense. In terms of difficult styles, I think that it’s really been a challenge for me to

play some of Val’s more classical sounding stuff. Some of her time signatures seem really

obtuse at first. "Midnite Heck" took us months to learn, and even after that I wasn’t really

comfortable playing it live for over a year. It gets pretty frustrating sometimes when we first

start working on a new composition, because it always sounds horrible for the first few

weeks. Sometimes I get to the point where I just want to say: "Fuck this shit," but then we

keep working and working and eventually we have this great composition. We just finished

a tune of Val’s called "Eggshells," which I really like now, but it took 3 months before we

could even play it from beginning to end.
VO: Personally, my biggest trouble is playing in key. Classical training doesn’t teach this,

necessarily. It teaches you to follow a recipe and, if you’re so inclined, apply theory to

analyze it later. When I write music, I just let my hands go into shapes and rhythms that they

feel like, and that I like the sound of. Then as I hear internally what feels and sounds like the

next direction for the piece to go in, I futz with my fingers until it goes there. In Krakatoa, I

learned how to do this in a given key at times. Also, everyone in the group has the desire

and the patience to work really hard on details. I’ve learned a lot this way, too. As a group,

thinking back, I guess some of the tortured, convoluted messes that leak, creep, or burst

forth from my rollercoaster of an internal existence have probably presented the most angst

to others in the group overall. Although occasionally the simplest, most basic ideas can

cause a block too. A lot depends upon nutrition on a given rehearsal day.

Your music consists of a wide range of emotions, which emotions are the most difficult

to convey?
VO: Musically, we don’t have trouble expressing emotions. Verbally is entirely a different

matter.
TC: Anyone who knows me will attest to the fact that a big part of my personality is

wrapped up in humour. I use it a lot, usually for conventional purposes, but I’m realizing

more and more than it can be a weapon. I try to get humor into my music, but I’m never sure

if it really comes across. To me, compositions like "Scoobied" and "Ska for Computers" are

funny at times, in the way that a Looney Tunes cartoon is funny, unexpected things happen,

a brick wall suddenly appears and daffy duck smashes his face in it. That’s funny, right?
Last night we performed at the Knitting Factory and someone came up to me afterwards and
said that our composition "Teenagers have Failed" sounded to him like a rock opera about a
teenager entering high school, and dabbling with various cliques, trying to get comfortable,
but always reverting to smoking cigarettes with the metal heads outside the votech building.
I thought that was a very keen interpretation, not really what I had in mind when I wrote it,
but I like the fact that someone would come up with something like that after hearing one of
our songs.

Your music does have a certain cinematic quality, which movies could be used to
describe your music?
VO: "Psycho" (early Hitchcock generally), "Evil Dead 2" (not part 1), early Warner Bros.
cartoons, lesbian vampire movies, "Metropolis" by Fritz Lang, Maya Deren movies, "Su-
ture," "American Movie," and of course, Kung Fu movies.
TC: I guess it would vary from song to song. Sometimes our music would go well in a
Fellini film, sometimes a German Expressionist film like "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," and
sometimes it would fit well in a Pee-Wee Herman movie. I recently saw a movie called "The
Swimmer," which wouldn’t suit our music at all, but is a great, sad film anyway.

Are you interested in other forms of art as well?
TC: Yes, I think we’re all interested in other forms of art. Ely studied writing at Rutgers and
I was a painting and sculpture major in school and continue to paint when I can. I primarily
paint on plexi-glass, or perspex as Europeans call it. I also am developing some animations
with a friend of mine in California. You can view our work at www.stuntbarge.com.
VO: I’ve done a fair amount of performance art and/or experimental music theatre. Also
made a film and went through photography phases. These activities are still very grounded
in my music, and were often a result of attempting to add a visual component to it.

Your claim to fame is a trip to Prague in the Czech Republic. Could you tell us some-
thing more about that?
TC: We were invited to perform at the Alternativa Festival by Romek Hanzlik and a Philly
expatriate residing in Holland named Jim Meneses. Jim proposed a night at the festival,
which would feature all Philadelphia musicians. The other performers were New Ghost,
Toshi Makihara, Stephen DiJoseph, and a film by Peter Rose. Contrary to notions that arose
afterwards, we were extremely thankful to have been included in that event. Romek and the
whole Alternativa staff were very gracious hosts, and the quality of music that we witnessed
that week was exceptional. The night that I enjoyed the most was the Japanese New Music
Festival, which included The Ruins, members of Amoide Hatoba, Zubi Zuva X, and a solo
set by Yoshida from the Ruins. That was our final show with Jason Horvath on drums.

What was your perception of European musicians as opposed to American musicians?
TC: Well, I lieu of globalization, I don’t think I could really issue a blanket statement about
European musicians. There were some I liked and others that seemed really cliche. It was
funny to me how we were playing at a festival that was all about the avantgarde, but it
seemed like the audience really reacted more to the most straightforward stuff. The Euro-
pean acts that I liked the best were The Spaceheads (UK) and Iva Bittova (Czech Republic).
I’m told that a band from Brno called Splashing Seal was great too, but I missed their set. A
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mental music. Where does all that anger
come from?
KH: Actually, I think the aggressive and
powerful sound of our music comes more
from an excitement and energy of just
feeling creative when we get together and
play. Parts of our music that may sound
angry to others just sound intense and
maybe even orgasmic to me. However,
some of our new material was born out of a
lot of anger, speaking for myself.
CI: For me, life is a rough ride on an
emotional rollercoaster. I feel a lot of anger,
frustration, and anxiety just in dealing with
people from day to day and in thinking
about society and the conditions of the
current times. Music is catharsis for me: if I
couldn’t heal myself through music, I
would probably be a lot more fucked up
than I already am.

A FOCUSED UNIT

The three of you seem to work together
extremely well, creating a whole range of
sounds leaving not much room for
anything else instrumentally. However a
piano player like Present used in the past
would be an interesting addition. Your
views?
KH: Thanks for the compliment. I really
enjoy having Dysrhythmia as a trio, but I’m
thinking about having some guest musicians
on the next recording, possibly. We are
friends with a Philadelphia free-jazz band
known as The Meicht Group. I would be
interested in working with them and using
some saxophone and/or trumpet in future

Dysrhythmia material, if it fits.
CI: I see Dysrhythmia as being one focused
unit: the three essential ingredients in rock
music: guitar, bass, and drums. I’m always
open to trying something different, though.
We may eventually expand on our setup and
play with another instrument or two, but I
think Dysrhythmia is essentially a tightly-
knit trio, as you say, without much room for
anything else.

All your music is instrumental but could
lyrics and vocals be added to your music?
KH: I like the challenge of writing instru-
mental music and keeping the listener
interested without losing him/her.
CI: It’s funny to me when I hear people say
after we play a show: "So, when are you
gonna get a singer?" Maybe we’ll
eventually be playing in front of a 200-piece
choir; I don’t know. But I like it the way it is
now.

SEEING MUSIC

You’ve played live with several other
instrumental acts like the Ozone Quartet
and Scott McGill’s Hand Farm. Is there a
difference in the type of audience
compared to vocal oriented acts?
KH: I was really looking forward to that
particular show cause I saw it as a chance to
finally play for a crowd that was more
"instrumental music" friendly. It was cool,
but our performance was really sloppy that
night. Clayton broke his low B string in the
middle of "Burning Cinders...," and my amp
was crapping out on me. I was a little
embarrassed, but some people actually
appreciated that we were a little raw.
Overall, crowds like that are there to see
music and not socialize so much.
Fortunately, most of the time when we do a
show, we often pick the bands we want to
play with. There are some really excellent

bands in Philadelphia.
CI: I think some people feel that they can
listen to and identify with instrumental
music in a different way than with music
with vocals. Sometimes there isn’t so much
difference, whene the vocals are really just
like another instrument. Some people claim
that they can’t even listen to music without
vocals, which just seems closed-minded to
me. Playing instrumental music puts the
musicians at an immediate disadvantage
towards gaining popularity because the
general music-consuming public at-large
simply isn’t interested in listening
attentively to music that doesn’t come with
an image or style lexicon to identify with.

Listening to instrumental music requires
much more from the listener. The focus
needs to be on all the instruments
whereas with vocal-oriented music, the
focus is on just that: the vocalist. What
are your views?
CI: I try to listen to everything whether
there are vocals in the music or not. I enjoy
shifting my focus and taking in as much as
possible. For me, that’s an important part of
how I enjoy music. That’s why I come back
to the same music again and again and
always hear it differently; find still more
value in the experience.

How do the songs work in a live setting? I
would imagine that they have a certain
framework but that you do improvise a
lot during live shows.
CI: Our music is very structured, but for me,
stretching and toying with the parameters
and contents of those structures is very, very
important. There is no substitute for the
spontaneity of live interaction between
musicians. I think that if the chemistry of
'the jam' was absent from our music, it
would be pointless to be playing it.
KH: Our drummer especially, will

constantly throw in
different fills or beats
altogether. It challenges
us to keep it together
and also adds a new
level of excitement.

Which "really excel-
lent bands in Philadelphia" are there?
KH: To name a few... Stinking Lizaveta, the
Meicht Group, Euclid Street, Tintinabulus,
Marrow, Divided Sky, Clockwork, Crux
Gammata, Ivylabs, the Bulgarian Rhythm
Kings, and Chuck.

Could you tell us more about new songs
from "No Interference" such as "Body
Destroyed, Brain Intact," "Slumlord,"
"Craving for Transformation,"
"Circulatory System Overhaul"?
KH: I’m really excited about our new
material. The songs are generally shorter
and more focused than most of the material
on "Contradiction." We’re constantly
improving as a band and as individual
players as well. Some of the new songs are
very demanding, technically, with fast
tempos and intricate parts, others such as
"Craving for Transformation" build slowly
and are more about dynamics, tension and
release, and nuances. "Slumlord" was
written very quickly after an altercation
with my landlord, and numerous frustrations
with my living conditions. It’s good to be
able to take all that negativity and channel it
into a musical creation.

The opportunity for closing comments.
KH: Thanks Christian for your interest in
our music and chance to be heard.
CI: Thanks again, Christian, for a good
interview experience. Carry on...

[Kevin Hufnagel, PO Box 43526, Philadelphia
PA 19106-0128, USA | check Dysrhythmia songs
on mp3.com]

band from Egypt called Sharkiat played, and we actually got to jam with them at a club one
night.

How do the songs work in a live setting. I would imagine that they have a certain
framework but that you do improvise a lot during live shows?
VO: We improvise most during our writing phase. The improvizing we do live is generally
very structured - the music is pretty composed by the time we take it to the stage.
TC: I think that when we first started performing, we tried to perform our songs pretty much
note for note as we’d written them. Lately it seems that we’ve loosened up a bit, mainly due
to our drummer Ely’s sympathies to improvisation. We’ve always had little parts where we
had room to move around, but we never really did much. Last night we spontaneously added
a long, pretty section to a song called "Cuckoo," that we’d always done in a straightforward
way. I think that in order to improvise in a live situation, there has to be some sort of agree-
ment between the members to do so, perhaps we’re finally arriving upon an agreement.

Do you feel that listeners need a background in musical education to be able to fully
comprehend and appreciate the music?
TC: No, of course not. I’m always amazed at the wide range of people that seem to appreci-
ate our music. Little kids like it, older people, middle-aged people, teens, twenty-
somethings, and they certainly don’t need a degree in composition to appreciate it. People
probably respond to our music on some personal level and not because we’re playing in a
23/7 time signature.
VO: Absolutely not. We want our music to be a wholly visceral experience. In any case, we
don’t have such a background!

Do you think it is important to be knowledgeable of music compositions and theory?
VO: No.
TC: Sure it is. Although I don’t have any real academic understanding of composition or
theory, my understanding is more intuitive, I suppose. I took viola lessons for a year when I
was in third grade, and a few bass lessons in high school, but the way that I really learned
was by joining bands that I felt had good players that I could learn from. I probably know
more than I think, I just don’t utilize conventional musical terms, I have my own unspoken,
abstract terms. Glendon comes from a musical family, his father is a horn player, and Val’s
mother was a piano teacher. I believe Ely also took drum lessons as a kid.

Which musical style would be outside the realm of your capabilities?
TC: Tuvan throat singing, Alpen horn playing, the Blues.
VO: We don’t practice enough free music.

A provocative question: all your music is instrumental but could lyrics and real vocals
be added to your music?
VO: Sure. We are starting to do more vocals, but they are still fairly minimal. This is mostly
because we are either too intimidated by expressing ourselves verbally or we don’t want to
have a given song be locked into just one mood. Depending on which band member you talk
to and on which day.
TC: This is something that we’ve struggled with. At first I thought that adding vocals to our
music would be pointless because the instruments were the voices and they were "saying"

everything that needed to be said. Lately, however, I’ve been adding vocals to some sec-
tions, partly because it’s just fun, and partly for the sake of the audience. I started to feel
like we were these mutes who just stared at our shoes when we played, like a recital or
something. Shows are supposed to be fun for both the players and audience, and I think that
audiences respond well to our vocal parts because they really stand out against a mainly
instrumental backdrop. I have a solo CD coming out soon called "Ninja Academy," and on
that I do a lot more singing and traditional song writing, along with instrumentals.

The song titles is always an intriguing aspect of instrumental songs. How do you come
up with titles such as "Driving by Candlabrum" and "Fearless Little Roy Chestnuts"?
VO: Song titles are a source of stress for me. Sometimes it’s too personal to give a song the
public title it really secretly has. This is more loaded since we don’t have lyrics.
TC: I try (a little too much, probably) to come up with titles that are clever, funny, and a
little mysterious or confusing. I also try to come up with titles that seem to bear some
relevance to the composition, but in a way that doesn’t seem really obvious. "Driving by
Candlabrum" was inspired by the movie "Escape from New York" in which one of the
characters drove around in a Cadillac with chandeliers attached to the hood. I thought that
the song had this certain dark momentum about it, so it seemed to fit. "Fearless Little Roy
Chestnuts" I got from a list of fictitious blues musicians that my writer friend Clem
Coleman came up with. They were all funny, but something about "Fearless Little Roy
Chestnuts" just conjures up the most hysterical mental image in my mind.

What are the plans for a follow-up to "Plan Ahead"?
VO: Any day now. Our 2nd CD is ready to record, we’re shopping ourselves around now.
TC: We had planned on recording our new material over thanksgiving in a big house in the
Catskills mountains in New York, but because of the problems associated with renting a
piano, and hauling all the recording equipment up there, we decided to postpone it and try to
get studio time here in New York. Hopefully this will happen sometime in the next month or
two and we’ll have some sort of finished product in the spring. We contacted several studios
and are waiting to hear back from them concerning rates. One of them is across the state and
is way out of our price range, but they might give us a break if they like our material. Our
CD, as well as my Ninja Academy CD are coming out on a new label out of Brooklyn called
EtherDrag records (www.etherdrag.com).

In which direction do you see your music evolving?
VO: Perhaps we’ll have more words, perhaps another player. Our music has evolved a lot
already and continues to do so, but I’m hard pressed to find away to describe this in words.
You’ll just have to hear the new stuff.
TC: It’s impossible to say, it seems like we change direction with every new song. I’ve
started playing a lot more guitar in the band, where as I used to only play bass. I also bought
a baritone guitar, which I love, and I play that on two new songs. I can feel my playing and
confidence on guitar improving all the time, and I’d like to keep aiming for a certain loose-
ness and comfort in my playing. I also think that on "Plan Ahead" we had some problems in
terms of playing on top of one another, of occupying the same sonic space. After listening to
practice tapes, I think that on our newer stuff we’ve spread out a little more spatially and a
lot of this might be due to having more guitar based songs. My bass lines coupled with Val
playing bass lines with her left hand on the piano tended to muddy things up a bit. It worked
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sometimes, but I’d like to be a little more aware of those issues in the future. My most
recent contribution to our repertoire, "Der Neu Stijl," seems really different to me than other
songs I’ve written. Less angular, maybe, and I’d like to pursue that for a while, also keeping
vocals in mind when writing, rather than as an afterthought. We’ve always talked about
adding another member, a horn or reed player, which I think is a good idea. Adding perma-
nent members is tricky business though, it changes the whole interpersonal dynamic of the
group. I would rather bring in guest musicians on a song to song basis, and have the option
of inviting them to perform with us or not, depending on the venue or circumstances. I’ve
been working on a song called "Ersatz Culture" which is based on one Fela Kuti riff. I’ve
been thinking about parts for cello and a horn section on that one.

You are originally from Philadelphia. Philadelphia seems to have a flourishing scene of
instrumental acts. What are your views?
TC: If there is a flourishing scene in Philly, it must have developed after we left, or I just
wasn’t aware of it when I was there. We really had a hard time finding like-minded bands to
play with and venues that appreciated our music. There seems to be a scene for improvised
music and a scene for mod rock, and a scene for space rock bands, but we didn’t really fit
into any of those categories. There were some cool venues where we performed, namely the
Institute for Contemporary Art, Highwire Gallery, and the Astrocade, but I never really felt
like anyone was terribly happy to have us there. It was more like "Um, yeah, ok, you can
play here, I guess." Before we left, the biggest instrumental band in Philly was probably
Stinking Lizaveta. Other bands that I liked in Philly were Muscle Factory, the Black Death,
Atom & His Package, Lefty’s Deceiver, Dave Champion, Tintinabulus, and the Sun Ra
Arkestra. My favorite poet from Philly is Tom Devaney. I’ve put together a show in Philly,
which is happening next week at the University of Pennsylvania, and will feature some of
Philly’s newer instrumental and avantgarde groups. The line-up will be us, Dysrhythmia, the
Meicht Group, and Secession Movement. It’s a free show, so it will be interesting to see
what the turnout is like. If there is in fact a flourishing scene down there, we’ll find out next
week.
VO: There are a lot of great people with tons of talent in Philadelphia. There’s not a whole
lot for them to do with it there though. People work really hard to keep a scene going until
they get tired and it’s hard to get people out to shows. We found it to be a real uphill battle
to just stay in the same place with our band while we lived there.

The opportunity for your closing comments.
TC: I want to call our next CD "This is Crazy Land." Thank you.
VO: One interesting thing about our group is that we all come from such different back-
grounds of both life and music experiences. I think negotiating and navigating that results in
some interesting music.

[Ted Casterline, 1066 Manhattan Ave 2nd Fl, Brooklyn, NY 11222, USA]
[www.etherdrag.com/krakatoa] [googplex@yahoo.com]

The origins of Tintinabulus can be traced back to 1994 in Philadelphia when two natural
food store workers, Scott Macdonald (drums) and David Bath (guitar) decided to form an
improvisational group. They were joined by Swedish-born saxophone player Aino
Soderhielm and named themselves Tintintrio. They were joined in 1996 by David Sherick
(vibraphone and percussion) and John Thomas (bass). Naturally the name Tintintrio was
no longer valid and Tintinabulus was born. Since that time, Tintinabulus have been per-
forming in Philadelphia and New York with dancers (choreographer Patricia Graham has
used the music as a dance score). One of the interesting aspects of the music is that it
has been used for a movie: Patrick Hasson has used Tintinabulus’ music in his second
feature film "Waiting." The music of Tintinabulus can be heard on their self-titled debut
release, which shows their wide range of influences: for example, "Three-Legged Dog" is
more jazz-oriented, "Muhammed Ali" is very rhythmic with a dominant role for the triangle,
whereas "Idiot’s Toast" evokes images of a fair with its merry go round, clowns juggling
balls. The songs range in length from 1 minute to 9 minutes and most of them seem very
free-form, there’s no rigid structure making it quite hard for the listener to grasp. The
following interview was done with David Sherick (DS), Aino Soderhielm (AS), and Scott
Macdonald. (SM).

krakatoa (cont.)

Could you tell us something about the
musical background of the band?
AS: From jazz, classical, guitar heroes,
avantgarde, Frank Zappa.
SM: All of us have studied music in school
at some time or other. I learned most
about this kind of playing by improvizing
with friends all my life, no structure.

Why did you actually opt for this par-
ticular collection of musical instru-
ments?
DS: It was never a collective conscious
decision but a cosmic force that brought
us together.
SM: Dave does not know this, but, believe
it or not, it’s all the result of a master plan I
conceived of back in 1973 at the age of 2.
AS: We did not opt for these instruments it
is what we had to work with.

Do you think that it is important for a
musician to listen to different musical
styles?
DS: It can be a tremendous source of
inspiration to listen to music of different
cultures as well as different time periods.
Why not open yourself up to all the possi-
bilities.
AS: Yes every style has its strengths and
weaknesses.

What is a Tintinabulus?
DS: A Tintinabulus is a rare species of
animal resembling a large spider that has
a mating call of an undulating, ultrasonic
tone.
AS: A bunch of stubborn strong headed
opinionated musicians
SM: AS and Dave are lying, but AS is

more right.

[According to the web site,
"Tintinabulus" comes from
the word tintinnabulation
which means the sounding
of bells, in addition to the
fact that David Bath was
being compared to "Tintin,"
the French cartoon figure.
In the early days, the trio
played all over the Philadel-
phia area and recorded
their first demo.]

There are different musi-
cal styles encompassed
in your songs, which has
been the most difficult to
master individually and
as a five-piece?
DS: Swing - it’s very difficult
for us to play as a five
piece because we all have
different interpretations of
the basic swing feel.
AS: Jazz feel has been that hardest feel to
master in the group!

Your music consists of a wide range of
emotions, which emotions are the most
difficult to convey?
DS: We tend to gravitate towards minor

and diminished type key centers for
discord and dissonance. As a result of
that, we tend not to play as much conso-
nant stuff. I think it’s harder for an instru-
mental band to create interest with less
chromatic, major key centers.
AS: The ones that are hard to define what
they sound like, anger, frustration, sad-
ness, happiness, and love are easy when
it comes to jealousy, and more complex
feeling it becomes harder.
SM: What’s hard is giving each other
enough space in the music.

Your music does have a certain cin-
ematic quality, which movies could be
used to describe your music?
DS: Our music does have a very visual
quality. I don’t think so much in terms of
specific film, but more abstract. We have
performed with experimental art films that
display phantasmagoric imagery. Also, our
music has been likened to the painting of
Jackson Pollock.
SM: For some reason, the movie "Short
Cuts" comes to mind.

Are you interested in other forms of art
as well?
AS: Yes.
DS: Yes. In the past we’ve worked with a
choreographer, filmmaker, and let’s not
forget the stripper.

How do the songs work in a live set-
ting. I would imagine that they have a
certain framework but that you do
improvise a lot during live shows.
DS: The s2hows are always balances
between improvisations and structured
pieces. Sometimes we specify certain
parameters for improvisation. We’ve used
large clocks, conducting, and one idea we

call the "Big Bang"
improvisation,
which starts off
with a giant bang
and then decre-
scendos as if the universe were continuing
to expand.
SM: On a good night, a song will open up
in a new, unanticipated way that someone
may have inadvertently initiated. The rest
of us pick up on it and we go with it.

Do you feel that listeners need a back-
ground in musical education to be able
to fully comprehend and appreciate the
music?
DS: No, however it does require what I call
"active listening" in order for one to fully
appreciate what’s going on. I think the
more of an imagination one brings to a
listening the better. In other words, I think
it’s possible to be a creative listener. Our
music doesn’t have a lot of the normal
"hooks" that most other bands have that
play the same venues as us.
AS: Not really, I think anybody can under-
stand the basics of our music however
maybe one needs: to be into more "out"
stuff to like us.

Do you think it is important to be
knowledgeable of music compositions
and theory?
DS: As Scott has proven with his ability, it’s
not essential, but it is a great tool in this
band to be able to put something on paper
and bring it to the group. Often times the
better you’re able to convey your idea in a
written format that is legible the better and
quicker your piece will be performed.
SM: Yeah, they throw me a bone every
once and a while.
AS: I think that it does not hurt to be

The MEICHT

The Meicht Group is a Philadel-
phia-based ensemble that has
been performing since Spring

1998. At the core of the ensem-
ble are Brendan Dougherty

(drums), Aaron Meicht (trum-
pet), and Seth Meicht (reeds).
The Meicht Group has thus far
released two CDs on Scrapple
Records entitled "The Meicht

Group" and "Dig the Sound
Live"). Both of these albums

Could you tell us something about the
musical background of The Meicht
Group?
AM: I began by studying classical
trumpet and stayed focused in that way
until my high school years, when I
began exploring my interests in im-
provisation and jazz. I attended the
University of the Arts in Philadelphia
from 1992-96 and graduated with a
degree in trumpet performance.
BD: I began playing in traditional Irish
music groups with my father, my
grandfather, and his friends when I was
young. Eventually I bought a drum set
and began playing in rock bands while
in high school. While in college, I

played jazz almost exclusively, but studied
classical percussion as well. I met the
Meicht brothers there and played jazz with
Seth.
SM: I grew up outside of Philadelphia and
had a strong musical upbringing. I devel-
oped a close musical relationship with my
brother and Brendan through my attending
college in Philadelphia. Since then it has
been a search for growth and new concepts.

Why did you actually opt for this particu-
lar collection of musical instruments
(trumpet, guitar, percussion, reeds)?
AM: When I wrote the score for "The
Skriker," I put together this instrumentation
mostly out of a belief I have of playing with
musicians not with instruments. In other
words, I really like to play music with
musicians I trust and respect. At that time,
for example, I did not know a bass player I
really felt comfortable with so I put together
guitar and percussion, woodwind (including
bass clarinet), and myself on trumpet. It
worked real well. After the run of the show
I felt a need to put together a working band.
We liked the instrumentation used for the
show and so we tried it out.

GROUP

include Jameison Ledonio (guitar). I have only heard "Dig the
Dound Live" which consists of three songs with song lengths in
the range of 15-26 minutes. This is termed free improvisation,

the instrumentation is sparse, it’s mostly subdued, relaxed until
it breaks out into a psychotic frenzy, there is a blend of compo-
sition and repetition. I recognize the talented musicianship but,

to be honest, it is definitely outside the realm of the music
that I usually listen and I have to be in the proper mood to

fully appreciate it. The following interview was done with
Brendan Dougherty (BD), Aaron Meicht (AM), and Seth Meicht (SM).
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knowledgeable; I think it can only contrib-
ute to what you are already doing.

Which musical style would be outside
the realm of your capabilities?
DS: Bossa Nova, which our bass player
refuses to play.
AS: Hard core jazz, country and western,
vocal music.
SM: I think we might be able to pull off
country.

A provocative question: all your music
is instrumental but could lyrics and
vocals be added to your music?
DS: I think this could be done, however it
would need to be a special kind of uncon-
ventional singing. In addition, it might befit
the group more to use the voice as an
instrument and avoid the use of words.
AS: I think there could be lyrics added to
some of the songs.
SM: All we need is someone to write the
words and someone to sing ‘em.

The song titles is always an intriguing
aspect of instrumental songs. How do
you come up with titles such as
"Morbio Inferiore" and "Little Baby
Rabbits"?
AS: The composer came up with the title
describing what they felt it sounded like.
SM: Sometimes it’s easier to come up with
a title than a song, as I have proven with
my ability.

In which direction do you see your
music evolving?
DS: Personally, I’d like for us to spend
more time recording. We have so much
great material that has never been put to
tape. I think we will always keep a similar
philosophy by including lots of freedom in
our music. I know we will also continue to
collaborate with other artists of different
mediums.
SM: I’d like to hear our music have more
rests in it.

Philadelphia seems to have a flourish-
ing scene of instrumental acts. What
are your views?
AS: Yes, however the places to play at are
not so flourishing.
SM: However, there are people putting on
great stuff such as Sweetnighter produc-
tions, the FRINGE, Community Education
Center. There’s hope.

The opportunity for closing comments.
DS: I think music is something that needs
to be experienced. Our words: fall far short
of any kind of musical experience. Just like
in Zen: Never mistake the finger that
points towards the moon as the moon
itself.
SM: And never shoot the moon when you
can give the finger.

[The CD can be ordered by sending $11 to
Aino Soderhielm c/o Tintinabulus, P.O. Box
60119, Philadelphia, PA 19102 – 0119,
USA | www.tintinabulus.com]

BD: Mainly because of the instrumentation
of our friends. We think it’s more important
to play with people whom we feel attach-
ments to through intellectual or other
personal connections (especially when
playing heavily improvised music). We go
to concerts and listen to music together, and
consider it almost as important as rehearsing
music, because it contributes to the overall
vision of what we are and what we are
trying to do. So in a way, it doesn’t matter
what instrument we play (though it can
confront us with certain challenges and
limitations), as long as we are all playing in
one direction.
SM: The play gave us the birth of this
ensemble. It continued to grow for two
years as a quartet until May 2000 when we
stopped working with guitarist Jameison
Ledonio. Since then we have been trying
things out as a trio.

These instruments are traditional in the
sense that they’ve long been part of
musical tradition. You use samplers as
well. How do you integrate these into
your sound?
BD: Virtually all of the samples we’ve used
are recordings of us playing our instru-
ments, so in a way, we are merely augment-
ing our sound with our own voices. I think
eventually we will experiment with the use
of more electronics in our music.
AM: The CD "Dig the Sound Live" contains
The Meicht Group’s only adventure into
electronics to date. Integrating electronics is
a huge interest of mine. I am careful,
however, and it has been slow going, but
Breathturn was a good start. The piece is
very specific about when and how the
sampled sounds are used. It should be subtle
and that is why all the samples are recorded
sounds from my brother and myself: trum-
pet, clarinet, saxophone. This allowed for a
larger palette during the compositional
process. I was not restricted to our instru-
mentation. For this piece, that was probably
the real impetus: more layers of horns. Very
simple really. The performance on the CD is

BD: Mastering styles is something that was
always an individual process for me. So
when a group gets together it can utilize
these as you might tools in a toolbox. Yet,
this process is rarely an end in itself (as
many NYC downtowners would have you
believe).
AM: Musical sub-styles are of no interest to
us. We play our music and it is what it is:
sound organized by us. True style is an
individual exploration and all musicians are
of themselves.

Your music consists of a wide range of
emotions, which emotions are the most
difficult to convey?
SM: I don’t see music as portraying tangible
emotions. I look to express abstract emo-
tion, which can be very difficult for me at
certain times.
BD: Simple emotions are the most difficult
to convey: happy and sad. Expressing theses
types of emotions was never really central

in my views. I am
interested in more
complex things when it
comes to emotions in
music. For example,
how do you feel walking
down the street that you
grew up on, after not
having been there in 15
years? I feel I might be
able to better convey
that through music than

words.
AM: At this point in my life, I am honestly
not trying to convey any specific emotions.
All of the music I play with The Meicht
Group is what I would describe as absolute
music. It is sound that we as an ensemble
organize into form and meaning. That can
be just an abstract idea.

Your music does have a certain theatrical
quality, which sort of theater could be
used to describe your music?
AM: I have always been interested in
Wagner’s Gesamtkunstwerk. We are con-
scious of the theatricality of a live musical
performance and we embrace that when we
perform. I have always been interested in
opera and I think our music is, at this point,
an attempt to meld a theatrical and musical
sensibility. Of course, in the history of Jazz
there are also many creators who have
explored the theatricality of musical per-
formance: the Art Ensemble of Chicago and
Sun Ra come to mind. And, of course, the
fact that I have been working with theater
director Jackson Gay for the last five years
has probably influenced my concert music
as well. There is no single theatrical genre
or style that informs all we do.

You have also collaborated with many
visual and performing artists as well. For
example, painter Bill Sonta has worked
closely with the ensemble since its incep-
tion, producing artwork for both CD
releases and new paintings for each
concert. What draws you to his art and
are you interested in other forms of art as
well?
AM: I have known Bill for about 9 years
now. We developed our ideas side by side.
We have said that if I could paint my work
would look like his and if he composed his
music would sound like mine. More practi-
cally, however, the ensemble has used the
paintings at live shows as another way to
bring a theatrical/visual element to our
performances.
SM: In Bill, I see a search to find a new
voice very similar to the search by our band.
His work in my view had started to move
toward the lineage of "Abstract Expression-
ism" which is a period in visual arts devel-
opment that most intrigues me.
BD: We consider Bill to be an integral part
of our band because we have known him for
so long. We have developed together in
many ways (discovering new art and music),
and he definitely shares part of the vision
that we have. If you were to follow the

progression of Meicht Group music and
Bill’s paintings you would see that they
have been developing similarly in the past
two and a half years.

How do the songs work in a live setting? I
would imagine that they have a certain
framework but that there is a lot of
improvisations during live performances,
are there any boundaries?
SM: All of the pieces have a life of their
own. They can be formed in many different
ways. Some pieces are group free improvi-
sations while others are based on pre-
arranged improvisational maps. We also
perform through-composed pieces as well as
sections of improvisations with specific
pitch and rhythmic constraints.
AM: In my compositions, I try to blend the
compositional and improvisational elements
in such a way that allows for freedom and
also has a very tight structure. Our develop-
ment has also meant that we don’t really
perform a piece too many times. Sometimes
we work up a piece for a specific perform-
ance and then never perform it again. Others
have remained in the "book" for longer. We
are an ensemble in search of a sound,
though, and that really means constant
change in our repertoire.
BD: It differs with each piece; our most
recent concert consisted of a 35 minute
piece which we composed together that was
a roadmap for improv, incorporating two
sections of music from "works in progress."
We rehearsed it several times, each time
commenting on what we liked and disliked
or how it could be better. During improvisa-
tion, the audience can have an effect on
what comes from the band. Sometimes you
can let the energy of the audience virtually
extract the music from the band.

Do you feel that listeners need a back-
ground in musical education to be able to
fully comprehend and appreciate the
music?
BD: We hope not. One of my goals is to
make music that anyone with open ears can
hear.
SM: No. All that’s needed is an open mind
with the intent of listening and trying to get
something out of the experience.
AM: Yes and no. We are making music for
people who are open to new experiences
and sounds and ideas. This means that they
are usually an educated audience. I don’t
believe they have to be musically educated
per say, but I believe the more educated the
person the deeper the emotional experience
they will have. That said, all kinds of people
have responded to our music in a variety of
venues. People sometimes respond on a
superficial level: the drums are loud and
intense, the music is an incredible wall of
sound, etc. That is good though, I like those
reactions. At least the audience is listening.
And once and a while someone comments
on a very subtle change in texture or some-
thing and you know that it is all working
out the way you had hoped.

Do you think it is important to be knowl-
edgeable of music compositions and
theory?
AM: Yes, I believe that knowledge is very
important. An intimate understanding of
music history and philosophy is essential to
making a contribution to society. How an
individual gains knowledge can vary. I do
not necessarily feel strongly about studying
at a university or anything like that, I mean,
you can get information on your own if you
search it out. Inspiration is very important
though. One has to be inspired by the right
people and injected with the passion from
then on it is up to the individual. I think
people have the notion that with improvisa-
tion, anyone can freely express themselves
without any knowledge of music. In Phila-
delphia, there are a number of people who
call themselves musicians and improvisers,
but really they are just playing games. This
is fine for these people but, for me, the most
important contributions to music and society

the first performance of the piece and it
is a little sloppy. We only performed the
piece one other time in public. It was
down here in Philadelphia in a bar and
the piece came off perfectly! Of course,

we had not recorded that one. I have
also worked with
electronics some in other capacities.

For a play at the Williamstown Theater
Festival, I worked with engineer George
Whittam and developed a sound world with
his lap-top and my trumpet and lots of
effects processors. We experimented with
both live manipulation and also pre-devel-
oped sections. It was a very good experience
in my development. I have also recorded
some live electronic manipulations of
improvisations realized with another ensem-
ble I play with called Kaktus. In the future, I
will be evolving in this way more and more.
I will attend the course in composition at
CCMIX in Paris in the Fall. There I will
study with Gerard Pape and Julio Estrada
among others. This will allow me to really
work on my ideas in a technological control-
led environment.

Do you think that it is important for a
musician to listen to different musical
styles?
SM: I feel that this is question that can be
answered both yes and no. It is totally up to
the individual. Some derive important
inspiration from different styles where as
others can progress while being enclosed in
a musical "vacuum," which is void of
outside influence. Personally I have gained
most of what I am today musically through
outside influence and the analysis of that
influence.
AM: I believe that any great artist or thinker
is aware and interested in nearly everything.
I strive for this. I believe that I am a better
musician because I listen to Roscoe
Mitchell, Luigi Nono, and Frank Zappa. It
works for me to soak it all up.
BD: I think you can realize what you find
important or moving about music through
listening to music that is very different from
what you may be associated with or more
familiar with. I find almost equal inspiration
from Louis Armstrong, the Wu-Tang Clan,
and Iannis Xenakis.

Your music is very improvisational and
has a free form. There are also different
musical sub-styles encompassed in your
songs, which has been the most difficult
to master individually and as a four-
piece?
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are made by people who have a clear
understanding, both technically and philo-
sophically, of what they are doing.
BD: If you want to compose and improvise,
yes. It’s very rare that anyone has created
anything of real importance without knowl-
edge of some kind of lineage before them.
SM: Yes, you can only benefit by knowing
too much. The more you know, the better
you can decide what it is that you don’t like.

A provocative question: all your music is
instrumental but could lyrics and vocals
be added to your music?
SM: Anything is possible if the context is
correct.
BD: Yes, it depends mostly on the singer.
I’m not sure if lyrics (in the traditional,
songlike sense) would fit that well, but it
could be really interesting to incorporate
some kind of text into our pieces.
AM: As I have said, I have scored a number
of plays for director Jackson Gay. Most of
these scores have involved vocals. Recently
I scored "Measure for Measure" at Yale
University. For this I used a singer, 3
woodwind players, trumpet, and percussion.
There was one ‘song’ which featured the
singer, but the rest of the time I was blend-
ing the voice in with the instrumental
ensemble. It worked great and I believe this
will lead to more performances with voice. I
do not know a vocalist who can improvise
with us yet, and so like all other instruments
I wait until I meet the right musician.

The song titles is always an intriguing
aspect of instrumental songs. How do you
come up with titles such as "Drinking
Vinegar" and "Breathturn"?
AM: I do not name any of my compositions
until I have to. "Breathturn" is a word from
the poet Paul Celan and I just like the word.
"Drinking Vinegar" came from a perform-
ance where an unsuspecting bystander
reacted to our music by saying he thought it
"sounds like Drinking Vinegar." We thought
it was funny. The other track on the CD was
an improvisation realized at a live show at
Laurie Wagman Hall in Philadelphia, and so
it was called "Wagman."
BD: Usually, we name them as we are
printing up CDs. Before that they are known
in rehearsal and performance as "Aaron’s
New Tune" or "The one that goes like this."

In which direction do you see your music
evolving?
SM: In theshort term, I see the band taking
on the form of several different units. With
the inclusion and exclusion of the members
of the band and our close musical peers.
BD: I see the music as something that is
more accessible, yet more complex/evolved.
A more refined integration of composition
and improvisation. Always new textures and
sounds. Possibly more dramatic composi-
tions/performances from within the band.
AM: That is a very hard question. I am
interested in going to Paris and working at
CCMIX. I guess that electronics will
become more of a fixture after that experi-
ence. The group is at an interesting stage
now. We are really trying to develop a sound
with just two horns and percussion. This is
difficult. We shall see what comes from it.

Philadelphia seems to have a flourish-
ing scene of instrumental acts. What are
your views?
BD: Yes, it seems to, at times.
AM: Frankly, I am looking forward to
leaving Philadelphia. I have been very
disappointed with the press and the jazz
clubs are just not interested in new music. It
is difficult for us to constantly play in ‘rock’
venues, pressed between two pop bands. I
am not interested in doing that anymore.
SM: Yes and no. There are certain people in
the scene but larger scale acceptance and
support is still hard to come by.

[The Meicht Group, Aaron Meicht, 1530
Pine St. #1R, Philadelphia, PA 19102,
USA | http://meichtgroup.netfirms.com/]

the meicht group (cont.)
FALLACY Matirios
Fallacy come from
Portugal and offer here an
interesting instrumental
mixture of avantgarde
prog/psychedelic metal
with strange women
choirs. All in all, pretty
original material, even if the sound of this demo
tape isn't very good. Musically they remind me of
Civil Defiance a bit (I'm not sure if they heard
anything about this band), especially in some
pretty complex and weird instrumental parts. As I
understand, these women choirs are part of
Portuguese folklore. Nice experimental and a bit
mystic music... (SV)
[Sergio Bastos, Largo Filinto Elisio] [http://
come.to/fallacy]

HARDWARE: 7 The Spirit Beyond the Circuitry
demo CD
Hardware: 7 is the side project of Vic Mendoza
(reviewed elsewhere in this issue with his main
project Seal of the Living God). Whereas Seal of
the living God's material is evolving towards a
more refined, soothing soundscape, Hardware:7
confronts with a harsh, abrasive attack on the
aural senses. This CD demo features four songs
and an intro. Stylistically, the songs can be
described as industrial with some ambient
touches. Guitars are used in a Ministry-like
manner supported mostly an uptempo rhythmic
beat and weird electronic samples and sounds.
The vocals, sung by Josh Harrison and
whispering by Vic Mendoza, make it more
accessible. Fans of Ministry and perhaps
Strapping Young Lad should check this out. (CR)
[Vic Mendoza, 16345 Willow St., Hesperia, Ca
92345,USA] [http://
www.hardware7.indiegroup.com/about.html]

IGNIS FATUUS Whispers
Ignis Fatuus literally means "the foolish fire" in
Latin. This new act from Finland whose name
refers to the light produced over marshland - i.e.,
an illusion or mirage - has been around for some
time now (1992), trying to reach a broader
audience. Their last demo, released this year,
contains a nice collection of four surprisingly
progressive tracks, clocking at a total time of
14:51 The band consists of six members, with
two guitarists and one keyboard player. The CD
contains some nice intricate stuff a la Dream
Theater, dominated by minor and chromatic
harmonies reminiscent of tracks like "Metropolis
Part I." Unfortunately, the production is only
average, the guitar sounding thin. Vocals are
also somewhat disappointing, ranging from high-
pitched to growling, with some raucous, cookie-
monster type passages. Considered the time
they have been around and the several style
shifts they have undergone, I am just wondering
if this band has the potential to develop into a
fully-fledged and accomplished prog metal act;
only time will tell. (AS)
[http://www.ee.oulu.fi/~iharjula/]
[iharjula@paju.oulu.fi]

MESSAGE Reborn
Message from Poland devoted themselves to
heavy/thrash/gothic stuff. The material on this
demo is pretty well produced. The songs are not
necessarily the masterpieces, but listenable with
some good dynamic moments. The use of
female and growling male voice livens up a bit
the tracks, but the main strong point of the band
is the varied musical side solutions. Not bad.
(SV)
[Andrzej Osmalek, Ul. Szara 27/62, 80-116 Gdansk,
Poland] [http://message.rockmetal.art.pl]
[message@underweb.net]

NON-DIVINE My Obsession
This Dutch four-piece was formed in 1999 and
has managed to develop their style of metal and
original lyrical concept on this debut demo CD.
The lyrical concept is based on thoughts from the
perspective of people who have been put into a
lunatic asylum. Accompanying this lyrical
concept is a style termed as "groove metal". This
implies modern sounding heavy guitar riffing
(slightly reminding me of old style Bay area

thrash metal as well) and a rhythm section that
has that definite drum n' bass groove at
times. The songs are mostly in the mid-
tempo range and, unlike many trendy
American metal bands, the anger and
aggression in the music seems genuine. The
combination of aggressive vocals with a
more subdued clean voice works very well.
Furthermore, the nice melodic guitar
interludes by the van Beek brothers give the
music that listenable and memorable edge.
The stand-out tracks are the first three songs
"Scar-faced Man," "Sympathy" and "My
Obsession" but the quality slightly decreases
with "Red Alert" and the closer "Rebel" which
features some riffs that I have heard before
although I can't quite place them. A band that
certainly needs to be monitored for future
disorders. (CR)
[$8, Non-Divine, W. van Pontlaan 112, 6824
GM, Arnhem, the Netherlands] [http://non-
divine.homepage.com]

OCTOBER THORNS October Thorns
Although October Thorns were only formed in
1999, they've already managed to gain a lot of
attention through mp3.com and the appearance
on several festivals (Milwaukee Metalfest,
November to Dismember, in Texas, Powermad).
Such an amount of attention in such a short time
often creates a combination of enthusiasm and
scepticism on my behalf. It was the song "Circle
Game" from Powermad IV sound sampler CD
that first tantalized my ears to October Thorns.
An excellent song with an infectious main guitar
riff, delicate piano and immaculate mid range
soft-spoken vocals, reminding me of a more
upbeat Fates Warning ("Perfect Symmetry")
combined with 70s-style guitar and keyboard
duelling. After listening to the other five songs on
this debut CD Demo, I must acknowledge the
talented songwriting. October Thorns have that
unique ability to combine complexity with
accessibility and melody. The closest musical
comparison I can think of is The Quiet Room with
some touches of Dream Theater. Paradoxically
as it may sound, the individual character of the
songs is my major point of criticism. It sounds
like the individual members brought in complete
songs and there is not yet a common
denominator that combines the songs to a
specific October Thorns style. For example, the
more straightforward power metal style as shown
in "Jihad" does not have much in common with
the aforementioned "Circle Game" or "Exhausted
Minds" which is the heaviest song showing some
Faith No More influences. If October Thorns
manage to write more songs that would combine
the songwriting talents of the individuals, then the

debut album will be among the year's best in
prog metal. (CR)
[$10, Stentor Productions, 23-18 30th Dr. #1F,
Astoria, NY 11102, USA] [www.octoberthorns.com]

ORTANK Promo 2000
Ortank play brutal death/grind stuff. Here you
can't expect to hear any original or unique stuff,
but I think, that was not the aim of two songs on
this promo tape. The band is true to this
uncompromising kind of music and do this not
worse than other groups of the genre.
Recommendable for death/grind freaks. (SV)
[Miroslaw Kozuchowski, ul. Romanowicza 36a/
10, 33-100 Tarnow, Poland]
[aaz@solutions.net.pl]

PHILOSOPHER Superior to all Expectations
Philosopher is a Dutch band from the region of
the Netherlands that has also spurned the likes
of Symmetry and Imperium. Musically they are
not unlike their counterparts but Philosopher
hasn't reached their class yet. Philosopher were
formed in 1996 under the name of Brayanerac
and this is their debut demo. It features six songs
of mid-tempo power metal with doom and thrash
metal influences. The playing is competent and
tight, the compositions are well structured but the
amount of riffs that are used within a song are
limited. If those riffs miss that certain magic then
the songs tend to sound long-drawn as well. The
exception is the closer "No More" which
compensates the shortcomings with some more
power and tempo. A critical comment can be
made of the limited use of the possibilities that a
twin guitar line-up offers: 95% of the time the two
guitarists are playing identical parts.
Furthermore, the vocals of Egbert Berenst are
not able to add that extra dimension to the music.
His vocals have a somewhat hoarse tone with a
limited range. He actually sounds a lot like the
singer of a band that released some demos in
the late 80s called Jagannath. Positive
comments can be made of the crunchy sound of
the production and whole attitude of the band.
(CR)
[$8, Philosopher, Ereprijs 20, 8141 DL, Heino,
The Netherlands] [www.philosopher.cjb.net]

RISE UP Only Matter of Time
Polish Rise Up devoted themselves to modern
industrial thrash with some grunge materials. The
6 tracks on this CD-R are interesting probably
only to true fans of this style, although the songs
are not bad at all. The sound isn't brilliant, but we
must not forget that it's only a demo tape.
Pantera or especially Machine Head fans could
try this one. (SV)
[Michal Sedzielewski, Os. Sikorskiego 16/1, 28-
100 Busko-Zdroj, Poland] [www.viper.pl/~riseup]

SCYLLA The Eternal Darkness
Another one-man project, this time from the
Japanese multi-instrumentalist Masumi Fukuda
who goes under the pseudonym of Eugene
Clearwater. On this 4 song CD demo Clearwater
has succeeded in producing a very mature
sounding release with definite leanings towards
the European end of the metal spectrum. "Final

Solution" and "The eternal darkness" sound like
a mix of In Flames and Children of Bodom:
melodic death metal accompanied by a simple
yet adequate rhythm. "I touched the Flame"
includes some Dimmu Borgir influences. The
variability in song writing is shown in the
instrumental closer "Rain of Tears" which is a
lament in the best Empyrium tradition with a
more prominent role for the piano. Clearwater
shows a good understanding of how a song
should be written and the playing on the various
instruments is certainly above average. The
weakness is definitely the vocals, a lot of vocal
processing is used and a proper (guest) vocalist
would definitely benefit the sound. A full length
album is expected and that should prove
noteworthy. (CR)
[Scylla, ClearWaterProductions, 4-10-3-203
Yokokawa, Sumida, Tokyo 130-0003, Japan]
[www.scylla.net]

SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD Idolatry of the
Ancients/Ancestors
Instrumental music of this kind is not regularly
featured in "Edge of Time," this did not withhold
Vic Mendoza from sending me a copy of his
CDemo. Under the aural microscope is a four
song demo entitled "Idolatry of the Ancients" and
a six song demo "Ancestors". Both of the demos
were recorded in late 1999 and show the
capabilities of this Californian multi-
instrumentalist. Opener "Intro through the
Bloodline/Idolatry of the Ancients" sets the tone:
a dark solemn mood with electronic drums
dictating a tribal rhythm, simple upfront
keyboards, movie samples, swirling guitars in the
background interrupted with riffing from a
distorted guitar. Hypnotizing and annoying after a
while. The tempo increases and industrial
influences like Skinny Puppy and Front 242
creep in during subsequent songs. The last four
songs on "Ancestors" are more ambient, mellow,
brighter, less harsh and more akin to the likes of
Enigma, Eden or Dead Can Dance. An
interesting musical journey for the adventurous at
heart. (CR)
[$10, Seal of the Living God c/o Vic Mendoza, 16345
Willow St., Hesperia, CA 92345, USA]
[www.angelfire.com/musicals/sealofthelivinggod]

SILENT EDGE Under a Shaded Moon
Having been an insider tip for quite some time,
the Dutch Silent Edge band fulfils their musical
potential on this promo CD. The two songs
"Under a Shaded Moon" and "Savage
Symphony" are profound examples of neo-
classical symphonic metal characterized by
virtuous guitar and keyboard duelling of Emo
Suripatty (guitars) and Minggus Gasperz
(keyboards). Vocalist Willem Vervoert has an
original voice with a high range and luckily does
not sound like the conventional prog metal
vocalists. Although influences of Symphony X,
Artension, Yngwie Malmsteen, and Dream
Theater can be heard Silent Edge do manage to
show a remarkable sense of originality and
maturity for a debut release. The only critical
comments that I can make is in relation to the
rhythm section and balance of the songs. The
rhythm section is adequate but not up to par with
the rest of the instrumentation. The balance of
the songs could be improved by adding some
instrumental parts. A band to look out for in the
future when a full-length album is released. (CR)
[www.silentedge.com]

WEEPING SILENCE Deprived from Romance
As the band name would imply, Weeping Silence
is a doom metal band from the Mediterranean
island of Malta. They were formed in 1995 by
Angelo Zammit (drums) and Mario Ellul (guitars).
After a long search, the line-up was completed
Raphael Grech (guitars), Mario Cilia (keyboards),
and Dino Mifsud Lepre (vocals). The bass on this
recording was done by Alfred Burd who has
since then been replaced by Sinclair Calleja. This
promo CD contains four songs: an older song
"Your Silence Still Echoes" (recorded in 1998)
and three newer songs "Winter Embrace," "My
Precious Grievousness," and "Memories"
(recorded in 1999). In general, Weeping Silence
play slow doom depressive metal with some
progressive and death metal influences, leaning
more towards the My Dying Bride than the
Solitude Aeturnus variant. The difference in
songs clearly shows the progression in
songwriting. "Your Silence still echoes" is a 10
minute venture into monotonous slow and
plodding doom metal with orchestral keys. The
newer songs show much more variation in mood
and rhythm, the keyboards reach a majestic
level, the dual guitars easily churn out depressive
and heavy rhythms as well as acoustic and
melodic interludes. The moods conveyed are
those of lost love, an abysmal mood. The only
real thing holding them back from future
greatness is the under developed vocals of Dino
Mifsud Lepre. His vocal range is extremely
limited, with his mid range voice sounding either
hoarse or like he's moaning, and his death voice
is not menacing enough. The packaging is very
professional as well so there's almost no holding
back for fans of quality doom metal. (CR)
[Mario Ellul, Dun Manwel Zammit Street, Siggiewi,
QRM 15, Malta] [www.geocities.com/weepingsilence]
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